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About This Book
This book, Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility, describes superseded styles of
writing Objectivity/C++ applications, such as context-based application control.
This book also describes superseded styles of writing Objectivity/DB Active
Schema for C++ applications, such as status-based error-handling.
You should use this book only if you are maintaining existing code which uses
these superseded functions and classes. If you are creating new applications, you
should use the recommended styles, such as session-based application control, as
described in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide, Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Reference, and Objectivity/DB Active Schema for C++.

Audience
This book assumes that you are familiar with programming in C++ and
Objectivity/C++.

Organization
■

Part 1 describes tasks that use superseded Objectivity/C++ functions and
classes.

■

Part 2 contains the reference descriptions of the superseded Objectivity/C++
functions and classes.

■

Part 3 describes the superseded Active Schema classes, and contains their
reference descriptions.

■

Part 4 describes considerations that apply when accessing pre-Release 9.0
federated databases.
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Conventions and Abbreviations

Conventions and Abbreviations
Navigation
In the online version of this book, table of contents entries, index entries,
cross-references, and underlined text are hypertext links.

Typographical Conventions
cd

Command, literal parameter, code sample, filename, pathname,
output on your screen, or Objectivity-defined identifier

installDir

Variable element (such as a filename or a parameter) for which you
must substitute a value

Browse FD

Graphical user-interface label for a menu item or button

lock server

New term, book title, or emphasized word

Abbreviations
(administration)

Feature intended for database administration tasks

(HA)

Feature of the Objectivity/DB High Availability product

(ODMG)

Feature conforming to the Object Database Management Group
interface

Command Syntax Symbols
[...]

Optional item. You may either enter or omit the enclosed item.

{…}

Item that can be repeated.

...|...

Alternative items. You should enter only one of the items separated
by this symbol.

(…)

Logical group of items. The parentheses themselves are not part of
the command syntax; do not type them.

Command and Code Conventions
In code examples or commands, the continuation of a long line is indented.
Omitted code is indicated with the ellipsis (…) symbol. “Enter” refers to the
standard key (labeled either Enter or Return) for terminating a line of input.
12
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Getting Help

Getting Help
The Objectivity Developer Network provides technical information and
resources, such as tutorials, documentation, FAQs, code examples, and sample
applications. You can also access information about supported platforms and
compilers. The Developer Network is found at:
http://support.objectivity.com
You can log onto your existing customer account from this location. Your
customer account gives you access to product downloads and information about
known bugs and bug fixes. Contact Customer Support if you need a login.

How to Reach Objectivity Customer Support
You can contact Customer Support by:
■

Telephone: Call 1.408.992.7100 or 1.800.SOS.OBJY (1.800.767.6259) Monday
through Friday between 6:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. Pacific Time, and ask for
Customer Support.
The toll-free 800 number can be dialed only within the 48 contiguous states of
the United States and Canada.

■

Fax: Send a fax to Objectivity at 1.408.992.7171.

■

Email: Send electronic mail to help@objectivity.com.

Before You Call
Please be ready to submit the following information:
■

Your name, company name, address, telephone number, fax number, and
email address

■

Detailed description of the problem

■

Information about your workstation, including the type of workstation, its
operating system version, and compiler or interpreter

■

Information about your Objectivity products, including the version of the
Objectivity/DB libraries

You can use the Objectivity/DB oosupportinfo tool to obtain information
about your workstation and your Objectivity products.

Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility
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Part 1

Objectivity/C++ Guide
This part describes tasks that use superseded Objectivity/C++ functions and
classes.
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1
Context-Based Application Control
For backward compatibility, Objectivity/C++ supports context-based application
control. Instead of working with the standard classes ooObjy, ooConnection,
and ooSession, an application that uses context-based application control calls
global functions to set application-control properties and works with application
classes that are used internally by sessions.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about context-based control

■

Enabling Objectivity/C++ exceptions

■

Context-based initialization

■

Using a transaction object

■

Opening and closing a federated database

■

Using Objectivity contexts in multithreaded applications

■

Setting application-control properties

■

Monitoring application performance

■

Using context-based application control in an ODMG application

Understanding Context-Based Control
An application that uses context-based control:
■

Uses the basic header file oo.h (page 18) instead of the general header file
ooObjy.h.

■

Works with internal application objects (page 18) instead of connection
objects and sessions.

■

Optionally enables Objectivity/C++ exceptions (page 19).

■

Calls global functions to initialize (page 20) and terminate (page 45)
interactions with Objectivity/DB instead of calling static methods of the
ooObjy class.

17

Context-Based Application Control

Header Files

■

Must open the federated database (page 30) explicitly at the beginning of
every transaction.

■

Calls global functions to set properties that control the application (page 48)
instead of setting these properties through static methods of ooObjy and
methods of connection objects and sessions.

■

Cannot use the Objectivity/C++ logging mechanism.

■

Monitors performance by obtaining statistical measurements of operations in
an Objectivity context (instead of a session).

Header Files
Applications that use context-based control use the basic Objectivity/C++ header
file oo.h, which defines Objectivity/C++ global types, constants, functions. Such
applications do not use the general Objectivity/C++ header file ooObjy.h,
which includes the classes for session-based application control.
All generated header files include oo.h. A source file that uses Objectivity/C++
classes and global names and that does not include a generated primary header
file must include oo.h explicitly.
NOTE

If you are adding Active Schema code to an Objectivity/C++ application, you
must include the ooas.h header file, which itself includes oo.h.

Internal Application Objects
A session uses two internal application objects—a transaction object to perform
transactions and an Objectivity context to manage the session’s Objectivity/DB
cache.

Transaction Objects
A transaction object is an instance of the class ooTrans; it controls interaction
between an application and the federated database through transactions. A
transaction object is transient—that is, it exists only while the application
program runs and is not stored in the federated database.
An application calls methods of a transaction object to control transactions:

18

■

Call the start method to start a transaction.

■

Call the commitAndHold method to checkpoint the current transaction,
which saves modifications to the federated database without ending the
transaction.
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Context-Based Application Control

Enabling Objectivity/C++ Exceptions

■

Call the commit method to commit the current transaction.

■

Call the abort method to abort the current transaction.

Transactions may not be nested. That is, one transaction must be committed or
aborted before another transaction can be started.
The same transaction object can be used to start and stop any number of
transactions, but only one at a time.

Objectivity Contexts
An Objectivity context is an instance of the class ooContext; it defines a distinct
Objectivity/DB operating environment in which you can execute a series of
transactions. As part of an Objectivity context, Objectivity/DB earmarks certain
process resources for its own use. In particular, Objectivity/DB reserves:
■

A portion of the process’s virtual memory for transactions to use when
operating on persistent objects; this memory is called the Objectivity/DB cache

■

A subset of the process’s file descriptors for accessing data files

■

The currently registered error and message handlers; see Chapter 28,
“Exceptions” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide

One Objectivity context is created automatically during initialization; see
“Context-Based Initialization” on page 20. A single-threaded application
typically uses only this Objectivity context. A multithreaded application uses this
Objectivity context in its main thread; it creates additional contexts for other
threads that interact with the federated database. See “Objectivity Contexts in
Multithreaded Applications” on page 32.

Enabling Objectivity/C++ Exceptions
An application that uses context-based control normally enables Objectivity/C++
exceptions. Doing so causes Objectivity/C++ functions to signal errors by
throwing exceptions, which you can handle using standard C++ try and catch
blocks. See Chapter 28, “Exceptions,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide for
additional information.
To enable exceptions, you call the ooException::enable static method
anywhere in the application (but before you expect to handle an Objectivity/C++
exception). Once you have enabled Objectivity/C++ exceptions in an application,
you cannot disable them.

Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility
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Context-Based Initialization

You should enable exceptions unless your application requires status-based
error-handling for backward compatibility. If you need to continue using
status-based error-handling (for example, because your application has built
extensive customizations on it), see Chapter 2, “Status-Based Error-Handling.”
NOTE

An application can throw, catch, and handle C++ exceptions whether or not
Objectivity/C++ exceptions are enabled.

Context-Based Initialization
An application that uses context-based application control initializes its
interaction with Objectivity/DB by calling the ooInit global function. See
“Opening a Federated Database” on page 30 for information about opening a
federated database.
The ooInit function creates an Objectivity context for the main thread in the
application. In a single-threaded application, the Objectivity context is
transparent to you—only one Objectivity context is required, and it is created
and destroyed automatically. In contrast, a multithreaded application normally
provides an additional Objectivity context for each additional thread that
executes transactions; see “Objectivity Contexts in Multithreaded Applications”
on page 32.
You can call ooInit any time before the first transaction. If your application has
multiple threads, you must call ooInit in the main thread (the thread that starts
implicitly when you start the application) before you start any other threads. You
call ooInit only one time per application. Subsequent calls to this function are
ignored.

Basic Initialization
Most developers find that basic initialization—calling ooInit with default
parameter values—is sufficient for their applications. During basic initialization,
Objectivity/DB registers the predefined Objectivity/DB signal handler, which is
used in all Objectivity contexts; see “Objectivity-Defined Signal Handler” in
Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide. In addition, basic initialization
provides default values for:

20

■

The initial and maximum sizes of the Objectivity/DB cache in the newly
created Objectivity context

■

The maximum number of active file descriptors allowed in any Objectivity
context
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Customized Initialization

Typically, you use basic initialization in the early versions of your application
and then adjust the initialization parameters later during performance tuning.
EXAMPLE

This example shows an Objectivity/C++ application that performs basic
initialization. Its main function calls ooInit before performing any
Objectivity/DB operations. Because the application enables Objectivity/C++
exceptions, the call to ooInit can be placed in a try block with an exception
handler that catches the most general Objectivity/C++ exception.
// Application code file
#include <oo.h>

…
int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// Enable Objectivity/C++ exceptions
ooException::enable();
try {
// Initialize Objectivity/DB
ooInit();
// Call function that performs Objectivity/DB operations
dbOperations(argc, argv);
}
catch(ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
return 1;
}
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
return 0;
}

Customized Initialization
If your application has special requirements for signal handling or process
resources, you can perform customized initialization by calling ooInit with
nondefault values. For example:
■

If you created your federated database with an unusually large or small
storage-page size, you may need to adjust the minimum and maximum
buffer-pool sizes in the initial Objectivity/DB cache accordingly.

■

If you plan to register your own signal handlers, you may want to suppress
the registration of the predefined Objectivity/DB signal handler. If your
application runs on a Windows platform and is multithreaded, all
application-defined signal handlers that exit the program must call the

Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility
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Initializing Child Processes

ooExitCleanup function before exiting; see “Preparing Objectivity/DB for

Shutdown” on page 45.

Initializing Child Processes
An Objectivity/DB application running on a UNIX platform may create a child
process, which may also perform Objectivity/DB operations. The parent process
calls the fork function to create a child process. The child process must call the
exec function immediately after being started; this step is necessary even if the
child process does not perform any Objectivity/DB operations. If exec fails, the
child process must call _exit (as is standard programming practice).
If the child process performs any Objectivity/DB operations, it must first call the
ooInit function, just like any normal process. Failure to do so could result in
database corruption because both parent and child processes would share the
same Objectivity data structures.

Using a Transaction Object
With context-based control, an application uses a transaction object (an instance of
the class ooTrans) to start and stop its transactions.

Creating a Transaction Object
The following definition creates a transaction object called transaction:
ooTrans transaction;

// Define a transaction object

You can use a single transaction object to start and stop any number of
transactions. In a single-threaded application, you normally create one
transaction object; in a multithreaded application, you normally create one
transaction object in each Objectivity context that is to execute transactions.
You may create additional transaction objects for programming convenience—for
example, in each of several local scopes. However, in a given Objectivity context,
only one transaction object may be active (in a transaction) at a time. If you have
defined several transaction objects in the same Objectivity context, and you have
started a transaction from one of them, you must commit or abort that
transaction before starting another transaction, whether from the same or a
different transaction object.

22
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Beginning a Transaction

Beginning a Transaction
You begin a transaction by calling the start method on a transaction object.
After start is called, the transaction object is active; the application is said to be
within a transaction and the transaction is in progress.
Optional parameters to the start method allow you to specify values for the
following transaction-control properties:
■

MROW mode—Controls which concurrent-access policy the transaction will
use; see “Concurrent-Access Policies” in Chapter 6 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide

■

Lock-waiting policy—Controls whether and how long the transaction is to
wait for locks on objects that are locked by other transactions. See “Lock
Waiting” in Chapter 6 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide and
“Transaction Control” on page 50 in this book.

■

Index mode—Controls how the transaction updates application-defined
indexes to reflect new or changed objects. See “Updating Indexes” in
Chapter 7

By default, start begins a standard (non-MROW) transaction that:

NOTE

■

Uses the default lock-waiting option set by the ooSetLockWait function.

■

Updates indexes automatically at commit time.

Unlike a session, a transaction object does not maintain a nest count so you may
not make nested calls to start.

Beginning a Read or Update Transaction
Every transaction must be started either as a read transaction or as an update
transaction, depending on the required level of access to the federated database.
To indicate this level of access, the first operation of every transaction must be to
open the federated database in the appropriate open mode. To do this, you call
the open method on a federated-database handle, specifying either oocRead (the
default) or oocUpdate. You can promote a transaction from read to update by
reopening the federated database with the oocUpdate open mode during the
transaction.
For more information, see “Opening and Closing a Federated Database” on
page 30.

Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility
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EXAMPLE

Beginning a Transaction

This example outlines a simple application with a read transaction and an update
transaction.
// Application code file
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooTrans trans;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
trans.start();
fdH.open("myFDB");

…
trans.commit();
…

// Define a transaction object
// Define a federated-db handle
//
//
//
//

Start a transaction
Open myFDB for read
Read persistent objects
Commit the transaction

// Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// between transactions

trans.start();
// Start a second transaction
fdH.open("myFDB", oocUpdate);
// Open myFDB for update
…
// Read or modify persistent objects
trans.commit();
// Commit the transaction

Checking Whether a Transaction Object is Active
To ensure that transactions in an Objectivity context execute serially, you can
check whether any transaction object is currently active before you start a new
transaction. To do this, you call the isActive method on each transaction object
to be checked.

If a Start Operation Fails
If the start method fails for any reason, an error is signaled and the transaction
object remains inactive. You can retry the start operation, but attempts to commit
or abort will fail.

24
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Committing a Transaction

Committing a Transaction
You commit a transaction by calling the transaction object’s commit method.
EXAMPLE

This example opens a federated database with system name myFDB for read.
After some processing, it commits the transaction.
// Application code file
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
ooTrans trans;
trans.start();
fdH.open("myFDB");

…
trans.commit();

//
//
//
//

Start a transaction
Open myFDB for read
Read persistent objects
Commit the transaction

If a Commit Operation Fails
If a commit operation fails (for example, because a database file is inaccessible),
the commit method signals an error. Depending on the cause of the failure, the
transaction may also be aborted automatically. When handling an error resulting
from a transaction’s failure to commit, you should call the isActive method to
test whether the transaction remains active. If the transaction is active (that is, if
isActive returns oocTrue), you can either retry the commit operation or abort
the transaction. Otherwise (if isActive returns oocFalse), the transaction has
already been aborted, and you may start the next transaction.

Aborting a Transaction
You abort a transaction by calling the transaction object’s abort method.

Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility
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EXAMPLE

Aborting a Transaction

This example opens a federated database with system name myFDB for read and
performs some processing. The transaction is aborted if myFDB cannot be opened;
if the transaction continues, it is aborted if some condition is met.
// Application code file
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
ooTrans trans;
trans.start();
fdH.open("myFDB");

…
if (some condition)
trans.abort();
else
trans.commit();

//
//
//
//
//

Start a transaction
Open the myFDB for read
Read persistent objects
Test for some condition
If met, abort the transaction

// Otherwise, commit

Closing Handles
An optional parameter to abort allows you to specify an abort mode, which
controls whether open handles are set to null. By default, when the abort
method closes handles, it replaces their object identifiers with null. In subsequent
transactions, these handles must be reinitialized to reference the desired
persistent objects before they can be used. In cases where finding the desired
objects is time-consuming, you can improve performance by causing abort to
preserve object identifiers instead of replacing them with null when closing
handles. To do this, you specify oocHandleToOID as the parameter to the abort
method.
NOTE
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A retained object identifier can become invalid after an aborted transaction (for
example, another concurrent process might delete the corresponding persistent
object). Opening a handle whose object identifier is invalid signals an error.
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If an Abort Operation Fails
If an abort operation fails, the abort method signals an error. An abort operation
fails in the following situations:
■

If the transaction being aborted was never actually started—for example,
because the start method failed, or because a program logic error
prevented start from being called after the last call to commit or abort.

■

If the transaction being aborted made updates to a data file that is now
inaccessible—for example, because the data-server host failed. If abort is
unable to roll back changes, the transaction’s locks and journal files are left
for later recovery. When handling such errors, you can print an informative
message, but no further action is required to end the transaction. You may
want to arrange for a subsequent transaction to open the federated database
with automatic recovery enabled.

The isActive method always returns oocFalse following a call to abort,
whether or not the abort operation fails.

Checkpointing a Transaction
You checkpoint a transaction by calling the transaction object’s commitAndHold
method.
EXAMPLE

This example opens a federated database with system name myFDB for update.
After some processing, it checkpoints the transaction; after more processing, it
commits the changes.
// Application code file
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
ooTrans trans;
trans.start();
fdH.open("myFDB", oocUpdate);

…
trans.commitAndHold();
…
trans.commit();
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//
//
//
//
//

Start a transaction
Open myFDB for update
Work with persistent objects
Checkpoint the transaction
Work with persistent objects
Commit the transaction
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An optional parameter to commitAndHold allows you to specify a downgrade
mode, which controls whether update locks are retained or downgraded to read
locks. By default, all locks are retained as is. If you are finished updating the
objects, you can request that all locks be downgraded to read locks. Doing so
permits other processes to gain read access to those objects. You downgrade locks
by specifying oocDowngradeAll as the parameter to commitAndHold.

Handling Exceptions Thrown by Transactions
You may choose to catch any exceptions thrown by an individual transaction.
The following examples illustrate two possible ways of aborting a transaction in
response to a thrown exception.
EXAMPLE

This example encloses an entire transaction in a single try block, with a catch
block that tests whether the transaction is active before calling abort. This test is
necessary to ensure that abort is called only if the transaction has actually
started (otherwise abort throws an exception from within the catch block).
ooTrans trans;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;

// Transaction object
// Federated-database handle

try {
trans.start();
fdH.open("myFD", oocRead);

…
trans.commit();

// Work with persistent objects

}
catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
// Test whether the transaction started successfully
if (trans.isActive() ) {
trans.abort();
}
}
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Writing an Upgrade Application

This example has two nested try blocks. The innermost block encloses the
contents of the transaction, including the call to commit. Because the block
begins after the transaction starts, the corresponding catch block can call abort
without testing whether the transaction is active.
The outermost try block encloses the definition of the transaction object, the
calls that start the transaction, and the innermost try block. The outermost
catch block does not need to explicitly call abort, because the transfer of
control to this block automatically destroys the transaction object, and the
ooTrans destructor aborts any active transaction.
try {
ooTrans trans;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
trans.start();
fdH.open("myFD", oocRead);
try {

…

// Outer try block
// Transaction object
// Federated-database handle

// Inner try block
// Work with persistent objects

trans.commit();
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
// Inner catch block
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
trans.abort();
// OK to abort without testing
}
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
// Outer catch block
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
…
// No need to call abort here
}

Writing an Upgrade Application
If you write an upgrade application that uses context-based application control,
you call the upgrade method on the transaction object to identify the application
as an upgrade application. You must call this method before starting the first
(and only) transaction in an upgrade application. For a detailed discussion of
upgrade applications, see “Releasing Classes From Upgrade Protection” in
Chapter 29 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Opening and Closing a Federated Database
An application that uses context-based control must explicitly open the federated
database to be accessed at the beginning of every transaction. Only one federated
database can be open in a given Objectivity context. Different Objectivity
contexts in the same application can open different federated databases only if all
federations have exactly the same schema.

Opening a Federated Database
A given federated database may be opened and closed multiple times. In the first
transaction of the application, opening the federated database initializes
Objectivity/DB with schema information.
You open a federated database by calling the open method on a
federated-database handle. You identify the federated database by specifying its
boot file. The boot file may, but need not, reside in the directory where you will
run your application, so you must specify its location using an appropriate
pathname (for information about path and filenames, see Objectivity/DB
Administration).
(HA) If the specified file is the boot file of an autonomous partition, that partition
is the boot autonomous partition for the application.
You specify the open mode for the federated database as a parameter to the open
method. The open mode determines the transaction’s level of access to persistent
objects. An open mode of oocRead (the default) identifies the transaction as a
read transaction and an open mode of oocUpdate identifies the transaction an
update transaction; see “Read and Update Transactions” in Chapter 5 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
You can optionally check whether a federated database exists before attempting
to open it by calling the exist method on a federated-database handle.
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Opening a Federated Database

This example opens a federated database whose boot file pathname is
/net/design/ECAD.boot.
// Application code file
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooTrans trans;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;

// Transaction object
// Federated-database handle

transaction.start();
// Start a transaction
fdH.open(
// Open the federated database
"/net/design/ECAD.boot", // Pathname for boot file
oocUpdate);
// Open mode
…
// Perform Objectivity/DB operations
trans.commit();
// Commit the transaction

This call to open:
■

Initializes the handle fdH to reference the specified federated database.

■

Identifies the transaction as an update transaction.

■

Implicitly places an intention update lock on the federated database, which
allows other transactions to concurrently open it, but prevents any other
transaction from locking it for read or update.

■

Opens the system-database file, provided that appropriate access
permissions are set on it.

Enabling Automatic Recovery
When you open a federated database for the first time in an application, you
should enable automatic recovery from Objectivity/C++ application failures; see
“Recovery From Application Failures” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
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Automatic recovery is disabled by default. You enable automatic recovery by
setting the recover parameter to oocTrue when you call the open method on a
federated database handle. For performance reasons, you arrange for this
parameter to be set to true only once in an application (during the first
transaction).
NOTE

The application cannot control recovery from lock-server failures—the lock
server performs this recovery when it needs to do so.

Promoting the Open Mode
Within a read transaction, you can promote the open mode of the federated
database to update by calling open on the federated-database handle with the
openMode parameter set to oocUpdate. You do not need to close the federated
database first. Note that you may not demote the open mode from update to
read.
You can find out the current open mode by calling the openMode method on the
federated-database handle.

Closing a Federated Database
You can optionally close a federated database by calling the close method on a
federated-database handle. Closing a federated database explicitly closes all
persistent objects that are open at this point in the current transaction. Note,
however, that locks on the closed objects are retained until the transaction
commits or aborts.

Objectivity Contexts in Multithreaded Applications
In a multithreaded application, each nonmain thread that is to execute
Objectivity/DB transactions must be initialized and must use an Objectivity
context. Typically, each thread has its own unique Objectivity context. In this
case, the application can perform concurrent transactions, each in the Objectivity
context of a different thread.

Objectivity Contexts and Thread Use
Each Objectivity context defines a distinct Objectivity/DB operating environment
that is shared by only the transactions that are executed in it. In effect, each
Objectivity context defines a single, independent series of transactions,
analogous to the series of transactions executed in a single-threaded process.
32
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When an application creates multiple Objectivity contexts, it can execute multiple
independent series of transactions (one series per context), all within the same
process.

Usage Models
Objectivity/C++ supports several models for executing a series of transactions
within a multithreaded application:
■

In the simplest model, you execute a single series of transactions entirely
within a single thread. In this case, your application provides the thread with
a single Objectivity context for the life of the thread, and destroys the context
when the thread terminates; see “Destroying the Current Objectivity
Context” on page 42.

■

One context can be used sequentially by each of a number of different
threads; see “Reusing an Objectivity Context” on page 44.

■

A single thread can sequentially use each of a number of different contexts;
see “Changing the Current Objectivity Context” on page 39.

In an application with multiple Objectivity contexts, each context must have its
own transaction object. When a particular thread executes Objectivity/DB
operations, these operations interact with only one Objectivity context—namely,
the current Objectivity context that has been set by the application for the
executing thread. The operation uses the current Objectivity context’s resources,
such as its Objectivity/DB cache.
NOTE

In this chapter, phrases such as “the Objectivity/DB cache” always refer to the
content of the current Objectivity context for the thread under discussion.
Objectivity/C++ multithreading libraries implement preemptively scheduled
threads, which means that switching among multiple concurrent threads is
controlled outside the application. Whenever threads are switched,
Objectivity/DB automatically switches to that thread’s Objectivity contexts.

Restrictions on Object Use
For the most part, you use Objectivity/C++ in a thread just as if you were
programming a single-threaded application—you invoke Objectivity/DB
operations to create transactions, create or find Objectivity/DB objects, and so on.
However, because a multithreaded application operates in multiple Objectivity
contexts, you must observe certain restrictions.
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An application uses various Objectivity/C++ transient objects to manage its
interaction with persistent objects. These transient objects include transaction
objects, handles, and iterators. Such objects store a state that is specific to a single
series of transactions and therefore to a single Objectivity context.
To preserve integrity of the federated database, transactions in one Objectivity
context may not manipulate Objectivity/C++ transient objects that are defined in
another context. This means, for example, that you cannot pass a transaction
object or an open handle between threads that have different current contexts. To
do so produces undefined results.
If multiple concurrent threads need to access the same persistent object, they
must do so through separate transaction objects, using separate handles. Each
thread accesses a separate in-memory representation of the object in the
Objectivity/DB cache of its own Objectivity context—just as if each thread were a
separate process.
The restriction does not apply to:
■

Objectivity contexts (instances of ooContext). These transient objects can be
passed between threads—for example, to extend a series of transactions from
one thread to another. Your application must ensure that each Objectivity
context is used by only one thread at a time, however.

■

Object references (instances of ooRef(className)). Because they contain no
context-specific state, object references can be passed between Objectivity
contexts. Doing so is similar to reusing an object reference in a new
transaction without reinitializing it; your application should check the
validity of a passed object reference before using it in the new context.

Creating Objectivity Contexts
Most Objectivity contexts are created automatically when a thread is initialized:
■

When you initialize the application’s main thread, its Objectivity context is
created automatically.

■

When you initialize a nonmain thread that is to have a dedicated Objectivity
context, you create the context automatically.

You can create an Objectivity context explicitly by instantiating ooContext. You
would create a context explicitly in the following situations:
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■

You plan to use the context sequentially in each of several different threads.

■

You want a nonmain thread to use an Objectivity context with a nondefault
cache size.
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Initializing the Main Thread
You initialize a multithreaded application’s interactions with Objectivity/DB just
as you do for a single-threaded application—by enabling Objectivity/C++
exceptions and calling the ooInit function before the first transaction. You must
call ooInit in the main thread before you create any other threads that will
perform Objectivity/DB operations.
In a multithreaded application, the ooInit function initializes the main thread to
interact with Objectivity/DB and creates that thread’s Objectivity context. If you
do not plan to execute transactions in the main thread, you should specify
nondefault parameter values, reducing the initial and maximum cache capacity
for this context’s Objectivity/DB cache.
EXAMPLE

This example shows a simple outline for a multithreaded Objectivity/C++
application that uses context-based control. In this outline, the main function
invokes ooInit before the first thread is created.
Because multithreading libraries differ across platforms, the examples in this
chapter use pseudocode (createThread) for the calls that create threads. Such
calls normally include a reference to the function to be executed by the thread,
along with any parameters to that function.
As in a single-threaded application, the call to ooInit can be placed in a try
block with an exception handler that catches the most general Objectivity/C++
exception; for a discussion of exception handling in a multithreaded application,
see “Handling Exceptions Thrown in a Context” on page 47.
// Application code file
#include <oo.h>

…
int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// Enable Objectivity/C++ exceptions
ooException::enable();
try {
// Initialize Objectivity/DB
ooInit();

…
// Call functions that perform Objectivity/DB operations
createThread (…,&Func1,…,parameters,…); // Pseudocode
…
createThread (…,&Func2,…,parameters,…); // Pseudocode
…
}
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catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
return 1;
}

…
return 0;
}

Initializing Nonmain Threads
You initialize a nonmain thread to interact with Objectivity/DB by calling the
ooInitThread function in that thread. The call to ooInitThread must precede
all Objectivity/DB operations in the thread. You can initialize a nonmain thread
with a new Objectivity context (below), with an existing context (page 38), or
with a null context (page 39).

Initializing With a New Objectivity Context
By default, the ooInitThread function creates a new Objectivity context (a new,
dynamically allocated instance of ooContext) for the thread in which it is
executed. This supports the common design in which each thread has its own
Objectivity context for the life of the thread.
The new Objectivity context is created by the ooContext constructor with
default parameter values, which specify the default initial and maximum sizes of
the Objectivity/DB cache in the context. If you want a customized cache size, you
must create the Objectivity context explicitly, as described in “Initializing With an
Existing Objectivity Context” on page 38.
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Initializing Nonmain Threads

This application creates a thread to execute the myFunc function, which calls
ooInitThread before invoking constructors or starting a transaction.
This example also shows a typical way of handling exceptions within myFunc
and main; see also “Handling Exceptions Thrown in a Context” on page 47.
// Application code file
#include <oo.h>

…
void myFunc(parameters…) {
// Initialize thread with new context
ooInitThread();
try {
ooTrans transaction;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
transaction.start();
fdH.open("bootFilePath");
…
transaction.commit();
}
catch(ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
}
ooTermThread(); // Terminate thread (see page 41)
} // End myFunc
int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// Enable Objectivity/C++ exceptions
ooException::enable();
try {
ooInit();
…
createThread (…,&myFunc,…,parameters,…); // Pseudocode
…
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
return 1;
}
…
return 0;
} // End main
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Initializing With an Existing Objectivity Context
You can initialize a thread with an existing context. To do so, you pass a pointer
to the desired Objectivity context as a parameter to ooInitThread.
If you want the thread’s context to have a nondefault cache size, you create an
Objectivity context explicitly; parameters to the ooContext constructor specify
the desired initial and maximum cache capacities. See “Cache Size” on page 48.
EXAMPLE

This application creates a thread to execute the myFunc function, which calls
ooInitThread to initialize the thread with a newly created Objectivity context
that has a nondefault cache size.
// Application code file
#include <oo.h>

…
void myFunc(parameters…) {
// Create an Objectivity context with nondefault cache size
ooContext context(300, 600);
// Initialize thread to use that Objectivity context
ooInitThread(&context);
try {
ooTrans transaction;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
transaction.start();
fdH.open("bootFilePath");
…
transaction.commit();
…
catch (ooException & ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
}
// Optionally preserve the Objectivity context for reuse in
// another thread (see page 43)

…
// Terminate use of Objectivity/DB (see page 41)
ooTermThread();
}
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Initializing With a Null Context
You can initialize the thread with a null Objectivity context and then set the
current Objectivity context for the thread as described in “Changing the Current
Objectivity Context” on page 39.
To initialize a thread with a null Objectivity context, pass 0 (a null pointer) as the
parameter to ooInitThread:
ooInitThread(0);

NOTE

// Initialize with null context

If you initialize a thread with a null context, you must set its context before you
perform any Objectivity/DB operations.

Changing the Current Objectivity Context
In some cases, you may want a single thread to execute several separate series of
transactions. For example, you may want one thread to run three sequential tests,
where each test contains multiple transactions. You can ensure the independence
of these tests by running them in separate Objectivity contexts. This also allows
you to tune the Objectivity/DB cache sizes for each test individually; see
“Optimizing the Cache Size” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
You can change a thread’s current Objectivity context by calling the static
method ooContext::setCurrent. The parameter to this function is a pointer to
the desired context. You can specify 0 (a null pointer) as the parameter to remove
the current context from the thread, setting the thread’s current context to a null
Objectivity context.
EXAMPLE

This application creates a thread to execute the myFunc function, which in turn
calls two test functions (test1 and test2). Each test function creates its own
Objectivity context, sets this context as the current context, runs its transactions,
and sets the current context to null.
Because each Objectivity context must have its own transient data, this
application bundles an ooContext object along with the associated transient
data (in this case, a transaction object and a federated-database handle) in an
object of class ContextWrapper.
Each test function has a local ContextWrapper, created by the default
constructor for that class. That constructor calls the default constructors for
ooContext, ooTrans, and ooHandle(ooFDObj) to initialize its data members.
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// Application code file
#include <oo.h>

…
class ContextWrapper {
ooContext context;
ooTrans trans;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
}; // End ContextWrapper class
void test1(parameters…) {
ContextWrapper cw;
// Set the thread’s current context to this function’s
// local Objectivity context
ooContext::setCurrent(&(cw.context));
// Start transaction using the transaction object
// bundled with the local Objectivity context
try {
cw.trans.start();
cw.fdH.open("bfpath");
…
cw.trans.commit();
…
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
}
ooContext::setCurrent(0);
// Set current context to null
} // End test1
void test2(parameters…) {
ContextWrapper cw;
// Set the thread’s current context to this function’s
// local Objectivity context
ooContext::setCurrent(&(cw.context));
// Start transaction using the transaction object
// bundled with the local Objectivity context
try {
cw.trans.start();
cw.fdH.open("bfpath");
…
cw.trans.commit();
…
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
}
ooContext::setCurrent(0);
// Set current context to null
} // End test2
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void myFunc(parameters…) {
ooInitThread(0);
// Initialize thread with no context

…
test1();

…
test2();
…
ooTermThread();

// Run test1 in its context
// Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// Run test2 in its context
// Terminate use of Objectivity/DB
// (see page 41)

} // End myFunc
int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// Enable Objectivity/C++ exceptions
ooException::enable();
try {
ooInit();

…
createThread (…,&myFunc,…,parameters,…); // Pseudocode
…
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
return 1;
}

…
return 0;
} // End main

Terminating a Thread’s Use of Objectivity/DB
You must explicitly terminate the use of Objectivity/DB in a thread before the
thread terminates. That is, every thread that has been initialized with
ooInitThread or ooInit must call the function ooTermThread as its last
Objectivity/DB operation, unless the thread is to terminate due to process
termination. So, for example, the main thread need not invoke ooTermThread if
it is to terminate when a user action causes the process to exit.
In addition to terminating a thread’s use of Objectivity/DB, the ooTermThread
function destroys the thread’s current Objectivity context. Under some
circumstances, however, you should use ooTermThread without destroying the
current Objectivity context. See the following subsections for more information.
You cannot reinitialize a thread after it has invoked ooTermThread. If your
purpose is to delete the thread’s current Objectivity context and then create a
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new one for the same thread, refer to “Changing the Current Objectivity
Context” on page 39.

Destroying the Current Objectivity Context
If the thread to be terminated has a nonnull current Objectivity context, the
ooTermThread function automatically destroys that context. This supports the
common design in which a thread has a single Objectivity context for the life of
the thread and this Objectivity context is not used in any other thread.
The ooTermThread function uses the delete operator to delete the current
Objectivity context. This is appropriate for deleting a dynamically allocated
context such as one created by ooInitThread. If, however, you initialize a
thread with an Objectivity context that cannot be deleted in this way, you must
prevent ooTermThread from deleting the context; see “Preserving the Current
Objectivity Context” on page 43.
EXAMPLE

This application creates a thread to execute the myFunc function, which calls
ooTermThread to terminate the thread’s use of Objectivity/DB. Because the
current Objectivity context is nonnull, ooTermThread deletes it.
// Application code file
#include <oo.h>
void myFunc(parameters…) {
ooInitThread();
// Initialize; create context
try {
ooTrans transaction;
// Transaction object
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
// Federated db handle
transaction.start();
// Start a transaction
fdH.open("bootFilePath");

…
transaction.commit();
…
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
}
ooTermThread();
// Terminate use of Objectivity/DB
} // End myFunc
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int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// Enable Objectivity/C++ exceptions
ooException::enable();
try {
ooInit();

…
createThread (…,&myFunc,…,parameters,…); // Pseudocode
…
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
return 1;
}

…
return 0;
} // End main

Preserving the Current Objectivity Context
You can terminate a thread’s use of Objectivity/DB without destroying the
current Objectivity context. You must do this if:
■

You want to preserve the current Objectivity context beyond the life of the
thread—for example, to reuse it in another thread.

■

The thread was initialized with an Objectivity context that should not be
destroyed by the delete operator—for example, because this context is
statically allocated, is allocated on the stack, or is a member of some other
object.

To terminate a thread’s use of Objectivity/DB without destroying the current
Objectivity context, you set the current context to null before calling
ooTermThread—for example:
ooContext::setCurrent(0);

…
ooTermThread();

// Set current context to null
// Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// Terminate use of Objectivity/DB

You can then reuse the preserved Objectivity context or perform the appropriate
operations to destroy it.
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Reusing an Objectivity Context
A multithreaded application may extend a single series of transactions across
several threads. For example, a transaction in one thread may populate the
Objectivity/DB cache of its current Objectivity context with data that can be used
by transactions in a subsequent thread.
If a particular Objectivity context C is to be reused sequentially by different
threads, each thread should:

NOTE

EXAMPLE

■

Set the thread’s current context to context C.

■

Perform any desired Objectivity/DB operations.

■

Set the thread’s current context to null to remove context C from the thread.

If your application reuses Objectivity contexts, you must ensure that only one
thread at a time uses a given Objectivity context.

This example shows a simple scheme for providing a thread with an existing
Objectivity context; the thread preserves that context before terminating.
// Application code file
#include <oo.h>

…
void myFunc(parameters…, ooContext *someContext) {
// Initialize thread with the specified context
ooInitThread(someContext);
try {
ooTrans transaction;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
transaction.start();
// Start a transaction
fdH.open("bootFilePath");
…
transaction.commit();
…
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
}
ooContext::setCurrent(0);
// Set current context to null
ooTermThread();
// Terminate use of Objectivity/DB
} // End myFunc
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int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
// Enable Objectivity/C++ exceptions
ooException::enable();
try {
ooInit();

…
ooContext *myContext = new ooContext; // Create context
createThread (…,&myFunc,…, myContext); // Pseudocode
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
return 1;
}

…
return 0;
} // End main

Preparing Objectivity/DB for Shutdown
During normal process termination, Objectivity/DB calls various destructors to
shut itself down. To prepare Objectivity/DB for shutdown, a multithreaded
application running on a Windows platform must call the ooExitCleanup
global function before the application exits. This function leaves Objectivity/DB
in a safe state for process termination. On a Windows platform, ooExitCleanup
ensures that the Objectivity/C++ dynamic link libraries (DLLs) terminate
properly.
You should call this function before returning from your main function and
before any call to exit (for example, in an application-defined signal handler). It
is good programming practice to terminate all threads that perform
Objectivity/DB operations before you invoke ooExitCleanup.
The ooExitCleanup function:
■

Aborts all active transactions in all threads.

■

Leaves the calling thread executing, along with any thread that has no
Objectivity context, or whose Objectivity context has been set to null.

■

Suspends or terminates any other thread (that is, any thread with a nonnull
Objectivity context). Whether threads are suspended or terminated depends
on the platform. You must not attempt to restart any thread suspended by
ooExitCleanup.

The call to ooExitCleanup must be the last Objectivity/DB operation in an
application. In particular, an application must call ooExitCleanup after all
Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility
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threads have finished performing Objectivity/DB operations and after all
instances of Objectivity/C++ classes have been destructed.
WARNING

If ooExitCleanup is not the last Objectivity/DB operation in an application,
undefined results (such as an access violation or data corruption) may occur.
To ensure that all instances of Objectivity/C++ classes are destructed before your
call to ooExitCleanup:

EXAMPLE

■

You must explicitly delete any dynamically allocated instances of
Objectivity/C++ classes before you call ooExitCleanup.

■

You must not use global instances of Objectivity/C++ classes.

■

You must not declare instances of Objectivity/C++ classes inside the same
block that contains a call to ooExitCleanup.

This example shows a simple outline for a multithreaded Objectivity/C++
application on a Windows platform.
// Application code file
#include <oo.h>

…
int main(const int argc, const char *const argv[]) {
int returnVal = 0;
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
ooException::enable(); // Enable Objectivity/C++ exceptions
try {
ooInit(); // Initialize Objectivity/DB
…
createThread (…,&Func1,…,parameters,…); // Pseudocode
…
createThread (…,&Func2,…,parameters,…); // Pseudocode
…
createThread (…,&FuncN,…,parameters,…); // Pseudocode
…
// Wait until all threads terminate
}
catch(ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
… // Non-Objectivity/DB operations
ooExitCleanup();
// Prepare for shutdown
return returnVal;
}
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The call to ooExitCleanup is required in any multithreaded application that will
run on a Windows platform and any multithreaded application that must
support future portability to Windows. However, an application that is intended
to run only on UNIX platforms can omit the call to ooExitCleanup, because it is
invoked implicitly during the current UNIX shutdown process.

Handling Exceptions Thrown in a Context
Whenever an Objectivity/DB operation signals an error, information about the
error is posted in the current Objectivity context for the thread executing the
function. This information includes a string message that describes the error,
along with other details that can be used to further diagnose the cause of the
error.
When Objectivity/C++ exceptions are enabled, you can write exception handlers
that obtain some or all of the posted error information by catching exceptions of
the appropriate type and querying them. For simplicity, the examples in this
chapter catch exceptions of class ooException, from which you can access just
the string message (by calling the exception’s what method). You can obtain
additional error information by catching and querying exceptions of class
ooKernelException; see Chapter 28, “Exceptions,” of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
When an ooKernelException exception is caught, it can access its error
information only if the Objectivity context containing the information is still the
current context when the handler executes. If the Objectivity context has been
destructed or a new context has been set since the exception was thrown, all
queries for error information return 0.
A typical technique for handling Objectivity/C++ exceptions in a multithreaded
application is to provide separate exception handlers in the functions that set
their own Objectivity contexts. In each such function, the try block should
enclose all operations except for those that create, set, or destroy a context. For
example, consider the application outlined on page 37:
■

The myFunc function has a try block that encloses all of its statements except
the calls to ooInitThread and ooTermThread. Because the current
Objectivity context is created and set outside the try block, it continues to
exist while the catch block executes.

■

The main function has a try block around all of its calls to Objectivity/C++
functions. The catch block thus handles any exceptions thrown by the call to
ooInit, or by the calls to ooInitThread or ooTermThread in myFunc.

Similarly, the example application on page 44 has a try block that encloses all of
the statements in the myFunc function except for the calls to ooInitThread,
ooContext::setCurrent, and ooTermThread.
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Setting Application-Control Properties
Startup properties and properties of each Objectivity context control the behavior
of an application. Startup properties control general application behavior. Each
Objectivity context has properties that control the behavior of its operating
environment.
NOTE

An application that uses context-based control cannot register a performance
tuner to set application-control properties.

Startup Properties
An application can set three Objectivity/DB startup properties, which control:
■

The maximum number of active file descriptors allowed in any Objectivity
context

■

Whether the application should register the predefined Objectivity/DB
signal handler

■

Whether the application should use the Advanced Multithreaded Server
(AMS) for remote data access

You can set the first two properties with optional parameters to ooInit. To set
the application’s AMS-usage policy, you call the ooSetAMSUsage global
function. You must call this function after ooInit and before performing any
Objectivity/DB operation. For information about AMS, see Objectivity/DB
Administration.

Context Properties
The properties of an Objectivity context are initialized when the context is
created; some of them can be changed by global functions.

Cache Size
Three properties control the size of an Objectivity context’s Objectivity/DB
cache:
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■

The initial cache capacity—Factor for computing the initial sizes of the smalland large-object buffer pools in the Objectivity/DB cache.

■

The maximum cache capacity—Factor for computing the maximum sizes of the
small- and large-object buffer pools in the Objectivity/DB cache.

■

The large-object memory limit—The suggested maximum number of bytes in
the large-object memory pool.
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When you create an Objectivity context, you set the first two properties with
optional parameters to the ooInit function or to the ooContext constructor. The
large-object memory limit is initialized to the calculated maximum size of the
default small-object buffer pool. You can change this property for the current
context by calling the ooSetLargeObjectMemoryLimit function. You can
override the initial and maximum cache-capacity values for individual buffer
pools by calling ooSetBufferSpace function.
For a description of the cache’s components and how their sizes are computed
from these properties, see “Understanding the Objectivity/DB Cache” in
Chapter 24 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide. For guidelines for selecting
values for these properties, see “Optimizing the Cache Size” in Chapter 23 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Hot Mode
The hot mode of an Objectivity context controls how format conversions are
performed on persistent objects in the context’s Objectivity/DB cache. Initially,
hot mode is disabled. You can enable or disable hot mode for the current context
by calling the ooSetHotMode function.
In some cases, you can minimize the need for format conversion by calling the
ooSetObjectCreationDiskFormat function to specify an appropriate

disk-format property.
For additional information about these properties, see “Format Conversion” in
Chapter 24 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide. For guidelines on setting their
values, see “Delaying Format Conversions in the Cache” and “Optimizing the
Disk Format of Storage Pages” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Guide.
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Transaction Control
The following properties control the behavior of transactions in an Objectivity
context:
■

The default lock-waiting policy determines whether and how the transactions
behave when a lock conflict occurs. An individual transaction can override
the default by setting the lockWait parameter of the transaction object’s
start method.
When an Objectivity context is created, its default lock-waiting policy is
initialized so that transactions do not wait for locks by default; instead, they
signal an error immediately is a lock conflict occurs. You can change the
default lock-waiting policy for the current context by calling the
ooSetLockWait function.

■

The index-usage policy controls whether indexes are used when transactions
perform predicate scans.
When an Objectivity context is created, its index-usage policy is initialized so
that indexes are not used during predicate scans. You can change the
index-usage policy for the current context by calling the ooUseIndex
function. For additional information about this properties and guidelines on
setting its value, see “Enabling and Disabling Indexes” in Chapter 7.

Locking
If you need to run your application as a stand-alone application, you can call the
ooNoLock function to disable the locking mechanism for the federated database
that is open in the current Objectivity context. See “Disabling the Locking
Mechanism” in Chapter 6 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
If you want to run an in-process lock server:
■

Check whether a lock server is running on your host by calling ooCheckLS
global function, passing the host name as the parameter.

■

Start an in-process lock server by calling the ooStartInternalLS global
function.

■

Stop an in-process lock server by calling the ooStopInternalLS global
function after committing or aborting any transactions, and before calling
ooExitCleanup or exit.

See “In-Process Lock Server” in Chapter 26 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Guide.
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Network Connections
Two properties of Objectivity context control it behavior when connecting to an
Objectivity server:
■

The network timeout period specifies how long transactions wait for an
Objectivity server to respond before signaling a timeout error.
When an Objectivity context is created, its network timeout period is
initialized to 25 seconds. You can change the network timeout period for the
current context by calling the ooSetRpcTimeout function.
You can also set the network timeout period for all Objectivity contexts
externally to an application by setting the OO_RPC_TIMEOUT environment
variable. If that variable is set, the network timeout period of every context is
initialized to the value of OO_RPC_TIMEOUT; network timeout period cannot
be changed subsequently.

NOTE

On Windows, the operating system limits the network timeout period to 20
seconds, even if your application sets a higher value for a session.
■

The number of connect retries is the number of times the session will retry to
connect to an Objectivity server before reporting a failure to connect.
When an Objectivity context is created, its number of connect retries is
initialized to a platform-specific value (0 on UNIX; 2 on Windows). You can
specify a different initial value for the property externally to an application
by setting the OO_CONNECT_RETRIES environment variable. You can change
the number of connect retries for the current context by calling the
ooSetConnectRetries function.

For additional information about these properties and guidelines on setting their
values, see “Controlling Network Connections” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.

Clustering Strategy
The clustering strategy of an Objectivity context is used to determine the storage
location for persistent basic objects that are created during transactions in that
context. When a context is created, its clustering strategy is set to a standard
clustering strategy with default priorities. You can call ooGetClusterStrategy
to get the current clustering strategy for the context. You can call
ooSetClusterStrategy to change the current clustering strategy for the
context.
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Using Autonomous Partitions and Database Images
(HA) The following properties of an Objectivity context control the use of
autonomous partitions by its transactions.
■

The offline-partition access policy determines whether transactions ignore or
enforce the offline status of autonomous partitions.
When an Objectivity context is created, its offline-partition access policy is
initialized to enforce offline status. You can change the offline-partition
access policy for the current context by calling the ooSetOfflineMode
function.

■

If your installation has two machines in a hot-failover configuration, you
may choose to register a two-machine handler function for your application. To
do so, you call the ooRegTwoMachineHandler function after calling
ooInit in a single-threaded application or after you call ooInitThread in
each thread of a multithreaded application.

Monitoring Application Performance
An application that uses context-based control can print statistical measurements
for the current Objectivity context or obtain individual statistical measurements
of cumulative or incremental performance. “Statistical Measurements” in
Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide describes the measurements
that Objectivity/DB collects.

Printing Current Status
You call the global function ooRunStatus to print the cumulative statistical
measurements for the current Objectivity context. The measurements are
grouped as follows:
■

Object Manager Statistics are object-level measurements, such as the number
of databases, containers, and basic objects that were created, opened, and
deleted.

■

Storage Manager Statistics are implementation-level measurements, such as
the number of buffers used and the number of disk reads.

On UNIX, you can also print the cumulative statistical measurements while you
are debugging your application. To do so, you run the oodebug tool from within
a C++ debugger. While oodebug is running, you issue the command stats,
which executes the ooRunStatus function. See Objectivity/DB Administration for
a description of the oodebug tool and instructions for running it from a C++
debugger.
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Printing Current Status

This example shows the output from ooRunStatus.
Object Manager

Statistics Mon Mar

7 10:13:23 2005

** Number of partitions opened
=> 4
** Number of partitions closed
=> 3
**
** Number of databases created
=> 0
** Number of databases opened
=> 9
** Number of databases closed
=> 9
** Number of databases deleted
=> 0
**
** Number of containers created
=> 0
** Number of containers opened
=> 32
** Number of containers closed
=> 16
** Number of containers deleted
=> 0
**
** Number of objects Created
=> 0
** Number of objects opened
=> 2231
** Number of multiple opens
=> 1124
** Number of new versions
=> 0
** Number of objects closed
=> 2231
** Number of multiple closes
=> 1124
** Number of objects deleted
=> 0
**
** Number of objects named
=> 0
** Number of new OCBs
=> 512
** Number of new associations
=> 0
** Number of disassociations
=> 0
** Number of associations resized => 0
** Number of transactions started => 4
** Number of transaction commits
=> 3
** Number of commit and holds
=> 0
** Number of transaction aborts
=> 1
** Number of system aborts
=> 0
***************************************************
***************************************************
Storage Manager Statistics Mon Mar 7 10:13:23 2005
**
**
**
**
**
**

Page size
Number of buffers allocated
Maximum number of buffers used
Number of large buffer entries
Maximum large buffers used
Number of SM objects opened
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2048
188
106
100
0
2662
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** Number of SM objects created
=> 0
** Number of objects still opened => 0
** Number of buffers read
=> 139
** Number of disk reads
=> 146
** Number of old pages written
=> 10
** Number of new pages written
=> 0
** Number of times OCs extended
=> 0
** Number of Pages added to OCs
=> 0
** Number of SM objects resized
=> 0
************************************************

Getting Statistical Measurements
If you want to obtain statistical measurements for an Objectivity context, your
source file must include the ooStatistics.h header file.
You first create a statistics counter with the default ooStatistics constructor.
The statistics counter has two statistical-value objects of the
ooInternalStatistics class, through which you access individual statistical
measurements:
■

Call cumulative on the statistics counter to get its statistical-value object for
cumulative statistics.

■

Call delta on the statistics counter to get its statistical-value object for
incremental statistics.

When you create the statistics counter, all statistical measurements are initialized
to 0 in both statistical-value objects. Every time you call update on the statistics
counter, both statistical-value objects are updated with statistical measurements
for the current Objectivity context. You call methods of a statistical-value objects
to get its statistical measurements.
You should set a C++ reference to the statistical-value object returned by either
cumulative or delta. For example:
ooStatistics counter();
ooInternalStatistics &cumStats1R = counter.cumulative();

If you omit the ampersand (&) in the preceding statement, you get a copy of the
statistical-value object instead of a reference to it. The copy will not be updated
when you call update on the statistics counter.

Getting Cumulative Measurements
You get cumulative statistical measurements from the statistical-value object
returned by the statistics counter’s cumulative method. Each time that you call
update on the statistics counter, this statistical-value object is set to contain the
54
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cumulative measurements for all operations in the current Objectivity context
(since the context was created).
If you want to track cumulative measurements over time, you can repeatedly call
update on the statistics counter, then call methods on the statistical-value object.
EXAMPLE

This example reports cumulative statistical measurements for the current
Objectivity context.
// Application code file
include <oo.h>
include <ooStatistics.h>

…
ooTrans transaction;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
…
// Create statistics counter
ooStatistics counter();
// Set C++ reference to statistics counter’s
// statistical-value object for cumulative statistics
const ooInternalStatistics &cumStatsR = counter.cumulative();
transaction.start();
fdH.open(…);
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
transaction.commit();
// Read current statistical measurements
counter.update();
// Get cumulative statistical measurement
cout << "After first transaction: " << endl;
<< cumStatsR.numberOfObjectsCreated()
<< " basic objects created so far" << endl;

…
transaction.start();
fdH.open(…);
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
transaction.commit();
// Read current statistical measurements
counter.update();
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// Get cumulative statistical measurement
cout << "After second transaction: " << endl;
<< cumStatsR.numberOfObjectsCreated()
<< " basic objects created so far" << endl;

…

Getting Incremental Measurements
You get incremental statistical measurements from the statistical-value object
returned by the statistics counter’s delta method. Each time that you call
update on the statistics counter, this statistical-value object is set to contain
incremental statistical measurements, calculated as the difference between the
cumulative measurements for the current Objectivity context and the
statistical-value object’s existing measurements:
■

Because the statistical-value object’s measurements are initialized to 0, the
first call to update sets the statistical-value object’s measurements to the
cumulative measurements from the time the current Objectivity context was
created.

■

Subsequent calls to update set the statistical-value object’s measurements to
the incremental measurements between the current call to update and the
previous call.

After calling update on the statistics counter twice or more in the current
Objectivity context, you can call methods of the statistical-value object to get
incremental statistical measurements.
EXAMPLE

This example reports incremental statistical measurements for the current
Objectivity context.
// Application code file
include <oo.h>
include <ooStatistics.h>

…
ooTrans transaction;
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
…
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// Create statistics counter
ooStatistics counter();
// Set C++ reference to statistics counter’s
// statistical-value object for incremental statistics
const ooInternalStatistics &incrStatsR = counter.delta();
// Read statistical measurements before transaction 1
counter.update();
transaction.start();
fdH.open(…);
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
transaction.commit();
// Read statistical measurements after transaction 1
counter.update();
// Get incremental measurements for transaction 1
cout << incrStatsR.numberOfObjectsCreated()
<< " basic objects created in first transaction" << endl;

…
// Read statistical measurements before transaction 2
counter.update();
transaction.start();
fdH.open(…);
… // Perform Objectivity/DB operations
transaction.commit();
// Read statistical measurements after transaction 2
counter.update();
// Get incremental measurements for transaction 2
cout << incrStatsR.numberOfObjectsCreated()
<< " basic objects created in second transaction" << endl;

…

ODMG Applications
For information on how to use how to use context-based application control in an
ODMG application, see “Structure of an ODMG Application” in Chapter 3.
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Status-Based Error-Handling
For backward compatibility, Objectivity/C++ supports status-based error-handling,
which relies on testing the status codes that are returned by various functions.
Only applications that use context-based application control (Chapter 1,
“Context-Based Application Control”) can use status-based error-handling. You
should read this chapter only if you need to continue using this feature (for
example, because your application has built extensive customizations on it).
This chapter describes:
■

General information about status-based error-handling

■

Defining and responding to application-specific error conditions

■

Checking for error conditions after a function call

■

Error handlers

■

Message handlers

New applications should use session-based application control, which
automatically enables Objectivity/C++ exceptions. These applications should
catch and handle Objectivity/C++ exceptions as described in Chapter 28,
“Exceptions,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Understanding Status-Based Error-Handling
Status-based error-handling is in effect when Objectivity/C++ exceptions are not
enabled in an application. When status-based error-handling is in effect, an
Objectivity/C++ function responds to an error condition by signaling the error,
invoking an error handler and a message handler, posting information about the
error in error context variables, and returning a status code to the calling
function. Status-based error-handling can be customized in various ways.

Signaled Errors
Objectivity/C++ defines error conditions that can arise during the execution of
an application program. Each distinct error condition has an identifying error
number and a parameterized message string that describes the problem for the
application’s user.
When Objectivity/C++ detects that an error condition has occurred, it signals an
error, identifying the condition by its error number and the level of severity, and
providing information about the circumstances in which the error occurred.
NOTE

Signaling an error should not be confused with raising a signal. An error is signaled
when the Objectivity/DB kernel detects an error condition; in contrast, a signal is
raised when the operating system detects a problem condition in an executing
application; see Chapter 27, “Signal Handling,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Guide.

Error Handlers and Message Handlers
Whenever an error is signaled, the currently registered error handler is invoked
automatically. At any given time, only one error handler can be registered.
Objectivity/C++ includes a predefined error handler, which is registered by
default. An application can register a different error handler at any time; the
newly registered handler replaces the previous one.
The predefined error handler calls the currently registered message handler. It then
returns a status code or terminates program execution, depending on the severity
of the error.
As is the case with error handlers, at any given time, only one message handler
can be registered. The predefined Objectivity/C++ message handler is registered
by default. This message handler prints the message string describing the error
condition that occurred. An application can register a different message handler,
replacing the predefined one.
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Error Context Variables
Signaling an error sets error context variables that record which error occurred, its
level of severity, and the total number of errors that have occurred so far.

Status Codes
Many Objectivity/C++ functions return a status code—oocSuccess if the
function was successful, and oocError if an error condition occurred. The
calling function can examine the returned code to determine whether an error
occurred. If so, it can get information about the error condition from error context
variables that were set when the error was signaled.

Customizing the Error-Handling Facility
An application can customize the error-handling facility by:
■

Defining its own error conditions.

■

Signaling errors.

■

Registering an application-defined error handler to replace the predefined
error handler.

■

Registering an application-defined message handler to replace the
predefined message handler.

Error-Handling in a Multithreaded Application
Signaled errors, error handlers, and message handlers are specific to a particular
Objectivity context.
In a multithreaded application, an error detected in a particular thread is
signaled in that thread’s Objectivity context and is handled by the error handler
and message handler that are currently registered in that Objectivity context.
Context variables keep information about the last error that occurred in the
particular Objectivity context.
If your application is multithreaded and registers its own error or message
handler, remember to register the desired handler in each Objectivity context that
your application uses. For more information about Objectivity contexts, see
“Objectivity Contexts in Multithreaded Applications” on page 32 in this book.
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Defining Error Conditions
Each error condition is described by an error-identifier structure of type ooError.
The two data members of the structure contain the error number and the
parameterized error-message string describing the error condition.
Objectivity/C++ defines error identifiers corresponding to the error conditions
that it recognizes. You may define additional error identifiers for error conditions
that you want your application to detect and signal.
You should define error identifiers for the error conditions relevant to a
particular source module in an error-message header file for that module. Your
application source files must include the appropriate error-message header files.
It is good programming practice to:
■

Declare a variable with a mnemonic name for each error condition and
initialize the variable to the corresponding error identifier. Include the
module prefix in the variable names.

■

Within the application source code, use these error-identifier variables to
signal and test for the corresponding errors.

Figure 2-1 illustrates the error-message header file for an application with a
single module.
Error-Message
Header File
geoError.h

Application
Source File
geoMain.cxx
Additional Source Files
and Libraries

#include

Compile/Link

Executable
Application
Figure 2-1
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Error Numbers
The errorN member of an error identifier contains a unique error number that
identifies the corresponding error condition. Objectivity/C++ reserves error
numbers 0 through 999999 for its error conditions.
When you define error identifiers for your application, make sure that each one
has a unique error number greater than 999999. If your application is composed
of multiple source modules, you may want to reserve a different range of error
numbers for the errors defined in each module. For example, you could use the
range 1000000 to 1000099 for error conditions that are specific to one module and
the range 1000100 to 1000199 for error conditions specific to another module.

Error-Message String
The message member of an error identifier contains an error-message string for
the corresponding error condition. The message string is formatted like a printf
control string. The conversion specifications in the string correspond to
parameters that can provide information about the situation in which the error
occurred. For example, if the error condition relates to a problem with a file, the
string could include the %s conversion specification to be filled in with the
pathname of the relevant file. The function that recognizes this error condition
would specify the pathname as a parameter when signaling the error.
EXAMPLE

The error-message header file geoError.h uses the geo prefix in names of
error-identifier variables. Errors in this module are given numbers in the range
1000000 to 1000099. Each statement in the file sets a variable to an error identifier
describing an error condition that the application will check for.
The first statement sets a variable named geoCannotOpen to an error identifier
with the error number 1000000 and the message string:
"Cannot open file %s; aborting processing"
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When an error of this kind is signaled, the %s in the message string is replaced
with the pathname of the file that could not be opened.
// Error-message header file geoError.h
#include <oo.h>
ooError geoCannotOpen = {
1000000,
"Cannot open file %s; aborting processing" };
ooError geoNoSuchFile = {
1000001,
"No such file - %s" };
ooError geoNoSuchDir = {
1000002,
"No such directory - %s" };
ooError geoIOError = {
1000003,
"System I/O Error" };
ooError geoRatioTooBig = {
1000004,
"Ratio %d/%d is too big" };
ooError geoRetry = {
1000005,
"Data temporarily unavailable" };

Responding to an Error Condition
When your application detects an error condition for which it has defined an
error identifier, it should take the following actions to indicate the error
condition exists:
1. Signal the error.
2. Inform the calling function that an error condition occurred.

Signaling an Error
You signal an error by calling the global function ooSignal. The parameters
specify:
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■

An error level of type ooErrorLevel, indicating the severity of the error

■

The error identifier for the condition that occurred

■

The Objectivity/DB object, if any, that was involved in the error condition

■

Any parameters needed by the error-message string
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When Objectivity/C++ detects an error condition, it signals the error with a
similar internal call, specifying the same information.
When an error is signaled, ooSignal performs the following steps:
1. Construct an error-message string by filling parameters into the string in the
message data member of the error identifier.
2. Set context variables to record information about this latest error:
■

Set the context variable oovLastErrorLevel to the error level; this
variable indicates the severity level of the most recent error condition.

■

Set the context variable oovLastError to point to the error identifier;
this variable indicates the most recent error condition.

3. Call the currently registered error handler. The first three parameters to the
error handler are the same as the corresponding parameters to ooSignal; the
fourth parameter is the string constructed in step 1.
4. Return the status code that the error handler returns.
EXAMPLE

This example detects an error condition, namely the failure to open a file. It
signals the error using the error identifier geoCannotOpen, defined in the
example on page 63. The message string for that error identifier expects a single
parameter, the name of the file that could not be opened. Thus, fileName is
passed as the last parameter to ooSignal.
// Application code file
#include "geometry.h"
#include "geoError.h"

…
ooStatus printSummary(…) {
FILE *fptr;
//
char fileName[80];
//
ooStatus rc = oocSuccess;
//
…
fptr = fopen(fileName, "w+");
// Signal an error if the file
if (fptr == 0) {
return ooSignal(
oocUserError,
//
geoCannotOpen, //
0,
//
fileName);
//
}
…
return rc;
}
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Status code

could not be opened

Error level
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Informing the Calling Function
Application functions that signal errors can return a status code indicating
whether an error occurred. Like many Objectivity/C++ functions, these
application functions should return oocError if an error occurred, and
oocSuccess otherwise. When the function calls ooSignal, it should return the
status code that ooSignal returns, as illustrated in the preceding example.
If the application function must be written with a return type other than
ooStatus, it can rely on the Objectivity/C++ error context variables to indicate
whether an error occurred. The application can adopt the convention that an
error condition exists if either oovLastError or oovLastErrorLevel is set to
anything but its nonerror value.
Table 2-1: Nonerror Values for Error Context Variables
Error Context Variable

Nonerror Value

oovLastErrorLevel

oocNoError

oovLastError

null pointer

As described in “Signaling an Error” on page 64, the function ooSignal sets the
error context variables when an error occurs. If an error does not occur, a
function can clear these variables to indicate that no error condition exists.
NOTE

Your application should never directly modify the error context variables except
to clear their values to indicate a nonerror state.
You can clear both oovLastError and oovLastErrorLevel by calling the
global function ooResetError. Alternatively, you can set them individually to
the nonerror values shown in Table 2-1.
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Checking for Errors

This is an alternative to the previous example. The function printSummary does
not return a status code, but instead uses the error context variables to indicate
whether an error occurred. The function first clears information about any
previous error, so the variables indicate a nonerror state. If an error is signaled
(whether by printSummary or by a function that it calls), the error context
variables will be set to indicate which error occurred.
// Application code file
#include "geometry.h"
#include "geoError.h"

…
void printSummary(…) {
FILE *fptr;
char fileName[80];

// File pointer
// Pathname of file to open

// Clear the error context variables to indicate that no
// error has occurred
ooResetError();

…
fptr = fopen(fileName, "w+");
// Signal an error if the file
if (fptr == 0) {
ooSignal(oocUserError,
//
geoCannotOpen, //
0,
//
fileName);
//
return;
}
…

could not be opened
Error level
Error identifier
No relevant object
Parameter for message string

}

Checking for Errors
After you call a function that may signal an error—either an Objectivity/C++
function or an application function—you should check whether an error
occurred. Depending on the function, you can check the returned status code
and/or examine the values of error context variables.
If you find that an error did occur, you should take the appropriate action. For
example, if an error occurs when you try to open an Objectivity/C++ object, you
should not proceed to access that object.
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When you find that an application-defined error has occurred, you know that
application code signaled the error, invoking an error handler—possibly an
application-defined error handler. For this reason, some coordination may be
necessary between software layers to establish exactly where a particular error
condition will be dealt with—by the error handler itself, or by a function that
checks the error context variables and finds that the error occurred.

Checking the Returned Status Code
By convention, if a function with type ooStatus returns the status code
oocError, an error has occurred. When you call such a function, it is your
responsibility to check the returned status code and to handle the condition in a
manner appropriate to the application.
You can use a returned ooStatus value in a C++ condition (for example, the
condition of an if statement); oocSuccess is nonzero and oocError is zero.

Checking the Error Context Variables
You can get information about the last error that occurred by checking the values
of the Objectivity/C++ error context variables. As described in “Signaling an
Error” on page 64, the function ooSignal sets these variables when an error
occurs. As described in “Informing the Calling Function” on page 66, a function
that does not return a status code can clear the variables to indicate that no error
occurred.
The error context variables are global in scope, but their values are specific to the
current Objectivity context. You can examine and change their values directly as
you would do for any variable in the global scope.
After you call a function that returns the oocError status code, you can examine
the error context variables to find out what error occurred and its level of
severity.
You should minimize the need to test the error context variables because each
test requires a thread-variable lookup, which is a relatively time-consuming
operation. Where possible, you should write your functions to return an error
status that callers can check instead of requiring them to examine the context
variables to determine whether an error occurred.
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Checking the Error Context Variables

The following code shows how an Objectivity/C++ application might use the
error context variables to handle an error in the function calcRect. That
function returns a status code, so the caller may assume that a return value of
oocError indicates that an error has been signaled and the error context
variables have been set.
If an error occurs in the call to calcRect, the caller checks whether the error was
geoRetry (defined on page 64), which indicates that data is temporarily
unavailable. If so, it repeats the call up to a specified maximum number of times.
// Application code file
#include "geometry.h"
#include "geoError.h"

…
ooStatus calcRect(void);
// Function prototype for calcRect
…
ooStatus myFunction(int maxTries) {
ooStatus rc;
…
int retryCount = 0;
// Call calcRect; if the call fails because data is
// temporarily unavailable, repeat the call
// up to maxTries times
while (retryCount < maxTries) {
rc = calcRect();
if (rc == oocError) {
// An error occurred
if (oovLastError->errorN == geoRetry.errorN) {
// Data was temporarily unavailable; try again
retryCount++;
} // End if data unavailable
else
return rc;
} // End if error occurred
else
return rc;
} // End while
// Exceeded maxTries without successful call to calcRect

…
return rc;
} // End myFunction
After you call a function that does not return a status code, you can examine the
error context variables to see whether an error occurred.
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This is an alternative to the previous example in which the calcRect function
must be defined as void to conform to a third-party calling convention. Because
calcRect cannot return a status code, it must use the error context variables to
indicate whether an error occurred. After myFunction calls calcRect, it checks
the context variable oovLastErrorLevel to see whether an error occurred.
Note that this alternative is less efficient than the previous example because
myFunction must test oovLastErrorLevel after every call to calcRect,

whereas the previous example tests this context variable only when an error is
known to have occurred.
// Application code file
#include "geometry.h"
#include "geoError.h"

…
void calcRect(void);
// Function prototype for calcRect
void myFunction(int maxTries) {
…
int retryCount = 0;
// Clear the error context variables
ooResetError();
// Call calcRect; if the call fails because data is
// temporarily unavailable, repeat the call
// up to maxTries times
while (retryCount < maxTries) {
calcRect();
if (oovLastError == oocNoError) { // An error occurred
if (oovLastError->errorN == geoRetry.errorN) {
// Data was temporarily unavailable; try again
retryCount++;
} // End if data unavailable
else
return;
} // End if error occurred
else
return;
} // End while
// Exceeded maxTries without successful call to calcRect

…
} // End myFunction
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Error Handlers
Whenever an error is signaled, the currently registered error handler is called to
handle it. Objectivity/C++ includes a predefined error handler, which is
registered by default. An application may define and register its own error
handler to be used instead of the predefined one.
An error handler is a function that must conform to the calling interface defined
by the ooErrorHandlerPtr function-pointer type. It takes as parameters:
■

The error level

■

The error identifier for the condition that occurred

■

The Objectivity/DB object, if any, that was involved in the error condition

■

The error-message string

An error handler returns a status code that indicates whether an error occurred.
You can obtain a function pointer to the registered error handler for the current
Objectivity context by calling the global function ooGetErrorHandler.

Objectivity-Defined Error Handler
The predefined error handler provided by Objectivity/C++ first constructs a
formatted string describing the error condition that occurred. The string contains
the error level and number and the error-message string. If an Objectivity/DB
object was involved in the error condition, the string also includes the object
identifier for that object. The error handler calls the currently registered message
handler to print the formatted string.
The error handler’s next action depends on the severity of the error:
■

For a warning (level oocWarning), it returns oocSuccess.

■

For a nonfatal error (level oocUserError or oocSystemError), it returns
oocError.

■

For a fatal error (level oocFatalError), it calls the C library function abort,
which causes an abrupt program termination (such as a core dump on
UNIX). The call to abort raises a signal, which is caught by the currently
registered signal handler. If the predefined Objectivity/C++ signal handler is
registered, it responds by aborting the active transaction and leaving
Objectivity/DB in a safe state for shutdown. For more information, see
Chapter 27, “Signal Handling,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Application-Defined Error Handlers
You may define a custom error handler for your application and register it with
Objectivity/C++ at any time. For example, you can write a custom error handler
to filter the errors that require response or to maintain a log of
application-specific state.

Defining an Error Handler
Your error handler should perform whatever application-specific response is
required to the particular error, making the response appropriate for the
indicated error level.
When writing an error handler, you should follow these guidelines:
■

Do not invoke any Objectivity/DB operations from within an error handler,
because such operations will have undefined results.

■

Do not throw any C++ exceptions from within an error handler. Doing so
will result in a fatal error that terminates the application.

■

If the error level indicates a fatal error (level oocFatalError), you should
call the C library function abort to terminate the program.

■

Return a status code that is appropriate for the error level. Typically, you
return oocSuccess for a warning (level oocWarning) and oocError for a
nonfatal error (level oocUserError or oocSystemError). However, if your
error handler is able to determine that the error level specified by the caller is
not appropriate, you may return a code that indicates the severity as judged
by the error handler.

Typically, an application-defined error handler takes care of application-defined
error conditions and possibly all warnings; it calls the predefined error handler to
take care of errors defined by Objectivity/C++.
EXAMPLE

This example shows an application-defined error handler myErrHandler that:
■

Ignores all warnings, returning oocSuccess.

■

Calls the predefined error handler for nonfatal and fatal errors defined by
Objectivity/C++.

■

Ignores all nonfatal application-defined errors, returning oocError.

■

Aborts the program for fatal application-defined errors.

The global variable objyErrHandler is function pointer to the Objectivity/C++
predefined error handler. It is set when the application-defined error handler is
registered. See “Registering an Error Handler” on page 74.
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// Application code file
#include "geometry.h"
#include "geoError.h"

…
ooErrorHandlerPtr objyErrHandler;

ooStatus myErrHandler(
ooErrorLevel errorLevel,
ooError &errorID,
ooHandle(ooObj) *contextObj,
char *errorMsg) {

// Function pointer to
// predefined error handler

//
//
//
//

Error level
Error identifier
Relevant object
Error message string

if (errorLevel == oocWarning) {
return(oocSuccess);
}
if (errorID.errorN < 1000000) {
// Objectivity C++ error; call the predefined
// error handler
return (*objyErrHandler)(errorLevel, errorID,
contextObj, errorMsg);
}
switch(errorLevel) {
case oocUserError:
case oocSystemError:
// Nonfatal application-defined error
return oocError;
case oocFatalError:
// Fatal application-defined error
abort();
break;
default:
// Unrecognized error level
return oocError;
} // End switch
} // End myErrHandler
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Registering an Error Handler
To register an error handler, call the global function ooRegErrorHandler,
passing a function pointer to the handler function as the parameter. This function
returns a function pointer to the previously registered error handler; you should
save the returned value if you ever want to call or reregister the previous error
handler. For example, when you first register an error handler, the returned value
is a function pointer to the predefined Objectivity/C++ error handler. You can
save this function pointer and use it to call the predefined error handler from
within your own error handler.
In a multithreaded application, you must call ooRegErrorHandler in each
Objectivity context that is to use the error handler.
EXAMPLE

This example registers the error handler myErrHandler, which is defined in the
previous example. It saves a function pointer to the previously registered error
handler—namely, the predefined Objectivity/C++ error handler—in the global
variable objyErrHandler.
// Application code file
#include "geometry.h"
#include "geoError.h"

…
ooErrorHandlerPtr objyErrHandler;

// Function pointer to
// predefined error handler

…
// Register the application-defined error handler and
// save a function pointer to the predefined error handler
objyErrHandler = ooRegErrorHandler(myErrHandler);
The application could later reinstate the predefined error handler with the
following call:
ooRegErrorHandler(objyErrHandler); // Restore old error handler
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Message Handlers
The predefined Objectivity/C++ error handler calls the currently installed
message handler to print a description of the error condition that occurred.
Objectivity/C++ includes a predefined message handler, which is registered by
default. An application may define and register its own message handler to be
used instead of the predefined one.
A message handler is a function that must conform to the calling interface
defined by the ooMsgHandlerPtr function-pointer type. It is a void function that
takes a string as its parameter. It should write that string to some output device.
You can obtain a function pointer to the registered message handler for the
current Objectivity context by calling the global function ooGetMsgHandler.

Objectivity-Defined Message Handler
The predefined message handler provided by Objectivity/C++ prints its string
parameter to the error-message output file. Initially, the error-message output file is
set to the standard error device.
You can change the error-message output file at any time by calling the global
function ooSetErrorFile, specifying the pathname for the desired file. In a
multithreaded application, you must call this function in each Objectivity context
whose message handler is to write errors to the specified file.

Application-Defined Message Handlers
You may define a custom message handler for your application and register it
with Objectivity/C++ at any time. You typically define a message handler if you
prefer not to write error messages to a file (or to the standard error device). For
example, you might define a custom message handler if your application runs in
a graphical environment where status and error information is customarily
displayed in dialog boxes. See “Defining a Custom Message Handler” in
Chapter 28 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
Remember that the message handler will be called only if your application uses
the predefined error handler, or if your own error handler calls the message
handler.

Registering a Message Handler
To register a message handler, call the global function ooRegMsgHandler,
passing a function pointer to the handler function as the parameter. This function
returns a function pointer to the previously registered message handler; you
should save the returned value if you ever want to call or reregister the previous
message handler.
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In a multithreaded application, you must call ooRegMsgHandler in each
Objectivity context that is to use the message handler.
EXAMPLE

This example registers a message handler called dlgBoxMsgHandler.
// Application code file
# include "myClasses.h"

…
// Register the application-defined message handler
ooRegErrorHandler(dlgBoxMsgHandler);

Calling a Message Handler
You typically call a message handler only from within an application-defined
error handler. Note, however, that an application-defined error handler need not
call a message handler.
EXAMPLE

This application-defined error handler is similar to the one in the example on
page 72 except that it calls the currently registered message handler for warnings
and application-defined errors.
// Application code file
#include "geometry.h"
#include "geoError.h"

…
ooErrorHandlerPtr objyErrHandler;

ooStatus myErrHandler(
ooErrorLevel errorLevel,
ooError &errorID,
ooHandle(ooObj) *contextObj,
char *errorMsg) {
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// predefined error handler

//
//
//
//

Error level
Error identifier
Relevant object
Error message string
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// Get function pointer to currently registered
// message handler
ooMsgHandlerPtr msgHandler = ooGetMsgHandler();
if (errorLevel == oocWarning) {
(*msgHandler)(errorMsg);
// Call message handler
return(oocSuccess);
}
if (errorID.errorN < 1000000) {
// Objectivity C++ error; call the predefined
// error handler
return (*objyErrHandler)(errorLevel, errorID,
contextObj, errorMsg);
}
(*msgHandler)(errorMsg);
// Call message handler
switch(errorLevel) {
case oocUserError:
case oocSystemError:
// Nonfatal application-defined error
return oocError;
case oocFatalError:
// Fatal application-defined error
abort();
break;
default:
// Unrecognized error level
return oocError;
} // End switch
} // End myErrHandler
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Conforming to the ODMG Interface
Certain Objectivity/C++ types and classes conform to a subset of Release 1 or
Release 2 of the Object Database Management Group (ODMG) interface. The
ODMG interface is an object database standard that allows you to develop
applications that can be shared with other systems that support this standard.
NOTE

The Objectivity/C++ support for the ODMG interface is compatible only with
context-based application control, and should not be used with session-based
application control.
This chapter describes:
■

The ODMG logical storage hierarchy and how its terminology differs from
that of Objectivity/DB

■

The Objectivity/C++ support for the ODMG interface

■

How ODMG applications organize and look up persistent objects.

■

The basic process for developing an Objectivity/C++ application that
conforms to the ODMG standard

■

The structure of an ODMG application

This chapter assumes that you are familiar with the ODMG interface, and have
access to The Object Database Standard: ODMG 2.0
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Logical Storage Hierarchy
The ODMG standard, as reflected in the Objectivity/C++ interface, recognizes a
two-level storage hierarchy:
■

At the lower level, persistent data is stored in persistent objects.

■

At the higher level, persistent objects are stored in a database.

In contrast, the Objectivity/DB storage hierarchy has additional levels; at the
lowest level, persistent objects are grouped into containers, which are grouped
into databases, which are grouped into a federated database at the highest level.
This chapter uses the terms in Table 3-1 for the levels in each storage hierarchy.
Table 3-1: Objectivity/DB and ODMG Terminology
Objectivity/DB Storage Levels
Term

Level

ODMG Storage Levels
Class

Term

Level

Federated database

Top

ooFDObj

ODMG database

Objectivity/DB database

2nd

ooDBObj

(No equivalent)

Container

3rd

ooContObj and

(No equivalent)

Class

Top

d_Database

Bottom

d_Object

derived classes
Persistent object

WARNING

Bottom

ooObj and
derived classes

Persistent object

and derived
classes

Do not confuse an ODMG database with an Objectivity/DB database; they refer
to different logical storage levels.
Although a strictly ODMG-compliant application works with just the two
ODMG storage levels, every Objectivity/DB federated database contains all four
Objectivity/DB storage levels. A federated database that is used by ODMG
applications has a default Objectivity/DB database. Any access to the ODMG
database through an ODMG-database object uses the default Objectivity/DB
database.
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Objectivity/C++ Support for the ODMG Interface
Support for ODMG Classes
Certain Objectivity/C++ classes are equivalent to classes in the ODMG interface.
Because of this equivalence, you can use the ODMG class names instead of the
corresponding Objectivity/C++ names in your DDL files and application code
files. Table 3-2 lists the equivalent Objectivity/C++ and ODMG classes.
Table 3-2: ODMG and Objectivity/C++ Class Name Equivalents
For This Objectivity/C++ Class Name

Substitute This ODMG Class Name

ooObj

d_Object

ooRef(appClass)
ooRef(ooObj)

d_Ref<appClass>
d_Ref<d_Object>

ooTrans

d_Transaction

ooVString

d_String

d_Varray<element_type>

d_Varray<element_type>

Objectivity/C++ implements the following additional ODMG-standard classes:
■

■
■
■
■
■
■

NOTE

d_Database

Note: You use the d_Database class instead of ooHandle(ooFDObj) or
ooRef(ooFDObj) to manipulate the highest storage level.
d_Ref_Any
d_Iterator
d_Date
d_Time
d_Timestamp
d_Interval

As implemented by Objectivity/C++, ODMG object references (instances of class
d_Ref<userClass>) are identical to Objectivity/C++ object references.
Consequently, you can use them either as persistent links between classes or as
smart pointers for accessing referenced objects in memory. For performance
reasons, however, you should consider departing from strict ODMG compliance
and using handles for in-memory access to persistent objects.
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Support for ODMG Types
Certain Objectivity/C++ types are equivalent to types in the ODMG interface.
Because of this equivalence, you can use the ODMG type names instead of the
corresponding Objectivity/C++ names in your DDL files and application code
files. Table 3-3 lists the correspondences between ODMG and Objectivity/C++
types.
Table 3-3: ODMG and Objectivity/C++ Type Name Equivalents
Use This ODMG Type Name

Instead of This Objectivity/C++ Type Name

d_Boolean

ooBoolean

d_Char

char

d_Double

float64

d_Float

float32

d_Long

int32

d_Octet

char

d_Short

int16

d_ULong

uint32

d_UShort

uint16

Organization and Lookup
Objectivity/C++ supports the ODMG standard mechanisms for organizing and
looking up persistent objects, namely:
■

Naming persistent objects and looking them up by name
An ODMG object name is equivalent to an Objectivity/C++ scope name, in
the name scope of the federated database; see “Individual Lookup in Name
Scopes” in Chapter 17 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

■

Linking persistent objects with object-reference attributes and following a
link from a source object to find a destination object.
An attribute of type d_Ref<appClass> can a link a source object to a single
destination object of the appClass class. An attribute of type
d_Varray<d_Ref<appClass>> can a link a source object to multiple
destination objects of the appClass class. You use ODMG object-reference
attributes just as you would use attributes of the corresponding
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Objectivity/C++ types, ooRef(appClass) and
ooVArrayT<ooRef(appClass)>. See “Linking With Reference Attributes”
in Chapter 16 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
EXAMPLE

Two persistence-capable classes—Person and Phone—create and manage a
telephone list. The following table lists the object-reference attributes that can
link instances of Person and Phone.
Source Class

Person

Phone

Attribute

Destination
Class

Meaning

home

Phone

Person’s home phone number

work

Phone

Person’s work phone number

spouse

Person

Person’s spouse

owner

Person

Phone’s owner

// DDL file phoneList.ddl
class Phone;
class Person : public d_Object {
public:
d_String firstName;
d_String lastName;
d_Ref<Person> spouse;
d_Ref<Phone> home;
d_Ref<Phone> work;
Person(const char *argArray[]);
void print() const;
};
class Phone : public d_Object {
public:
d_ULong number;
d_Ref<Person> owner;
Phone(d_ULong theNumber, d_Ref<Person> theOwner);
void print(const char *label = "phone") const;
};
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Application Development
Enabling ODMG Support
By default, Objectivity/C++ support for the ODMG application interface is
disabled. To enable ODMG support (that is, to add all of the ODMG types and
definitions), you must use the -DOO_ODMG flag when running both the DDL
processor and your C++ compiler.

General Development Steps
To develop an Objectivity/DB application that uses Objectivity/C++ support for
the ODMG interfaces, you:
1. Create an ODMG database using the oonewfd tool (see Objectivity/DB
Administration).
2. Design your database schema and create one or more DDL files containing
declarations for all persistence-capable classes used in your application. You
can use the standard Data Definition Language, substituting the ODMG class
and type names wherever possible.
3. If you use the ODMG time and date classes, you must include the ooTime.h
header file in any DDL files and source code files that use these classes.
4. Process your DDL files using the DDL processor, specifying the -DOO_ODMG
option. For information about the DDL processor, see Objectivity/C++ Data
Definition Language.
5. Write the source code for your application using the ODMG classes and types
supported Objectivity/C++; include the DDL-generated primary header files
wherever necessary. See “Structure of an ODMG Application” on page 85.
6. Optionally set up a default Objectivity/DB database:
a. Use the oonewdb tool to create the Objectivity/DB database (see
Objectivity/DB Administration).
b. Set the environment variable OO_DB_NAME to be the system name of the
Objectivity/DB database you just created.
7. Specifying the -DOO_ODMG flag, compile your C++ application source code
files and the method-implementation files generated by the DDL processor.
8. Link the compiled files with Objectivity/DB libraries.
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As an alternative to step 6, you can allow the default Objectivity/DB database to
be created automatically when it is first needed (see “Creating Objects of a
Persistence-Capable Class” on page 88):
■

If you skip step 6 and set OO_DB_NAME, a default Objectivity/DB database is
created with the system name specified in OO_DB_NAME.

■

If you skip step 6 and OO_DB_NAME is not set, a default Objectivity/DB
database named default_odmg_db is created.

Structure of an ODMG Application
When you write the source code for an ODMG application:
■

Initialize the interaction with Objectivity/DB by using the ooInit global
function.

■

Use transaction objects of the d_Transaction class (ODMG) to start and
stop transactions. The d_Transaction class is equivalent to the ooTrans
class. You can use the name d_Transaction interchangeably with ooTrans.

■

Use ODMG-database objects of the d_Database class to open and close an
ODMG database. This class is used instead of federated-database handles of
the ooHandle(ooFDObj) class. See “Using ODMG-Database Objects” on
page 85.

■

Call the open method on the ODMG-database object immediately after
starting each transaction.

■

Call the close method on the ODMG-database object after committing or
aborting each transaction.

A typical ODMG application interacts with a single ODMG database.
Objectivity/DB supports interacting with multiple ODMG databases only when
all have the exact same schema.

Using ODMG-Database Objects
The ODMG standard specifies that you open and close an ODMG database by
explicitly calling the open and close methods, respectively, of an
ODMG-database object. Because an Objectivity/C++ ODMG application uses
context-based application control, you must open the ODMG database at the
beginning of every transaction—that is, you must call open on an
ODMG-database object after each call to begin on a transaction object.
Within a transaction, you call methods of an ODMG-database object to name and
look up basic objects:
■

Call set_object_name to name a basic object.

■

Call lookup_object to look up a basic object by its name.
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■

Call rename_object to change a basic object’s name.

■

Call get_object_name to get a basic object’s name.

A given ODMG-database object can be used with only one Objectivity context.
Once you have used the ODMG-database object in a transaction of a particular
Objectivity context, you may not use the same ODMG-database object in any
transaction of a different Objectivity context. Instead, you must create a separate
ODMG-database object for use with each different Objectivity context.
If desired, you can use more than one ODMG-database object with a given
Objectivity context. For example, each function executed in the Objectivity
context may define its own ODMG-database object. You do not need to explicitly
initialize a ODMG-database object to reference the transaction’s open ODMG
database. Whenever you use an ODMG-database object during a transaction, the
ODMG-database object automatically references the transaction’s open ODMG
database.

Iterating Through A VArray
A VArray iterator is an instance of a class created from the class template
d_Iterator< element_type>, as described in the ODMG standard. The
element_type parameter specifies the type of elements in the VArray. For
example, a VArray iterator of the class d_Iterator<ooInt32> iterates over the
elements of a VArray of the class ooVArrayT<ooInt32>, which are 32-bit signed
integers.
A VArray iterator steps through the elements of a VArray. The elements of the
VArray constitute the iterator’s iteration set.

Initializing a VArray Iterator
You initialize a VArray iterator to step through the elements of a particular
VArray—either a standard VArray or a temporary VArray. To do so, you call the
a VArray’s create_iterator method. When you call this function on an
element_type VArray, you obtain a VArray iterator of class
d_Iterator<element_type>. For example, if you call the create_iterator
method of a VArray of the class ooVArrayT<ooInt32>, you obtain a VArray
iterator of the class d_Iterator<ooInt32>.
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Advancing a VArray Iterator
A newly created VArray iterator is initialized to point to the first element of that
VArray. A VArray iterator makes a single pass through its iteration set, getting
elements of the VArray by increasing index order.
An initialized VArray iterator supports two alternative iteration styles for
advancing through the VArray’s elements:
■

The next method tests for a next element, sets a parameter to the current
element of the VArray, and then advances the iterator, all as a single
operation.
You typically use next to control a while loop that executes the same
statements once for each element in the VArray.

■

The not_done, get_element, and advance methods perform the iteration
actions as separate operations.
You typically use not_done and advance as the expressions that control a
for loop; within the loop, you can use get_element to get the current
element of the VArray.

EXAMPLE

This example uses a while loop to compute the sum of the integers that are
elements of a VArray.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooVArrayT<ooUInt32> values;
… // Set values VArray;
// Initialize the VArray iterator
d_Iterator<ooUInt32> vItr = values.create_iterator();
ooUInt32 sum = 0;
ooUInt32 curVal;
while (vItr.next(curVal)) {
sum += curVal;
}
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This alternative example uses a for loop to compute the sum of the elements of a
VArray.
ooVArrayT<ooUInt32> values;
… // Set values VArray;
// Initialize the VArray iterator
d_Iterator<ooUInt32> vItr = values.create_iterator();
ooUInt32 sum = 0;
for (; vItr.not_done(); vItr.advance()) {
sum += vItr.get_element();
}

Creating Objects of a Persistence-Capable Class
To create a persistent basic object of a persistence-capable class, you pass a
pointer to an ODMG-database object as the parameter to operator new. Doing
so clusters the object with the default Objectivity/DB database.
If the environment variable OO_DB_NAME is set, the default Objectivity/DB
database has a system name that is the value of this environment variable.
Otherwise, the default Objectivity/DB database has the system name
default_odmg_db. If the default Objectivity/DB database does not already
exist, it is created automatically the first time an application creates a persistent
object.
You can create a transient object of a persistence-capable class by passing the
static data member d_Database::transient_memory as the parameter to
operator new.
EXAMPLE

In this example, two persistence-capable classes—Person and Phone—create
and manage a telephone list. In the DDL file, class Person has object references
to Phone for home and work telephone numbers. Person also has a reference to
itself for spouse information. Phone has a reference to Person for the owner of
the telephone number.
The application code stores a new Person object and Phone object if a person’s
name and telephone numbers are given as command-line parameters. The
person’s last name is used as its scope name in the federated database (which
implies that all Person objects must have unique last names). If the only
command-line parameter is a name string, the application finds the person with
that last name and prints information about the person, including telephone
numbers.
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The application assumes:
■

An ODMG database (Objectivity/DB federated database) has been created
with a boot file named myODMGdb.

■

The DDL processor is run with the -DOO_ODMG option to process the
phoneList.ddl file; this step generates the header file phoneList.h.

An Objectivity/DB database has been created and its name is set in the
environment variable OO_DB_NAME.
// DDL file phoneList.ddl
■

class Phone;
class Person : public d_Object {
public:
d_String firstName;
d_String lastName;
d_Ref<Person> spouse;
d_Ref<Phone> home;
d_Ref<Phone> work;
Person(const char *argArray[]);
void print() const;
};
class Phone : public d_Object {
public:
d_ULong number;
d_Ref<Person> owner;
Phone(d_ULong theNumber, d_Ref<Person> theOwner);
void print(const char *label = "phone") const;
};
// Application code file phoneList.cxx
#include "phoneList.h"
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <iostream.h>
// Constructor for Person
Person::Person(const char *argArray[]) :
firstName(argArray[2]),
lastName(argArray[1]),
home(new(this) Phone(atol(argArray[3]), this)),
work(new(this) Phone(atol(argArray[4]), this))
{ }
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// print member function for Person
void Person::print() const {
cout << "name: " << this->lastName << ", " <<
this->firstName << endl;
this->home->print("home");
this->work->print("work");
if (this->spouse)
cout << "(Married.)" << endl;
}
// Constructor for Phone
Phone::Phone(d_ULong theNumber, d_Ref<Person> theOwner) :
number(theNumber),
owner(theOwner)
{ }
// print member function for Phone
void Phone::print(const char *label) const {
cout << label << ": " << (this->number) / 10000
<< "-" << (this->number) % 10000 << endl;
}
// Global createPerson function
static void createPerson(const char *argArray[]) {
d_Database odmgDB;
// ODMG database
d_Transaction trans;
trans.begin();
odmgDB.open("myODMGdb");
d_Ref<Person> person = new(&odmgDB) Person(argArray);
odmgDB.set_object_name(person, person->lastName);
trans.commit();
odmgDB.close();
} // End createPerson
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// Global displayPerson function
static void displayPerson(const char *lastName) {
d_Database odmgDB;
// ODMG database
d_Transaction trans;
trans.begin();
odmgDB.open("myODMGdb", d_Database::read_only);
d_Ref<Person> person = odmgDB.lookup_object(lastName);
if (person != 0)
person->print();
trans.commit();
odmgDB.close();
} // End displayPerson
// Application main program
int main(unsigned int numOfArgs, const char *argArray[]) {
ooException::enable();
try {
ooInit();
if (numOfArgs > 2)
createPerson(argArray);
else
displayPerson(argArray[1]);
}
catch(ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
return 1;
}
return 0;
} // End main

Using Non-ODMG Features
If your ODMG application does not require strict adherence to the ODMG
standard, you can use the full range of Objectivity/C++ features. For example,
you can:
■

Create any number of Objectivity/DB databases or containers and use them
to organize persistent objects for group search.

■

Use associations to link persistent objects.

■

Create persistent collections to organize other persistent objects and use the
standard Objectivity/C++ mechanisms for looking up objects within the
persistent collections.

■

Create name scopes for other scope objects besides the federated database.
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If an ODMG application creates an Objectivity/DB database or opens an
Objectivity/DB database explicitly by calling open or exist on a database
handle, new persistent objects are clustered in that Objectivity/DB database
instead of in the default Objectivity/DB database. That is, when you specify a
pointer to an ODMG-database object as the parameter to operator new, the
most recently created or opened Objectivity/DB database is used as the
clustering directive. If there is no such database, the default Objectivity/DB
database is used.
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Objectivity/C++ provides a variety of classes for creating persistent collections. A
persistent collection is an aggregate persistent object that contains a variable
number of elements. You can use a persistent collection to organize a large
number of persistent objects for fast retrieval.
This chapter describes:

NOTE

■

General information about persistent collections

■

Referential integrity of a collection

■

Building a persistent collection

■

Properties of a collection

■

Application-defined comparator classes for scalable persistent collections

This chapter describes only the persistent collections that use the pre-Release 9.3
scalable collection structure. For information on the persistent collections that use
the Release 9.3 (or later) scalable collection structure, see “Persistent Collections”
in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
This chapter does not describe name maps (ooMap) because, although they are
persistent, they are not scalable; for more information on name maps and name
map classes, see “Persistent Collections” in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
and ooMap in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.
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Understanding Persistent Collections
Persistent collections are classified according to whether the order of the
elements is relevant:
■

The elements of an unordered collection are kept in an unspecified order; the
relative order of any particular pair of elements is subject to change.

■

The elements of an ordered collection are maintained in a particular order.
Ordered collections are further classified by how their order is determined.
❐

If elements are sorted according to some criteria of the elements
themselves, the collection is said to be sorted.

❐

If the operations that add elements to the collection determine their
order, the collection is simply said to be ordered (but not sorted).

Scalability
A scalable persistent collection organizes its elements in segments that can be
accessed, resized, and clustered independently of one another. This enables a
scalable collection to increase in size—up to millions of elements—with minimal
performance degradation.
Objectivity/C++ persistent collections are implemented using two different
mechanisms:
■

Scalable ordered collections use B-tree data structures.

■

Scalable unordered collections use an extendible hashing mechanism.

Persistent collection classes generally allow you to customize their comparison
and hashing mechanisms, as applicable. If you do this for a persistent collection
that is to be accessed by different applications, equivalent customizations must
be made in all of the accessing applications. The accessing applications can be
written in any Objectivity/DB programming interface (for example, some in
C++, some in Java, and some in Smalltalk).

Element Structure
Different kinds of persistent collections differ in the structure of their elements:
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■

Lists and sets are persistent collections whose elements are individual
persistent objects. Elements of a list are always ordered and may include
duplicates or null elements; elements of a set may be either unordered or
sorted and may not include duplicates or null elements.

■

Maps (sometimes called dictionaries) are persistent collections that map keys
to values. The elements of a map are key-value pairs in which each key is
unique. The values in these pairs are persistent objects. The keys are
persistent objects (object maps). Elements of a map may be either unordered
or sorted.
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A persistent collection is linked to the persistent objects it contains (its elements,
keys, and/or values) by object references.

Summary of Persistent-Collection Classes
The persistence-capable collection classes that use the pre-Release 9.3 scalable
collection structure are listed in the following table.
Class

Used for

Description

ooTreeList

List

Scalable ordered collection of persistent objects that can
contain duplicates and null elements.

ooHashSet

Unordered
set

Scalable unordered collection of persistent objects with no
duplicates and no null elements.

ooTreeSet

Sorted set

Scalable sorted collection of persistent objects with no
duplicates and no null elements.

ooHashMap

Object map

Scalable unordered collection of key-value pairs in which the
key is a persistent object and the value is a persistent object
or null.

ooTreeMap

Sorted
object map

Scalable sorted collection of key-value pairs in which the key
is a persistent object and the value is a persistent object or
null.

All scalable collections are derived from the abstract class ooCollection; all
scalable ordered collections are derived from the abstract class ooBTree.
Your application must include:
■

The ooCollections.h header file to use scalable persistent-collection
classes.

Linking an Application That Uses Persistent Collections
On Windows
Table 4-1 lists the import libraries for Objectivity/C++ persistent collections.
Table 4-1: Objectivity/C++ Persistent Collections Dynamic Link Import Libraries
Library File

Description

ooco.lib

Multithreaded import library for Objectivity/C++
persistent collections

oocod.lib

Debug version of the multithreaded import library for
Objectivity/C++ persistent collections
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Table 4-2 lists the DLLs that must be available at runtime to applications that are
linked dynamically to Objectivity/C++ persistent collections.
Table 4-2: Objectivity/C++ Persistent Collections Dynamic Link Libraries
DLL Filea

Description

oocoxx.dll

DLL for Objectivity/C++ persistent collections

oocoxxd.dll

Debug version of the DLL for Objectivity/C++
persistent collections

a. The digits xx in a DLL name correspond to the current Objectivity/DB release.

On UNIX
If your database application uses Objectivity/C++ persistent collections, add the
library indicated in Table 4-3 to your link line before liboo.a or the shared
Objectivity/DB library.
NOTE

Shared library names vary on different architectures and may contain digits x.x
corresponding to the current Objectivity/DB release.
Table 4-3: Objectivity Libraries
To Use
Objectivity/C++
persistent collections

Link to

-loo_co
-loo_co.x.x

On the linux* architectures
On all other architectures

Link to the Objectivity/DB shared library (not liboo.a).

Referential Integrity of a Collection
Referential integrity is a characteristic of a persistent collection that ensures that
the collection has object references only to objects that actually exist. Maintaining
referential integrity requires that, when an object is deleted, any object reference
from a persistent collection to the deleted object is removed.
Sets, lists, and object maps do not maintain referential integrity. Before you delete
an object from the federated database, you are responsible for removing it from
any set, list, or object maps to which it belongs.
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You can restore the referential integrity of any of these collections by calling its
removeAllDeleted method. If the collection contains object references to any
persistent objects that have been deleted, that method removes those references
deleted objects from the collection.

Building a Persistent Collection
To build a persistent collection, you create a persistent instance of the appropriate
class, then call methods of the new persistent collection to add and remove the
desired elements. You can make a persistent collection easy to find just as you
would do for an object of any persistence-capable class. For example, you might
give it a scope name, reference it from another persistent object, or use it as an
element of another persistent collection. You find a persistent collection just as
you would do for any persistent object; for example, by looking up its scope
name or following links from another persistent object.
You must create a persistent collection during a transaction. As is the case for any
basic object, you specify whether a collection is to be transient or persistent when
you create it; all instances of the persistent-collection classes must be persistent.
You create a collection with a call to the new operator specifying a clustering
directive that indicates where in the federated database to store the new
collection. You assign the pointer returned by new to a handle through which you
work with the persistent collection. See “Creating a Persistent Object” on
page 219.
The following sections describe how to add and remove elements from persistent
collections of various kinds. Chapter 17, “Individual Lookup of Persistent
Objects,” explains how to find objects in a persistent collection by individual
lookup; Chapter 18, “Group Lookup of Persistent Objects,” explains how to find
objects in a persistent collection by iterating over the contents of the collection.
NOTE

Unlike basic objects of an application-defined class, you cannot copy a persistent
collection by calling the copy method on a handle to the object. If you want to
copy a collection, you should create a new collection and add the elements of
original collection to the new collection.
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Building a Set
A sorted set is an instance of ooTreeSet; an unordered set is an instance of
ooHashSet. These classes provide the same interface for adding, removing, and
testing elements.
Adding elements:
■

Call a set’s add method to add a persistent object. The parameter is a handle
to the object to be added to the set. Because a set cannot contain duplicate
elements, this method returns oocFalse without modifying the set if you try
to add an object that is already an element of the set.

■

Call a set’s addAll method to add all elements from a specified set or list, or
to add all keys from a specified object map. The parameter is a handle to the
scalable collection whose elements or keys are to be added to the set.

Removing elements:
■

Call a set’s remove method to remove a persistent object. The parameter is a
handle to the object to be removed from the set.

■

Call a set’s removeAll method to remove all elements that are also elements
of a specified set or list or that are keys of a specified object map. The
parameter is a handle to the scalable collection whose elements or keys are to
be removed from the set.

■

Call a set’s retainAll method to retain only those elements that are also
elements of a specified set or list or that are keys of a specified object map,
deleting all other elements. The parameter is a handle to the scalable
collection whose elements or keys are to be retained in the set.

■

Call a set’s clear method to remove all elements it contains.

Testing elements:
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■

Call a set’s contains method to test whether it contains a particular
persistent object. The parameter is a handle to the object to be tested.

■

Call a set’s isEmpty method to test whether it is empty (contains no
elements).

■

Call a set’s size method to get the number of elements it contains.
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Building a List
A list is an instance of ooTreeList; its elements are ordered. An individual
element can be specified by its index within the list. Methods of ooTreeList
allow you to add, remove, and test elements.
Adding elements:
■

Call a list’s add method to add a persistent object, passing a handle to the
object to be added to the list. One variant of this method allows you to
specify the index at which the new element is to be inserted; if you do not
specify an index, the element is added to the end of the list.

■

Call a list’s addFirst method to add a persistent object to the beginning of
the list. The parameter is a handle to the object to be added to the list.

■

Call a list’s addLast method to add a persistent object to the end of the list.
The parameter is a handle to the object to be added to the list.

■

Call a list’s addAll method to add all elements from a specified set or list, or
to add all keys from a specified object map; specify a handle to the scalable
collection whose elements or keys are to be added to the list. One variant of
this method allows you to specify the index at which the new elements are to
be inserted; if you do not specify an index, the elements are added to the end
of the list.

■

Call a list’s set method to replace an element of the list. The parameters are
the index of the element to be replaced and a handle to the object that is to
replace the existing element at the specified index.

Removing elements:
■

Call a list’s remove method to remove a persistent object. The parameter is a
handle to the object to be removed from the list. If the list contains more than
one occurrence of the specified object, only the first occurrence is removed.

■

Call a list’s removeAll method to remove all elements that are also elements
of specified set or list or that are keys of a specified object map. The
parameter is a handle to the scalable collection whose elements or keys are to
be removed from the list.

■

Call a list’s retainAll method to retain only those elements that are also
elements of a specified set or list or that are keys of a specified object map,
deleting all other elements. The parameter is a handle to the scalable
collection whose elements or keys are to be retained in the list.

■

Call a list’s removeRange method to remove all elements with indexes in the
specified range. The parameters are indexes of the first and last elements to
be removed.

■

Call list’s clear method to remove all elements it contains.
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Testing elements:
■

Call a list’s contains method to test whether it contains a particular
persistent object. The parameter is a handle to the object to be tested.

■

Call a list’s isEmpty method to test whether it is empty (contains no
elements).

■

Call a list’s size method to get the number of elements it contains.

Building an Object Map
A sorted object map is an instance of ooTreeMap; an unordered object map is an
instance of ooHashMap. The elements of an object map are key-value pairs in
which both the key and the value are persistent objects. The two object-map
classes provide the same interface for adding, removing, and testing elements.
Adding elements:
■

■

■

Call an object map’s put method to add an element. The first parameter is a
handle to the key for the element to be added; the second parameter is a
handle to the value. See reference descriptions of:
❐
ooTreeMap::put
❐
ooHashMap::put
Call an object map’s add method to add an element with the specified key
and a null value. The parameter is a handle to the key.
Call an object map’s addAll method, passing a handle to an object map, to
add all elements from the specified object map. Call addAll, passing a
handle to a set or list, to add each element of that collection as a key paired
with a null value.

Whenever you add an element with a specified key, if the object map already
contains an element with that key, the value paired with that key is replaced;
otherwise, a new element is added.
Removing elements:
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■

Call an object map’s remove method to remove the element with the
specified key. The parameter is a handle to the key.

■

Call an object map’s removeAll method to remove elements whose keys are
also keys of a specified object map or that are elements of a specified set or
list. The parameter is a handle to the scalable collection that indicates which
elements should be removed from the object map.

■

Call an object map’s retainAll method to retain only those elements whose
keys are also keys of a specified object map or are elements of a specified set
or list, deleting all other elements. The parameter is a handle to the scalable
collection that indicates which elements should be retained in the object map.

■

Call an object map’s clear method to remove all elements it contains.
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Testing elements:
■

■

■

■

Call an object map’s containsKey method to test whether it contains a
particular persistent object as the key of some element. The parameter is a
handle to the object to be tested. See reference descriptions of:
❐
ooTreeMap::containsKey
❐
ooHashMap::containsKey
Call an object map’s containsValue method to test whether it contains a
particular persistent object as the value of some element. The parameter is a
handle to the object to be tested. See reference descriptions of:
❐
ooTreeMap::containsValue
❐
ooHashMap::containsValue
Call an object map’s isEmpty method to test whether it is empty (contains
no elements).
Call an object map’s size method to get the number of elements it contains.

Properties of a Collection
A collection has properties that affect its growth, the storage of any auxiliary
objects it may use, and concurrency of access to its objects. The particular
properties supported by each collection class depend on how collections of that
class are implemented. Before you create a persistent collection of a given class,
you should be familiar with the relevant properties of that class.

Scalable Ordered Collections
Scalable ordered collections (lists, sorted sets, and sorted object maps) are
implemented as B-trees. The B-tree organization supports efficient binary search
and reduces the runtime overhead of inserting elements into the middle of the
collection.
An element’s position within the ordered collection is given by a zero-based
index.

B-Tree Nodes and Arrays
A B-tree is composed of nodes; each leaf node in the B-tree locates a disjoint
group of elements whose indexes are within a certain range.
Every node in the B-tree has a corresponding array. The array for a nonleaf node
contains object references to the first leaf-node descendants along each branch
from the node; the array for a leaf node contains object references to elements of
the collection whose indexes are within a particular range. B-tree nodes and their
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arrays are internal objects that the collection creates as needed; you never create
them or work with them directly.
The B-tree for a newly instantiated ordered collection consists of the root node
and its array. As the collection grows, additional nodes are created as necessary.
When each node is created, its corresponding array is also created. Most existing
nodes do not need to be modified; in fact, those nodes can be accessed for read or
write while a new node is being added.

Node Size
Every ordered collection has a node size property that determines the maximum
size of a node in the collection’s B-tree—that is, the maximum number of object
references in a node’s array. As elements are added to a newly created ordered
collection, they are assigned to the root B-tree node until the collection’s node
size is reached. At that point, a new node must be added to the tree.
The default node size allows each array to contain as many object references as
will fit on a single storage page in the federated database. When you create an
ordered collection, a parameter to the constructor allows you to specify a
different node size:

NOTE

■

You may choose a small node size to minimize lock conflicts when multiple
applications update the collection simultaneously.

■

You may choose a large node size to minimize the number of nodes in the
B-tree. For example, if you don’t expect the collection to get very large, you
might choose a large node size to force all elements to be stored in a single
node.

Once an ordered collection has been created, you cannot set or change its node
size.

Containers for Nodes and Arrays
The B-tree nodes and their arrays are all persistent objects and, as such, they are
stored in containers. To access an element of an ordered collection, an application
must be able to obtain a lock on the B-tree node and array corresponding to the
element’s index. As is the case with all persistent objects, locking a B-tree node or
array locks its container, effectively locking any other objects stored in the same
container. As a consequence, the distribution of nodes and arrays in containers
affects concurrent access to the collection.
You can increase concurrent access to the collection by making sure that the
collection’s nodes and arrays are distributed in different containers. Of course,
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the more containers used for nodes and arrays, the larger the federated database
will be.
Node Containers
At any given time, an ordered collection uses a particular container, called its
current node container, to store its newly created B-tree nodes. Initially, a
collection’s container is its current node container.
An ordered collection serves as the root node of its B-tree; that is, no additional
B-tree node object is required if all elements can fit in the root node. If the
number of elements exceeds the capacity of a single node, the collection creates
additional B-tree node objects, as necessary, to accommodate the elements.
As an ordered collection creates new B-tree node objects, it clusters them using
its own internal standard clustering strategy with all clustering rules set. That is,
each new B-tree node object is clustered in the current node container until the
container is considered full. A new container is then created, which becomes the
next current node container, and so on. Each new node container is created in the
same database as the previous node container. When the maximum number of
containers is reached in the database, a new database is created automatically for
the next node container.
By default, a node container is considered full when it reaches the maximum
number of logical pages per container. This limit is set by Objectivity/DB; see the
section on estimating federated-database size in Objectivity/DB Administration.
Reaching the logical-page limit causes the next node container (and database, if
required) to be created by the collection’s internal clustering strategy. Because
the collection uses a standard clustering strategy, the new node containers and
databases are created by the default implementation of the newContainer and
newDB methods, respectively.
You can control the creation of node containers and databases by using the
collection’s tree administrator to set a limit on the number of nodes that can be
created in a container; see “Tree Administrator” on page 105. In this case, a node
container is considered full when it contains the maximum number of nodes,
even if the logical-page limit has not yet been reached. Reaching the node limit
causes the next node container (and database, if required) to be created by the
session’s clustering strategy (instead of the collection’s internal clustering
strategy). You can customize the creation of node containers and databases by
setting the session’s clustering strategy to a custom clustering strategy that
overrides the newContainer and newDb methods.
NOTE

An ordered collection stores only B-tree nodes in the node containers it creates.
An application typically does not access those containers directly.
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Array Containers
At any given time, an ordered collection uses a particular container, called its
current array container, to store the arrays for its new B-tree nodes.
When you create an ordered collection, Objectivity/C++ creates the array for the
collection’s root B-tree node. By default, Objectivity/C++ also creates the
collection’s initial array container and clusters the array in that container. The
new container is created in the same database as the ordered collection.
If you prefer, you can specify an ordered collection’s initial array container as a
parameter to the constructor that creates the collection. For example, you might
want to minimize the number of containers used by a collection by specifying the
collection’s container as its initial array container. Alternatively, you might use a
container in a different database as the collection’s initial array container. In that
case, the collection’s arrays would be stored in a different database from its
nodes.
As an ordered collection creates a new array for each new node, it clusters the
arrays using its own internal standard clustering strategy with all clustering
rules set. That is, each new array is clustered in the initial array container until
that container is considered full. Then, a new container is created, which becomes
the next current array container, and so on. Each new array container is created
in the same database as the previous array container. When the maximum
number of containers is reached in the database, a new database is created
automatically for the next array container.
By default, an array container is considered full when it reaches the maximum
number of logical pages per container. This limit is set by Objectivity/DB; see the
section on estimating federated-database size in Objectivity/DB Administration.
Reaching the logical-page limit causes the next array container (and database, if
required) to be created by the collection’s internal clustering strategy. Because the
collection uses a standard clustering strategy, the new array containers and
databases are created by the default implementation of the newContainer and
newDB methods, respectively.
You can control the creation of array containers and databases by using the
collection’s tree administrator to set a limit on the number of arrays that can be
created in a container; see “Tree Administrator” on page 105. In this case, an
array container is considered full when it contains the maximum number of
arrays, even if the logical-page limit has not yet been reached. Reaching the array
limit causes the next array container (and database, if required) to be created by
the session’s clustering strategy (instead of the collection’s internal clustering
strategy). You can customize the creation of array containers and databases by
setting the session’s clustering strategy to a custom clustering strategy that
overrides the newContainer and newDb methods.
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An ordered collection stores only arrays in the array containers it creates. An
application typically does not access those containers directly.
Container Types
The type of container used for nodes and arrays is determined by the clustering
strategy that creates the containers. By default, the type of each node container or
array container is determined as follows:
■

■

All node containers for an ordered collection are of the same type; this type
depends on the container of the ordered collection itself:
❐

If an ordered collection is clustered in a standard container, all its node
containers are standard.

❐

If the collection is clustered in a garbage-collectible container, all its node
containers are garbage-collectible.

All array containers for a given ordered collection are of the same type; this
type depends on the initial array container:
❐

If the initial array container is standard, all subsequent array containers
are standard.

❐

If the initial array container is garbage collectible, all subsequent array
containers are garbage collectible.

If a default initial array container is used, it is of the same type as the container in
which the ordered collection is clustered.
Objectivity/C++ applications typically use standard containers;
garbage-collectible containers are provided for interoperability with Objectivity
for Java or Objectivity/Smalltalk applications.

Tree Administrator
Every ordered collection uses a persistent object, called a tree administrator, an
instance of ooTreeAdmin, to manage the containers for the collection’s nodes
and arrays. The collection’s tree administrator is created when the collection itself
is created. By default, the tree administrator is stored in a new container in the
same database as the ordered collection itself. If you want a collection’s tree
administrator to be stored in an existing container, however, you can pass a
handle to that container as a parameter to the constructor that creates the ordered
collection. For example, instead of having Objectivity/C++ create a new
container just for the tree administrator, you might choose to store the tree
administrator in the same container as the ordered collection itself. Whether the
tree administrator is stored in a new container or in a container that you provide,
Objectivity/C++ uses a standard clustering strategy to cluster the administrator
in the container.
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Like other persistent objects, tree administrators are normally manipulated
through handles or object references. You can call the admin method on an
ordered collection to obtain an object reference to its tree administrator.
A tree administrator has two properties that you can set to limit the number of
B-tree nodes or arrays per container; this in turn controls the distribution of
nodes and arrays among containers:
■

The maximum nodes per container property specifies how many B-tree nodes
can be clustered together in the same container. Because B-tree nodes are
small objects, many of them can fit on a single storage page. Because nodes
are not updated frequently, many can be clustered in the same container
without causing locking problems. The default value for this property
depends on the storage-page size of the database containing the collection;
the default value is calculated as:
pageSize / 47
To use a different value for this property, call the tree administrator’s
setMaxNodesPerContainer method.
Changing the maximum nodes per container affects only the collection’s
current node container and any node containers created in the future. If you
reduce the number of nodes per container, existing node containers are left
with more nodes than the new maximum; if you increase the number,
existing node containers are left with fewer nodes than the new maximum.

■

The maximum arrays per container property specifies how many arrays can be
clustered together in the same container. One array fills up an entire storage
page. It is typical for a node’s array to be updated frequently; the default
value of 1 for this property minimizes lock conflicts. If you know that a
particular collection will be accessed by a single user, locking is not an issue.
In that case, a larger value, such as 5000, may be appropriate for the
collection’s tree administrator. To use a different value for this property, call
the tree administrator’s setMaxVArraysPerContainer method.
Changing the maximum arrays per container affects only the collection’s
current array container and any array containers created in the future. It does
not affect existing array containers that are already considered full.
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Comparator
Every sorted collection has a comparator that controls how elements are sorted.
The comparator defines a total ordering to be used by the underlying B-tree:
■

The default comparator for a sorted set sorts elements by increasing object
identifier.

■

The default comparator for a sorted object map sorts elements by increasing
object identifier of their keys.

You can implement an alternative sorting criteria with an application-defined
comparator class. See “Comparator Class for Sorted Collections” on page 114.
To use your own sorting criteria, assign an instance of your comparator class to a
sorted collection when you create the collection. If you do not assign a
comparator explicitly, the collection uses the default comparator. For additional
information, see “Using a Comparator” on page 126.

Scalable Unordered Collections
Scalable unordered collections (unordered sets and unordered object maps) are
implemented with an extendible hashing mechanism that uses a two-level
directory structure to locate elements. You can think of the elements in the
unordered collection as being divided into disjoint groups, each with its own
directory. The top-level directory identifies the hash buckets for a particular hash
value. The hash bucket acts as the directory for one of the disjoint groups of
elements; those elements have hash values in a particular range. The hash bucket
is implemented as a hash table.
The two-level directory structure allows the unordered collection to increase in
size with minimal performance degradation. Adding elements may cause
individual hash buckets to be rehashed, but the entire collection never needs to
be rehashed. Regardless of the size of the collection, accessing an element
requires one lookup in the top-level directory and one lookup in the appropriate
hash bucket.

Hash Buckets
Hash buckets are persistent objects that the collection creates as needed and uses
internally; you never create them or work with them directly. By default, one
initial hash bucket is created for the collection; if you prefer, you can specify a
different number of initial hash buckets as a parameter to the constructor that
creates the unordered collection object. The number of hash buckets created
initially is a power of two; if you do not specify a power of two, the next higher
power of two is used. For example, if you specify five initial hash buckets, eight
initial hash buckets are actually created.
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If the collection has 2**N initial hash buckets, the first N high-order bits of an
element’s hash value are used to determine the element’s hash bucket. Figure 4-1
illustrates the case where N is 2. The first two high-order bits of an element’s hash
value determine which of the 4 (2**2) hash buckets the element belongs to.
Hash Buckets
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 00
Top-level
directory
00
01
10
11

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 01
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 10
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 11

Figure 4-1

Two-Level Directory of Extendible Hash Table

Preallocating multiple hash buckets increases the speed of adding and finding
map elements. If each hash bucket is stored in a separate container (the default
behavior), preallocating hash buckets also reduces the chance of lock conflicts.
However, an unordered collection with a large number of initial hash buckets
requires more disk space, more memory for the directory, and more time to
create.
As an unordered scalable collection grows past the capacity of its existing hash
buckets, new hash buckets are added. When an element is added, if the
appropriate hash bucket is full, a new hash bucket is created. The elements in the
old (full) hash bucket are split between the old bucket and the new bucket.
The first time a hash bucket is added, an additional high-order bit of the hash
values is used in the top-level directory. For example, suppose the third hash
bucket in Figure 4-1 is full and an element is added whose hash value starts with
10. The existing hash bucket is now used for elements whose hash values start
with 100 and a new hash bucket is added for elements whose hash values start
with 101. Figure 4-2 illustrates the hash buckets after the new element is added.
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Hash Buckets
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 00
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 01

Top-level
directory
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 100
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 101
Directory for elements
whose hash values
start with 11

Figure 4-2

Adding the First New Hash Bucket

Note that some adjacent entries in the top-level directory may point to the same
hash bucket. In this case, a hash bucket may be added without increasing the size
of the top-level directory. For example, if the first hash bucket in the preceding
figure is full and an element is added whose hash value starts with 00. The
existing hash bucket is now used for elements whose hash values start with 000
and a new hash bucket is added for elements whose hash values start with 001.

Hash-Bucket Size
Every scalable unordered collection has a bucket size property that determines the
size of a hash bucket in its hash table. The size of a hash bucket is the number of
elements that can be hashed into each bucket. For example, the default
hash-bucket size is 30011 for an unordered set or an unordered object map. If you
want to use a different bucket size, you can specify the desired size as a
parameter to the constructor that creates the unordered collection object.
Each hash bucket contains an array that identifies the elements that have been
hashed into that bucket. Thus, the hash-bucket size corresponds to the number of
elements in the array. If you expect a collection to be sparsely populated, you can
give it a smaller hash-bucket size. Doing so results in smaller arrays, which both
saves storage space and reduces the time required to read a hash bucket’s array.
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A rule of thumb for specifying a small hash-bucket size is to make it one-tenth
the size of a storage page in the database, with some extra space for internal data
structures. For example, if the storage-page size of the database is 8192 bytes, a
hash-bucket size between 800 and 900 should work well; a smaller bucket size
than that does not result in improved performance.
For optimal performance, the hash-bucket size should be a prime number. If you
specify a number that is not prime, the next higher prime number is computed
and used as the actual hash-bucket size.

Containers for Hash Buckets
The hash buckets of a scalable unordered collection are persistent objects and, as
such, they are stored in containers. To access an element of a scalable unordered
collection, an application must be able to obtain a lock on the hash bucket
corresponding to the element’s hash value. As is the case with all persistent
objects, locking a hash bucket locks its container, effectively locking any other
objects stored in the same container. As a consequence, the distribution of hash
buckets in containers affects concurrent access to the collection.
Default Distribution of Hash Buckets
By default, hash buckets are maximally distributed—every hash bucket is stored
in its own container. A separate hash-bucket container is created for each of the
collection’s initial hash buckets (the hash buckets created by the constructor). As
the collection grows and additional hash buckets are created, a new hash-bucket
container is created by default for each new hash bucket; this default behavior
optimizes concurrent access to the collection. However, the more containers used
for hash buckets, the larger the federated database will be.
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Application-Controlled Distribution of Hash Buckets
If you prefer to store multiple hash buckets per container, you can cluster all the
initial hash buckets in a single existing container by specifying the container as a
parameter to the constructor that creates the collection. As the collection grows
and additional hash buckets are created, you use the collection’s hash
administrator to specify how many hash buckets to cluster in the same container;
see “Hash Administrator” on page 112.
Container Creation
When you use the default distribution of hash buckets (one hash bucket per
container), the first hash-bucket container(s) are created in the same database as
the unordered set or unordered map. New hash-bucket containers are created in
the same database, until the maximum number of containers has been reached in
that database. Then a new database is created automatically for subsequent
hash-bucket containers.
Similarly, if you specify an existing container for the initial hash buckets,
subsequent hash-bucket containers are created in the same database as the
specified container, until the maximum number of containers is reached in that
database. Then a new database is created automatically for subsequent
hash-bucket containers.
If you choose to store multiple hash buckets per container, the collection clusters
new hash buckets using its own internal standard clustering strategy with all
clustering rules set. That is, each new hash bucket is clustered with the previous
one until the hash-bucket container is considered full. A new hash-bucket
container is then created for new hash buckets. Each new hash-bucket container
is created in the same database as the previous hash-bucket container. When the
maximum number of containers is reached in the database, a new database is
created automatically for the next hash-bucket container.
By default, a hash-bucket container is considered full when it reaches the
maximum number of logical pages per container. This limit is set by
Objectivity/DB; see the section on estimating federated-database size in
Objectivity/DB Administration. Reaching the logical-page limit causes the next
hash-bucket container (and database, if required) to be created by the collection’s
internal clustering strategy. Because the collection uses a standard clustering
strategy, the new hash-bucket containers and databases are created by the default
implementation of the newContainer and newDB methods, respectively.
You can control the creation of hash-bucket containers and databases by using
the collection’s hash administrator to set a limit on the number of hash-buckets
that can be created in a container; see “Hash Administrator” on page 112. In this
case, a hash-bucket container is considered full when it contains the maximum
number of hash-buckets, even if the logical-page limit has not yet been reached.
Reaching the hash-bucket limit causes the next hash-bucket container (and
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database, if required) to be created by the session’s clustering strategy (instead of
the collection’s internal clustering strategy). You can customize the creation of
hash-bucket containers and databases by setting the session’s clustering strategy
to a custom clustering strategy that overrides the newContainer and newDb
methods.
NOTE

An unordered set or unordered map stores only hash buckets in the hash-bucket
containers it creates. An application typically does not access those containers
directly.
Container Type
The type of container used for hash buckets is determined by the clustering
strategy that creates the containers. By default, all hash-bucket containers for a
given unordered set or unordered map are of the same type. If an unordered set
or unordered map is clustered in a standard container, all its hash-bucket
containers are standard; if the collection is clustered in a garbage-collectible
container, all its hash-bucket containers are garbage-collectible.
Objectivity/C++ applications typically use standard containers;
garbage-collectible containers are provided for interoperability with Objectivity
for Java or Objectivity/Smalltalk applications.

Hash Administrator
Every scalable unordered set or unordered map uses a persistent object, called a
hash administrator, an instance of ooHashAdmin, to manage the containers for the
collection’s hash buckets.
The hash administrator of an unordered set or unordered map is created when
the collection itself is created. By default, the hash administrator is stored in a
new container in the same database as the collection itself. If you prefer, you can
specify an existing container in which to store the hash administrator. Whether
the hash administrator is stored in a new container or in a container that you
provide, Objectivity/C++ uses a standard clustering strategy to cluster the
administrator in the container.
Like other persistent objects, hash administrators are normally manipulated
through handles or object references. You can call the admin method on an
unordered set or unordered map to obtain an object reference to its hash
administrator.
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A hash administrator has a maximum buckets per container property, which
specifies how many hash buckets can be clustered together in the same container.
It is typical for a hash bucket to be updated frequently. The default value for this
property is 1, which minimizes lock conflicts. If you know that a particular
collection will be accessed by a single user, locking is not an issue. In that case, a
larger value may be appropriate for the collection’s hash administrator. To use a
different value for this property, call the hash administrator’s
setMaxBucketsPerContainer method.
Changing the maximum buckets per container affects only the clustering of hash
buckets that are created after the call. After you change the value from the default
of 1 to a larger number, newly created hash buckets will be clustered in the
collection’s most recently created hash-bucket container until the maximum
number is reached. New hash-bucket containers are created as needed, and the
maximum number of hash buckets are clustered in each.

Comparator
Every scalable unordered collection has a comparator that controls how an
element’s hash value is computed and how elements are tested for equality:
■

The default comparator for an unordered set computes an element’s hash
value from its object identifier. Two elements are equal if their object
identifiers are equal.

■

The default comparator for an unordered object map computes an element’s
hash value from the object identifier of its key. Two elements are equal if the
object identifiers of their keys are equal.

Remember that the high-order bits of the hash values are used to select hash
buckets. For optimal performance, the elements’ hash values should vary in their
high-order bits. Otherwise, the top-level directory of the collection grows until it
uses a number of high-order bits that do vary.
The default comparator for an unordered set or unordered map uses the
low-order 12 bits of an object identifier’s page number as the high-order bits of
the hash value. These hash values work well unless all elements of an unordered
set, or all keys of an unordered hash map, are stored on the same page of the
same container.
You can implement an alternative hashing algorithm with an application-defined
comparator class. See “Comparator Class for Unordered Collections” on
page 120.
To use your own hashing algorithm, assign an instance of your comparator class
to a scalable unordered collection when you create the collection. If you do not
assign a comparator explicitly, the collection uses the default comparator. For
additional information, see “Using a Comparator” on page 126.
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Unless you use the default comparator or can define your own hashing
algorithm that gives a high degree of variation in the high-order bits of hash
values, you probably should use an ordered set or ordered object map
(ooTreeSet or ooTreeMap) instead of an unordered set or unordered object
map (ooHashSet or ooHashMap). The ordered collections have better
performance in many cases. If you define your own comparator for an ordered
collection, you need to define only a comparison mechanism, not a hashing
algorithm.

Application-Defined Comparator Classes
A comparator is a persistent object of a concrete derived class of ooCompare. It
provides a comparison method for ordering elements of scalable sorted
collections and a hashing method for computing the hash values for elements of
scalable unordered collections. (Lists do not use comparators.)
You can implement your own sorting or hashing behavior in an
application-defined comparator class; to do so, you define your own subclass of
ooCompare and override the compare and hash methods as appropriate.
An application can define its own comparator classes to support content-based
lookup—that is, you can find persistent objects based on the attributes of the
element in a set or the attributes of the key in an object map. This ability enables
individual lookup of persistent objects in a set and enhances individual lookup in
an object map; see Chapter 17, “Individual Lookup of Persistent Objects,” for
more information.
NOTE

You should use an application-defined comparator only when your application
requires the functionality it provides (such as the ability to perform content-based
lookup). Using such a comparator has a performance overhead—most operations
on a collection are slower if the collection uses an application-defined
comparator.

Comparator Class for Sorted Collections
If your application uses sorted collections with elements or keys of some
particular class, you may want to sort the elements based on the data in some
attributes of each element or key. You might additionally want to use the sorting
attributes to identify elements of the collection so that you can look up the
element or key with particular values in its identifying attributes.
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Comparing Elements of a Sorted Collection
Elements in a sorted collection are ordered based on the sorting criteria
embodied in the compare method of its comparator. The first variant of that
method compares two persistent objects and indicates their relative order in the
collection; the second variant compares a persistent object to identifying data for
another persistent object and indicates the relative order in the collection of the
two objects.
When you define a comparator class to be used with sorted collections, you can
override the first variant of the compare method to compare two persistent
objects based on whatever sorting criteria you choose. Typically, the comparison
uses attribute values to sort the objects. The compare method should return a
negative integer if the first object is less than (sorts before) the second; zero if the
two objects are equal; and a positive integer if the first object is greater than (sorts
after) the second.
You can override the second variant of compare to call the first variant, assuming
that second parameter is a pointer to a persistent object. Alternatively, you could
implement the second variant to support content-based lookup as described in
“Supporting Content-Based Lookup in a Sorted Collection” on page 117.
NOTE

Parameters to the compare method are const handles. Because any operation
that accesses the referenced object through a handle changes its internal state, you
must cast the parameters to non-const handles and use the non-const handles to
access the objects being compared.
The compare method must impose a total ordering on objects; that is, it must
indicate that two different objects are different even if they have the same values
for the attributes used to sort them. As a consequence, unless different objects are
guaranteed to have different combinations of values for the attributes used in
sorting, the overriding compare method should call the inherited compare
method for objects that have the same attribute values. The inherited method
compares object identifiers, so it considers two objects equal only if they have the
same object identifiers. If two objects have the same combination of attribute
values, they are ordered by their object identifiers.
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Comparator Class for Sorted Collections

The comparator class CompNames compares two Person objects, sorting by last
name, then first name. A comparator of this class could be used by a sorted set of
Person objects or by a sorted object map whose keys are Person objects.
Because it is possible for two different Person objects to have the same first and
last names, when the CompNames::compare method finds that both objects have
the same names, it calls the inherited ooCompare::compare method to compare
their object identifiers.
// DDL file person.ddl
#include <ooCollections.h>

…
class Person : public ooObj {
public:
ooVString lastName;
ooVString firstName;
… ;
};
class CompNames : public ooCompare {
public:
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const;
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "person.h"

…
// Compare two Person objects
int CompNames::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const {
ooHandle(Person) &pers1H, &pers2H;
if (obj1H->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Person)))
pers1H = static_cast<ooHandle(Person)&>(obj1H);
else
throw "compare failed: non-Person object was specified";
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if (obj2H->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Person)))
pers2H = static_cast<ooHandle(Person)&>(obj2H);
else
throw "compare failed: non-Person object was specified";
ooVString *s1 = pers1H->lastName;
ooVString *s2 = pers2H->lastName;
if (s1 < s2)
return -1;
else if (s1 > s2)
return 1;
else {
// s1 = s2; objects have same last name
ooVString *s1 = pers1H->firstName;
ooVString *s2 = pers2H->firstName;
if (s1 < s2)
return -1;
else if (s1 > s2)
return 1;
else {
// s1 = s2; objects also have same first name
// Compare the objects by their OIDs
return ooCompare::compare(obj1H, obj2H)
}
} // End else objects have same last name
} // End compare method - variant 1
// Compare a Person object to identifying data; assume
// that lookupVal points to a Person object
int CompNames::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const {
// Cast the pointer to a handle
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H =
static_cast<const ooHandle(ooObj) &>(lookupVal);
// Compare the two objects
return compare(obj1H, obj2H);
} // End compare method - variant 2

Supporting Content-Based Lookup in a Sorted Collection
A comparator class for sorted collections can optionally provide the ability to
identify an element or key based on the attribute values that are the comparator’s
sorting criteria. This ability allows you to use the data that identifies a particular
element to:
■

Look up that element in a collection.

■

Test whether a collection contains that element.

■

Remove that element from a collection.
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If you want your comparator class to be able to identify an element or key of a
sorted collection based on its sorting criteria, you should implement the second
variant of the compare method to compare an element or key with data that
specifies the sorting criteria for an element or key.
EXAMPLE

The comparator class CompAccount compares objects of the class Client and its
derived classes. The class Client represents a company’s client companies; the
accountNo attribute of this class is the client’s unique account number.
A comparator of class CompAccount could be used by a sorted set of Client
objects or by a sorted object map whose keys are Client objects. It enables the
collection to find a Client object by looking up its account number. The example
on page 406 illustrates its use with a sorted object map.
// DDL file company.ddl
#include <ooCollections.h>

…
class Client : public ooObj {
public:
ooUInt32 accountNo;
… ;
};
class CompAccount : public ooCompare {
public:
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const;
};
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
// Compare two Client objects, sorting by accountNo
int CompAccount::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const {
ooHandle(Client) &clientH;
if (obj1H->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Client))) {
clientH = static_cast<ooHandle(Client)&>(obj1H);
ooUInt32 v1 = clientH->accountNo;
}
else
throw "compare failed: non-Client object was specified";
if (obj2H->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Client))) {
clientH = static_cast<ooHandle(Client)&>(obj2H);
ooUInt32 v2 = clientH->accountNo;
}
else
throw "compare failed: non-Client object was specified";
if (v1 < v2)
return -1;
else if (v1 == v2)
return 0;
else
// v1 > v2
return 1:
} // End compare method - variant 1
// Compare a Client object to the specified account number
int CompAccount::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const {
ooHandle(Client) &clientH;
if (obj1H->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Client)))
clientH = static_cast<ooHandle(Client)&>(obj1H);
else
throw "compare failed: non-Client object was specified";
ooUInt32 v1 = clientH->accountNo;
ooUInt32 &v2 = *lookupVal;
if (v1 < v2)
return -1;
else if (v1 == v2)
return 0;
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else
// v1 > v2
return 1;
} // End compare method - variant 2

For simplicity, the preceding example uses a single numeric attribute to identify a
Client object. In general, however, a comparator can use any number of
attributes to identify the objects, and the attributes can be of any data types.
If the comparator uses a combination of attributes to identify an object, the
application must pack the desired values for those attributes together in some
way to form the identifying data; it must pass a pointer to that data to the
collection methods that identify an element or a key by its component data. For
example, the application might create a transient Client object with its
identifying attributes set to the desired lookup values; the compare method
would compare the identifying attributes of this transient object with the
identifying attributes of the object being tested. Alternatively, the application
might create a struct whose fields contain the values for the various identifying
attributes; the compare method would compare each field of the struct to the
corresponding attribute of the object being compared.

Comparator Class for Unordered Collections
If your application uses scalable unordered collections with elements or keys of
some particular class, you may want to hash elements based on the data in some
attributes of each element or key. You might additionally want to use the hashing
attributes to identify elements of the collection so that you can look up the
element or key with particular values in its identifying attributes.

Hashing Elements of an Unordered Collection
An unordered collection computes hash values for its elements by calling the
hash method of its comparator. The first variant of that method computes the
hash value for a specified persistent object; the second variant computes the hash
value for the persistent object with the specified identifying data.
When you define a comparator class to be used with unordered collections, you
can override the first variant of the hash method to compute hash values for
persistent objects using whatever criteria or algorithm you choose.
NOTE
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The high-order bits of a hash value are used to select a hash bucket. All bits of the
hash value are used to select a position within the hash bucket.
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Your hash method should distribute hash values throughout the range of 32-bit
integers. In particular, the distribution of the high-order bits should be relatively
even. For example, if you used sequence numbers such as 1, 2, 3, 4, … as the hash
values, all the hash values would have zeros for their high-order bits, so all the
elements would be hashed to the same hash bucket. To get hash values with
different high-order bits, you could compute hash values from the sequence
numbers as 1 * x, 2 * x, 3 * x, 4 * x, …, where x is a large constant such as 1000000.
NOTE

The parameter to the hash method is a const handle. Because any operation that
accesses the referenced object through a handle changes its internal state, you
must cast the parameter to a non-const handle and use the non-const handle to
access the objects being hashed.
You can override the second variant of hash to call the first variant, assuming its
parameter is a pointer to a persistent object. Alternatively, you could implement
the second variant to support content-based lookup as described in “Supporting
Content-Based Lookup in an Unordered Collection” on page 124.
You typically also override the compare method to compare two persistent
objects for equality based on the same criteria that are used to hash them.

EXAMPLE

The comparator class CompSSN hashes objects of the class Employee and its
derived classes. The class Employee represents people employed by a particular
company in the United States; the SSN attribute of this class is a string
representation of employee’s Social Security Number (SSN). The hash method of
CompSSN verifies that its parameter is a handle to an Employee object and, if so,
converts the SSN string to a 32-bit integer to be used as the hash value. The
compare method of CompSSN compares the social security numbers of two
objects.
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A comparator of class CompSSN could be used by an unordered set of Employee
objects or by an unordered object map whose keys are Employee objects.
// DDL file company.ddl
#include <ooCollections.h>

…
class Employee : public ooObj {
public:
ooVString SSN;
… ;
}; // End class Employee
class CompSSN : public ooCompare {
public:
virtual int hash(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;
virtual int hash(const void *&lookupVal) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const;
}; // End class CompSSN
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
// Utility function to convert a string SSN to integer
int ssnStringToInt(ooVString ssn) {
int s1, s2, s2;
const char *str = ssn;
sscanf(str, "%3d-%2d-%4d", &s1, &s2, &s3);
return s1 * 1000000 + s2 * 10000 + s3;
} // End ssnStringToInt
// Compute a hash value from Employee’s SSN
int CompSSN::hash(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const {
ooHandle(Employee) &empH;
if (objH->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Employee))) {
empH = static_cast<ooHandle(Employee)&>(objH);
return ssnStringToInt(empH->SSN);
}
else
return 0;
} // End hash method - variant 1
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// Compute a hash value from Employee’s identifying data;
// assume that lookupVal points to an Employee object
int CompSSN::hash(const void *&lookupVal) const {
// Cast the pointer to a handle
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH =
static_cast<const ooHandle(ooObj) &>(lookupVal);
// Hash the object
return hash(objH);
} // End hash method - variant 2
// Compare two Employees by SSN
int CompSSN::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const {
ooHandle(Employee) &empH;
if (obj1H->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Employee))) {
empH = static_cast<ooHandle(Employee)&>(obj1H);
const char *v1 = empH->SSN;
}
else {
// Can’t compare
throw "compare failed: a non-Employee was specified";
if (obj2H->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Employee))) {
empH = static_cast<ooHandle(Employee)&>(obj2H);
const char *v2 = empH->SSN;
}
else {
// Can’t compare
throw "compare failed: a non-Employee was specified";
return strcmp(v1, v2);
} // End compare method - variant 1
// Compare an Employee object to identifying data; assume
// that lookupVal points to an Employee object
int CompSSN::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const {
// Cast the pointer to a handle
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H =
static_cast<const ooHandle(ooObj) &>(lookupVal);
// Compare the two objects
return compare(obj1H, obj2H);
} // End compare method - variant 2
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Supporting Content-Based Lookup in an Unordered Collection
A comparator class for unordered collections can optionally provide the ability to
identify an element or key based on the attribute values from which its hash
value is computed. This ability allows you to use the data that identifies a
particular element to look up that element in a collection and test whether a
collection contains that element.
If you want your comparator class to be able to identify an element or key of an
unordered collection based on class-specific data, you must:

EXAMPLE

■

Implement the second variant of the hash method to compute a hash value
from data that identifies the persistent object.

■

Implement the second variant of the compare method to compare an
element or key of the unordered collection with data that identifies a
persistent object.

In this example, the comparator class CompSSN has been modified to identify an
object of the class Employee based on its SSN attribute. The example on page 399
illustrates its use with an unordered set.
// DDL file company.ddl
#include <ooCollections.h>

…
class CompSSN : public ooCompare {
public:
virtual int hash(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;
virtual int hash(const void *&lookupVal) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const;
virtual int compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const;
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
// Utility function to convert a string SSN to integer
int ssnStringToInt(ooVString ssn) {
… // See page 122
}
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// Compute a hash value from Employee’s SSN
int CompSSN::hash(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const {
… // See above page 122
} // End hash method - variant 1
// Compute a hash value from string containing SSN
int CompSSN::hash(const void *&lookupVal) const {
return ssnStringToInt(*lookupVal);
} // End hash method - variant 2
// Compare two Employees by SSN
int CompSSN::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj2H) const {

… // See above page 123
} // End compare method - variant 1
// Compare an Employee to the specified SSN string
int CompSSN::compare(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &obj1H,
const void *&lookupVal) const {
ooHandle(Employee) &empH;
if (obj1H->ooIsKindOf(ooTypeN(Employee))) {
empH = static_cast<ooHandle(Employee)&>(obj1H);
const char *v1 = empH->SSN;
const char *v2 = lookupVal;
return strcmp(v1, v2);
}
else
// Can’t compare
throw "compare failed: a non-Employee was specified";
} // End compare method - variant 2

For simplicity, the preceding example uses a single string attribute to identify an
Employee object. In general, however, a comparator can use any number of
attributes of any data types to identify the objects.
If the comparator uses a combination of attributes to identify an object, the
application must pack the desired values for those attributes together in some
way to form the identifying data; it must pass a pointer to that data to the
collection methods that identify an element or a key by its component data. The
compare and hash methods must unpack the attribute values appropriately. For
example, the application might create a transient Employee object with its
identifying attributes set to the desired lookup values; the compare method
would compare the identifying attributes of this transient object with the
identifying attributes of the object being tested; the hash method would compute
Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility
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a hash value from the identifying attributes of the transient object. Alternatively,
the application might create a struct whose fields contain the values for the
various identifying attributes. The compare method would compare each field of
the struct to the corresponding attribute of the object being compared; the hash
method would compute a hash value from the fields as if they were values of the
corresponding attributes.

Using a Comparator
To use a comparator of an application-defined comparator class, you create it
and assign it to one or more scalable collections. Once you have assigned a
comparator to a collection, the collection uses the comparator. You do not access
a collection’s comparator or call a comparator’s methods explicitly.
Special care may be required when modifying objects in the collection; see
“Modifying Objects in the Collection” on page 128.

Creating a Comparator
To create a comparator, instantiate your comparator class. As is the case for any
basic object, you specify whether a comparator is to be transient or persistent
when you create it; comparators must be persistent. You create a comparator with
a call to the new operator; the clustering directive in that call specifies where in
the federated database to store the new comparator. You assign the pointer
returned by new to a handle through which you work with the comparator. See
“Creating a Persistent Object” on page 219.
A comparator is locked whenever you access the collection that uses it. To avoid
locking conflicts, you typically cluster the comparator in a separate container. If
the comparator is stored in the same container as the collection, applications may
fail to get the necessary read lock on the comparator when another process is
updating the collection.
A persistent collection references its comparator. Your application should not
explicitly save any comparator. For example, you should not add a comparator
to a persistent collection or reference a comparator in an attribute of a persistent
object. Typically, an application uses only comparators that it creates
dynamically; it does not explicitly look up a particular comparator in the
federated database.
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Assigning a Comparator to a Collection
After creating the comparator, you can assign it to any collections that need to
use the comparator’s particular comparison and hashing algorithms. You assign
a comparator to a collection by passing a handle to the comparator as a
parameter to the constructor that creates the collection.
NOTE

EXAMPLE

Once a collection has been created, you cannot set or change its comparator.

This example creates an unordered set that uses a comparator of the CompSSN
class, which is defined on page 121.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "company.h"

…
ooHandle(ooContObj) compContH;
ooHandle(ooContObj) setContH;
ooHandle(ooCompare) compH;
ooHandle(ooHashSet) setH;
…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocUpdate); // Begin update transaction
…
// Set compContH to reference the container where the
// comparator will be stored
// Create the comparator
compH = new(compContH) CompSSN();
…
// Set setContH to reference the container where the
// unordered set will be stored
// Create the set, assigning the comparator to it
setH = new(setContH) ooHashSet(compH);
…
session->commit();
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Modifying Objects in the Collection
A collection’s comparator may affect how an application modifies objects in the
collection.
■

If a sorted collection’s comparator sorts elements on the basis of some
attribute of an object, modifications to an element of a sorted set or to the key
of an element in a sorted object map might cause the element’s appropriate
order in the collection to be changed. To make such a modification, you must
first remove the affected element from the collection. After making the
desired modification, you can add the element back to the collection, which
inserts it at its (new) correct position.

■

If an unordered collection’s comparator computes hash value on the basis of
some attribute of an object, modifications to an element of an unordered set
or to the key of an element in an unordered object map might cause the
element’s hash value to be modified. To make such a modification, you must
first remove the affected element from the collection. After making the
desired modification, you can add the element back to the collection, which
assigns it the (new) correct hash value.

Comparators and Interoperability
If a persistent collection uses a comparator of an application-defined class, the
data for the collection in the federated database includes an object reference to
the comparator. Any application that finds the collection will also find its
comparator. As a consequence, any application that finds the comparator must
include a comparator class with the same name as the comparator’s class.
Objectivity/DB provides persistent storage for data only, not for methods, so the
federated database does not store compare and hash methods of the comparator.
The comparator class in the retrieving application must include implementations
for those methods; furthermore, those methods must use the same sorting criteria
and the same hashing algorithm as the application that stored the collection.
WARNING

Data corruption may occur if applications share a collection but use different
compare and hash methods for the collection’s comparator.
If the applications that use a given persistent collection are all implemented in
the same language (for example, C++), they can all share the definition of the
comparator class. If the applications are written in different languages (for
example, some in C++ and some in Java), their comparator classes must use
equivalent comparison and hashing algorithms.
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This chapter provides information about performing administration tasks with
the Objectivity/C++ programming interface—for example, to create your own
administration tools.
If an administrative task can be performed through an Objectivity/DB tool as an
alternative to using the programming interface, the task description identifies
that tool. The Objectivity/DB tools are described in Objectivity/DB Administration.
This chapter describes how to:
■

Perform administration tasks for the federated database, for an individual
database, and for an individual embedded or external container

■

Create a recovery application.

Federated Database Administration
You can get information about the federated database, change various properties,
and consolidate fragmented storage.

Getting Information About a Federated Database
You can get information about a federated database’s properties and files by
calling methods on a handle to the federated database. Names are returned as
strings and numbers are returned as integers.
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Getting Properties
Tool alternative: oochange or Assist
You can obtain values for various individual properties of a federated database:
■

The lockServerName method gets the name of the host running the lock
server for the federated database.

■

The number method gets the identifier of the federated database.

■

The name method gets the system name of the federated database.

■

The pageSize method gets the storage-page size of the federated database’s
system-database file.

Listing Files
Tool alternative: oodumpcatalog
You can list all the files in a federated database by calling the dumpCatalog
method on a handle to the federated database. By default, the information is
printed to the standard output. You can specify parameters to direct the output
to a file and change the format of the list.
EXAMPLE

This example lists the federated database’s files, printing the list to a file called
catalog.txt and then to the standard output device.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
FILE* fp;
fp = fopen("catalog.txt", "w");
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocRead);
// Print filenames to the file catalog.txt
session->fd().dumpCatalog(fp);
// Print the filenames to the standard output device
session->fd().dumpCatalog();

…
session->commit();
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Changing Federated Database Properties
Tool alternative: oochange
You can write a special-purpose application to change certain properties of the
federated database. This application must consist of a single update transaction
in which you call the change method on a handle to the federated database. The
parameters to this method specify:
■

The new pathname for the boot file

■

The name of the new lock-server host

■

A suggested new federated-database identifier

You cannot change the system name of the federated database or its storage-page
size. You can suggest a new federated-database identifier, but if you specify an
identifier that is already recognized by the lock server, Objectivity/DB will select
a unique identifier to assign.
You can specify the value 0 (the default) for a parameter to leave the
corresponding property unchanged. An optional parameter allows you to report
the changes to a transcript file.
If you change the location of the boot file, the updated boot file is written to the
new location, but the old boot file remains. You must delete the old boot file
manually.
Your special-purpose application must exit immediately after the transaction
commits. This is because the new state of the federated database is inconsistent
with information cached by the executing application.
When used to change the boot-file path or the federated-database identifier, the
change method gets an exclusive lock on the federated database. The exclusive

lock ensures that no other applications are accessing the federated database and
prevents any applications from accessing it until the changes are complete.
If you are changing the lock-server host, however, you must run your application
as follows:
1. Stop the lock server on the current lock-server host so that no other
application will be able to access the federated database.
2. In your application:
a. Call the connection object’s noLock method to disable locking. This
allows your application to access the federated database without a lock
server.
b. Create a session and use it to perform an update transaction in which
you make the desired modifications to federated-database properties.
3. After your application completes, start the lock server on the new lock-server
host.
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This application changes the lock-server host for the federated database to the
host moon.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
void performChanges() {
// Make logical connection to federated database
ooConnection *connection =
ooObjy::getConnection("Documentation");
// Disable locking mechanism
connection->noLock();
// Create session
ooSession *session = connection->createSession("ChgHost");
// Begin update transaction
session->begin(oocUpdate);
// Change lock-server host (but no other properties)
session->fd().change(
0,
// Don’t change boot file path
"moon"); // New lock-server host
session->commit();
} // End performChanges
int main() {
int returnVal = 0;
try {
// Initialize interaction with Objectivity/DB
ooObjy::startup();
// Call function to change FD
performChanges();
}
catch (ooException &ex) {
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
returnVal = 1;
}
ooObjy::shutdown();
return returnVal;
} // End main
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To run this program, you:
1. Shut down the federated database’s current lock server.
2. Execute the program.
3. Restart the old lock server if any other federated databases use it.
4. Start (if necessary) the lock server on the host moon.

Tidying a Federated Database
Tool alternative: ootidy
You can consolidate data that has become fragmented over time. To do so, you
call the tidy method on a handle to the federated database. The tidy operation:
■

Requests an exclusive update lock on each database in the federation. The
operation skips any database that cannot be locked, and continues to the next
database.

■

Requires free disk space equal to the size of the largest database in the
federation (to create a temporary database during execution).

You should call tidy in a single-purpose update transaction. That is, you must
not manipulate any database, container, or basic object before calling tidy in the
same transaction, and you must commit the transaction immediately after tidy
completes. This is because compacting and relocating physical storage renders
the databases inconsistent with any data that was cached during the transaction,
and committing the transaction discards the obsolete cached data.
EXAMPLE

This example uses a single-purpose transaction to tidy the federated database.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocUpdate);
session->fd().tidy(); // Tidy the federated database
session->commit();
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Database Administration
You can get property values for the referenced database, move the database file,
replace the database, and consolidate fragmented storage.

Getting the Properties of a Database
Tool alternative: oochangedb or Assist
You can obtain values for a database’s various properties by calling methods on
a handle to the database. Names are returned as strings and numbers are
returned as integers.

Getting a Database’s Identity Properties
You can obtain values for a database’s identity properties:
■

The name method gets the database’s system name.

■

The number method gets the integer identifier of the database.

Getting a Database’s File and Storage-Page Properties
You can obtain values for a database’s file-location and storage-page size
properties:
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■

The hostName method gets the name of the network host where the database
file is located.

■

The pathName method gets the full pathname of the directory containing the
database file.

■

The fileName method gets the fully qualified path and filename of the
database file.

■

The pageSize method gets the size (as an integer number of bytes) of the
storage pages in the database file.
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Moving or Renaming a Database File

This example prints host, path, and filename information about a database.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbH;
… // Set dbH to reference the database
// Get and print information about the database file
printf("hostname: %s\n", dbH.hostName());
printf("pathname: %s\n", dbH.pathName());
printf("filename: %s\n", dbH.fileName());

Moving or Renaming a Database File
Tool alternative: oochangedb or Assist
You can move or rename a database file. To do so, you call the change method
on a handle to the database, passing parameters that specify the desired
data-server host, pathname, and filename.
NOTE

If the database is read-only, you must change it back to read/write before you
can move the database file.
By default, this method performs both of the following operations:
■

Updates the federated database’s global catalog with the requested changes.

■

Physically moves or renames the database file on disk.

An optional parameter allows you to update the catalog without physically
affecting the file. (In this case, you would need to physically move or rename the
database file by executing the appropriate operating-system command.)
An optional parameter allows you to report the changes to a transcript file.
NOTE

If the database has any external containers, the corresponding container files are
not affected by moving the database file. To rename or relocate a container file,
see “Moving or Renaming a Container File” on page 139.
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EXAMPLE

Tidying a Database

(HA) If the database is replicated, you must move image files individually.

This example updates the host and pathname of a database file in the global
catalog.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbH;
… // Set dbH to reference a database
// Change database host and pathname
dbH.change(
0,
// Keep system name
"myHost",
// New host
"/mnt/john/design/adder.ecad.DB"); // New pathname

Tidying a Database
Tool alternative: ootidy with the -db option
You can consolidate the data in a database that has become fragmented over
time. To do so, you call the tidy method on a handle to that database. The tidy
operation:
■

Must be able to obtain an exclusive update lock on the database.

■

Requires free disk space equal to the size of the database you are tidying (to
create a temporary database during execution).

You should call tidy in a single-purpose update transaction. That is, you must
not manipulate any database, container, or basic object before calling tidy in the
same transaction, and you must commit the transaction immediately after tidy
completes. This is because compacting and relocating physical storage renders
the database inconsistent with any system data that was cached during the
transaction, and committing the transaction discards the obsolete cached data.
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Container Administration

This example uses a single-purpose transaction to tidy a database.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbH;
…
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(oocUpdate);
dbH.open(session->fd(), "Introduction", oocUpdate);
dbH.tidy();
session->commit();

Container Administration
You can get information about any kind of container, including its property
values and measurements indicating its current physical size. You can set or
change a container’s system name.
If the referenced container is external, you can move the container file. A
tool-based workaround enables you to embed an existing external container into
the file of its containing database.

Administration Tasks for Any Container
The following tasks apply both to embedded and to external containers.

Getting a Container’s Identity Properties
Tool alternative: Assist
You can obtain values for a container’s identity properties by calling the
following methods on a handle that references the container. Names are returned
as strings and numbers are returned as integers:
■

The name method gets a string containing the container’s system name. A
null pointer is returned if the container does not have a system name.

■

The number method gets the integer identifier of the container.
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Getting a Container’s Physical Size
Tool alternative: Assist
You can obtain information about a container’s physical size by calling the
following methods on a handle that references the container. Numbers are
returned as integers:
■

The nPage method gets the total number of used and free storage pages
currently allocated for the container.

■

The pageSize method gets the number of bytes per storage page in the
container. (An embedded container uses the same storage-page size as the
containing database; an external container may have a different size.)

The number of bytes currently allocated for the container is the product of the
values returned by these two methods. If the container is embedded, the product
indicates the number of bytes occupied by the container within the database file.
If the container is external, the product is the approximate size of the container
file.

Setting or Removing a Container’s System Name
You can set the system name of a container by calling the change method on a
handle to the container, passing the parameter that specifies the new system
name. The specified name replaces any existing system name for the container.
You can remove a container’s system name by specifying an empty string ("").
NOTE

If the container belongs to a read-only database, you must change the database
back to read/write before you can perform this task.

Administration Tasks for Embedded Containers
The following task applies only to embedded containers.

Externalizing an Embedded Container
You cannot directly convert an existing embedded container into an external
container. Instead, you can create a new, empty external container and then
populate it. Alternatively, you can use a tool-based technique to create a new
copy of the database in which selected embedded containers are converted to
external containers; see “Externalizing Embedded Containers” in Chapter 14 in
Objectivity/DB Administration.
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Administration Tasks for External Containers
The following tasks apply only to external containers and their container files.

Getting Container-File Properties
Tool alternative: oodumpcatalog
You can obtain values for an external container’s file properties by calling the
following methods on a handle to the container. Names are returned as strings:
■

The hostName method gets the name of the network host where the
container file is located.

■

The pathName method gets the full pathname of the directory containing the
container file.

■

The fileName method gets the fully qualified path and filename of the
container file.

Moving or Renaming a Container File
Tool alternative: No direct approach; see “Changing the Names and Locations of
External Containers” in Chapter 14 of Objectivity/DB Administration for a
tool-based flow that accomplishes this.
You can move or rename an external container’s file. To do so, you call the
change method on a handle to the container, passing parameters that specify the
desired data-server host, pathname, and filename.
NOTE

If the external container belongs to a read-only database, you must change the
database back to read/write before you can before you can perform this task.
By default, this method performs both of the following operations:
■

Updates the containing database’s catalog with the requested changes.

■

Physically moves or renames the container file on disk.

An optional parameter allows you to update the catalog without physically
affecting the file. (In this case, you would need to physically move or rename the
container file by executing the appropriate operating-system command.)
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Embedding an External Container
Once an application creates an external container in a database, the application
cannot subsequently embed that container in the database’s file. You can,
however, use a tool-based technique to create a new copy of the database in
which selected external containers are embedded. See “Externalizing Embedded
Containers” in Chapter 14 in Objectivity/DB Administration.
NOTE

Each newly embedded container will have the same page size as its containing
database.

Creating a Recovery Application
You can create your own general recovery tool by writing an Objectivity/C++
database application that makes a logical connection to a federated database with
automatic recovery enabled. To enable automatic recovery, call the
ooObjy::getConnection static method with the autoRecover parameter set
to oocTrue. The returned connection object initiates automatic recovery during
the first transaction that accesses the connected federated database.
Alternatively, you can create a special-purpose application that calls one or more
of the administrative recovery functions:
■

The ooGetActiveTrans global function gets information about all active
transactions against a federated database.

■

The ooGetResourceOwners global function gets information about the
transactions for which a specific transaction is waiting.

■

The ooCleanup global function recovers a specific transaction.

When you write a recovery application that calls the administrative recovery
functions:
■

Include the header file ooRecover.h in the application code. This file
contains declarations for the administrative recovery functions, as well as the
types that these functions use.

■

Do not call ooObjy::startup within the application.
Because your application does not call ooObjy::startup, it can include
either the basic Objectivity/C++ header file oo.h or the general header file
ooObjy.h.

■
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Do not call any nonrecovery Objectivity/DB functions within the
application. If you need to call a nonrecovery function, create a separate
execution environment using a system call.
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■

Getting Information About Transactions

Link your application with the Objectivity/DB library.
❐

On UNIX and Macintosh, you must additionally link with the
Objectivity/DB administration library before linking with other
Objectivity/DB libraries; see the installation and configuration
documentation on the Objectivity Developer Network.

❐

On Windows, the administration interfaces are in the standard
Objectivity/DB library.

Getting Information About Transactions
Every transaction has an identifier of type ooTransId that uniquely identifies it
to the lock server. Recovery functions use parameters of this type to identify a
transaction of interest.
Recovery functions return information about a transaction in a structure of type
ooTransInfo. The tid member of a transaction-information structure is the

transaction identifier. If a transaction is waiting for a lock on an Objectivity/DB
object (typically a container), a resource-information structure of type
ooResource identifies the object and its lock status. For more information about
transaction-information structures and resource-information structures, you can
see the Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference or inspect the definitions of
ooTransInfo and ooResource in the ooRecover.h header file.
The ooGetActiveTrans function sets a pointer to point to an array of
transaction-information structures, one for each active transaction. Parameters to
the function allow you to request that the array contain information about only
those transactions started on a particular host or only those transactions started
by a particular user.
The ooGetResourceOwners function sets a pointer to point to a
resource-information structure describing the resource for which a particular
transaction is waiting. Its also sets a pointer to point to an array of
transaction-information structures, one for each transaction that holds a lock on
that resource. This array may contain information about a single transaction with
a read or update lock on the resource, or it may contain information about one or
more transactions with MROW read locks and possibly a transaction with an
update lock.
The arrays of transaction-information structures created by these two functions
are terminated by a structure in which the transaction identifier is
oocInValidTransId.
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Recovering a Transaction
The ooCleanup function recovers a specified transaction if it is inactive, rolling
back uncommitted changes to restore the federated database to its logical state
before the transaction was started. This function puts a recovery lock on the
specified transaction, which can be used to determine whether multiple
processes are attempting to recover the same transaction simultaneously.
Parameters allow you to specify:

EXAMPLE

■

Whether to permit the recovery of a transaction that started on another host
or to recover only if the transaction started on the same host from which
ooCleanup was invoked.

■

Whether to contact the lock server to release any locks left by the transaction
or to run when the lock server isn’t running.

■

What to do if another cleanup process holds the recovery lock on the
transaction.

This example gets a list of all active transactions and recovers them. It does not
check to see if a given user is active, and therefore may clean up a currently
running transaction. Because of this, you must be sure that the federated
database is not currently being used before running this application.
// Recovery application code file
#include <iostream.h>
#include <oo.h>
#include <ooRecover.h>
using namespace std;
void main() {
char *bootfilepath = "EXAMPLE"; // Path to the boot file
ooTransInfo *activeTrans; // Pointer to be set to array
// of transaction-info structures
try {
// Get the array describing the active transactions
ooGetActiveTrans(
&activeTrans,
// Pointer to be set to array
&bootfilepath, // Pointer to pathname of boot file
0,
// Include transactions on all hosts
0);
// Include transactions by all users
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// Recover each active transaction
while(activeTrans->tid != oocInValidTransId) {
// Clean up the transaction
ooCleanup(
&bootfilepath, // Pointer to boot-file pathname
activeTrans->tid, // ID of transaction to recover
1,
// Clean up transaction from any host
0,
// Use the lock server
0);
// Fail if other cleanup process has lock
cout << "Cleaned up transaction ID " <<
activeTrans->tid << endl;
activeTrans++;
} // End while more transactions
}
catch(ooException &ex) {
cout << "Failed during cleanup of transaction ID " <<
activeTrans->tid << endl;
cerr << ex.what() << endl;
}
} // End main
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6
Clustering Persistent Objects
NOTE

For backward compatibility, Objectivity/C++ supports the explicit placement
mechanism for clustering objects in a non-placement-managed federated database.
Instead of working with the managed object-placement system described in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide, an application that uses explicit placement
must explicitly cluster new basic objects in the federated database.
Clustering is the process of assigning a new container or basic object to a storage
location in a federated database. This chapter describes:
■

General information about the mechanisms that control clustering

■

How to cluster containers

■

How to cluster basic objects

■

How to use clustering strategies

■

How to define your own custom clustering-strategy class

■

How to cluster a basic object in an exact location

Understanding Clustering
When you create an instance of a persistence-capable class, you make it
persistent (instead of transient) by clustering it. Clustering a container assigns it
to a database; clustering a basic object assigns it to a particular logical page
within a particular container. Clustering thus determines the location of
persistent objects in the logical storage hierarchy and affects their physical
proximity on disk. For many applications, Objectivity/DB’s default clustering
behavior produces satisfactory results; however, some applications may need to
provide custom clustering behavior to meet their requirements for concurrency,
runtime efficiency, or disk-space usage.
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You cluster a persistent object by specifying a clustering directive in the operation
that creates the object. A clustering directive can be an existing basic object,
container, or database that indicates the preferred storage location of the new
object, provided sufficient space is available. The clustering directive has a
slightly different role depending on the kind of persistent object you are creating:
■

When you create a new container, its assignment to a database is determined
solely by the clustering directive.

■

When you create a basic object, the clustering directive is further submitted
to a clustering strategy, which uses the clustering directive as a starting point
for determining where the new object will be stored. A clustering strategy
can provide page-level control for clustering a new object, as well as a series
of rules for deciding what to do if the preferred location has insufficient
space.

Clustering Containers
You cluster a container by specifying a clustering directive to operator new on
the container class:
■

If the clustering directive references a database, the new container is
assigned to that database.

■

If the clustering directive references another existing container, the new
container is assigned to the same database as the existing container.

■

If the clustering directive references an existing basic object, the new
container is assigned to the same database as the basic object.

■

If the clustering directive is omitted, the new container is assigned to the
most recently opened or created database.

An exception is thrown if the container cannot be assigned to the indicated
database.

Clustering Basic Objects
You cluster a basic object by specifying a clustering directive to operator new
on a basic-object class. You can optionally specify a clustering strategy as well; if
you do not, operator new uses the clustering strategy of the session in which
the basic object is created.
Because every session is initialized with a clustering strategy, your application
need never create or specify a clustering strategy explicitly. In this case, new
basic objects are clustered as described in “Default Clustering Priorities” on
page 151.
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If, however, you need to control the impact of clustering on concurrency, runtime
efficiency, or disk-space usage, you should develop a plan for organizing basic
objects in the federated database, and then use one or more clustering strategies
in your implementation of that plan. Clustering strategies help you control the
growth of the federated database, as well as the distribution of basic objects
among logical pages, containers, and databases.

Clustering Strategies
Whenever you call operator new on a basic-object class, the actual creation of
the new basic object is delegated to a clustering strategy. The clustering strategy
is responsible for selecting the storage location for the new basic object, subject to
preferences specified by the application. If a suitable location can be chosen, the
clustering strategy creates the new basic object.
A clustering strategy typically describes an application’s policy for deciding
what to do when one or more preferred locations have insufficient space.
Clustering strategies can also be used to enforce a wide variety of policies for
object placement—for example, to place each new basic object on a new logical
page or in its own container. Such policies may take into account the class of the
object being clustered, the expected access patterns, and so on. Encapsulating
clustering decisions and policies in a clustering strategy enables you to alter and
manage your approach to clustering and concurrency by changing the strategy
object while leaving all other application code unchanged.

Standard and Custom Clustering Strategies
A clustering strategy is an instance of the class ooClusterStrategy or one of its
derived classes. An instance of ooClusterStrategy is called a standard
clustering strategy. If you need special clustering behavior, you can define your
own clustering-strategy classes. An instance of an application-defined
clustering-strategy class is called a custom clustering strategy.

Properties of a Clustering Strategy
Every clustering strategy has the following properties that affect its choice of
storage location for a new basic object:
■

Clustering priorities, which identify one or more candidate locations, in order
of preference, relative to the clustering directive.

■

A container-fill policy, which regulates the growth of any container in which
the new basic object may be placed.
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■

A new-container type, which determines what class of container the clustering
strategy creates if one is needed to accommodate the new basic object.

■

An error-signaling policy, which controls how the clustering strategy responds
if it cannot create the new basic object for any reason.

Of these properties, the clustering priorities are the main mechanism for
controlling object placement; see “Clustering Priorities” on page 149. They can
instruct a clustering strategy to consider only existing locations, or they can
permit the clustering strategy to extend the federated database’s storage
hierarchy by:
■

Adding a new logical page to an existing container, subject to the strategy’s
container-fill policy; see “Regulating the Growth of Existing Containers” on
page 153.

■

Adding a new container to an existing database, according to the
new-container type; see “Creating New Containers” on page 154.

■

Adding a new database to the federated database; see “Creating New
Databases” on page 155.

A clustering strategy with the default error-signaling policy throws an exception
if all attempts to create the new basic object fail. It is also possible to suppress the
exception, causing operator new to return a null pointer instead.
An application can explicitly change the properties of a clustering strategy; in
fact, this is the only way to change the behavior of a standard clustering strategy.
The new property settings apply to all subsequent clustering operations unless
the application explicitly changes them again. In contrast, a custom clustering
strategy can be implemented to temporarily change or ignore its property
settings for particular clustering operations. (You normally don’t need to change
the error-signaling policy unless you are implementing a custom clustering
strategy.)

Session’s Clustering Strategy
Every session has a clustering strategy that can be used by the clustering actions
that occur while the session is in a transaction. When you create a session, it is
initialized to use a standard clustering strategy. You can obtain this clustering
strategy and call its methods to change its properties. Alternatively, you can set a
different clustering strategy for the session, or you can explicitly override a
session’s clustering strategy during the creation of an individual basic object.
You can change a session’s clustering strategy object at any time—even in
mid-transaction. See “Working With Clustering Strategies” on page 155.
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Clustering Priorities
The clustering priorities of a clustering strategy constitute an ordered set of
clustering rules for determining the storage location for a new basic object. These
rules select a location for the new object relative to an existing object in the
federated database—namely, the clustering directive specified to operator new.
Clustering rules provide page-level control over the location of the new basic
object and they specify what to do if the preferred location has insufficient space.
Some clustering rules require the object to be located in existing storage space;
other rules cause the addition of a new logical page, a new container, or even a
new database to accommodate the new basic object.
Clustering priorities are represented as a bit mask; each bit in the mask
corresponds to a particular clustering rule that can be applied. If the bit is set, the
corresponding rule is used; if the bit is not set, the rule is not used. Each
clustering rule corresponds to an integer value whose binary representation sets
one bit in the bit mask.

Clustering Rules
The available clustering rules are represented as constants of the
ooClusterPriorities enumeration type. Each clustering rule specifies a
location relative to the clustering directive. The location “closest” to the
clustering directive is on the same logical page; the location “farthest” from the
clustering directive is in a new container in a new database.
When a new basic object is created, the clustering strategy applies its clustering
priorities, examining each clustering rule in order from the closest location to the
farthest. If the priorities indicate that a particular rule is to be used, the clustering
strategy uses that rule to try to find a location. This process continues either until
a location is successfully chosen (and the new basic object is stored there), or
until all of the specified rules have been considered without success; see
“Conditions for Satisfying a Clustering Rule” on page 150.
The exact effect of each clustering rule depends on the type of Objectivity/DB
object that is used as the clustering directive near. Table 6-1 lists the
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clustering-rule constants in the order in which they are considered and gives the
meaning of each rule for each type of clustering directive.
Table 6-1: Meaning of Clustering Rules and Clustering Directives
Clustering-Rule
Constant

Type of Clustering Directive (near)
Basic Object

Container

Database

oocSamePage

Choose the same logical
page as near.

Choose an existing
logical page in near.

Choose an existing logical
page in the default
container of near.

oocOtherPage

Choose an existing logical
page in the same
container as near, but
not the page containing
near.

Choose an existing
logical page in near.

Choose an existing logical
page in the default
container of near.

oocNewPage

Add a new logical page in
the same container as
near; choose that page.

Add a new logical
page in near;
choose that page.

Add a new logical page in
the default container of
near; choose that page.

oocNewContainer

Create a new container in the same database as near; choose a logical page in
the new container.

oocNewDatabase

Create a new database and then create a new container in it; choose a logical
page in the new container.

NOTE

For information about the special-purpose clustering rule, oocSameId, see
“Clustering in an Exact Storage Location” on page 175. oocSameId cannot be
combined with the other clustering rules.

Conditions for Satisfying a Clustering Rule
When a clustering strategy tries to select a storage location to satisfy a particular
clustering rule, the attempt is successful only if sufficient space can be found in,
or added to, a particular portion of the federated database’s storage hierarchy, as
indicated by the rule. The attempt fails if obtaining the required space would
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cause the relevant logical page or storage object to exceed its maximum capacity;
see Table 6-2.
Table 6-2: Conditions for Satisfying Clustering Rules
Clustering-Rule
Constant

Condition for Satisfying This Clustering Rule

oocSamePage

The relevant logical page must have enough free space to add a slot the size
of the basic object being clustered.

oocOtherPage

An existing logical page in the relevant container must have enough free
space to add a slot the size of the basic object being clustered.

oocNewPage

The relevant container must have fewer than the maximum number of logical
pages allowed for that container by the clustering strategy’s container-fill
policy. See “Regulating the Growth of Existing Containers” on page 153.

oocNewContainer

The relevant database must have fewer than the maximum number of
containers allowed by Objectivity/DB. See “Estimating Maximum
Federated-Database Size” in Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration.

oocNewDatabase

The federated database must have fewer than the maximum number of
databases allowed by Objectivity/DB. See “Estimating Maximum
Federated-Database Size” in Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration.

Default Clustering Priorities
When a session is created, its clustering strategy is created with default clustering
priorities, which consist of the entire set of clustering rules: oocSamePage,
oocOtherPage, oocNewPage, oocNewContainer, and oocNewDatabase. The
default priorities represent the basic Objectivity/DB clustering behavior, and
provide the greatest flexibility for placing new basic objects.
When the clustering directive near specifies an existing basic object, a clustering
strategy with the default priorities selects the storage location for a new basic
object as follows:
1. Place the new basic object on the same logical page as the existing basic
object.
2. If the logical page does not have enough space, place the new basic object on
another existing logical page in the same container.
3. If no existing logical page in the container has enough space, add a new logical
page to the container, and place the new object on that page.
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4. If the container cannot accommodate a new logical page, add a new container
in the same database, and place the new basic object in it.
NOTE: The clustering strategy’s container-fill policy affects whether an
existing container can accommodate a new logical page; see “Regulating the
Growth of Existing Containers” on page 153.
5. If the database cannot accommodate another container, add a new database
and place the new basic object in a new container in it.
6. If a new database cannot be added to the federated database, the operation
fails. Depending on the clustering strategy’s error-signaling policy, an
exception is thrown or a null pointer is returned.
When the clustering directive near specifies a container, the default priorities
place the new basic object in that container—on an existing logical page, if
possible, or else on a new logical page. If the container cannot accommodate a
new page, the selection process continues as described above, starting with
step 4.
When the clustering directive near specifies a database, the default priorities
place the new basic object in the default container of that database—on an
existing logical page, if possible, or else on a new logical page. If the default
container cannot accommodate a new page, the selection process continues as
described previously, starting with step 4.

Clustering-Rule Expressions
You can get and set the clustering priorities of a clustering strategy by calling
methods listed in “Testing and Changing Clustering Properties” on page 158.
When you set the clustering priorities for a clustering strategy, you normally
specify either a single clustering-rule constant, or a combination of
clustering-rule constants. You combine multiple clustering-rule constants using
the C++ bitwise OR operator (|). Alternatively, you can specify an integer value
whose binary representation can be interpreted as a combination of the desired
clustering rules.
Following are some sample clustering-rule expressions:
■

■

■
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This expression uses available space in existing containers without making
them larger:
oocSamePage | oocOtherPage
This expression fills up existing containers without adding any new storage
objects:
oocSamePage | oocOtherPage | oocNewPage
This expression puts new basic objects on new pages, possibly in new
storage objects:
oocNewPage | oocNewContainer | oocNewDatabase
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This clustering rule (used alone) distributes new objects among new
containers within a given database:
oocNewContainer

■

NOTE

Regulating the Growth of Existing Containers

Clustering rules are always processed in the order given in Table 6-1, regardless
of the order in which you specify them when setting clustering priorities.

Regulating the Growth of Existing Containers
The oocNewPage rule permits a clustering strategy to add a new logical page to
the container indicated by the clustering directive. Whenever the clustering
strategy acts on this rule, it determines whether the container has room for
another logical page. If so, the new logical page is added and the basic object is
stored on it. Otherwise, the clustering rule fails and the clustering strategy
proceeds to the next clustering rule, if there is one.
When determining how full a container is, a standard clustering strategy consults
its container-fill policy, which establishes the maximum number of logical pages
the strategy can allow in a container. A new logical page can be added only if the
container’s current logical-page count is less than this limit. By enforcing this
limit, the clustering strategy can regulate the growth of existing containers.
You can get and set the container-fill policy of a clustering strategy by calling
methods listed in “Testing and Changing Clustering Properties” on page 158. A
container-fill policy can be expressed as an integer or as a constant defined by the
ooClusterStrategy class. Table 6-3 describes each policy and its meaning.
Table 6-3: Container-Fill Policies
Container-Fill
Policy

Description

reserveSpace

Leave a small number of logical pages unused in a container, to
accommodate any future expansion of VArrays, to-many
associations, or persistent collections stored in the container.

fastAccess

Calculate the logical-page limit that will keep a container’s page
map small, and enforce that limit.

maximum

Allow clustering on the maximum possible number of logical pages
in a container. See “Estimating Maximum Federated-Database
Size” in Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration.

N

Limit clustering to N logical pages in a container, where N is a
positive integer.
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The default container-fill policy of a clustering strategy is reserveSpace. This
policy is recommended because it allows new basic objects to be clustered on
logical pages in a container, while reserving some pages in the container for
Objectivity/DB’s internal housekeeping operations.
You can change the container-fill policy to enable the clustering strategy to
cluster new objects on a smaller or larger number of logical pages per container.
For example:
■

If your concurrency requirements call for distributing basic objects among
many small containers, you can set the policy to a chosen integer limit.

■

If your performance requirements call for optimizing the runtime speed of
operations that will update the basic objects being clustered, you can set the
policy to fastAccess.

■

If your data requirements call for using a container’s maximum addressing
capacity for storing as many basic objects as possible, you can set the policy
to maximum.
Warning: Once a container reaches the maximum possible number of logical
pages, no further pages can be added to it for any reason. Any subsequent
updates that expand VArrays, to-many associations, or persistent collections
throw ooOutOfContainerPagesException.

Creating New Containers
The oocNewContainer rule permits a clustering strategy to add a new container
to accommodate the new basic object. Whenever the clustering strategy acts on
this rule, it calls its newContainer method, passing the clustering directive as
the parameter. If a container is created, the basic object is stored in that container.
Otherwise, the clustering rule fails and the clustering strategy proceeds to the
next clustering rule, if there is one.
The newContainer method of a standard clustering strategy uses the strategy’s
new-container type to control the class of container that is created. The default
setting for this property causes the clustering strategy to create standard
containers (instances of ooContObj). You can change the new-container type if
you want the clustering strategy to create garbage-collectible containers
(instances of ooGCContObj) instead. See “Testing and Changing Clustering
Properties” on page 158.
The newContainer method of a standard clustering strategy adds the new
container to the database of the clustering directive, creating a container with no
system name, 100 initial pages, and a growth factor of 50 percent.
If you want a clustering strategy that creates containers of an application-defined
container class or containers with different characteristics, you must define a
clustering-strategy class and override its newContainer method. See
“Customizing Container Creation” on page 161.
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Creating New Databases
The oocNewDatabase rule permits a clustering strategy to add a new database
to accommodate the new basic object. Whenever the clustering strategy acts on
this rule, it calls its newDB method, passing the clustering directive as the
parameter.
If a database is created, the clustering strategy’s newContainer method is called
to create a container in that database. If a container is created, the basic object is
stored in that container. Otherwise, clustering fails because oocNewDatabase is
the last rule to be tried.
The newDB method of a standard clustering strategy creates the new database in
the federated database of the clustering object. The database has a generated
system name of the form autoDBn where n is an integer that is incremented for
each new database. The database file is created in the default location and the
default container is created with the default characteristics.
If you want a clustering strategy that creates databases with different
characteristics, you must define a clustering-strategy class and override its newDB
method. See “Customizing Database Creation” on page 163.

Working With Clustering Strategies
Every session is initialized to use a standard clustering strategy with default
clustering priorities. If your clustering requirements are simple, you can use just
the session’s implicitly created clustering strategy, changing its behavior as
needed. Alternatively, you can create one or more additional clustering
strategies. If a clustering strategy is to govern the clustering of multiple basic
objects, you can use it as the session’s current strategy while you create those
objects; otherwise, you can specify the clustering strategy explicitly as part of the
operation that creates a particular basic object.
An application can maintain any number of clustering strategies to govern the
clustering of new basic objects. For example, an application can use different
standard clustering strategies to store different combinations of clustering rules.
An application can also use any number of custom clustering strategies
(instances of classes derived from ooClusterStrategy) to obtain
application-specific clustering behavior.
A particular clustering strategy can be used in only one session—specifically, the
session that was the current session when the clustering strategy was created.
This restriction applies no matter how you plan to use the clustering strategy,
whether as the session’s clustering strategy or as part of an operation that creates
a single basic object. If multiple sessions are to have the same clustering
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behavior, an application can create multiple instances of the same
clustering-strategy class for use in those sessions.
The tasks described in the following subsections can be performed with either
standard or custom clustering strategies.

Getting a Session’s Clustering Strategy
You get a session’s clustering strategy by calling its clusterStrategy method,
which returns a pointer to the clustering strategy. Once you have the clustering
strategy, you can test or change its clustering properties; see “Testing and
Changing Clustering Properties” on page 158.

Creating Additional Clustering Strategies
You create a clustering strategy by instantiating the ooClusterStrategy class
or a class derived from it. Use the ooClusterStrategy constructor to create a
standard clustering strategy. The parameters specify its clustering properties:
■

The first parameter specifies the clustering priorities for the new strategy.
The priorities are normally expressed as clustering-rule constants combined
with the C++ bitwise OR operator (|); see “Clustering-Rule Expressions” on
page 152. A clustering strategy’s priorities must include at least one
clustering rule.

■

The second parameter specifies the new strategy’s new-container type. Pass
oocTrue if you want the clustering strategy to create garbage-collectible
containers of class ooGCContObj. Pass oocFalse (or omit this parameter) to
create standard containers of class ooContObj.

You must create a clustering strategy in a particular session—that is, the thread
that creates the clustering strategy must have a current session attached to it.
Furthermore, you must ensure that the current session is the session with which
you intend to use the new clustering strategy.
You can create a clustering strategy either as a variable on the stack or by
allocating it dynamically with operator new. You should allocate the clustering
strategy dynamically if you plan to set the clustering strategy as a session’s
clustering strategy; see “Setting a Session’s Clustering Strategy” below.
EXAMPLE

The following definition creates a standard clustering strategy with default
clustering priorities (see page 151):
ooSession *session = … ; // Create or obtain a current session
ooClusterStrategy strategy;
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The following definition creates a standard clustering strategy with the specified
nondefault clustering priorities:
ooSession *session = … ; // Create or obtain a current session
ooClusterStrategy *strategy = new ooClusterStrategy(
oocNewPage | oocNewContainer | oocNewDatabase);

Setting a Session’s Clustering Strategy
You can change a session’s clustering strategy at any time by calling its
setClusterStrategy method, passing a pointer to the desired clustering
strategy. You can specify any clustering strategy that was created in the session;
an exception is thrown if you specify a clustering strategy that was created in a
different session. The method returns a pointer to the replaced clustering
strategy so you can easily restore it later.
NOTE

EXAMPLE

You should specify a clustering strategy that has been allocated dynamically
with operator new so the clustering strategy can be deleted when the session is
deleted. Otherwise, you will need to remove the clustering strategy from the
session before the session is deleted. (You can remove a clustering strategy by
calling setClusterStrategy with 0 as the parameter.)

This example creates a standard clustering strategy with nondefault priorities,
uses this strategy as the session’s clustering strategy for a transaction in which
basic objects are created, then restores the session’s original clustering strategy.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
// Create a new clustering strategy
ooClusterStrategy *newStrategy = new ooClusterStrategy(
oocNewPage | oocNewContainer | oocNewDatabase);
// Set the session's clustering strategy to newStrategy,
// saving the original in oldStrategy
ooClusterStrategy *oldStrategy =
session->setClusterStrategy(newStrategy);
session->begin(oocUpdate);
… // Create basic objects
session->commit();
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// Restore the session's original strategy
session->setClusterStrategy(oldStrategy);

Clustering Strategies for Individual Objects
You can invoke a clustering strategy for the creation of a particular basic object
by specifying the clustering strategy as a parameter to operator new on the
basic-object class. You can specify any clustering strategy that was created in the
current session.
The session’s clustering strategy is ignored during the operation.
EXAMPLE

This example creates a clustering strategy specifically for clustering Person
objects, and passes this clustering strategy as a parameter to operator new.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "person.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
ooHandle(Person) personH;
// Create the special-purpose clustering strategy
ooClusterStrategy personStrategy(
oocNewPage | oocNewContainer | oocNewDatabase);
session->begin(oocUpdate);
// Find the container to use as the clustering directive
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH = …
// Create a new Person object, specifying the special-purpose
// clustering strategy.
personH = new(contH, personStrategy) Person();
session->commit();

Testing and Changing Clustering Properties
You can call the following methods of a clustering strategy to test its clustering
properties.
■
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Call the priorityBits method to get the current clustering priorities. The
returned value is an integer bit mask that stores a combination of clustering
rules. You can test whether a given rule is included by using the C++ bitwise
AND operator (&) on the return value and one of the clustering-rule constants.
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■

Call the getContainerPageLimit method to get the current container-fill
policy. The returned value is an integer that represents the maximum
number of logical pages allowed in a container. The clustering strategy will
not be able to add a new logical page to any container that has reached this
limit.

■

Call the ooGCCont method to test whether the clustering strategy creates
garbage-collectible containers when necessary to accommodate new basic
objects.

You can call the following methods of a clustering strategy to change its
clustering properties.

EXAMPLE

■

Call the setPriorityBits method to set the clustering priorities; specify a
single clustering-rule constant or a combination as described in
“Clustering-Rule Expressions” on page 152. The priorities you specify
completely replace the previously set priorities. A clustering strategy’s
priorities must include at least one clustering rule.

■

Call the setContainerPageLimit method to set the clustering strategy’s
container-fill policy; specify an integer or a constant from Table 6-3 to
represent the maximum number of logical pages to allow in a container. The
clustering strategy will not be able to add a new logical page to any container
that has reached this limit.

■

Call the setOoGCCont method to set whether the clustering strategy creates
garbage-collectible containers when necessary to accommodate new basic
objects. Pass the parameter value oocTrue to create garbage-collectible
containers (instances of ooGCContObj) and oocFalse to create standard
containers (instances of ooContObj).

This example tests whether the session’s clustering strategy creates new standard
containers, if necessary, for the basic objects that it clusters. If not, the example
changes the clustering properties of the clustering strategy, creates a new basic
object, then restores the original clustering properties.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooSession *session = … ;
ooClusterStrategy *strategy = session->clusterStrategy();
session->begin(oocUpdate);
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…
// Get the current clustering properties
int oldPriorities = strategy->priorityBits();
ooBoolean oldOoGCCont = strategy->ooGCCont();
ooUInt16 oldFillPolicy = strategy->getContainerPageLimit();
// Test the clustering priorities and change if necessary
if (oldPriorities & oocNewContainer) {
// The oocNewContainer rule is included; set
// oldPriorities to 0 to indicate that priorities don’t
// need to be restored
oldPriorities = 0;
else {
// Add oocNewContainer to the old priorities
strategy->setPriorityBits(oldPriorities | oocNewContainer);
}
// Test the new-container type and change if necessary
if (oldOoGCCont) {
// Strategy creates garbage-collectible containers;
// change to create standard containers
strategy->setOoGCCont(oocFalse);
}
// Test the container-fill policy and change if necessary
if (oldFillPolicy == ooClusterStrategy::maximum) {
// Strategy allows containers to fill to maximum capacity;
// change to reserve space for expanding VArrays
strategy->setContainerPageLimit(
ooClusterStrategy::reserveSpace);
}

… // Create new basic objects
// Restore the old clustering properties
if (oldPriorities)
strategy->setPriorityBits(oldPriorities);
strategy->setOoGCCont(oldOoGCCont);
strategy->setContainerPageLimit(oldFillPolicy);

…
session->commit();
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Defining a Custom Clustering-Strategy Class
An application can derive its own clustering-strategy classes from
ooClusterStrategy. Instances of such classes, called custom clustering strategies,
are useful when you want to supplement or override standard clustering
behavior. For example, an application can define a custom clustering strategy
that records its clustering actions in a file, adds containers with specific
characteristics, or adds databases with system names constructed by a custom
naming algorithm. A custom clustering strategy can also be used to implement a
sophisticated clustering policy, such as placing all new basic objects of a
particular type in an added container that is drawn from a pool of existing
containers.
A custom clustering-strategy class can override any or all of the virtual methods
provided by ooClusterStrategy. You should:

NOTE

■

Override the newContainer method to customize the creation of containers
that are added to accommodate new basic objects.

■

Override the newDB method to customize the creation of databases that are
added to accommodate new basic objects.

■

Override the newObj method to customize the overall clustering process.

A complete example of a custom clustering strategy is provided with the C++
treeView sample application in the samples subdirectory of your
Objectivity/DB installation directory. It shows techniques for accommodating
the internal objects of scalable ordered collections.

Customizing Container Creation
If you want to change the characteristics of added containers, you can override
the newContainer method. The parameters to this method are the clustering
directive and an optional system name for the new container.
You can override this method to create a container of an application-defined
class, to create the container with application-specific initial size or growth
characteristics, to give the container a system or a scope name, to specify the
container’s identifier, or to create the container in a database other than the one
indicated by near.
Your overriding method should:
■

Call operator new of the desired container class, passing the desired
parameters.

■

(Optional) Call the ooGCCont method to test the new-container type to
determine whether to provide garbage-collectible containers. (If you ignore
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this property, you should warn users of your class that the setOoGCCont
method may have no meaningful effect.)

EXAMPLE

■

(Optional) Perform any additional application-specific processing.

■

Return a container handle that references the new container. (You can simply
return the result of operator new; the required container handle will be
constructed implicitly from the pointer returned by operator new.)

The following definitions show a custom clustering-strategy class that overrides
newContainer to create containers of the application-defined class myContObj
with 10 initial pages and a growth factor of 30 percent.
// Application header file strategy.h
#include "myClasses.h" // Defines container class myContObj
// Custom clustering-strategy class
class myContStrategy : public ooClusterStrategy {
public:
// Constructor for derived class
myContStrategy(
int bits = oocSamePage | oocOtherPage | oocNewPage,
ooBoolean ooGCCont = oocFalse)
: ooClusterStrategy(bits, ooGCCont) {}
// Declaration of overriding method
ooHandle(ooContObj) newContainer(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &nearH,
const char *name = 0);

…
};
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "strategy.h"
ooHandle(ooContObj) myContStrategy::newContainer(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &nearH,
const char *name)
{
// Specify initial size (10) and growth factor (30)
// in parameters to operator new; return the
// result of operator new, allowing the required
// container handle to be constructed implicitly
return new(nearH, 10, 30, name) myContObj();
}
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Customizing Database Creation
If you want to change the characteristics of added databases, you can override
the newDB method. The parameters to this method are the federated database
and an optional prefix to use in constructing a system name for the new
database.
You can override this method to provide an algorithm for assigning database
identifiers, to change the algorithm for assigning system names, to create the
database file in a nondefault location, or to create a database whose default
container has nondefault characteristics.
Your overriding method should:

EXAMPLE

■

(Optional) Change the default value of the prefix parameter.

■

(Optional) Implement any custom algorithm for constructing system names.

■

Call operator new on the ooDBObj class, passing the desired parameters to
the ooDBObj constructor. You should put this call in a try block that catches
an ooAlreadyExistException, in case a database with the specified
system name has recently been created by a concurrent transaction.

■

(Optional) Perform any additional application-specific processing.

■

Return a database handle that references the new database.

The following definitions show a custom clustering-strategy class that overrides
newDB to change the default prefix for database system names and to create the
database files in a nondefault directory.
// Application header file strategy.h
#include <ooObjy.h>
// Custom clustering-strategy class
class dbSysNameStrategy : public ooClusterStrategy {
public:
// Constructor for derived class
dbSysNameStrategy(
int bits = oocSamePage | oocOtherPage | oocNewPage,
ooBoolean ooGCCont = oocFalse)
: ooClusterStrategy(bits, ooGCCont) {}
// Declaration of overriding method
ooHandle(ooDBObj) newDB(
const ooHandle(ooFDObj) &fdH,
const char *prefix);

…
};
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// Application code file
#include "strategy.h"
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbSysNameStrategy::newDB(
ooHandle(ooFDObj) &fdH,
const char *prefix)
{
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbH;
// Set the desired prefix
prefix = "TestCases";
// Construct a system name for the new database
char dbN[100];
int i = 1;
sprintf(dbN, "%s%i", prefix, i++);
while (dbH.exist(fdH, dbN))
sprintf(dbN, "%s%i", prefix, i++);
while (true) {
try {
// Try to create a new database with the constructed
// system name and the specified pathname parameter
dbH =
new(fdH) ooDBObj(dbN,0,0,0,"/objects/tests",1,0);
// Return the handle to the new database
return dbH;
}
// If a database with the same system name has been
// created by a concurrent transaction since dbH.exist()
// returned, construct a system name for the next try.
catch (ooAlreadyExistException &ex) {
sprintf(dbN, "%s%i", prefix, i++);
} // end catch
} // end while true
} // end newDB

Customizing the Overall Clustering Process
If you need to implement sophisticated clustering behavior, you must override
the newObj method. The parameters to this method are the type number of the
new basic object’s class, and the object identifier of the clustering directive.
The newObj method is responsible for the main work of a clustering strategy,
which is to select a suitable location and create a new basic object in it. When the
application calls operator new on a basic-object class, operator new calls
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newObj on the current or specified clustering strategy. The newObj method
receives the class’s type number from operator new, along with the object
identifier of the clustering directive that was specified to operator new.

Your implementation of newObj can customize the overall clustering process in
any number of ways. For example, a newObj override could:
■

Perform tests on the clustering directive or basic-object class, and choose a
different clustering directive based on the results.

■

Ensure that certain clustering priorities or container-fill policies are used for
creating particular types of basic objects, regardless of the properties set for
the custom clustering strategy itself.

Understanding the Default Implementation of newObj
The default implementation of newObj tries to create the new basic object after
selecting a location based on the clustering strategy’s properties and the
clustering directive that was specified to operator new.
The default implementation consists mainly of a call to the clustering strategy’s
inherited tryCreate method, equivalent to the following:
void *ooClusterStrategy::newObj(ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &nearId)
{
… // Objectivity housekeeping
return tryCreate(
typeN,
nearId,
this->priorityBits(),
this->signalClusteringError(),
this->getcontainerPageLimit() );
}

The call to tryCreate performs these actions:
■

Evaluates the strategy’s clustering priorities, testing for the clustering rules
in order.

■

Tries to create the new basic object in the successive locations indicated by
the clustering directive and the clustering rules found in the priorities. The
tryCreate method:
❐

Consults the strategy’s container-fill policy when responding to the
oocNewPage clustering rule, to determine whether to add a new logical
page for the new basic object.

❐

Calls the newContainer method when responding to the
oocNewContainer clustering rule, to add a new container for the new
basic object. (newObj passes its clustering directive to newContainer.)
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Calls the newDB and newContainer methods when responding to the
oocNewDatabase clustering rule, to add a new container for the basic
object within a new database.

If the new basic object is created, tryCreate returns a pointer to the new object.
If no suitable location for the object can be found or created, or if the object
cannot be created for any other reason, the call to tryCreate responds according
to the clustering strategy’s error-signaling policy:
■

Under the default policy, tryCreate throws an exception which is
propagated to operator new.

■

Otherwise, tryCreate returns a null pointer which is ultimately returned by
operator new.

Implementing a newObj Override
Your override of the newObj method should, at a minimum:
■

Select a clustering directive, which may be different from the one passed to it
by operator new. Your override can even call newContainer to obtain a
new container to use as the clustering directive.

■

Call an inherited overload of the tryCreate method to create the new basic
object. The overriding newObj method must pass the same type number that
was passed to it by operator new, although it may pass a different
clustering directive.

■

Return the pointer returned by tryCreate.

Your override of the newObj method may optionally:
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■

Perform tests on the type number or the clustering directive to guide the
implementation.

■

Use clustering properties other than those set for the custom clustering
strategy, when trying to create the new basic object; see “Specifying
Clustering Properties Within an Override” on page 169.

■

Try multiple times to create the new basic object; see “Suppressing
Exceptions During Multiple Creation Attempts” on page 171.

■

Implement special clustering behavior for the internal objects of a scalable
collection; see “Custom Clustering of a Scalable Collection’s Internal Objects”
on page 173.

■

Perform additional operations, such as recording each action to a file.
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The following definitions show a simple custom clustering-strategy class that
overrides newObj to cluster new basic objects of class Salesperson or class
Contact in a container that has the class name as its system name. All other
basic objects are clustered in the container indicated by the clustering directive.
The clustering strategy’s priorities, which are set by the constructor, cause the
operation to fail if a new basic object cannot be clustered in the preferred
container. Without the oocNewContainer rule, the strategy cannot add another
container if the preferred container exists and is full, so the clustering operation
fails.
// Application header file strategy.h
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"
// Custom clustering-strategy class
class contPerTypeClustering : public ooClusterStrategy {
public:
// Constructor for derived class
contPerTypeClustering(
int bits = oocSamePage | oocOtherPage | oocNewPage,
ooBoolean ooGCCont = oocFalse)
: ooClusterStrategy(bits, ooGCCont) {}
// Declaration of overriding method
void *newObj(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &nearId);
};
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// Application code file
#include "strategy.h"
void *contPerTypeClustering::newObj(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &nearId)
{
// Get the identifier of the database that either is
// or contains the clustering directive.
ooRef(ooDBObj) dbR.set_DB(nearId.get_DB());
// Cluster Salesperson or Contact objects
if (typeN == ooTypeN(Salesperson) |
typeN == ooTypeN(Contact))
{
// Create a null container handle
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH;
// Test for an existing container whose system name
// matches the class of the basic object being created
if (!contH.exist(dbR, ooTypeName(typeN), oocUpdate))
{
// Create the container if necessary
contH = newContainer(dbR, ooTypeName(typeN));
} // end if the named container doesn’t exist yet
// Cluster the new object in the found or created
// container
return tryCreate(typeN, contH);
} // end if clustering a car or a truck
// Cluster all other types of objects relative to
// the specified clustering directive
return tryCreate(typeN, nearId);
}
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Specifying Clustering Properties Within an Override
Your newObj override may, but need not, use the clustering strategy’s current
properties when trying to create a particular kind of basic object.
Different overloads of the tryCreate method allow you to explicitly specify one
or more properties as parameters. For example, your implementation can call the
following overload to explicitly specify the set of clustering priorities to use, and
to request that the error-signalling policy and the container-fill policy be
obtained from the strategy:
void *tryCreate(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &near,
int priorities);

A property specified as a tryCreate parameter is used only for the duration of
the tryCreate method, and does not reset the property of the clustering
strategy. In effect, explicitly specifying clustering properties to tryCreate
temporarily overrides the strategy’s properties. Changing the strategy’s
properties from within a newObj override is not recommended.
EXAMPLE

The following implementation of newObj uses different clustering properties,
depending on the type of object being clustered.
For objects of class Vehicle, the call to tryCreate explicitly specifies the same
clustering priorities that were initially set for the clustering strategy by the class
constructor. Specifying these priorities ensures they will be used for vehicles,
even if the strategy’s initial priorities have been changed.)
For all other objects, the call to tryCreate uses the strategy’s current clustering
priorities, and ensures that the containers in which they are clustered stay small
enough to support very fast update access.
// Application header file strategy.h
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"
// Custom clustering-strategy class
class contPerTypeClustering : public ooClusterStrategy {
public:
… // Same as example on page 167
};
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// Application code file
#include "strategy.h"
void *contPerTypeClustering::newObj(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &nearId)
{
// Cluster Vehicle objects
if (typeN == ooTypeN(Vehicle))
{
// Cluster the new object using the specified priorities
return tryCreate(
typeN,
nearId,
oocSamePage | oocOtherPage | oocNewPage);
} // end if clustering a vehicle
// Cluster all other types of objects using the strategy's
// priorities and the fastAccess container-fill policy
return tryCreate(
typeN,
nearId
this->priorities(),
this->signalClusteringError(),
fastAccess);
}

The preceding example ensures that certain clustering-strategy properties are
used when clustering certain kinds of objects. You can accomplish the same thing
without implementing a custom clustering strategy. For example, you can test
and adjust the properties of the session’s clustering strategy before calling
operator new create objects of a particular type, or you can specify a strategy
with the desired properties as a parameter to operator new.
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Suppressing Exceptions During Multiple Creation Attempts
Your custom clustering behavior may try to create a particular type of new basic
object several times, each time with a different clustering directive. For example,
a typical algorithm might be as follows:
■

Try clustering a particular object near the clustering directive specified to
operator new;

■

If that fails, try clustering near some other persistent object in a different
container;

■

If that fails, try creating a new container and clustering the object in it.

Your newObj override can implement this behavior by making a series of calls to
tryCreate, where each call passes a different clustering directive and possibly
specifies different clustering properties as well.
For convenience, you can suppress any exceptions thrown by failed intermediate
calls to tryCreate, so that an exception is thrown only if the final attempt to
create the basic object fails. Otherwise, your newObj implementation would have
to catch and handle each intermediate exception before making the next creation
attempt. The final call to tryCreate should normally throw an exception if it
fails.
You control whether an exception is thrown by explicitly specifying an
error-signaling policy as a parameter to tryCreate. You normally specify
oocFalse (or an expression that evaluates to false) in each intermediate call, and
oocTrue (or an expression that evaluates to true) in the final call.
EXAMPLE

The following implementation of newObj tries several different clustering
directives when clustering basic objects of the Vehicle class.
// Application header file strategy.h
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "vehicle.h"
// Custom clustering-strategy class
class contPerTypeClustering : public ooClusterStrategy {
public:
… // Same as example on page 167
};
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// Application code file
#include "strategy.h"
void *contPerTypeClustering::newObj(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &nearId)
{
// Get the clustering directive’s database
ooRef(ooDBObj) dbR.set_DB(nearId.get_DB());
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH;
void* obj;
// Cluster Vehicle objects
if (typeN == ooTypeN(Vehicle))
{
// First attempt
// Try clustering the new object on its own page in the
// container indicated by nearId.
obj = tryCreate(typeN, nearId, oocNewPage, oocFalse);
// Return if clustering is successful; otherwise go on
if (obj != 0)
return obj;
// Second attempt
// Choose some other existing container
contH = … ;
// Try clustering the new object in that container
obj = tryCreate(typeN, contH, oocNewPage, oocFalse);
// Return if clustering is successful; otherwise go on
if (obj != 0)
return obj;
// Third attempt
// Create a new container in the preferred database
contH = newContainer(dbR, "");
// Cluster the new object in that container,
// and either return or throw an exception.
return tryCreate(typeN, contH, oocNewPage, oocTrue);
} // end if clustering a Vehicle

…

// Cluster other types of objects

}
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Custom Clustering of a Scalable Collection’s Internal Objects
You can implement a newObj override to provide special clustering behavior for
any or all of the following internal objects of scalable collections:

NOTE

EXAMPLE

■

The root objects of ordered or unordered collections. You can call the
isCollectionRoot method to test whether the type number passed by
operator new identifies a scalable-collection class derived from
ooCollection.

■

The B-tree nodes of ordered collections. You can call the isTreeNode
method to test whether the type number passed by operator new identifies
a B-tree node.

■

The hash buckets of unordered collections. You can call the isHashBucket
method to test whether the type number passed by operator new identifies
a hash bucket.

Every hash bucket is automatically clustered alone on a new logical page,
regardless of the specified priorities. You can, however, specify clustering rules
that allow new containers or databases to be added to accommodate new hash
buckets.

The following definitions show a custom clustering-strategy class that overrides
newObj to implement special clustering behavior for the internal objects of
scalable collections.
In each case, parameters to tryCreate provide the particular clustering
priorities to be used, prevent the clustering operation from completely filling a
container, and cause an exception to be thrown if the clustering attempt fails.
// Application header file strategy.h
#include <ooObjy.h>
// Custom clustering-strategy class
class contPerTypeClustering : public ooClusterStrategy {
public:
… // Same as example on page 167
};
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// Application code file
#include "strategy.h"
void *contPerTypeClustering::newObj(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &nearId)
{
// Cluster the root object of a new collection
if (isCollectionRoot(typeN)) {
// Cluster the new collection on its own page
// in the designated container
return tryCreate(
typeN,
nearId,
oocNewPage,
oocTrue,
reserveSpace);
} // end if clustering a root object
// Cluster an ordered collection's B-tree node
if (isTreeNode(typeN)) {
// Allow nodes to be clustered in multiple containers
// of same database
return tryCreate(
typeN,
nearId,
oocSamePage | oocNewPage | oocNewContainer,
oocTrue,
fastAccess);
} // end if clustering a B-tree node
// Cluster an unordered collection's hash bucket
if (isHashBucket(typeN)) {
// Allow hash buckets to be clustered
// in multiple containers and databases
return tryCreate(
typeN,
nearId,
this=>priorities() | oocNewContainer | oocNewDatabase
oocTrue,
reserveSpace);
} // end if clustering a hash bucket

…

// Clustering for other types of objects

}
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Clustering in an Exact Storage Location
A clustering strategy normally provides page-level control over a new basic
object’s storage location, allowing the slot to be selected by Objectivity/DB. On
rare occasions, you may want to request a specific slot. For example, you may be
writing a data-recovery utility that needs to restore basic objects to their exact
original locations, or you may want to ensure that a basic object has a specific
object identifier, which you can store and later use for finding that object.
You cluster a new basic object in an exact storage location by:
■

Setting the clustering priorities of a clustering strategy to the special-purpose
clustering-rule constant oocSameId.

■

Preparing a special-purpose clustering directive representing the desired
storage location.

■

Creating the new basic object using the prepared clustering directive and
clustering strategy. For example, you can specify them as parameters to
operator new.

The clustering directive is a handle initialized with the object identifier that
describes the desired storage location. To initialize the handle, you call its setId
method, passing as parameters the identifiers of the database, container, page,
and slot in which the new object is to be stored. When you create the new basic
object, the clustering strategy responds to the clustering rule oocSameId by
selecting the storage location described by the clustering directive; the new object
is created with the specified object identifier. (If a page with the requested
identifier does not yet exist, the clustering strategy automatically creates it.)
Unlike the other clustering rules, oocSameId must be used by itself, so the
clustering strategy has no additional rules to apply if the requested location is
unusable. Consequently, the clustering strategy throws an exception if the
designated database or container does not exist, if the page does not have
sufficient space, or if the slot is already occupied (that is, the requested object
identifier already designates an existing basic object).
Before you attempt to create the new basic object, you can verify the existence of
the desired database by calling the hasDb method on the handle to a federated
database, passing the identifier as a parameter. Similarly, you can verify the
existence of the desired container by calling the hasContainer method on the
handle to a database, passing the identifier as a parameter. You can test whether
the requested object identifier is already in use by calling the isValid method
on the handle being used as the clustering directive.
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This example creates a new basic object with the object identifier 2-2-1-1.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
try {
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH;
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbH;
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH;
ooHandle(ooObj) objH;
ooSession *session = … ;
// Create a special-purpose clustering strategy and
// set its priority bits to oocSameId
ooClusterStrategy oidStrategy(oocSameId);
session->begin(oocUpdate);
// Get the desired database, container, page, and slot
// identifiers
unsigned dbNum, contNum, pageNum, slotNum;
dbNum = 2;
contNum = 2;
pageNum = 1;
slotNum = 1;
fdH = session->fd();
// Test whether database dbNum exists; if not, create it
dbH = fdH.hasDb(dbNum, oocUpdate);
if (dbH == 0) {
dbH = new (fdH) ooDBObj("myDb", 30, 0, 0, 0, 1, dbNum);
}
// Test whether container contNum exists; if not, create it
contH = dbH.hasContainer(contNum, oocUpdate);
if (contH == 0) {
contH =
new(dbH, 3, 0, 0, contNum) ooContObj();
}
// Initialize the handle with the OID to be used as the
// clustering directive
objH.setId(dbNum, contNum, pageNum, slotNum);
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if
//
//
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Verify that no existing object has the desired OID
(!objH.isValid()) {
Create the new basic object with the special-purpose
clustering directive and clustering strategy
objH = new(objH, oidStrategy) ooObj();

}
session->commit();
} // end try block
catch ( const ooException & ex ) {
...
}
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NOTE

For backward compatibility, Objectivity/C++ supports the explicit placement
mechanism for clustering objects in a non-placement-managed federated database.
Instead of working with indexing indirectly through the managed
object-placement system described in Getting Started With Managed Placement, an
application that uses explicit placement must directly create indexes in the
federated database.
If you expect applications to perform predicate scans that test particular
attributes, you can speed those scans by defining indexes that order the objects
by the values of those attributes.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about how indexes work and when they are useful

■

Creating indexes

■

Enabling or disabling the use of indexes

■

Updating indexes when objects of the indexed class are added or deleted, or
when the value of an indexed object’s key field is modified

■

Dropping indexes that are no longer needed

■

Optimizing the storage and efficiency of indexes

■

Using index scans as an alternative to predicate scans

■

Reconstructing indexes after schema evolution

Understanding Indexes
An index is a data structure that maintains object references to the persistent
objects of a particular indexed class and its derived classes within a particular
storage object; these objects are called its indexed objects. An index sorts the
indexed objects according to the values in one or more of their attributes, called
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the key fields of the index. As a consequence, a scan operation whose predicate
tests the objects’ key fields can use the index to find the desired objects quickly.
A session’s index-usage policy must be set to enable the use of indexes during
predicate scans; see “Enabling and Disabling Indexes” on page 193. When index
use is enabled and a relevant index exists for a particular predicate scan, the scan
operation examines only the indexed objects, instead of examining all persistent
objects in the storage object being scanned.
An index can be thought of as a sorted collection of object references to its
indexed objects. For predicate scans to work correctly, the index must correctly
order the correct objects. When an object of the indexed class or a derived class is
created in the relevant storage object, the newly created object must be inserted
into the index; when an existing indexed object is deleted, it must be removed
from the index; when the value of an indexed object’s key field is modified, the
object must be moved to the appropriate position in the sorting order of the
index. An application can control when it updates indexes, relative to when
indexed objects are created, deleted, and modified. See “Updating Indexes” on
page 194.

Relevant Indexes for an Application
You identify the indexes that are relevant for your application by considering
what predicate scans the application will perform.
An index is appropriate only when it can prune the search for objects that satisfy
a predicate. If a large number of objects satisfy the predicate, the total time to
traverse the index data structure can be longer than the linear search that would
be performed without the index. (The exact number of objects at which an index
becomes less efficient is application-specific.)
The number of disk reads needed to locate an object through an index is directly
related to the number of levels in the index, which is directly related to the
number of indexed objects in the index. You can help minimize the number of
disk reads needed to locate an object by indexing at the appropriate level of the
inheritance hierarchy. That is, you should define the index on the most specific
class possible. For example, suppose a hospital application includes a class called
Employees, which has two derived classes called Doctors and Nurses. If the
application will perform a predicate scan to find doctors (but not nurses), it could
include an index on the Doctors class. If the application will perform one
predicate scan to find doctors and a different predicate scan to find nurses, it
could include one index on the Doctors classes and another index on the
Nurses class. If the application will perform a predicate scan that finds both
doctors and nurses, then (and only then) it should include an index on the
Employees class.
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If an index is appropriate for the predicate scans that will be performed, the
decision to create an index involves a trade-off of the runtime efficiency of
predicate scans against the runtime cost to create and update the index and the
storage space required to store it. If the indexed objects seldom change, the
maintenance cost is negligible. However, if objects of the indexed class are
frequently added, deleted, or modified, the maintenance cost of updating the
index may be significant. See “Updating Indexes” on page 194.

Creation and Use
Indexes are created dynamically by application programs and continue to exist
until they are explicitly removed by application programs. See “Creating an
Index” on page 186 and “Dropping Indexes” on page 196.
As long as an index exists, it is available to be used by scan operations on the
relevant storage object with predicates that test the key fields of the objects of the
indexed class. A session that performs such a scan must explicitly enable index
usage in order to take advantage of the index to optimize its search. See
“Enabling and Disabling Indexes” on page 193.
Indexes can be long-lived or short-lived. At one extreme, developers may
anticipate that certain predicate scans will be used frequently to search for objects
that seldom change. In that case, after the objects are created, a simple
application could be run to create indexes that optimize the expected scans.
Those indexes might never be removed. At the other extreme, an inventory
report application that runs once a year may repeatedly scan using different
predicates that test the same combination of attributes. An index on those
attributes would improve the performance of the scans, but would not be needed
by other applications that run more frequently to modify the inventory. The
inventory-report application could create the necessary index, perform its
various predicate scans, then delete the index.
Multiple transactions can read a given index concurrently, using it to optimize
searches for the indexed objects. However, only one transaction at a time can
update the index or its objects. If one transaction is updating an index,
concurrent MROW transactions can read the index.
Objectivity/DB ensures that any objects that are found using an index are valid
objects. This is accomplished by locking the corresponding objects in read mode
(by default) or in update mode until the end of the transaction. If your
application requires a lower level of consistency but higher concurrency on a
given index, then you can use an MROW transaction to find the indexed objects.
In an MROW transaction, objects that are found using an index exist in the
current application’s version of the container.
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Key Description
You define an index by creating a key description—a persistent object that
describes the class of objects to be indexed, the key fields on which to sort the
indexed objects, and whether the index is to be unique. The key description is
then used to create an index for a particular storage object. The storage object you
choose for an index limits the objects referenced by that index—for example, an
index created for a container references the objects of the indexed class that
reside in that container. When an index is no longer needed, you use its key
description to remove or drop it from the storage object.

Indexed Class
The class of objects to be indexed is specified when you create a key description.
This class is known as the indexed class. You can define a key description on any
persistence-capable class.
An index created from a key description contains references to objects of the
indexed class and objects of classes derived from the indexed class. If the indexed
class maintains a version genealogy, the index includes all versions that reside in
the storage object on which the index is defined; the index does not distinguish
default from nondefault versions.

Key Fields
The key fields of an index are the attributes whose values are used for sorting the
indexed objects. A key field may be any private, protected, or public attribute
whose schema data type can be matched by a numeric, Boolean, or string
operand in a predicate query.
Key fields are represented by the key-field objects that you add to the key
description. Each key-field object identifies one of the following:
■

A particular attribute of the indexed class

■

A particular attribute of an embedded-class of the indexed class

Indexes can optimize conditions that compare a key field with a literal numeric
or string value.

Sorting Order
Indexed objects are sorted by ascending order of the values in their key fields; the
key fields are considered in the order in which the corresponding key-field
objects were added to the key description. For example, assume you want to
create an index over Person objects, sorted by key fields name and age. You
achieve this by creating key-field objects corresponding to the name and age
attributes of class Person. You add first the name key-field object then the age
key-field object to an appropriate key description. In the resulting index, objects
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are first sorted by name; if two or more objects have the same name, the one with
the lowest age comes first in the indexed order.
Different indexes can sort the same objects in different orders. The key fields and
their order within each index determine the order of the indexed objects in each
index.
An index determines the order of string values by calling the standard C function
strcoll to compare them.
You can specify an international collation for string values by using the proper
locale table configuration and calling the standard C function setlocale with
the proper parameters. For more information, refer to your operating system
documentation.
NOTE

You should use the same locale both for index creation and for lookup, especially
if the creation and lookup are performed in different processes or threads.

Unique and Nonunique Indexes
A key description determines whether its index is unique or nonunique. Every
object indexed by a unique index must have a unique combination of values in
its key fields (that is, no duplicate objects). Nonunique indexes do not place this
restriction on the indexed objects.
NOTE

You are responsible for ensuring that every object indexed by a unique index has
a unique combination of values in its key fields. If two or more objects have a
given combination of key values, the index contains only the first such object that
is encountered when the index is created or updated.
An error is reported by a unique index if it attempts to index two versions of an
object with the same key values.
You can call the isUnique method on an index’s key description to find out
whether the index ignores or includes duplicate objects.
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Optimized Predicate Scans
An index defined on a particular storage object is used to optimize predicate
scans of that storage object for objects of the indexed class. The predicate used in
the scan must be one of the following:
■

A single optimized condition that tests the first key field of the index

■

A conjunction of conditions in which one conjunct is an optimized condition
that tests the first key field of the index

An optimized condition is a condition of one of the forms shown in the following
table.
Optimized Condition

keyField
keyField
keyField
keyField
keyField
keyField

Notes

keyField is a key field of the index;
its type is a numeric primitive type or
a string type.
constant is a literal of the same
type as the keyField.

= constant
== constant
> constant
< constant
>= constant
<= constant

stringKeyField =~ stringConstant

stringKeyField is a key field
of the index; its type is a string type.
stringConstant is a string literal
that begins with a nonwildcard
character.
Note: Case-insensitive string
matches are not optimized conditions.

In each row of the following table, the first column lists a predicate; the second
column lists the key fields of the index; the third column indicates whether the
index is used to optimize the predicate scan.
Predicate
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Index Used?

age = 40

age

Yes; predicate is an optimized
condition.

weight > 100

age

No; predicate doesn’t test the first
key field (weight).

age != 40

age

No; test for inequality is not an
optimized condition.
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Predicate

Key
Fields

Index Used?

(age > 40) && (age < 60)

age

Yes; predicate is a conjunction
that includes an optimized
condition that tests the first key
field. Multiple conditions on the
same field are supported.

(age != 60) && (age > 40)

age

Yes; predicate is a conjunction
that includes an optimized
condition that tests the first key
field.

(age > 40) OR (age < 60)

age

No; predicate is a disjunction.

height > 60

weight,
height

No; predicate doesn’t test the first
key field (weight).

(height > 60) &&
(weight >= 100)

weight,
height

Yes; second condition tests the
first key field (weight).

(isMarried == 1) &&
(weight >= 100) &&
(height > 60)

weight,
height

Yes; second condition tests the
first key field. (Non-indexed fields
can be included in conjunctions.)

name =~ "Me.er"

name

Yes; pattern begins with
nonwildcard character "M".

name =~ ".*son"

name

No; pattern begins with wildcard
character ".".

name =~~ "me.er"

name

No; predicate is case-insensitive
string match.

Assume that a predicate includes a conjunction of optimized conditions that test
the first n key fields of the index in any order, where n is an integer greater than
one and less than or equal to the number of key fields. The predicate is said to
define n index search keys. The index optimizes the search for objects that satisfy
the conditions associated with those index search keys.
For example, assume the conditions of a predicate test the first two key fields of
an index, defining two index search keys. If the predicate contains additional
conditions, those additional conditions are tested after the index has found
objects satisfying conditions on the two index search keys. So, if the key fields of
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an index are age, weight, and height (in that order) and a scan uses the
following predicate:

weight > 100 and salary > 80000 and age > 40

Index search key

Additional key

Index search key

The scan operation performs an index scan with the index search keys matching
the order of the index keys, as follows:
age > 40 and weight > 100

The index then optimizes the search for objects whose age and weight are in the
specified ranges. Subsequently, each of those objects is tested to see whether its
salary is in the specified range.

Creating an Index
Your application must include the ooIndex.h header file to use key descriptions
and key fields.
To create one or more indexes for a class, you perform the following steps:
1. Create a key description (page 187).
2. Create a key-field object (page 188) for each attribute whose values are to be
used for sorting.
3. Add each key-field object to the key description in the order you want to sort
the indexed objects (page 190).
4. Use the key description to create an index for a particular storage object
(page 191).
The examples in the following sections cumulatively create a nonunique index in
the container named clientCont. The index sorts objects of the Client class by
the key fields state, city, and zipCode. Thus, all clients in Alabama are sorted
before clients in other states. Among the Alabama clients, those in Birmingham
are sorted before those in Montgomery. Among the Birmingham clients, those
with zip code 35204 are sorted before those with zip code 35205.
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Creating a Key Description
A key description is a persistent object that you use for defining, creating, and
dropping indexes for the objects of a particular class and its derived classes. A
key description is an instance of the persistence-capable class ooKeyDesc.
Parameters to the ooKeyDesc constructor specify the indexed class and whether
the index will be unique or nonunique.
As for any persistent object, you specify a clustering directive when you create a
key description, and you work with the key description through a handle.
You can improve performance by clustering the key description in an
appropriate container based on the storage object containing the objects to be
indexed:

EXAMPLE

■

If the index will be created over the objects in a container, you should cluster
the key description in that container.

■

If the index will be created over the objects in a database, you should cluster
the key description in the default container for that database.

■

If the index will be created over the objects in the federated database, you
can cluster the key description in any container in the federated database.

This example creates a key description for a nonunique index on objects of class
Client and its derived classes. Because the index will be created on objects in
the container named clientCont, the key description is clustered in that
container.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(ooContObj) clientContH;
ooHandle(ooKeyDesc) kDescH;
… // Set clientContH to reference the container clientCont
// Create the key description clustered in clientCont.
kDescH = new(clientContH) ooKeyDesc(
ooTypeN(Client),
// Type number of indexed class
oocFalse);
// Not unique

If you plan to create multiple indexes at different points in your program, you
can keep track of the key description for later retrieval by assigning it a scope
name or by storing a handle to it somewhere in your program.
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Creating Key-Field Objects
A key field is an attribute that will serve as a sort key for the indexed objects. You
create one key-field object for each desired key field. (You designate key fields as
primary, secondary, and so on, when you add the corresponding key-field objects
to a key description; see “Adding a Key-Field Object to the Key Description” on
page 190.)
A key-field object is an instance of the persistence-capable class ooKeyField.
Parameters to the ooKeyField constructor specify the indexed class and the
attribute on which the indexed objects will be sorted. The indexed class must
match the class you specified when creating the key description. You specify the
indexed classed by type number. You specify the attribute as follows:
■

■

■

To indicate the attribute attributeName of the indexed class, use a string of
the form:
"attributeName"
If the name of an inherited attribute is ambiguous (for example, the same
name is defined in both the base class and the indexed class) or if the
member name is not visible to the indexed class due to access control, use a
string of the following form to indicate the attribute inheritedAttribute,
which the indexed class inherits from the base class baseClassName:
"baseClassName::inheritedAttribute"
To indicate the attribute fieldName of the embedded object (or struct) in the
embedded-class attribute attributeName of the indexed class, use a string
of the form:
"attributeName.fieldName"

As for any persistent object, you specify a clustering directive when you create a
key-field object, and you work with the key-field object through a handle. For the
best performance, you should cluster each key-field object with the key
description to which it will be added.
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This example creates a key-field object for the state attribute of class Client.
The key-field object is clustered with the key description to which it will be
added.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(ooContObj) clientContH;
ooHandle(ooKeyDesc) kDescH;
ooHandle(ooKeyField) kFieldH;
… // Set clientContH to reference the container clientCont
// Create the key description clustered in clientCont
kDescH = new(clientContH) ooKeyDesc(ooTypeN(Client), oocFalse);
// Create the key field clustered with the key description
kFieldH = new(kDescH) ooKeyField(
ooTypeN(Client),
// Type number of indexed class
"state");
// Attribute for sorting objects

When you create a key-field object for a string-typed attribute, you can optimize
the space required to store each string key, as well as the processing time
required to access it. See “Optimizing String-Key Storage and Lookup” on
page 198.
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Adding a Key-Field Object to the Key Description
After creating each desired key-field object, you add it to the key description by
calling the addField method on the key description. You can add a key-field
object to a key description only if both have the same indexed class. The order in
which you add key-field objects to a key description defines the sorting order of
the indexed objects—the first key field you add becomes the primary sort key, the
second key field is the secondary sort key, and so on.
EXAMPLE

This example creates a key description for class Client, creates key-field objects
for the state, city, and zipCode attributes of class Client, and adds these
key-field objects to the key description. The order in which the key-field objects
are added will cause the index to sort Client objects first by state, then by city
within each state, and then by zip code within each city.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(ooContObj) clientContH;
ooHandle(ooKeyDesc) kDescH;
ooHandle(ooKeyField) kFieldH;
… // Set clientContH to reference the container clientCont
// Create the key description clustered in clientCont
kDescH = new(clientContH) ooKeyDesc(ooTypeN(Client), oocFalse);
// Create the key fields and add them to the key description
kFieldH = new(kDescH) ooKeyField(ooTypeN(Client), "state");
kDescH->addField(kFieldH);
kFieldH = new(kDescH) ooKeyField(ooTypeN(Client), "city");
kDescH->addField(kFieldH);
kFieldH = new(kDescH) ooKeyField(ooTypeN(Client), "zipCode");
kDescH->addField(kFieldH);

Although it is possible to add the same key-field object to different key
descriptions, you should avoid doing so if you ever intend to delete one of the
key descriptions. When you delete a key description, all its key-field objects are
deleted.
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Creating an Index from the Key Description
When the key description is complete, you use it to create an index over all the
objects of the indexed class that reside in a particular storage object. To do this,
you call the createIndex method on the key description, specifying a handle to
a container, a database, or the entire federated database. If the call to
createIndex fails, an error message is returned and the transaction is aborted.
A storage object can have at most one index created from a given key description,
although you can use the same key description to create additional indexes over
objects in other storage objects.
EXAMPLE

This example uses the key description created in the preceding example to create
an index over all the Client objects in the clientCont container.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(ooContObj) clientContH;
ooHandle(ooKeyDesc) kDescH;
… // Set clientContH to reference the container clientCont
// Create key description
kDescH = … ;

… // Create and add key fields
kDescH->createIndex(clientContH);

The following statements use the same key description to create an index over
the Client objects in the database referenced by clientDBH.
ooHandle(ooDBObj) clientDBH;

… // Set clientDBH to reference a database
kDescH->createIndex(clientDBH);
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Location of Index Structures
Although an application can specify where to cluster key descriptions and
key-field objects, the physical locations of an index’s internal structures are
completely managed by Objectivity/DB. The internal structures of an index are
located as follows:

NOTE

■

When you create an index for a particular container, the index’s internal
structures are placed in that container.

■

When you create an index for a particular database, the index’s internal
structures are placed in one or more special-purpose containers in that
database. Each such container has a system name of the form
ooSystemIndexContainer-nnnnn, where is nnnnn a number.

An application should not use a system-created index container for any purpose.
For example, you should skip over them during iteration.
■

When you create an index for a federated database, the index’s internal
structures are created in the default container of the system database.

Keeping Track of Long-Lived Indexes
If your application uses long-lived indexes, you should keep track of how you
created them in case you ever need to reconstruct them. Certain schema changes
can invalidate existing key fields and key descriptions, causing the
corresponding indexes to be dropped. If this occurs, you may want to replace the
dropped indexes. See “Reconstructing Indexes After Schema Evolution” on
page 201.
A simple approach to keeping track of the indexes is to isolate the necessary
information in special application code that you can modify and rerun as
necessary. For example, you might write a separate function for each indexed
class that creates all indexes for that class. If the key fields of an indexed class are
ever modified during schema evolution, you can edit the index-creation function
for that class to re-create or replace any indexes that were dropped.
An alternative is to keep the information about indexes explicitly in the federated
database itself. You could then use this information to determine which indexes
need to be reconstructed and to find the key fields that need to be replaced or
modified to create new, consistent key descriptions. For each key description,
you would need to save the following information:
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■

The storage objects over which an index was created with this key
description

■

The key fields of this key description
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Enabling and Disabling Indexes
A session’s index-usage policy controls whether indexes are used when that
session’s transactions perform predicate scans. This property value is specified as
a Boolean:
■

oocTrue—Enable the use of indexes. The session uses any relevant index to

optimize a predicate scan, as described in “Optimized Predicate Scans” on
page 184.
■

oocFalse—Disable the use of indexes. The session does not optimize
predicate scans, even if a relevant index exists.

Disabling the use of indexes may be desirable in either of the following
circumstances:
■

You are scanning for objects with values in the entire range of the key fields
and sorting is not necessary. In such a case, indexes do not speed up the
query.

■

You are scanning for objects of a particular class and you know that some
objects of that class have been created or modified since the last time indexes
were updated.

The ooSession class maintains a default value for this property. When an
application initializes its interaction with Objectivity/DB, the default
index-usage policy is set to disable index use during predicate scans. Any
registered performance tuner can specify a different initial setting for the default
index-usage policy. You can change the default index-usage policy for your
application at any time by calling the ooSession::setDefaultUseIndex static
method.
When a particular session is created, its index-usage policy is set to the
application’s default index-usage policy. You can change a session’s value for this
property by calling the session’s setUseIndex method. You can call
setUseIndex at any time. If the session is in a transaction, the new setting
affects subsequent predicate scans in the current transaction and in the session’s
future transactions.
NOTE

If you change your application’s default index-usage policy, the new default
value is used when a new session is subsequently created; existing sessions are
not affected.
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Updating Indexes
An index sorts the indexed objects and uses its ordering to determine which
objects satisfy a particular predicate scan. In order for a predicate scan to be
performed correctly, the index must contain all objects for which the predicate is
to be tested and no other objects; furthermore, those objects must be ordered
correctly in the index. Immediately after an index is created, it contains the
correct objects in the correct order. However, when an object of the indexed class
is created in the relevant storage object, it must be inserted into the index; when
an existing indexed object is deleted, it must be removed from the index; when
the value of an indexed object’s key field is modified, the object must be moved
to the appropriate spot in the sorting order of the index.
NOTE

Although multiple transactions can read an index concurrently, only one
transaction at a time can update an index.

Selecting an Index Mode
A session’s index mode determines when indexes are updated, relative to when
indexed objects are modified. The property value is specified with a constant of
type ooIndexMode:
■

oocInsensitive—Update all applicable indexes automatically when the
transaction commits.

■

oocSensitive—Update all applicable indexes automatically when the next

predicate scan is performed in the transaction or, if no scans are performed,
when the transaction commits. This index mode allows you to change
indexed objects and scan them in the same transaction.
■

oocExplicitUpdate—Suppress automatic updating of indexes; the
application must update indexes explicitly after every relevant change. This
index mode is recommended for update-intensive applications that use
indexes created over a database or federated database.

In all index modes, updates to the index are rolled back if the transaction is
aborted.
NOTE
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Simply checking to see whether indexes are affected takes time, even if no
indexes are defined.
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The ooSession class maintains a default value for index mode. When an
application initializes its interaction with Objectivity/DB, the default index mode
is set to oocInsensitive, so indexes are updated on commit by default. Any
registered performance tuner can specify a different initial setting for the default
index mode. You can change the default index mode for your application by
calling the ooSession::setDefaultIndexMode static method.
A particular session’s index mode is reset whenever that session begins a
transaction. You can specify a value for this property explicitly with an optional
parameter to the session’s begin method. If you do not specify an index mode
explicitly when you begin a transaction, the application’s default index mode is
used.
NOTE

If you change your application’s default index mode, the new default value is
used when you subsequently begin a transaction (in any session) without
explicitly specifying an index mode.
A session’s index mode is relevant only during a transaction; once the transaction
is started, this property’s value cannot be changed.

Explicitly Updating Indexes
If a transaction uses the oocExplicitUpdate index mode, you must update
indexes explicitly after creating an object of an indexed class or modifying a key
field of an indexed object. To update indexes, you call the ooUpdateIndexes
function, specifying a handle to the new or modified object for which indexes are
to be updated. The method ooUpdateIndexes finds all the indexes that apply to
the specified object.
EXAMPLE

This example creates a new Client object and calls ooUpdateIndexes to insert
the object into all applicable indexes.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(Client) clientH;
ooHandle(ooContObj) clientContH;
…
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// Begin a transaction whose index mode is explicit update
ooSession *session = … ;
session->begin(
oocUpdate,
// Transaction open mode
oocNoMROW,
// MROW mode
oocExplicitUpdate);
// Index mode

… // Set clientContH to reference the container clientCont
// Create a new Client
clientH = new(clientContH) Client();

… // Initialize the Client object’s attributes
// Insert the new Client object into all applicable indexes
ooUpdateIndexes(clientH);

…
session->commit();
Using explicit-update mode instead of sensitive mode can improve performance
in update-intensive applications that use indexes defined on a database or the
federated database.
WARNING

During a transaction with the oocExplicitUpdate index mode, if you make a
change that affects indexes and do not call ooUpdateIndexes, the indexes are
left inconsistent at the end of the transaction.

Dropping Indexes
Indexes are stored in the federated database until an application removes, or
drops, them. For example, you might want to drop an index to re-create it with
different characteristics, or you might want to reclaim the space it used.
You can drop a single index created from a particular key description in a
particular storage object. To do this, you call the dropIndex method on the key
description, specifying a handle to the storage object from which the index is to
be dropped.
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This example drops the index for a particular key description from the container
referenced by clientContH.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(ooKeyDesc) kDescH;
… // Set clientContH to reference the container clientCont
… // Set kDescH to reference the desired key description
kDescH->dropIndex(clientContH);

You can drop all the indexes created from a particular key description. To do this,
call the removeIndexes method on the key description.
EXAMPLE

This example drops all indexes for a particular key description from all storage
objects:
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

… // Set kDescH to reference the desired key description
kDescH->removeIndexes();

Alternatively, if you no longer need a key description, you can delete it with the
ooDelete function, which automatically deletes all key-field object in the key
description and all indexes that the key description created.
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This example deletes a key description object, which also deletes any indexes
created from the key description, and the key-field objects it uses.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

… // Set kDescH to reference the desired key description
ooDelete(keyDescH);

Optimizing String-Key Storage and Lookup
When you create a key-field object for a string-typed attribute (a member of type
char[], ooStringT<N>, ooVString, ooVArrayT<char>, ooUtf8String,
ooUtf16String, or ooUtf32String), you can optimize the space required to
store each string key, as well as the processing time required to access it. By
default, the index itself allocates 24 array elements to store each string key;
longer string keys are stored separately (outside the index). During lookup, these
array elements are compared to the first 24 array elements of the comparison
value; if they match, the index obtains the entire string value from the indexed
object to complete the comparison.
You can adjust the storage characteristics for string-typed key fields with
optional parameters to the ooKeyField constructor’s parameters.
The maxstrlen parameter to the ooKeyField constructor specifies the number
of array elements to be allocated by the index for storing each string key; it is set
to 24 by default. You can specify a different length to reduce the size of the index
or to improve performance:
■

If most of the string keys are smaller than 24 array elements, you can set
maxstrlen to a smaller value to reduce the amount of extra space in the
index.

■

If most of the string keys are larger than 24 array elements, you can set
maxstrlen to a larger value to reduce the number of times that the index
must open an indexed object to get a complete string value.

If the string values of the indexed objects are guaranteed to be of a fixed (or
limited) size, you can improve performance by setting the fixed parameter to
oocTrue. This prevents an object from being indexed if its string value is greater
than maxstrlen, so every string key in the index is complete; during lookup,
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comparisons are performed without accessing the actual string value in the
indexed object.
WARNING

Do not set fixed to oocTrue if any string value might be longer than
maxstrlen. If the string value of an object’s key field exceeds maxstrlen, that
object is omitted from the index.
When designing a class that is to be indexed on a string-typed key field, consider
using a fixed-size array of characters (char[]) for that field, because key fields
on variable-length strings with no maximum length may incur an extra page
read per indexed object during execution. If your application needs to
interoperate with applications written in different languages, however,
remember that Java and Smalltalk applications cannot access classes containing
fixed-size arrays.
For optimal results, use the following guidelines:

EXAMPLE

■

If the key field is a fixed-length string of length N, you should set fixed to
oocTrue and maxstrlen to N.

■

If the key field is a basic string such as an ooVString and you know that
most of the string values (for example, 90%) are of length N or less, you
should set fixed to oocFalse and maxstrlen to N.

This example creates a key-field object on an optimized 8-bit character string of
length 8; the type ooStringT<8> was chosen because most Person objects have
a name whose length is 7 array elements or less. To allow for space in the index,
the maxstrlen parameter of the ooKeyField constructor is set to 8. However,
because it is possible for some string values to be longer than 8 array elements,
the fixed parameter is set to oocFalse.
// DDL file person.ddl
class Person : public ooObj {
ooStringT<8> name;
// Most strings are < 8 array
};
// elements long
// Application code
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "person.h"

…
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ooHandle(ooKeyField) keyFieldH;
ooHandle(ooKeyDesc) keyDescH;
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH;
… // Set contH to reference the appropriate container
// Create the key description
keyDescH = new(contH) ooKeyDesc(ooTypeN(Person),oocTrue);
// Create the key field, clustered with the key description
keyFieldH = new(keyDescH) ooKeyField(
ooTypeN(Person),
// Indexed class
"name",
// Key attribute
oocFalse,
// Allow variable-length
8);
// Optimize for 8 array elements

Index Scans
As an alternative to performing a predicate scan, an application can scan a
storage object with a lookup key that represents the condition to be met. Such a
scan, called an index scan, initializes an object iterator to find objects by searching
a compatible index on the specified storage object. An index scan can search an
index even if indexes are disabled (page 193); disabling indexes affects only
predicate scans, not index scans.
Predicate scans are typically more useful than index scans because:
■

A predicate scan can find objects in the scanned storage object even if no
compatible index exists. In contrast, if there is no compatible index for an
index scan, no objects are found—even if the specified storage object actually
contains objects that satisfy the lookup key’s condition.

■

All objects found by a predicate scan are guaranteed to satisfy the condition
specified by the predicate string. In contrast, if a lookup key specifies a
conjunction of more than one condition, the found objects may satisfy some,
but not all, of those conditions.

■

A predicate string (used by a predicate scan) can specify any condition that
can be expressed in the predicate-query language, including conditions that
use application-defined relational operations. In contrast, a lookup key (used
by an index scan) cannot perform string matching or test an
application-defined relational operator.

Your application must include the ooIndex.h header file to use a lookup key.
For information on creating a lookup key and using it to perform a predicate
scan, see class ooLookupKey.
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Reconstructing Indexes After Schema Evolution
If schema evolution modifies the attributes of an indexed class, you may need to
re-create the indexes on that class. The following schema changes invalidate
existing key fields and key descriptions, causing the corresponding indexes to be
dropped:
■

Deleting an attribute that is a key field in a key description

■

Changing the type of an attribute that is a key field in a key description

If the attribute that was deleted or changed is defined by the indexed class, that
class itself is modified during schema evolution. If the attribute is inherited,
however, the indexed class need not be modified. Instead, the base class defining
the attribute could be deleted, replaced, or modified.
If you have evolved the schema of a federated database that contains indexes,
you should write a maintenance application to reconstruct any affected indexes.
For example, if you delete one of three key fields from the indexed class, you
could create a new index with the other two key fields. If the data type of one of
the key fields is changed, you could re-create the index with the same collection
of key fields, specifying the new type for the changed field.
You can determine which classes had indexes that were dropped as follows:
1. Call the scan method on an object iterator of class ooItr(ooKeyDesc) to
initialize the object iterator to find all key descriptions in the federated
database.
2. As you iterate through the key descriptions, call the isConsistent method of
each one to test whether it is consistent with the evolved schema.
3. For each inconsistent key description, call its getTypeName method to get the
name of the indexed class.
Once you have identified the classes whose indexes were dropped, you need to
create new, consistent key descriptions and key fields and re-create the desired
indexes. Doing so requires that you know what indexes existed for each class.
You need to compare the new attributes of the indexed class with the key fields
in each original index, and re-create any indexes that were dropped as a result of
schema evolution. To save space in the federated database, you may delete any
inconsistent key description that you replace or that you no longer need; doing
so deletes all its key fields.
Reconstructing indexes is easier if you keep track of information about all
long-lived indexes in the federated database. See “Keeping Track of Long-Lived
Indexes” on page 192. For example, if you wrote a separate index-creation
function for each indexed class, you could edit the function for a particular class
as required to replace or re-create any indexes that were dropped as a result of
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schema evolution. You could then call the updated function in a maintenance
application to re-create the indexes.
If you have stored information in the federated database about its long-lived
indexes, you can perform further testing on that information to determine which
key fields need to be modified or removed when you create new key descriptions
for updated indexes. For example, when you identify that a key description is
inconsistent with the evolved schema, you could iterate over the key fields to see
which of them are inconsistent or which correspond to attributes that you know
are deleted or changed:
1. As you iterate through the key fields, call the isConsistent method of each
to test whether it is consistent with the evolved schema.
2. Call the getName method of a key field to get the name of the attribute to
which it corresponds or call the isNamed method to test whether it
corresponds to a particular attribute.
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NOTE

For backward compatibility, Objectivity/C++ supports the explicit placement
mechanism for clustering objects in a non-placement-managed federated database.
Instead of working with external containers indirectly through the managed
object-placement system described in Getting Started With Managed Placement, an
application that uses explicit placement may explicitly create and manage
external containers.
An Objectivity/DB federated database organizes data into files by storing each of
its databases as a separate file. However, as a database exploits its theoretical
addressing capability, its file can easily become too large to manage effectively.
You can arrange for a very large database (VLDB) to be stored in multiple files by
designating one or more of its containers as external containers.
This chapter describes:
■

General information about external containers

■

Working with external containers

■

Working with databases that contain external containers

Understanding External Containers
An external container is a container that is stored externally to the database to
which it belongs. Unlike an embedded container, which allocates its storage pages
within the file of its database, an external container allocates its storage pages in
a separate container file. An external container is therefore said to be logically
contained in the database to which it is assigned, even though it is physically
separate from that database’s file.
Any combination of external and embedded containers can be assigned to a
database, up to the maximum number of containers per database. (The default
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container always remains in the database file along with the database’s catalog of
containers.)

Extending Practical Storage
The main purpose of external containers is to extend the practical storage
capacity of a federated database. Whereas a federated database’s theoretical
storage capacity is determined by the maximum number of OIDs it has for
addressing persistent objects, its practical storage capacity is limited by the
maximum file size you can effectively manage in your file system.
The basic strategy for extending a federation’s practical capacity is to use as
many databases as possible (without using external containers). Doing so
increases the number of database files in which to distribute your data, allowing
you to reduce the amount of data per file. With this strategy, the maximum
number of data files is equal to the maximum number of databases in a federated
database:
maxDataFiles = maxDatabases

However, in some scenarios, this strategy alone is insufficient to avoid oversized
data files—for example:
■

When a particular set of containers must be grouped together in the same
database to facilitate searches, and each of these containers is itself very
large.

■

When the overall amount of data is large enough to completely fill the
maximum number of containers in the maximum number of databases.

In such scenarios, you can use external containers to further increase the overall
number of data files in the federated database. Adding external containers to a
database enables you to distribute its data among multiple files (the database file
plus the relevant container files) instead of consolidating the data in a single
database file. With external containers, the maximum number of data files in a
federated database is equal to the maximum number of databases per federation
(maxDatabases) multiplied by the maximum number of containers per database
(maxContainers):
maxDataFiles = maxDatabases X maxContainers

Other Uses for External Containers
Because an external container exists in a separate container file, you can:
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■

Use file permissions to prevent unauthorized users from writing to or
deleting an individual external container.

■

Distribute individual external containers in the networked file system, as you
would databases. In general, however, database files serve as the primary
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units of distribution, and container files normally reside in the same
directory as the file of the containing database.

Planning for External Containers
You normally decide whether to use external containers during an early
planning phase, when you estimate your federated database’s capacity, security,
and distribution requirements.
When planning for practical storage capacity, the simplest approach is to:
1. Estimate the total amount of data to be stored, in bytes, from the estimated
number and average size of objects. See “Estimating Disk-Space
Requirements” in Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB Administration.
2. Choose the maximum preferred data-file size—for example, between 2Gb and
20Gb per file, depending on the file system.
3. Calculate the required number of data files by dividing the amount of data by
the maximum preferred data-file size.
If the required number of data files is larger than the maximum number of
databases in a federated database, you will need to assign external containers to
one or more databases.
You should also consider using an external container for any individual container
that will approach or exceed the desired maximum data-file size. A single
container grows to about 4Gb if it has enough small objects to fill the maximum
number of logical pages at the maximum storage-page size. If the container
stores mostly large objects instead of small objects, its size is further increased,
because each large object uses one logical page plus one or more additional
storage pages. You will need to use external containers if you want to assign
more than a very few such large containers to a single database.
Also, for larger containers that have approximately 300 storage pages or more,
choosing to use an external container has runtime performance benefits.
As an example of very large containers, consider an application that maintains a
library of DVD movies. Each container is to store an entire DVD movie; each
database is to group together the DVD movies belonging to a particular movie
category to promote efficient searching. Unless you use external containers for
the DVD movies, the database file for a category will become overly large.

Structure and Properties of External Containers
You request an external container explicitly; see “Creating an External Container”
on page 206. Any kind of container can be an external container, except for a
default container.
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An external container’s internal structure is the same as that of an embedded
container, consisting of a container object that manages a unique set of storage
pages using a page map. An external container also has the same identity
properties as an embedded container—namely, a container identifier and
(optionally) a system name.
An external container has the following additional properties pertaining to the
physical container file:
■

Location properties—specifically, the container file’s hostname, pathname,
and filename
Container files can be located anywhere on the same network as the
federated database, although normally they reside near the relevant database
file.

■

Storage-page size
Container files normally use the same storage-page size as the file of the
containing database. If the container’s data differs significantly from the
database’s data, however, a different storage-page size may be preferable.

Working With External Containers
You obtain an external container by creating a new container and designating it
as external.
You cannot directly convert an existing embedded container into an external
container. Instead, you can create a new, empty external container and then
populate it. Alternatively, you can use a tools-based export and import flow to
selectively convert embedded containers to external containers; see
“Externalizing Embedded Containers” in Chapter 14 of Objectivity/DB
Administration.
In general, working with an external container is the same as working with an
embedded container, except for operations and behavior pertaining specifically
to the container file.
The tasks in the following subsections supplement the tasks that apply to all
containers.

Creating an External Container
You create an external container by using operator new of the desired container
class and passing certain nondefault parameters to it.
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You normally create an external container of the standard container class
ooContObj. To do so, you use the new operator in a statement such as the
following, with parameters as specified below:
// Create a new external standard container
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH = new(parameters) ooContObj;

The parameters must specify:
■

Explicit values for the clustering directive, initial number of storage pages,
growth factor, system name, and container identifier.

■

oocTrue for the externalContainer parameter.

The parameters may optionally specify:

EXAMPLE

■

The host and pathname of the container file. By default, the new container
file is created with a generated filename in the same directory as the
containing database’s file.

■

The storage-page size of the container file. By default, a container file uses
the same storage-page size as the file of the containing database. You can
optionally specify a nondefault page size to meet your application’s
requirements.

This example creates a standard container that is stored in its own container file.
// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>

…
ooHandle(ooDBObj)dbH; // Database handle
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH; // Handle to container
… // Begin an update transaction
… // Set dbH to reference a database
// Create a new container with the following characteristics
// and set contH to reference it
//
Assign to database referenced by dbH
//
10 initial storage pages
//
Grow by 20%
//
System name: Big
//
Container identifier assigned by Objectivity/DB
//
Create an external container
//
Locate file on host of referenced database
//
Generate filename, locate with referenced database
//
65536-byte storage pages
contH =
new(dbH, 10, 20, "Big", 0, oocTrue, 0, 0, 65536) ooContObj;
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(HA) A replicated database cannot have external containers. Therefore:
■

You should not create an external container in any database you plan to
replicate.

■

You cannot create an external container in a database that is already
replicated.

Opening an External Container
Any operation that opens an external container must be able to locate and open
the container file. Therefore, applications needing to read or write to an external
container must be able to access the container file.

Testing Whether a Container is External
You can test whether a container is external by testing whether it has a filename.
To do so, you call the fileName method on a handle to the container. If the
returned value is 0, the container is embedded; otherwise, if a nonnull value is
returned, the referenced container is external.

Administering an External Container
You can get the various properties of an external container, such as its identifier,
system name, container-file location, and storage-page size. You can also change
selected properties.
NOTE

Once an external container is created in a database, an application cannot
subsequently embed that container in the database’s file. You can, however, use a
tool-based technique to create a new copy of the database in which selected
containers are embedded; see “Embedding an External Container” on page 140.

Closing an External Container
Closing an external container leaves its container file open until the end of the
transaction that opened the external container:
■

If the transaction aborts, the container file is also closed.

■

If the transaction commits, the container file may, but need not be, closed.

Applications rarely need to know whether or when data files are closed.

Deleting an External Container
Deleting an external container causes the corresponding container file to be
deleted from the file system.
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Working With Databases and External Containers
A database can have any combination of external and embedded containers. A
database always has a database file, even if every application-created container
in the database is external. At a minimum, the database file stores the database’s
default container and its catalog of containers, which lists the location of each
container file.
In general, working with a database that has external containers is the same as
working with a database that has only embedded containers. Operations that
affect a database’s logical properties or contents apply to all containers in the
database, including external containers. Operations that affect just the database’s
file do not affect any other files. In particular:
■

Making a database read-only (or read/write) makes all its containers
read-only (or read/write).

■

Initializing an iterator over a database’s contents finds all of the database’s
containers. (You can select or filter out the external containers by testing each
found container; see “Testing Whether a Container is External” on page 208.)

■

Deleting a database deletes all of its containers, and therefore deletes the
container files of any external containers belonging to the database.

■

Moving or renaming a database file has no effect on the container files of any
external containers belonging to the database.

The following database operation is prohibited:
■

(HA) You cannot replicate a database with external containers; attempting to
do so causes an exception to be thrown. To avoid such errors, see “Testing
Whether a Database Has External Containers” below.

Testing Whether a Database Has External Containers
You can test whether a database has any external containers. (HA) For example,
you should test a database for external containers before trying to replicate it.
To do so, you call the numberOfContainerFiles method on a handle to the
database. This method returns 0 if all of the database’s containers are embedded;
otherwise, this method returns the number of external containers belonging to
the database.
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Part 2

Objectivity/C++ Reference
This part contains the reference descriptions of the superseded Objectivity/C++
functions and classes.
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Objectivity/C++ Programming Interface
This chapter is an overview of the backward compatible programming constructs
in the Objectivity/C++ programming interface.
This chapter provides:
■

Descriptions of naming and usage conventions.

■

A summary of the programming constructs, according to their intended use.

This chapter assumes you are familiar with the general overview of the standard
Objectivity/C++ programming constructs as found in “Objectivity/C++
Programming Interface” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.

Interface Conventions
This section describes the naming and usage conventions of the various
backward compatible programming constructs in Objectivity/C++.

Naming Conventions
Classes and types that conform to the Object Database Management Group
specification (ODMG-93) have names that begin with the d_ prefix.
For additional naming conventions, see “Objectivity/C++ Programming
Interface” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.

Global Names
Backward compatible programming constructs in Objectivity/C++ include
functions, macros, types, constants, and variables that are defined in the global
scope; they are described in detail in “Global Names” on page 223.
The functions and macros are listed in “Methods, Functions, and Macros Index”
on page 677. In most cases, these functions and macros are part of the
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backward-compatible mechanisms for application control and error handling
summarized in “Interface Alternatives” on page 215.
The backward compatible types, constants, and variables are listed in “Types,
Constants, and Variables Index” on page 687.
For additional information on global names, see “Functions, Types, and
Constants” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.

Classes
The backward compatible classes in the Objectivity/C++ programming interface
can be classified as follows:
■

Classes that exist only for backward compatibility
These classes only support backward compatible features. They include
classes for context-based application control and ODMG applications.
ODMG application classes include (ODMG) in their descriptions.

■

Standard classes with backward compatible overloads
These classes, though standard, have multiple backward compatible
overloads that are described in this book. These classes represent persistent
objects and object references and handles to persistent objects. Classes that
have ODMG overloads include (ODMG overloads) in their descriptions.

The classes are listed alphabetically in “Classes Index” on page 671, with
methods listed under each class. Methods are listed alphabetically in “Methods,
Functions, and Macros Index” on page 677.
For additional information on classes, see “Objectivity/C++ Programming
Interface” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.

Macro Style-Names
For backward compatibility, Objectivity/C++ supports macro-style names for
several Objectivity/C++ template classes, as shown in the following table:
Template Class
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ooStringT<N>

ooString(N)

ooTVArrayT<element_type>

ooTVArray(element_type)

ooVArrayT<element_type>

ooVArray(element_type)
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Interface Alternatives
This section summarizes the application tasks that can be implemented using the
backward compatible mechanisms of the Objectivity/C++ programming
interface instead of the standard mechanisms.

Application Control
Objectivity/C++ supports two styles of application control. Session-based
application control, which is recommended for new applications, provides sessions
and related application objects to simplify an application’s interaction with
federated databases. Context-based application control, which is supported for
backward compatibility with older releases of Objectivity/C++, relies on
application objects and global functions that are used internally by sessions.
This book describes the classes and global functions for context-based application
control. Items that support context-based application control include (For
backward compatibility only) in their descriptions. To use context-based application
control, see Chapter 1, “Context-Based Application Control.”
For more information on session-based application control, see Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Reference.

Error Conditions
Most Objectivity/C++ functions and macros recognize a number of error
conditions. If a function fails due to one of these error conditions, it responds as
follows:
■

If Objectivity/C++ exceptions are enabled, the failed function throws an
exception of class ooException or one of its derived classes. This is called
exception-handling.

■

If Objectivity/C++ exceptions are not enabled, the failed function puts an
error number and error message in the variable oovLastError, where the
currently registered error handler can obtain them, and then returns a status
code of type ooStatus to the caller. This is called status-based error-handling.
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An Objectivity/C++ application that uses context-based application control (see
“Application Control” on page 215) can use either exception-handling or
status-based error-handling:
■

To use Objectivity/C++ exceptions within an application that uses
context-based application control, you must call the enable method on the
ooException class. For more information see ooException in this book and
Chapter 28, “Exceptions,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

■

To use Objectivity/C++ status-based error-handling, see Chapter 2,
“Status-Based Error-Handling,” and descriptions of the relevant variables,
types, and functions in “Global Names” on page 223 in this book.

An application that uses session-based application control must use exceptions.
NOTE

If you add Active Schema code to an Objectivity/C++ application that uses
status-based error-handling, it is recommended that you disable Active Schema
exceptions in that code; for more information, see Chapter 9, “Active Schema
Status-Based Error-Handling,” and “Active Schema Error and Exception Classes”
on page 619.

Date and Time Classes
Objectivity/C++ provides two alternative groups of classes for the general
representation of date and time data in persistence-capable classes:
■

The newer group of classes provide more compact storage size and higher
resolution than the ODMG classes, while still providing very good ranges.
See “Date and Time Attributes” in Chapter 7 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Guide.

■

The older group of classes implements date and time values according to the
ODMG specification. Classes in this group are d_Date, d_Time,
d_Timestamp, and d_Interval. These classes are supported for backward
compatibility with older releases of Objectivity/C++, and are described in
their respective chapters in this book.

This book also describes the ooDotNetDateTime class, which is no longer
necessary for interoperability with Objectivity/.NET for C# applications.
(Objectivity/C++ applications can use the newer ooDateTime class, instead.)
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Mechanisms for Placing Persistent Objects
Objectivity/C++ supports two mechanisms for placing new persistent objects in
a federated database's storage hierarchy:
■

Managed placement, which automatically creates databases and containers,
and manages the placement of new persistent objects in them. An application
that uses managed placement must access a placement-managed federated
database.

■

Explicit placement, which relies on the application to explicitly create
containers and databases, and then place new persistent objects using a
standard or custom clustering strategy. An application that uses explicit
placement must access a non-placement-managed federated database.

New applications should use managed placement, which is described in the
following books delivered with the current release: Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Guide, Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference, and Getting Started with Managed
Placement.
The explicit placement mechanism is supported for backward compatibility with
existing, pre-Release 11.0 applications. Selected portions of the programming
interface for explicit placement are described in this book. Complete details
about explicit placement can be obtained from the Release 10.2 documentation
for Objectivity/C++, which is available on the Objectivity Developer Network.

Structure of Scalable Persistent Collections
Objectivity/C++ supports two groups of classes that implement scalable
persistent collections:
■

The older group of classes implements these collections using the
pre-Release 9.3 scalable collection structure. The classes in this group are
supported for backward compatibility with older releases of
Objectivity/C++.

■

The newer group of classes implements these collections using the
Release 9.3 (or later) scalable collection structure. The classes in this group
are recommended for new applications, and provide better performance than
the classes in the pre-Release 9.3 group. Classes in this group, have the letter
“X” at the end of their class names—for example, ooHashMapX.

This book describes the classes that use the pre-Release 9.3 scalable collection
structure.
For more information on the classes that use the Release 9.3 (or later) scalable
collection structure, see Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference and
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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Reference Summary
The tables in the following subsections present an overview of the backward
compatible Objectivity/C++ programming constructs, according to their
intended use.

Context-Based Application Control
Initialization and Shutdown
of Applications and Threads

ooInit function
ooInitThread function
ooTermThread function
ooExitCleanup function

Settings for the Application

ooCheckVTablePointer function
ooSetAMSUsage function
ooCheckLS function

Access to
Federated Databases

open method of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes
ooStartInternalLS function (IPLS)
ooStopInternalLS function (IPLS)
ooSetObjectCreationDiskFormat function
ooGetObjectCreationDiskFormat function

Objectivity/DB Operating
Environment

ooContext class
ooGetRpcTimeout function
ooSetRpcTimeout function
ooSetConnectRetries function
ooGetLockWait function
ooSetLockWait function
ooUseIndex function
ooSetHotMode function
ooSetLargeObjectMemoryLimit function
ooSetBufferSpace function
ooSetClusterStrategy function
ooGetClusterStrategy function
ooGetOfflineMode function (HA)
ooSetOfflineMode function (HA)
ooNoLock function
Error-handling functions and variables
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Transaction Services

ooTrans class

Performance Monitoring

ooRunStatus function
ooSetEventListener function
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Performance Tuning

ooSetHotMode function
ooNoLock function
ooSetLargeObjectMemoryLimit function

Administration of Federated
Databases

ooCleanup function
ooGetActiveTrans function
ooGetResourceOwners function
ooTransInfo type
ooResource type

Error-Handling
Error Handling
Objectivity/C++
Exceptions

ooException class members

Status-Based
Error-Handling

ooStatus type
ooError type
oovLastError variable
oovLastErrorLevel variable
oovNError variable
ooResetError function
ooSignal function
ooSetErrorFile function
ooErrorHandlerPtr type
ooRegErrorHandler function
ooGetErrorHandler function
ooRegMsgHandler function
ooGetMsgHandler function
ooCheckVTablePointer function

Collection Classes
Ordered Collections

ooBTree class
ooTreeList class
ooTreeSet class
ooTreeMap class

Unordered Collections

ooHashSet class
ooHashMap class

Collection Administrators

ooAdmin class
ooTreeAdmin class
ooHashAdmin class
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ODMG Classes
Transactions

d_Transaction class

Objectivity/DB Objects

d_Database class
d_Object class

Object References

d_Ref<d_Object> class
d_Ref<appClass> classes
d_Ref_Any class

Primitive Data Types

d_Boolean type
d_Char type
d_Double type
d_Float type
d_Long type
d_Octet type
d_Short type
d_ULong type
d_UShort type

Dates and Times

d_Date class
d_Time class
d_Timestamp class
d_Interval class

Strings and Arrays

d_String class
d_Varray<element_type> classes

VArray Iterator

d_Iterator classes

Special-Purpose Date and Time Classes
.NET/C# Compatibility

ooDotNetDateTime class

ODMG Compatibility

d_Date class
d_Time class
d_Timestamp class
d_Interval class

Object Qualification
Qualifying Objects Individually
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ooQuery class
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Explicit Placement
Clustering

ooClusterStrategy class
ooClusterPriorities enumeration
ooSession::clusterStrategy method
ooSession::setClusterStrategy method
operator new with clusterStrategy parameter

Copying and Moving
Persistent Objects

ooRefHandle(ooObj)::copy method
ooObj::ooCopyInit method
ooRefHandle(ooObj)::move method
ooObj::ooPostMoveInit method
ooObj::ooPreMoveInit method
ooCollectionIterator::moveCurrentTo method

Versioning Persistent
Objects

ooVersMode enumeration
ooGeneObj class
ooObj methods for accessing versioning associations
ooRefHandle(ooObj) methods for managing versioning

Containers

ooContObj, ooGCContObj, ooDefaultContObj classes
ooHandle(ooContObj) and ooRef(ooContObj) classes
ooItr(ooContObj) class
ooNewConts macro
ooRefHandle(ooObj)::containedIn method

Databases and
Database Images

ooDBObj class
ooHandle(ooDBObj) and ooRef(ooDBObj) classes
ooItr(ooDBObj) class
ooAvailability type
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::contains method
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::hasDb method
ooSession::setAllowNonQuorumRead method

Autonomous Partitions

ooAPObj class
ooRef(ooAPObj), ooHandle(ooAPObj) classes
ooItr(ooAPObj) class
ooOfflineMode type
ooPurgeAps function
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::bootAP method
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::contains method
ooSession::getOfflineMode method
ooSession::setOfflineMode method
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Short Object
References and Short
Inline Associations

ooShortRef(ooObj), ooShortRef(appClass) classes
ooRefHandle(ooObj)::set_container method
ooRefHandle(ooObj)::operator= overload
ooRefHandle(ooObj)::operator== overload
ooRefHandle(ooObj)::operator!= overload
useShortRefs parameter of ooTreeListX constructors
useShortRefs parameter of ooTreeSetX constructors
useShortRefs parameter of ooTreeMapX constructors
ooCompareShortRef class

Indexes

ooKeyDesc, ooKeyField classes
ooLookupFieldBase class and its subclasses
ooSession::defaultUseIndex method
ooSession::setDefaultUseIndex method
ooSession::setUseIndex method
ooTuner::useIndex method

Exceptions

ooAttemptToAccessOfflinePartitionException
ooNoQuorumException
ooObjectPlacementFailedException
ooOutOfContainerIDsException

Other

ooRefHandle(ooObj)::getPageFreeSpace method
ooTwoMachineHandlePtr function-pointer type
ooSession::regTwoMachineHandler method
ooLookupKey class
ooItr(ooObj)::scan with lookupKey parameter
ooQuerySplitter class
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::convertObjects method
with purge_schema set to oocTrue
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::upgradeObjects method
with purge_schema set to oocTrue
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Global Names
Objectivity/C++ global names include variables, functions, and macros defined
in the global scope that have been superseded.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 225 for an alphabetical list of global names

■

“Reference Descriptions” on page 229 for individual descriptions

For information on the rest of the global functions and variables, see
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.

Global Functions
For backward compatibility with applications that use context-based application
control, the Objectivity/C++ programmer’s interface supports global functions
for performing the following tasks:
■

Initializing and terminating interactions with Objectivity/DB in processes
and threads.

■

Establishing settings for the application as a whole and for the current
Objectivity context (see below).

■

Status-based error-handling
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Control of Global and Context-Specific Settings
An Objectivity/C++ application uses a number of settings to customize its
behavior. Some settings pertain globally to the entire application; other settings
are specific to a particular Objectivity/DB environment, represented internally as
an Objectivity context. Backward-compatible global functions can be used to
control these global and context-specific settings. The following table lists these
functions and the scope to which they apply.

Global Application Settings

ooCheckVTablePointer
ooExitCleanup
ooInit (signal handler setting)
ooSetAMSUsage
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Context Settings

ooGetClusterStrategy
ooGetErrorHandler
ooGetLockWait
ooGetMsgHandler
ooGetObjectCreationDiskFormat
ooGetOfflineMode
ooGetRpcTimeout
ooInit (file descriptors setting)
ooInitThread
ooNoLock
ooRegErrorHandler
ooRegMsgHandler
ooRegTwoMachineHandler
ooResetError
ooRunStatus
ooSetBufferSpace
ooSetClusterStrategy
ooSetConnectRetries
ooSetErrorFile
ooSetEventListener
ooSetHotMode
ooSetLargeObjectMemoryLimit
ooSetLockWait
ooSetObjectCreationDiskFormat
ooSetOfflineMode
ooSetRpcTimeout
ooSignal
ooTermThread
ooUseIndex
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Global and Context Variables
The following variables refer to the most recently signaled error condition. They
are available for backward compatibility with the status-based error-handling
supported by older releases of Objectivity/C++:
■

oovLastError

■

oovLastErrorLevel

■

oovNError

These three variables are specific to the current Objectivity context. Thus in a
multithreaded application, changing the value of a global variable in one thread
does not affect its value in other threads.

Reference Index
ooCheckLS

(For backward compatibility only) Tests whether
a lock server is running on the specified host
machine.

ooCheckVTablePointer

(For backward compatibility only) Suppresses or
re-enables the warning messages issued for
classes that do not have virtual-function tables.

ooCleanup

(administration) Recovers the specified
transaction; primarily used in creating
federated-database recovery tools.

ooClusterPriorities

(For backward compatibility only) Type for
representing the clustering rules that specify
where a clustering strategy should place a new
basic object in storage, relative to another object
(the clustering directive).

ooError

(For backward compatibility only) Type for
representing error identifiers for
application-defined and Objectivity/C++-defined
errors.

ooErrorHandlerPtr

(For backward compatibility only)
Function-pointer type for application-defined
error-handler functions.

ooExitCleanup

(For backward compatibility only) Leaves
Objectivity/DB in a safe state for process
termination.
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ooGetActiveTrans

(administration) Returns an array of
transaction-information structures describing the
active transactions for a particular federated
database; used in federated-database recovery
tools.

ooGetClusterStrategy

(For backward compatibility only) Returns a
pointer to the current clustering strategy for an
Objectivity context.

ooGetErrorHandler

(For backward compatibility only) Returns a
pointer to the currently registered error-handler
function.

ooGetLockWait

(For backward compatibility only) Gets the
default lock-waiting policy for a series of
transactions.

ooGetMsgHandler

(For backward compatibility only) Returns a
pointer to the currently registered
message-handler function.

ooGetObjectCreationDiskFormat (For backward compatibility only) Gets the disk
format of new storage pages created by the
application in the federated database.
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ooGetOfflineMode

(For backward compatibility only) Gets the
offline-partition access policy.

ooGetResourceOwners

(administration) Returns information about the
resource for which the specified transaction is
waiting, along with the transaction(s) currently
holding that resource; used in
federated-database recovery tools.

ooGetRpcTimeout

(For backward compatibility only) Gets the
current network timeout period.

ooInit

(For backward compatibility only) Initializes the
interactions between the application and
Objectivity/DB.

ooInitThread

(For backward compatibility only) Initializes the
current thread so that it can execute
Objectivity/DB operations.

ooNewConts

(For backward compatibility only) Creates a
batch of containers in the specified database.
This macro provides better performance than
calling the new operator repeatedly.
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ooNoLock

(For backward compatibility only) Disables the
Objectivity/DB locking facilities, removing
concurrent-access protection.

ooRegErrorHandler

(For backward compatibility only) Registers the
specified error-handler function with
Objectivity/DB, replacing the previously
registered error handler.

ooRegMsgHandler

(For backward compatibility only) Registers the
specified message-handler function with
Objectivity/DB.

ooRegTwoMachineHandler

(For backward compatibility only) Registers the
specified two-machine handler function with
Objectivity/DB.

ooReplace

(For backward compatibility only) Creates a
database with the specified name in the
specified federated database, replacing
(deleting) any existing database with the same
name.

ooResetError

(For backward compatibility only) Clears
Objectivity/DB error flags.

ooResource

Type for representing information about a locked
resource (typically a container).

ooRunStatus

(For backward compatibility only) Prints a
summary of Objectivity/DB internal statistics to
stdout.

ooSetAMSUsage

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the
application’s policy for using the Advanced
Multithreaded Server (AMS).

ooSetBufferSpace

(For backward compatibility only) Sets values
controlling the allocation of buffer pools in the
Objectivity/DB cache for the specified page size.

ooSetClusterStrategy

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the
current clustering strategy for controlling the
allocation of new basic objects.

ooSetConnectRetries

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the
number of times the application will retry to
connect to an Objectivity server before reporting
a connection failure.
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ooSetErrorFile

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the
error-message output file.

ooSetEventListener

(For backward compatibility only) Registers the
specified event listener.

ooSetHotMode

(For backward compatibility only) Enables or
disables hot mode, which controls the timing of
certain internal overhead operations in the
Objectivity/DB cache, for purposes of improving
performance.

ooSetLargeObjectMemoryLimit

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the
maximum amount of dynamically allocated
memory that is available for caching large
persistent objects.

ooSetLockWait

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the
default lock-waiting policy for a series of
transactions.

ooSetObjectCreationDiskFormat (For backward compatibility only) Sets the disk
format of new storage pages created by the
application in the federated database.
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ooSetOfflineMode

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the
offline-partition access policy.

ooSetRpcTimeout

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the
network timeout period, specifying how long an
application is to wait for an Objectivity server to
respond before signaling a timeout error.

ooSignal

(For backward compatibility only) Signals the
specified error and reports additional error
information.

ooStartInternalLS

(For backward compatibility only) Starts an
in-process lock server within the current
application.

ooStatus

(For backward compatibility only) General return
type for Objectivity/C++ global functions and
methods.

ooStopInternalLS

(For backward compatibility only) Shuts down
the application’s in-process lock server.

ooTermThread

(For backward compatibility only) Terminates
the current thread’s ability to invoke
Objectivity/DB operations.
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ooTransInfo

Type for representing information about a
transaction.

ooTransState

Type for indicating the state of a transaction.

ooUseIndex

(For backward compatibility only) Enables or
disables the use of indexes during predicate
scans.

oovLastError

(For backward compatibility only) Pointer to the
error identifier structure for the most recent error
condition.

oovLastErrorLevel

(For backward compatibility only) Severity level
of the most recent error condition.

oovNError

(For backward compatibility only) Count of the
total number of errors (not including warnings)
that have occurred so far.

Reference Descriptions
ooCheckLS

global function
(For backward compatibility only) Tests whether a lock server is running on the
specified host machine.
ooBoolean ooCheckLS(const char *host = NULL);

Parameters

host

Name of the host machine to be checked for a running lock server. If you
omit the hostName parameter or specify a null pointer, the current host is
checked.
Returns

oocTrue if a lock server is running on the specified host; otherwise oocFalse.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooConnection::checkLS)

Discussion

(IPLS) An application that uses context-based application control can call this
function to decide whether to start an in-process lock server. An in-process lock
server can be started only if no other lock-server process is running on the same
host as the application. The application could take various actions based on the
result of this function. For example, if another lock server is running on the current
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host, the application could report it and allow the user to choose whether to quit
the application or continue using the other lock server.
See also

ooStartInternalLS
ooAMSUsage

ooCheckVTablePointer

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Suppresses or re-enables the warning messages
issued for classes that do not have virtual-function tables.
void ooCheckVTablePointer(
ooBoolean checkVptr = oocTrue);
Parameters

checkVptr

Specifies whether to issue a warning message whenever a persistent object is
opened whose class does not have a virtual-table pointer. If you omit this
parameter, your application may issue such warning messages. If you specify
oocFalse, the warning messages are suppressed.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooObjy::checkVTablePointer)

Discussion

Sometimes when an application opens a persistent object from the federated
database, Objectivity/DB cannot obtain the virtual-method table for the object’s
class. This can happen when an existing application accesses instances of recently
added subclasses. For example, assume that an existing application App1 iterates
over persistent instances of class A and calls a virtual method on each instance. A
more recent application App2 uses class A as the base class for a new derived class
B that implements the virtual method; App2 stores persistent instances of B in the
federated database. The next time App1 iterates over instances of A, it finds
instances of both A and B, and attempts to invoke the virtual method on each found
object. But because class B was added to the schema after App1 was compiled and
linked, App1 has no registered virtual-method table for dispatching virtual method
calls to their implementations in class B. The absence of a virtual-method table
results in a fatal error, usually with an illegal memory access, invalid memory
address, or similar diagnostic.
You can call this method with the parameter oocTrue in an application such as
App1 to cause a warning message to be issued when the application opens an
object for which a virtual-method table cannot be obtained. Depending on how
the object is opened, the application can trap such warnings and handle the
problem gracefully. If, however, the object is opened implicitly by a call to a
virtual method, graceful recovery is not possible.
The best solution, however, is to relink an old application (such as App1) when
instances of a new subclass are added to the federated database. The old
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application should link with the object file corresponding to the method
implementation file for the new subclass. (A method implementation file is
generated by the DDL processor for each persistence-capable class; if a class
implements virtual methods, the file contains code for registering a
virtual-method table.) Of course, relinking is necessary only for applications that
will encounter instances of the new subclass (for example, through iteration over
the base class) and call virtual methods implemented by the subclass. You would
not need to relink or enable warning messages in, for example, a conversion
application that simply opens every existing object of a particular class without
invoking any virtual methods.
See also

ooAMSUsage

ooCleanup

global function
(administration) Recovers the specified transaction; primarily used in creating
federated-database recovery tools.
ooStatus ooCleanup(
char **ppBootFilePath,
ooTransId tId,
int ignoreHost = 0,
int standalone = 0,
int resetLock = 0,
ooTransInfo *pLockOwner = 0,
oo2PCTransState reserved = oo2PCTransStateInDoubt);

Parameters

ppBootFilePath

Pointer to the string name (a char*) of the boot file for the federated
database that is accessed by the specified transaction.
If *ppBootFilePath is 0, the boot file path is obtained from the
environment variable OO_FD_BOOT and the pointed-to string is set to the
obtained name. However, using OO_FD_BOOT is not recommended because
doing so can lead to unexpected results.
tId

Transaction identifier of the transaction to recover. Transaction identifiers are
typically obtained through the ooGetActiveTrans function.
ignoreHost

Specifies whether to permit the recovery of a transaction that started on
another node. If you omit this parameter or specify 0, the specified
transaction is recovered only if it started on the same node from which
ooCleanup was invoked. If you specify a number other than 0, the
transaction is recovered regardless of where it was started.
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standalone

Specifies whether to contact the lock server during the recovery process. If
you omit this parameter or specify 0, ooCleanup contacts the lock server to
release any locks left by the transaction. You must specify a number other
than 0 if you want to run ooCleanup when the lock server isn’t running.
resetLock

Specifies ooCleanup’s response when it encounters another ooCleanup
process. If you omit this parameter or specify 0, and another ooCleanup
process owns the recovery lock on the transaction, your ooCleanup process
fails. If you specify a number other than 0, ooCleanup resets any existing
recovery lock on the transaction and recovers the transaction.
pLockOwner

Not currently implemented. You must specify 0.
reserved

Reserved for future development. You must use the default value or
specify 0.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

You use this function only in special-purpose recovery tools. When you use this
function, you must not call the ooObjy::startup static method and you must not
perform any other nonrecovery Objectivity/DB operations (such as starting a
transaction) in the same application. You may, however, use ooCleanup along
with ooGetActiveTrans or ooGetRpcTimeout. You should use ooCleanup only
in single-threaded applications.
ooCleanup uses both the specified transaction identifier and the lock server
named in the specified boot file to determine which transaction to recover.
ooCleanup recovers a transaction only if the process owning that transaction is
inactive.

When ooCleanup recovers a transaction, it rolls back the transaction’s
uncommitted changes, restoring the federated database to the logical state it was
in before the transaction started.
If the lock server is still running and standalone is 0, all locks held by the
transaction are released. If the lock server stops—or stops and restarts—the
transaction’s locks are lost, so ooCleanup just rolls back changes. (If ooCleanup
is to run while the lock server is stopped, standalone must be nonzero.)
ooCleanup puts a recovery lock on the specified transaction before proceeding.
The recovery lock helps you determine whether additional ooCleanup processes
are running. You typically run ooCleanup with resetLock set to 0 to find out
whether another ooCleanup process is recovering the specified transaction.
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When you use the ooCleanup function in an application, you must include the
Objectivity/C++ header file ooRecover.h. UNIX and Macintosh applications
additionally need to be linked with the Objectivity/DB administration library
(see the installation and configuration documentation on the Objectivity
Developer Network.
See also

“Creating a Recovery Application” in Chapter 5

ooClusterPriorities

global type

(For backward compatibility only) Type for representing the clustering rules that
specify where a clustering strategy should place a new basic object in storage,
relative to another object (the clustering directive).
Constants

oocNewContainer

Places the new basic object in a new container in the database that contains
the clustering directive, provided the database is not full.
oocNewDatabase

Places the new basic object in a new container in a new database.
oocNewPage

Places the new basic object on a new logical page in the container that
contains the clustering directive, provided the container is not full. If the
clustering directive is a container, the new basic object is placed on a new
logical page in that container, provided the container is not full.
oocOtherPage

Places the new basic object on a different logical page from the clustering
directive, but in the same container, provided such a page exists and has
enough space to accommodate the new object. If the clustering directive is a
container, this clustering rule is equivalent to oocSamePage; the new basic
object is placed in the container on an existing page chosen by
Objectivity/DB, provided a page can be found with enough space to
accommodate the new object.
oocSameId

Clusters the new basic object with the same object identifier as the clustering
directive, provided the designated database and container already exist, the
designated page has enough space, and the designated slot is unoccupied. If
necessary, the designated page is created. (The clustering directive must be a
handle initialized with an as yet unused OID.)
oocSamePage

Places the new basic object on the same logical page as the clustering
directive, provided the page has enough space to accommodate the new
Objectivity/C++ Backward Compatibility
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object. If the clustering directive is a container, the new basic object is placed
in the container on an existing page chosen by Objectivity/DB, provided a
page can be found with enough space to accommodate the new object.
Discussion

Each constant of this type represents an individual clustering rule that specifies a
location relative to a clustering directive. The location “closest” to the clustering
directive is on the same logical page; the location “farthest” from the clustering
directive is in a new container in a new database. The clustering-rule constants are
defined in order from closest to farthest:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

oocSameId
oocSamePage
oocOtherPage
oocNewPage
oocNewContainer
oocNewDatabase

The clustering priorities for a clustering strategy consist of one or more clustering
rules. You represent multiple clustering rules by combining the corresponding
constants with the C++ bitwise OR (|) operator. For example, the following
expression requests that new basic objects be placed only on existing pages:
oocSamePage | oocOtherPage

Note: The clustering-rule constant oocSameId must be used alone; an exception
is thrown if you combine it with other clustering-rule constants.
When a new basic object is created, the clustering strategy applies its clustering
priorities, considering each clustering rule in the defined order, regardless of the
order in which they were specified. The clustering strategy tries to find a location
based on the rule it is considering; if no such location is available, it proceeds to
the next rule. This process continues until either a location is successfully chosen
(and the new basic object is stored there) or all the rules have been considered
(and the clustering strategy throws an exception).
For a complete description of how a clustering strategy uses its clustering
priorities to select a location for a new basic object, see “Clustering Priorities” in
Chapter 6.
See also
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ooError

global type
(For backward compatibility only) Type for representing error identifiers for
application-defined and Objectivity/C++-defined errors.
struct ooError {
uint32 errorN;
char *message;
};

Members

errorN

Error number. Error numbers 0 through 999,999 are reserved for
Objectivity/DB system error codes. Within your application, make sure that
you assign modules unique error numbers greater than 999,999.
message

Identical to a printf format string, allowing specification of a variable
number of parameters.
Superseded by

Session-based application control; Objectivity/C++ exceptions

Discussion

You declare and initialize all error identifier structures in an error message header
file, and you include this file in your application source file.

See also

Chapter 2, “Status-Based Error-Handling,” in this book

ooErrorHandlerPtr

global type

(For backward compatibility only) Function-pointer type for application-defined
error-handler functions.
typedef ooStatus (*ooErrorHandlerPtr)(
ooErrorLevel errorLevel,
ooError &errorID,
ooHandle(ooObj) *contextObj,
char *errorMsg);
Parameters

errorLevel

Error level for the event being handled.
errorID

Symbolic name of the error identifier for the event being handled.
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contextObj

Pointer to the handle of an object that may help the system error handler to
pinpoint the context of the error. Set this parameter to 0 if you do not want to
use context information.
errorMsg

String created by running vsprintf over the message part of the error
identifier and its parameters.
Returns

oocSuccess if the error level of the event is acceptable, otherwise oocError.

Superseded by

Session-based application control; Objectivity/C++ exceptions

Discussion

A registered error handler is a function that is invoked whenever the ooSignal
function signals an error for an event. Objectivity/DB provides a predefined error
handler that is automatically registered when you start your application. You can
replace the predefined error handler by defining a custom error handler and using
the ooRegErrorHandler function to register it.
Your custom error handler must be able to accept the parameters passed to it by
the ooSignal function. Therefore, your error handler must conform to the
calling interface defined by this function-pointer type.

NOTE

See also

You may not install a custom error handler while Objectivity/C++ exceptions are
enabled. An error is signaled if you attempt to do so.

Chapter 2, “Status-Based Error-Handling,” in this book
ooRegErrorHandler
ooSignal

ooExitCleanup

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Leaves Objectivity/DB in a safe state for process
termination.
void ooExitCleanup();
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooObjy::shutdown)

Discussion

During normal process termination, Objectivity/DB calls various destructors to
shut itself down. To prepare Objectivity/DB for shutdown, a multithreaded
application that uses context-based application control and that runs on a
Windows platform must call the ooExitCleanup function before the application
exits. This function leaves Objectivity/DB in a safe state for process termination.
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On a Windows platform, ooExitCleanup ensures that the Objectivity/C++
dynamic link libraries (DLLs) terminate properly.
You should call this function before returning from your main function and
before any call to exit (for example, in an application-defined signal handler). It
is good programming practice to terminate all threads that perform
Objectivity/DB operations before you invoke ooExitCleanup.
WARNING

Executing ooExitCleanup must be the last Objectivity/DB operation in an
application. In particular, an application must call ooExitCleanup after all
threads have finished performing Objectivity/DB operations and after all
instances of Objectivity/C++ classes have been destructed (see the discussion
below). If ooExitCleanup is not the last Objectivity/DB operation in an
application, undefined results (such as an access violation or data corruption)
may occur.
To ensure that all instances of Objectivity/C++ classes are destructed before your
call to ooExitCleanup:
■

You must explicitly delete any dynamically allocated instances of
Objectivity/C++ classes before you call ooExitCleanup.

■

You must not use global instances of Objectivity/C++ classes.

■

You must not declare instances of Objectivity/C++ classes inside the same
block that contains a call to ooExitCleanup.

You must call ooExitCleanup explicitly in any multithreaded application that
will run on a Windows platform and any multithreaded application that must
support future portability to Windows. An application that is intended to run
only on UNIX platforms can omit the call to ooExitCleanup, because it is
invoked implicitly during the current UNIX shutdown process.
Although ooExitCleanup is not required in a single-threaded application, you
can call it from any application. In a single-threaded application,
ooExitCleanup aborts the active transaction, if any.
In a multithreaded application, the ooExitCleanup function:
■

Aborts all active transactions in all threads.

■

Leaves the calling thread executing, along with any thread that has no
Objectivity context, or whose Objectivity context has been set to null.

■

Suspends or terminates any other thread (that is, any thread with a nonnull
Objectivity context). Whether threads are suspended or terminated depends
on the platform (see Installation and Platform Notes for your platform). You
must not attempt to restart threads suspended by ooExitCleanup.
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ooGetActiveTrans

global function

(administration) Returns an array of transaction-information structures describing
the active transactions for a particular federated database; used in
federated-database recovery tools.
ooStatus ooGetActiveTrans(
ooTransInfo **ppTrans,
char **ppBootFilePath,
char *pHost,
unsigned int *pUid);
Parameters

ppTrans

Pointer to the returned array (an ooTransInfo*) of transaction-information
structures describing the active transactions. This array is allocated by
ooGetActiveTrans. The array is terminated by an entry whose transaction
identifier is oocInValidTransId. The array of transaction-information
structures is valid until a subsequent call to ooGetActiveTrans.
ppBootFilePath

Pointer to the string name (a char*) of a federated-database boot file.
If *ppBootFilePath is 0, the boot file path is obtained from the
environment variable OO_FD_BOOT and the pointed-to string is set to the
obtained name. However, using OO_FD_BOOT is not recommended because
doing so can lead to unexpected results.
pHost

Host for filtering the active transactions. If specified, the returned array
describes only transactions started on the specified host, subject to filtering
based on other parameters. Specify 0 to include transactions started on any
node.
pUid

User identifier for filtering the active transactions. If specified, the returned
array describes only transactions started by the specified user, subject to
filtering based on other parameters. Specify 0 to include transactions started
by any user.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This function uses the journal files of the specified federated database to identify
the active transactions to be included in the array.
You use this function only in special-purpose recovery tools. When you use this
function, you must not call the ooObjy::startup static method and you must
not perform any other nonrecovery Objectivity/DB operations (such as starting a
transaction) in the same application. You may, however, use ooGetActiveTrans
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along with ooCleanup or ooGetRpcTimeout. You should use
ooGetActiveTrans only in single-threaded applications.
When you use the ooGetActiveTrans function in an application, you must
include the Objectivity/C++ header file ooRecover.h. UNIX and Macintosh
applications additionally need to be linked with the Objectivity/DB
administration library (see the installation and configuration documentation on
the Objectivity Developer Network.
See also

“Creating a Recovery Application” in Chapter 5

ooGetClusterStrategy

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Returns a pointer to the current clustering
strategy for an Objectivity context.
ooClusterStrategy *ooGetClusterStrategy();
Returns

Pointer to the current clustering strategy.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::clusterStrategy)

Discussion

In a multithreaded application, this function returns a pointer to the clustering
strategy that has been set in the current Objectivity context.

See also

ooSetClusterStrategy
ooClusterStrategy class

ooGetErrorHandler

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Returns a pointer to the currently registered
error-handler function.
ooErrorHandlerPtr ooGetErrorHandler();
Returns

Pointer to the currently registered error-handler function.

Superseded by

Session-based application control; Objectivity/C++ exceptions

Discussion

In a multithreaded application, this function returns a pointer to the error handler
that is registered in the current Objectivity context.

NOTE

You may not install a custom error handler while Objectivity/C++ exceptions are
enabled. An error is signaled if you attempt to do so.
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ooRegErrorHandler

ooGetLockWait

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Gets the default lock-waiting policy for a series of
transactions.
int32 ooGetLockWait();
Returns

Integer indicating whether transactions are to wait to obtain locks, and if so, for
how long:
■

0—Transactions do not wait for locks.

■

n, where n is an integer—If n is in the range 1 <= n <= 14400, transactions
wait n seconds; if n is less than 0 or greater than 14400, transactions wait
indefinitely.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::getLockWait)

Discussion

In a multithreaded application, this function gets the default lock-waiting policy
for the current Objectivity context.

See also

ooSetLockWait

ooGetMsgHandler

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Returns a pointer to the currently registered
message-handler function.
ooMsgHandlerPtr ooGetMsgHandler();
Returns

Pointer to the currently registered message-handler function.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::getMsgHandler)

Discussion

This function is used both by Objectivity/C++ exception-handling facility and by
the older status-based error-handling facility (which exists only for backward
compatibility).
In a multithreaded application, this function returns a pointer to the message
handler that is registered in the current Objectivity context.

See also
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ooGetObjectCreationDiskFormat

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Gets the disk format of new storage pages created
by the application in the federated database.
ooDiskFormat ooGetObjectCreationDiskFormat();
Returns

Owning architecture of any new storage pages created by the application.

Superseded by

Session-based application control
(ooConnection::getObjectCreationDiskFormat)
In a multithreaded application, this function returns the disk format used in all
Objectivity contexts.

See also

ooDiskFormat global type
ooSetObjectCreationDiskFormat

ooGetOfflineMode

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Gets the offline-partition access policy.
ooOfflineMode ooGetOfflineMode();
Returns

Offline-partition access policy, which determines whether the application ignores
or enforces the offline status of all autonomous partitions:
■

oocIgnore—The application ignores the offline status of autonomous
partitions.

■

oocEnforce—The application enforces the offline status of autonomous
partitions.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::getOfflineMode)

Discussion

In a multithreaded application, this function returns the offline-partition access
policy for the current Objectivity context.

See also

ooOfflineMode
ooSetOfflineMode
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ooGetResourceOwners

global function

(administration) Returns information about the resource for which the specified
transaction is waiting, along with the transaction(s) currently holding that
resource; used in federated-database recovery tools.
ooStatus ooGetResourceOwners(
ooTransInfo **ppOwners,
ooResource *pResource,
char **ppBootFilePath,
ooTransId tId);
Parameters

ppOwners

Pointer to an array (an ooTransInfo*) of the transaction-information
structures for the transactions that own the resource in question. This array is
allocated by ooGetResourceOwners. The array is terminated by an entry
whose transaction identifier (tId member) is set to oocInValidTransId.
The array of transaction-information structures is valid until a subsequent
call to ooGetResourceOwners.
pResource

Pointer to the resource-information structure describing the resource for
which the transaction is waiting.
ppBootFilePath

Pointer to the string name (a char*) of the boot file that names the lock
server to be queried. You may specify a federated-database boot file.
If *ppBootFilePath is 0, the boot file path is obtained from the
environment variable OO_FD_BOOT and the pointed-to string is set to the
obtained name. However, using OO_FD_BOOT is not recommended because
doing so can lead to unexpected results.
tId

Transaction identifier of the waiting transaction for which resource
information is to be returned.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This function queries the lock server that is listed in the boot file to identify:
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■

The resource for which the specified transaction is waiting. A resource is an
Objectivity/DB object, typically a container.

■

The resource’s owner(s). This may be a single transaction with a read or
update lock on the resource, or one or more transactions with MROW read
locks and possibly a transaction with an update lock.
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You use this function only in special-purpose recovery tools. When you use this
function, you must not call the ooObjy::startup static method and you must
not perform any other nonrecovery Objectivity/DB operations (such as starting a
transaction) in the same application. You may, however, use
ooGetResourceOwners along with ooCleanup or ooGetActiveTrans. You
should use ooGetResourceOwners only in single-threaded applications.
When you use the ooGetResourceOwners function in an application, you must
include the Objectivity/C++ header file ooRecover.h. UNIX and Macintosh
applications additionally need to be linked with the Objectivity/DB
administration library (see the installation and configuration documentation on
the Objectivity Developer Network.
See also

“Creating a Recovery Application” in Chapter 5

ooGetRpcTimeout

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Gets the current network timeout period.
int ooGetRpcTimeout();
Returns

Number of seconds to wait before a timeout error is signaled.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::getServerTimeout)

Discussion

In a multithreaded application, this function gets the network timeout period for
the current Objectivity context.

See also

ooSetRpcTimeout

ooInit

global function
(For backward compatibility only) Initializes the interactions between the application
and Objectivity/DB.
ooStatus ooInit(
uint32 numFiles = 12,
uint32 cacheInitialCapacity = 200,
uint32 cacheMaxCapacity = 500,
ooBoolean installSigHandler = oocTrue);

Parameters

numFiles

Number of file descriptors allowed in any Objectivity context. The minimum
is 8.
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cacheInitialCapacity

Factor for computing the initial sizes of the small- and large-object buffer
pools in the Objectivity/DB cache. This parameter affects the cache in the
main thread; the cache sizes in additional Objectivity contexts are set by the
ooContext constructor.
The specified value determines:
■

The initial number of buffer pages allocated in the default small-object
buffer pool.

■

The initial number of buffer entries allocated in the default large-object
buffer pool (equivalently, the initial number of large objects to be
accommodated by the pool).

If the Objectivity/DB cache creates any nondefault small- and large-object
buffer pools, the specified value determines:
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■

The initial number of bytes allocated in each nondefault small-object
buffer pool (equal to the specified value multiplied by the federated
database’s default storage-page size).

■

The initial number of buffer entries allocated in each nondefault
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the initial number of large objects
to be accommodated by each pool).
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cacheMaxCapacity

Factor for computing the maximum sizes of the small- and large-object buffer
pools in the Objectivity/DB cache. This parameter affects the cache in the
main thread; the cache sizes in additional Objectivity contexts are set by the
ooContext constructor.
The specified value determines:
■

The maximum number of buffer pages allocated in the default
small-object buffer pool.

■

The maximum number of buffer entries allocated in the default
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the maximum number of large
objects to be accommodated by the pool).

If the Objectivity/DB cache creates any nondefault small- and large-object
buffer pools, the specified value determines:
■

The maximum number of bytes allocated in each nondefault small-object
buffer pool (equal to the specified value multiplied by the federated
database’s default storage-page size).

■

The maximum number of buffer entries allocated in each nondefault
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the maximum number of large
objects to be accommodated by each pool).

The specified value is limited by the amount of available swap space.
Specifying 0 allows the cache to grow as needed, up to the amount of
available swap space.
installSigHandler

Specifies whether to register the predefined Objectivity/DB signal handler. If
you omit this parameter, the predefined signal handler is registered. The
signal handler is global to the process; the same signal handler is used in
every thread.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooObjy::startup)

Discussion

If your application uses context-based application control, it must call ooInit
early in its main function and before using any Objectivity/DB services. If your
application has multiple threads, it must call ooInit in the main thread (the thread
that starts implicitly when you start the application) before starting any other
threads. You should call ooInit only once in an application. Objectivity/DB
ignores subsequent calls to this function. Do not call ooInit before main is
called—for example, do not call it in a global constructor.
The ooInit function implicitly calls the ooInitThread function for the main
thread of the application, initializing that thread and creating an Objectivity
context for it. A single-threaded application has just this single Objectivity
context; a multithreaded application normally creates additional Objectivity
contexts.
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For guidelines on selecting values for the numFiles and installSigHandler
parameters, see “Setting Startup Properties” in Chapter 3 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
For information about selecting values for the cache-capacity parameters, see
“Optimizing the Cache Size” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
Do not call the ooInit function in administration applications that call
ooCleanup, ooGetActiveTrans, or ooGetResourceOwners.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

See also

ooInitThread
ooSetBufferSpace
ooSetLargeObjectMemoryLimit

ooInitThread

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Initializes the current thread so that it can execute
Objectivity/DB operations.
void ooInitThread (ooContext *context = new ooContext());
Parameters

context

Objectivity context to be set for the thread. If you omit this parameter, a new
Objectivity context is created for the thread. If you specify 0, a null
Objectivity context is set for the thread; you must set a nonnull context
explicitly before invoking any Objectivity/DB operations in that thread. If
you specify an existing Objectivity context, that context is set unless it is
already the context for another thread; in this case, an error is signaled.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooObjy::initializeThread)

Discussion

Every thread that invokes Objectivity/DB operations must call this function before
any of those operations are invoked.
It is not necessary to call this function:

See also
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■

In the process’ main thread. This thread is initialized automatically by the
ooInit function, which implicitly calls the ooInitThread function.

■

In threads that do not invoke Objectivity/DB operations.

ooTermThread
ooContext::setCurrent
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ooNewConts

global macro

(For backward compatibility only) Creates a batch of containers in the specified
database. This macro provides better performance than calling the new operator
repeatedly.
void ooNewConts(
className,
ooUInt32 numberOfConts,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &near,
ooUInt32 hash,
ooUInt32 initPages,
ooUInt32 percentGrowth,
ooBoolean open,
ooHandle(ooObj) *pHandle);
Parameters

className

Class name of the containers to be created. The class must have a default
constructor.
numberOfConts

Number of containers to be created. When near indicates a Release 9.0 (or
later) database, this number is limited to 65533. When near indicates a
pre-Release 9.0 database, this number is limited to 32764.
near

Clustering directive that specifies the new containers’s assignment to a
database:
■

If near is a handle to a database, the new containers are assigned to that
database.

■

If near is a handle to a container or basic object, the new containers are
assigned to the database that contains the referenced container or basic
object.

An exception is thrown if near is 0.
hash

(For backward compatibility only) Specifies whether to create hashed
containers; see “Hashed and Nonhashed Containers” on page 381.
When near indicates a Release 9.0 (or later) database, only nonhashed
containers are created, regardless of the value you specify. For clarity, you
should specify 0.
When near indicates in a pre-Release 9.0 database, you can:
■

Specify 0 to create nonhashed containers.

■

Specify 1 to create hashed containers.
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initPages

Initial number of number of storage pages reserved as a block for each
container. The minimum recommended value is 2. The maximum value is
65534.
You can specify 0 to obtain a default value that is based on the value of the
hash parameter:
■

If hash is 0, the container is created with 2 pages.

■

If hash is 1 or greater, the container is created with 4 pages.
See “Hashed and Nonhashed Containers” on page 381 for information
about page usage in a hashed container.

percentGrowth

Amount by which each container may grow, expressed as a percentage of its
current size. Specify 0 to use the system default value (10%).
open

Specifies whether to open or close the batch containers after creation. Specify
oocTrue to leave all the containers open; specify oocFalse to close all the
containers. It is better to close all the containers if they will not be used
immediately.
pHandle

Pointer to an array of container handles that, on return, stores the handles to
the newly created containers. The number of handles in this array should be
greater than or equal to numberOfConts.
Discussion

You can use the first handle in the handle array for error checking—if the operation
is successful, the first handle is not 0; otherwise, the first handle is 0.
This macro does not provide a way to assign a system name or identifier to each
container. You may not use this macro as an expression—for example, in an
assignment statement.

ooNoLock

global function
(For backward compatibility only) Disables the Objectivity/DB locking facilities,
removing concurrent-access protection.
ooStatus ooNoLock();

Returns
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Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooConnection::noLock)

Discussion

If your application is guaranteed exclusive access to a federated database and it
requires maximum performance, you may consider disabling locking to remove
the runtime overhead associated with managing locks. However, if another
process has access to the same data as your application, unpredictable results may
occur, including corruption of your data. Therefore, use ooNoLock with caution.
For most applications, benefits such as data integrity and concurrent access far
outweigh the slight performance gain obtained by disabling locking.
The ooNoLock function is called after ooInit, but before any transactions are
started.
In a multithreaded application, this function disables locking for transactions in
the current Objectivity context.

ooOfflineMode

global type

(HA) Type for specifying whether a session ignores or enforces the offline status of

all autonomous partitions.
Constants

oocIgnore

The application ignores the offline status of autonomous partitions.
oocEnforce

The application enforces the offline status of autonomous partitions.

ooRegErrorHandler

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Registers the specified error-handler function
with Objectivity/DB, replacing the previously registered error handler.
ooErrorHandlerPtr ooRegErrorHandler(
ooErrorHandlerPtr handlerName);
Parameters

handlerName

Name of the error-handler function to be registered.
Returns

A function pointer to the previously registered error handler.

Superseded by

Session-based application control; Objectivity/C++ exceptions

Discussion

A registered error handler is a function that is invoked whenever the ooSignal
function signals an error. Objectivity/DB provides a predefined error handler that
is automatically registered when you start your application. You can replace the
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predefined error handler by defining a custom error handler and using
ooRegErrorHandler to register it.
NOTE

You may not register a custom error handler while Objectivity/C++ exceptions
are enabled. An error is signaled if you attempt to do so.
In a multithreaded application, the Objectivity/DB-defined error handler is
automatically registered in each Objectivity context that your application creates.
You can register a custom error handler in a thread’s Objectivity context by
invoking ooRegErrorHandler in that thread.
ooRegErrorHandler returns a pointer to the replaced error handler so that you
can register it again when desired. When an error is signaled, the most recently
registered error handler is invoked.

See also

Chapter 2, “Status-Based Error-Handling,” in this book
ooErrorHandlerPtr function-pointer type
ooGetErrorHandler

ooRegMsgHandler

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Registers the specified message-handler function
with Objectivity/DB.
ooMsgHandlerPtr ooRegMsgHandler(ooMsgHandlerPtr msgHandler);
Parameters

msgHandler

Pointer to the message-handler function to be registered.
Returns

A function pointer to the previously registered message handler.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::regMsgHandler)

Discussion

The Objectivity/DB-defined error handler invokes the most recently registered
message handler. When an Objectivity context is created, the predefined
Objectivity/DB message handler is automatically registered for it. You can call this
function to change the registered message handler. For additional information on
message handlers, see “Message Handlers” in Chapter 28 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
ooRegMsgHandler returns a pointer to the replaced message handler so that you

can register that handler again when desired.
See also
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ooRegTwoMachineHandler

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Registers the specified two-machine handler
function with Objectivity/DB.
ooTwoMachineHandlerPtr ooRegTwoMachineHandler(
ooTwoMachineHandlerPtr twoMachineHandler);
Parameters

twoMachineHandler

Pointer to the two-machine handler function to be registered.
Returns

A function pointer to the previously registered two-machine handler.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::regTwoMachineHandler)

Discussion

You can call this function after calling ooInit in a single-threaded application or
after you call ooInitThread in each thread of a multithreaded application.

See also

ooTwoMachineHandlerPtr function-pointer type

ooReplace

global macro
(For backward compatibility only) Creates a database with the specified name in the
specified federated database, replacing (deleting) any existing database with the
same name.
ooHandle(ooDBObj) ooReplace(
ooDBObj,
(char *dbSysName,
uint32 defaultContInitPages = 0,
uint32 defaultContPercentGrow = 0,
const char *hostName = 0,
const char *pathName = 0,
uint32 weight = 1,
uint16 dbId = 0,
uint32 pageSize = 0),
const ooHandle(ooFDObj) &fdH);

NOTE

Parameters

All parameters except the first (ooDBObj) and the last (fdH) correspond to
parameters of the ooDBObj constructor, where they are described.

fdH

Handle to the federated database in which to create the new database.
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(HA) In a partitioned federated database, the new database is created in the

boot autonomous partition.
Returns

If successful, a handle to the newly created database; otherwise, a null handle.

Discussion

This macro is generally used to clean up a federated database for repeated tests.
The ooReplace macro is sensitive to the internal database format of a federated
database’s system database:

Example

■

In a federated database with a Release 9.0 (or later) system database, all new
databases are created with the Release 9.0 (or later) internal format.

■

In a federated database with a pre-Release 9.0 system database, all new
databases are created with the pre-Release 9.0 internal format.

The syntax for using ooReplace is somewhat unusual. This example shows how
to use ooReplace to replace a database whose system name is testDB. The new
database is created in the same location as the federated database’s
system-database file.
ooSession *sessionP;
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbH;
… // Make a logical connection; set sessionP
sessionP->begin(oocUpdate);
dbH = ooReplace(ooDBObj, ("testDB"), sessionP->fd());

ooResetError

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Clears Objectivity/DB error flags.
void ooResetError();
Superseded by

Session-based application control; Objectivity/C++ exceptions

Discussion

This function sets the following global variables:
■
oovLastErrorLevel = oocNoError
■
oovLastError = 0
In a multithreaded application, ooResetError resets the error flags in the
current Objectivity context.

See also
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ooResource

global type

Type for representing information about a locked resource (typically a container).
struct ooResource {

…
};
Members

…
Members contain information about the locked resource, which is an
Objectivity/DB object. These members are subject to change from release to
release. See the header file ooRecover.h for the current definition of this
structure.

Discussion

If a transaction is waiting for a lock on an Objectivity/DB object (typically a
container), a structure of this type, called a resource-information structure, identifies
the object and its lock status.
You should not create structures of this type. Instead, you obtain a
resource-information structure by calling ooGetResourceOwners; you must
include the Objectivity/C++ header file ooRecover.h.

NOTE

This type is unrelated to (and not used with) the ooResourceType type, which is
used in the information collected for lock-conflict exceptions.

ooRunStatus

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Prints a summary of Objectivity/DB internal
statistics to stdout.
void ooRunStatus();
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooObjy::setLoggingOptions)

Discussion

This function is used to monitor the application’s performance, primarily during
performance tuning. In a multithreaded application, this function obtains statistics
that pertain to the current Objectivity context.

See also

Chapter 22, “Monitoring Performance,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
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ooSetAMSUsage

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the application’s policy for using the
Advanced Multithreaded Server (AMS).
void ooSetAMSUsage(ooAMSUsage amsUsage = oocAMSPreferred);
Parameters

amsUsage

Policy for using AMS. If you omit this parameter, the application uses AMS
whenever possible. See ooAMSUsage for other values you can specify.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooObjy::startup)

Discussion

You can call this function after ooInit and before performing any Objectivity/DB
operation. The policy set by this function applies to the entire application,
including all of its threads. For information about AMS, see Objectivity/DB
Administration.
If you do not call this function, the application uses AMS whenever possible (that
is, the default policy is oocAMSPreferred).

See also

ooAMSUsage

ooSetBufferSpace

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Sets values controlling the allocation of buffer
pools in the Objectivity/DB cache for the specified page size.
void ooSetBufferSpace(
unsigned pageSize,
size_t initialPageSpace,
size_t maximumPageSpace,
unsigned initialLargeObjects,
unsigned maximumLargeObjects);
Parameters

pageSize

Page size (in bytes) for which buffer-pool allocation is to be specified.
Specify 0 to override the initial and maximum cache-capacity values set by
ooInit or the ooContext constructor.
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initialPageSpace

Value controlling the initial allocation of the small-object buffer pool for the
specified pageSize. This value is either the initial number of bytes or the
initial number of buffer pages in the pool when it is first allocated:
■

A value greater than pageSize specifies a number of bytes.

■

A value less than pageSize specifies a number of buffer pages, where
the number of pages multiplied by pageSize is the number of bytes.

maximumPageSpace

Value controlling the maximum allocation of the small-object buffer pool for
the specified pageSize. This value is either the maximum number of bytes
or the maximum number of buffer pages that can be allocated in the pool:
■

A value greater than pageSize specifies a number of bytes.

■

A value less than pageSize specifies a number of buffer pages, where
the number of pages multiplied by pageSize is the number of bytes.

initialLargeObjects

Value controlling the initial allocation of the large-object buffer pool for the
specified pageSize. This value is the initial number of buffer entries in the
pool when it is first allocated.
maximumLargeObjects

Value controlling the maximum allocation of the large-object buffer pool for
the specified pageSize. This value is the maximum number of buffer entries
that can be allocated in the pool.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::setBufferSpace)

Discussion

You normally call this function after creating an Objectivity context and before
starting any transactions.
In a multithreaded application, this function controls the buffer-pool allocation
for the current Objectivity context. If you do not explicitly set buffer-pool
allocation values for a context, the context uses the cache-capacity values set
when the context was created.
For information about allocating buffer pools in an Objectivity/DB cache, see
Chapter 24, “Cache Management,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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ooSetClusterStrategy

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the current clustering strategy for controlling
the allocation of new basic objects.
ooClusterStrategy *ooSetClusterStrategy(
ooClusterStrategy *strategy);
Parameters

strategy

Clustering strategy to set as current.
Returns

Clustering strategy that was previously set as the current clustering strategy.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::setClusterStrategy)

Discussion

When you create a new persistent basic object, its storage location is determined
by a clustering strategy. The clustering strategy can be specified on a per-object
basis (as a parameter to operator new); otherwise, the current clustering strategy
is used.
In a multithreaded application, this function sets the clustering strategy for the
current Objectivity context. If you do not explicitly set a clustering strategy for a
context, the context uses a standard clustering strategy with default priorities.

See also

ooGetClusterStrategy
ooClusterStrategy class

ooSetConnectRetries

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the number of times the application will retry
to connect to an Objectivity server before reporting a connection failure.
void ooSetConnectRetries(unsigned int retries);
Parameters

retries

Number of additional attempts to connect to an Objectivity server, after an
initial unsuccessful attempt. Specify 0 to make no further attempts after an
initial attempt fails.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::setConnectRetries)

Discussion

For a guidelines on selecting a value for network timeout period, see “Controlling
Connect Retries” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
If you do not call this function, the number of connect retries is set to a
platform-specific value (0 on UNIX; 2 on Windows). You can specify a different
initial value for the property externally to an application by setting the
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OO_CONNECT_RETRIES environment variable. In a multithreaded application,
this function sets the number of connect retries for the current Objectivity
context.

ooSetErrorFile

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the error-message output file.
ooStatus ooSetErrorFile(char *errorFileName);
Parameters

errorFileName

Name of the error-message output file.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::setErrorFile)

Discussion

When an Objectivity context is created, the predefined Objectivity/DB message
handler is automatically registered for it. The predefined message handler writes
warnings and fatal-error messages to the output device stderr. You can call this
function to change the output device for the current context to a specified file.
Alternatively, you can call the ooRegMsgHandler function to register a different
message handler for the current context.
For additional information on message handlers, see “Message Handlers” in
Chapter 28 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

ooSetEventListener
(For backward compatibility only) Registers the specified event listener.
void ooSetEventListener(ooEventListener *listener);
Parameters

listener

Pointer to the event listener to be registered. The event listener is an instance
of an application-defined class derived from ooEventListener.
Specify 0 to register a null event listener and turn off event listening.
Discussion

After an event listener is registered, that listener is notified whenever
Objectivity/DB system events occur. The event listener can add
application-specific behavior to these events, usually for purposes of collecting
information to guide performance improvements.
You can register an event listener at any time. A registered event listener is
activated immediately, and remains active until you deactivate it, either by
registering another event listener or by registering a null event listener (0) to turn
off event listening.
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If you do not call this function, no event listening is performed. In a
multithreaded application, this function registers the specified event listener with
the current Objectivity context.

ooSetHotMode

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Enables or disables hot mode, which controls the
timing of certain internal overhead operations in the Objectivity/DB cache, for
purposes of improving performance.
void ooSetHotMode(ooBoolean hotMode = oocTrue);
Parameters

hotMode

Specifies whether to enable or disable hot mode. If you omit this parameter,
hot mode is enabled.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooConnection::createSession and
ooConnection::createSessionPool)

Discussion

For a description of hot mode and guidelines on setting its value, see “Delaying
Format Conversions in the Cache” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Guide.
If you do not call this function, hot mode is disabled. In a multithreaded
application, this function affects only the Objectivity/DB cache in the current
Objectivity context.

ooSetLargeObjectMemoryLimit

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the maximum amount of dynamically
allocated memory that is available for caching large persistent objects.
void ooSetLargeObjectMemoryLimit(uint32 size);
Parameters

size

Number of bytes in the Objectivity/DB large-object memory pool.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooConnection::createSession and
ooConnection::createSessionPool)

Discussion

For guidelines on selecting a value for large-object memory limit, see “Optimizing
the Cache Size” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
In a multithreaded application, this function sets the limit for the current
Objectivity context.
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ooSetLockWait

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the default lock-waiting policy for a series of
transactions.
void ooSetLockWait(int32 lockWait = oocNoWait);
Parameters

lockWait

Specifies whether transactions are to wait to obtain locks, and if so, for how
long:
■

oocNoWait or 0—Turn off lock waiting; do not wait for locks.

■

oocWait—Wait indefinitely for locks.

■

n, where n is an integer—If n is in the range 1 <= n <= 14400, wait n
seconds; if n is less than 0 or greater than 14400, wait indefinitely.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooConnection::createSession,
ooConnection::createSessionPool, and ooSession::setLockWait)

Discussion

By default, the transactions in an application do not wait for locks. You can
override the default behavior on a per-transaction basis by setting the lockWait
parameter of the transaction object’s start method. Alternatively, you can change
the default behavior by using ooSetLockWait.
Calling ooSetLockWait within a transaction overrides any lock-waiting policy
you specified through the ooTrans::start method when you started that
transaction. The value you set with ooSetLockWait becomes the new default,
which subsequent transactions can choose to use or override.
Any lock-waiting timeout period you specify through ooSetLockWait is
ignored by an MROW transaction that attempts to upgrade a read lock to an
update lock on potentially stale data. For example, if an MROW transaction locks
a container for read, and then a concurrent transaction updates the container (or
simply locks it for update), a subsequent attempt by the MROW transaction to
upgrade its read lock fails immediately.
In a multithreaded application, this function sets the default lock-waiting policy
for the current Objectivity context.

See also

ooGetLockWait
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ooSetObjectCreationDiskFormat

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the disk format of new storage pages created
by the application in the federated database.
void ooSetObjectCreationDiskFormat(ooDiskFormat architecture);
Parameters

architecture

Owning architecture of all newly created storage pages.
Superseded by

Session-based application control
(ooConnection::setObjectCreationDiskFormat)

Discussion

For guidelines on selecting a disk format, see “Optimizing the Disk Format of
Storage Pages” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide

WARNING

If you use this function, you must call it before creating any Objectivity contexts.
Otherwise, the disk format used by any existing contexts is undefined.
In a multithreaded application, this function sets the disk formats for all
Objectivity contexts.

See also

ooDiskFormat global type
ooGetObjectCreationDiskFormat

ooSetOfflineMode

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the offline-partition access policy.
ooStatus ooSetOfflineMode(ooOfflineMode offlineMode);
Parameters

offlineMode

Offline-partition access policy, which determines whether this application
should ignore or enforce the offline status of all autonomous partitions:
■

oocIgnore—Ignore the offline status of autonomous partitions.

■

oocEnforce—Enforce the offline status.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::setOfflineMode)

Discussion

If you do not call this function, offline status is enforced. In a multithreaded
application, this function sets the offline-partition access policy for the current
Objectivity context.
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ooGetOfflineMode
ooOfflineMode

ooSetRpcTimeout

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Sets the network timeout period, specifying how
long an application is to wait for an Objectivity server to respond before signaling
a timeout error.
void ooSetRpcTimeout(int seconds);
Parameters

seconds

Number of seconds to wait before signaling a timeout error.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::setServerTimeout)

Discussion

For a guidelines on selecting a value for network timeout period, see “Controlling
Timeouts” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
If you do not call this function, the network timeout period is set to 25 seconds.
In a multithreaded application, this function sets the network timeout period for
the current Objectivity context.
You can change the network timeout period externally to an application by
setting the OO_RPC_TIMEOUT environment variable. When that variable is set, the
network timeout period of every context is initialized to the value of
OO_RPC_TIMEOUT and cannot be changed; that is, calls to this function do
nothing.

NOTE

See also

On Windows, the operating system limits the network timeout period to 20
seconds, even if your application sets a higher value for an Objectivity context.

ooGetRpcTimeout
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ooSignal

global function
(For backward compatibility only) Signals the specified error and reports additional
error information.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus ooSignal(
const ooErrorLevel errorLevel,
const ooError &errorID,
const ooHandle(ooObj) *relevantObj,
…);

2.

ooStatus ooSignal(
const ooErrorLevel errorLevel,
const ooError &errorID,
const ooHandle(ooObj) relevantObj,
…);

errorLevel

Error level for this event.
errorID

Error identifier for this event. Error identifiers must be declared and
initialized in an error message header file, which is included in your
application source file. An error identifier consists of an error number and an
error message.
relevantObj

Handle or pointer to the handle of an Objectivity/DB object that may help
the system error handler to pinpoint the situation in which the error
condition occurred. Set this parameter to 0 if there is no relevant
Objectivity/DB object.
...
Variable number of parameters required by the format string stored in the
message part of the error identifier. These parameters provide information
about the situation in which the error condition occurred. They are
substituted for conversion specifications (such as %s or %d) in the format
string to construct the error message.
Returns
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Superseded by

Session-based application control; Objectivity/C++ exceptions

Discussion

ooSignal signals the specified error, invokes the currently registered error
handler, and returns the result from the error handler. It also sets Objectivity/C++
global variables as follows:
■

oovLastErrorLevel is set to errorLevel.

■

oovLastError is set with a pointer to errorID.

■

oovNError is incremented.

In a multithreaded application, this function signals an error (and invokes the
registered error handler) in the current Objectivity context.
See also

Chapter 2, “Status-Based Error-Handling,” in this book

ooStartInternalLS

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Starts an in-process lock server within the current
application.
ooStatus ooStartInternalLS(
const char *fdName = 0
void (*threadFn)() = 0);
Parameters

fdName

Pathname of the boot file of the federated database or autonomous partition
that the application intends to open. This parameter controls the conditions
under which an in-process lock server is started:
■

If you specify 0 (the default), an in-process lock server is started whether
or not it will be used by the calling application.

■

If you specify a boot file, an in-process lock server is started only if the
calling application will use it—that is, only if the lock-server host shown
in the boot file is the current host. If the lock-server host is not the current
host, an error is signaled and an in-process lock server is not started.

threadFn

Pointer to an application-defined function with no parameters that will be
called from the in-process lock server’s listener thread. A listener thread is
created to service lock requests from external applications.
The specified function is called after the listener thread has initialized its
Objectivity context and before it begins servicing requests. The function
could be used to customize the behavior of the thread, such as adjusting its
priority or installing an application-defined message handler to direct how
error messages originating in that thread will be handled.
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oocSuccess if the in-process lock server was successfully started; otherwise,
oocError—for example, if a separate lock-server process is already running on

the same host machine, or if some operating-system resource could not be
obtained.
If fdName is nonzero, oocSuccess indicates the in-process lock server is started
and will be used by the application; oocError indicates that the boot file
specified by fdName cannot be opened or specifies a lock-server host that is
different from the current host.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooConnection::startInternalLS)

Discussion

If your application uses context-based application control, it must call this function
after ooInit is called and before the federated database is opened for the first
time.
An application cannot start an in-process lock server if another lock-server
process is already running on the same host. If the application chooses to
continue running, it will use the lock server that is already running on that host.
An application can call the ooCheckLS function to test for a running lock server.
When an application successfully starts an in-process lock server:
■

The application becomes the lock-server process for the workstation on
which it is running. If a federated database names that workstation as its
lock-server host, all applications accessing the federated database will send
their lock requests to the application running the in-process lock server. The
in-process lock server uses a separate listener thread to service requests from
external applications.

■

The application uses its own in-process lock server only if the opened
federated database names the application’s host as the lock-server host. That
is, an application always uses the lock server specified by the federated
database, whether or not the application is running an in-process lock server.
You can find out whether an application will use its in-process lock server by
specifying the fdName parameter to ooStartInternalLS.

An in-process lock server improves performance only if most or all of the lock
requests for a given federated database originate from the current multithreaded
application. The in-process lock server can then coordinate locking through
simple function calls instead of servicing lock requests over the network.
See also
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ooStatus

global type
(For backward compatibility only) General return type for Objectivity/C++ global
functions and methods.

Constants

oocSuccess

Indicates a successful outcome. Its value is a nonzero integer.
oocError

Indicates that an error occurred. Its value is the integer 0.
Superseded by

Session-based application control; Objectivity/C++ exceptions

Discussion

An ooStatus return type is relevant only in an application that uses status-based
error-handling. For more information, see Chapter 2, “Status-Based
Error-Handling,” in this book.
When Objectivity/C++ exceptions are enabled, an application can ignore
returned status codes, and catch exceptions instead. (When a function throws an
exception, it never gets a chance to return the oocError status code.)

ooStopInternalLS

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Shuts down the application’s in-process lock
server.
ooStatus ooStopInternalLS(
int wait = INT_MAX,
ooBoolean force = oocFalse);
Parameters

wait

Number of seconds to wait for active transactions to terminate. The default
value, INT_MAX, means there is no time limit, so this function waits
indefinitely. If active transactions terminate within the specified wait period,
the in-process lock server is shut down. Otherwise, if transactions are still
active when the specified wait period expires, this function takes the action
specified by force.
force

Specifies whether to shut down the in-process lock server if active
transactions have not yet terminated by the end of the wait period:
■

If you omit this parameter or specify oocFalse, the in-process lock
server continues running and this function returns oocError.

■

If you specify oocTrue, the in-process lock server is shut down, even if
transactions are active, and this function returns oocSuccess.
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Returns

oocSuccess if the in-process lock server is successfully shut down, or if it was not
running; otherwise oocError.

Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooConnection::stopInternalLS)

Discussion

This function safely shuts down an in-process lock server so that you can terminate
the current application without harming any other applications that may be using
its in-process lock server.
This function should be called at the end of an application that is running the
in-process lock server, after committing or aborting any transactions, and before
calling ooExitCleanup or exit.
This function causes the in-process lock server to refuse any new transactions
from external client applications, and to wait for any active transactions to finish
during the period specified by wait. During the wait period, the in-process lock
server may accept new client connections (for example, to allow administration
tools to run), but continues to disallow new transactions. When all active
transactions have finished, the in-process lock server is shut down. At this point,
the application may safely exit.
If active transactions do not finish and the wait period expires, this function
either shuts down the in-process lock server or allows it to continue running,
according to the force parameter. If the in-process lock server continues
running, the application can repeat the attempted shutdown by calling this
function again later.

See also

ooStartInternalLS

ooTermThread

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Terminates the current thread’s ability to invoke
Objectivity/DB operations.
ooStatus ooTermThread();
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooObjy::terminateThread)

Discussion

Threads initialized with the ooInitThread or ooInit function must call the
ooTermThread function after completing their Objectivity/DB operations and
before termination. It is not, however, necessary to call ooTermThread in threads
that are terminated due to process termination. So, for example, the main thread
need invoke ooTermThread only if it terminates before the process terminates.
You may not reinitialize a thread after calling ooTermThread. You may not
invoke ooTermThread more than once per thread.
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The ooTermThread function deletes the thread’s current Objectivity context,
unless this context is the null context. Because Objectivity contexts are usually
allocated dynamically, ooTermThread invokes the delete operator to delete the
current context. Consequently, if the current Objectivity context is either statically
allocated or a dynamically allocated member of a larger object, you must set the
current context to 0 before using ooTermThread, and then arrange to delete the
Objectivity context as appropriate.
See also

ooInitThread
ooContext::setCurrent

ooTransInfo

global type

Type for representing information about a transaction.
struct ooTransInfo {
ooTransId tid;
const char *host;
unsigned int uid;
unsigned int pid;
ooTransState state;

…
};
Members

tid

Transaction identifier for the described transaction.
host

Host name.
uid

User identifier of the process that created the described transaction.
pid

Process identifier of the process that created the described transaction.
state

State of the described transaction. This field is set by the ooGetActiveTrans
global function. The value of this field is a constant of type ooTransState.
…
Additional members contain information about the described transaction.
These members are subject to change from release to release. See the header
file ooRecover.h for the current definition of this structure.
Discussion

A structure of this type, called a transaction-information structure, describes a
particular transaction. You should not create structures of this type. Instead, you
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obtain a transaction-information structure by calling recovery functions; you must
include the Objectivity/C++ header file ooRecover.h.
See also

ooCleanup
ooGetActiveTrans

ooTransState

global type

Type for indicating the state of a transaction.
Constants

oocCommittedTrans

Transaction that has already been committed, but may still need recovery to
remove the journal file.
oocReadOnlyTrans

Transaction that has read locks, but no journal files.
oocUpdateTrans

Transaction that has update locks and journal files.
Discussion

A constant of this type is used in a transaction-information structure to indicate the
state of a transaction to be recovered. You must include the Objectivity/C++
header file ooRecover.h.

See also

ooTransInfo

ooUseIndex

global function

(For backward compatibility only) Enables or disables the use of indexes during
predicate scans.
void ooUseIndex(ooBoolean useIndex = oocTrue);
Parameters

useIndex

Specifies whether the scan method of an iterator can use indexes during a
predicate query. Specify oocTrue to use indexes during scan; specify
oocFalse to disable the use of indexes.
Superseded by

Session-based application control (ooSession::setUseIndex)

Discussion

If you do not call this function, the use of indexes is disabled. In a multithreaded
application, this function controls the use of indexes in transactions in the current
Objectivity context.
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oovLastError

context variable

(For backward compatibility only) Pointer to the error identifier structure for the
most recent error condition.
ooError *oovLastError;
Superseded by

Session-based application control; Objectivity/C++ exceptions

Discussion

In a multithreaded application, this variable refers to the most recent error
condition in the current Objectivity context.
When Objectivity/C++ exceptions are enabled, you should obtain error
information directly from caught exceptions.

oovLastErrorLevel

context variable

(For backward compatibility only) Severity level of the most recent error condition.
ooErrorLevel oovLastErrorLevel;
Superseded by

Session-based application control; Objectivity/C++ exceptions

Discussion

In a multithreaded application, this variable refers to the severity level of the most
recent error condition in the current Objectivity context.
When Objectivity/C++ exceptions are enabled you should obtain error
information directly from caught exceptions.

oovNError

context variable
(For backward compatibility only) Count of the total number of errors (not including
warnings) that have occurred so far.
uint32 oovNError;

Superseded by

Session-based application control; Objectivity/C++ exceptions

Discussion

In a multithreaded application, this variable refers to the number of errors that
have occurred in the current Objectivity context.
When Objectivity/C++ exceptions are enabled you should obtain error
information directly from caught exceptions.
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d_Database Class
Inheritance:

d_Database
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable ODMG class
d_Database represents an ODMG database, which is the ODMG equivalent of an
Objectivity/DB federated database.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 272 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 273 for a list of methods

To add this and other ODMG types and definitions to your application, you must
run the DDL processor and your C++ compiler with the -DOO_ODMG flag.

About ODMG-Database Objects
In the logical storage hierarchy, an ODMG database is equivalent to an
Objectivity/DB federated database. Therefore, an ODMG-compliant application uses
an instance of d_Database to refer to and manipulate the top-level storage
object, whereas a standard Objectivity/C++ application uses a
federated-database handle (an instance of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)).
Although analogous in purpose, d_Database and ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)
define different behavior. As specified by ODMG, d_Database methods enable
you to open, close, and find objects named in the scope of an ODMG database
(Objectivity/DB federated database). See the documentation for
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) for a list of operations on federated-database handles.
NOTE

Do not confuse an ODMG database with an Objectivity/DB database; they refer to
different storage levels.
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Reference Summary

The ODMG standard has no storage level equivalent to an Objectivity/DB
database. Consequently, a strictly ODMG-compliant application should avoid
manipulating Objectivity/DB databases explicitly. In such an application, any
access to the ODMG database through an ODMG-database object (an instance of
d_Database) uses a single default Objectivity/DB database. When you call
operator new with the ODMG-database object as the clustering directive,
Objectivity/DB clusters the new persistent object with the default
Objectivity/DB database.
You can create the default Objectivity/DB database explicitly. To do so:
■

Use the oonewdb tool to create an Objectivity/DB database with the system
name and other characteristics of your choosing.

■

Set the environment variable OO_DB_NAME to the system name of the newly
created Objectivity/DB database.

If the OO_DB_NAME environment variable is not set, an Objectivity/DB database
named default_odmg_db is used as the default. Objectivity/DB creates this
database automatically the first time your application creates a new persistent
object.
Chapter 3, “Conforming to the ODMG Interface,” in this book, provides detailed
information about ODMG applications and the use of ODMG-database objects.
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Working With Scope Names

set_object_name
lookup_object
rename_object
get_object_name

Creating Transient Objects

transient_memory

Accessing an ODMG Database

open
close
access_status
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access_status

(ODMG) Type specifying the intended level of access to an
ODMG database.

close

(ODMG) Closes an ODMG database.

get_object_name

(ODMG) Gets the name defined in the scope of this ODMG
database for the specified persistent object.

lookup_object

(ODMG) Finds the persistent object with the specified name in
the scope of this ODMG database.

open

(ODMG) Opens the specified ODMG database.

rename_object

(ODMG) Changes the name of a persistent object within the
scope of this ODMG database.

set_object_name

(ODMG) Assigns a scope name to a persistent object within
the scope of this ODMG database.

transient_memory

(ODMG) Constant clustering directive for creating a transient
object of a persistence-capable class.

Types and Constants
access_status
(ODMG) Type specifying the intended level of access to an ODMG database.
Constants

not_open

Equal to the constant oocNoOpen of the Objectivity/C++ global type ooMode.
read_write

Equal to the constant oocUpdate of the Objectivity/C++ global type ooMode.
read_only

Equal to the constant oocRead of the Objectivity/C++ global type ooMode.
exclusive

Reserved for future use.
Discussion

This type corresponds to the Objectivity/C++ global type ooMode.
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transient_memory
(ODMG) Constant clustering directive for creating a transient object of a
persistence-capable class.
static const d_Database *const transient_memory;
Discussion

This static data member is set to 0 by Objectivity/DB. You can specify it as a
clustering directive to operator new to create a transient object from a
persistence-capable class.

Methods
close
(ODMG) Closes an ODMG database.
void close();
Discussion

This method calls the close method on a federated-database handle.

get_object_name
(ODMG) Gets the name defined in the scope of this ODMG database for the
specified persistent object.
const char *get_object_name(const d_Ref_Any &object) const;
Parameters

object

An ODMG generic reference to the persistent object whose scope name you
want to get.
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the scope name. If the referenced object does not
have a scope name in the specified scope, the returned pointer is null.

Discussion

This method must be called during a transaction.
This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.
The application must be able to get a read lock on the container used by this
ODMG database for storing scope names.
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lookup_object
(ODMG) Finds the persistent object with the specified name in the scope of this
ODMG database.
d_Ref_Any lookup_object(const char *name) const;
Parameters

name

Scope name to look up in this ODMG database.
Returns

An ODMG generic reference to the found object; a null generic reference is
returned if no object with the specified scope name is found in the ODMG
database.

Discussion

This method must be called during a transaction.
The application must be able to obtain a read lock on the container used by the
ODMG database for storing scope names.

open
(ODMG) Opens the specified ODMG database.
void open(
const char ∗databaseName,
access_status status = read_write);
Parameters

databaseName

Path to the boot file of the ODMG database to be opened. If you specify it as
a host path, use the format host::path.
If you specify a null pointer or an empty string (""), the value of the
OO_FD_BOOT environment variable is used; however, using OO_FD_BOOT is
not recommended because doing so can lead to unexpected results.
status

Intended level of access to the ODMG database:
■

Specify read_write (the default) to open the ODMG database for
update and to designate the transaction as an update transaction.

■

Specify read_only to open the ODMG database for read and to
designate the transaction as a read transaction.
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Methods

An application that uses context-based application control must call open at the
beginning of each transaction. In the first transaction, opening the federated
database initializes Objectivity/DB with global information, including the
federated database’s schema. In subsequent transactions, this operation has
minimal performance impact because it simply verifies that the same federated
database is being accessed.
This method calls the open method on a federated-database handle (without
performing local automatic recovery).

rename_object
(ODMG) Changes the name of a persistent object within the scope of this ODMG
database.
void rename_object(
const char ∗oldName,
const char ∗newName);
Parameters

oldName

Scope name of the object to be renamed.
newName

New scope name to assign. This name:

Discussion

■

Must be a null-terminated string that can contain any nonnull character.

■

Must be unique within the name scope defined by this ODMG database.

■

May contain up to 500 characters.

This method must be called during a transaction.
The application must be able to obtain a read lock on the container used by the
ODMG database for storing scope names.
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set_object_name
(ODMG) Assigns a scope name to a persistent object within the scope of this
ODMG database.
void set_object_name(
const d_Ref_Any &object,
const char ∗name);
Parameters

object

An ODMG generic reference to the object to be named.
name

Scope name to assign. This name:

Discussion

■

Must be a null-terminated string that can contain any nonnull character.

■

Must be unique within the name scope defined by this ODMG database.

■

May contain up to 500 characters.

This method must be called during a transaction.
The application must be able to obtain a read lock on the container used by the
ODMG database for storing scope names.
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Inheritance:

d_Date
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable class d_Date
represents a date, which consists of three components—a year, a month, and a
day.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 279 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 280 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooTime.h header file. No
extra linking is required.
This class is compatible with the ODMG standard.
NOTE

For more efficient storage, you can use the ooDate class instead of this class.

Reference Summary
Creating a Date

d_Date

Date Components

Month
Weekday

Setting a Date

next
operator=
previous
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Getting Information

current
day
day_of_week
day_of_year
days_in_month
days_in_year
is_between
is_leap_year
is_valid_date
month
year

Comparing Dates

::operator==
::operator!=
::operator<
::operator<=
::operator>
::operator>=

Arithmetic Operations on Dates

::operator+
operator++
operator+=
::operatoroperator-operator-=

Determining Whether Time Periods Overlap

::overlaps

Static Utilities

current
days_in_month
days_in_year
is_leap_year
is_valid_date

Reference Index
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current

Returns the current date.

day

Returns this date’s day of the month.

day_of_week

Returns this date’s day of the week.

day_of_year

Returns this date’s day of the year.

days_in_month

Returns the number of days in this date’s month or in the specified
month.
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days_in_year

Returns the number of days in this date’s year or in the specified
year.

d_Date

Default constructor that constructs a new date set to the current
date.

d_Date

Constructs a new date from the specified date or timestamp.

d_Date

Constructs a new date from the specified information.

is_between

Returns 1 if this date is within the specified period.

is_leap_year

Returns 1 if this date’s year or the specified year is a leap year.

is_valid_date

Returns 1 if the specified components make a valid date.

Month

Enumerated type for the months of the year.

month

Returns this date’s month.

next

Advances this date to the next occurrence of the specified day of
type Weekday.

::operator+

Addition operator; allocates a new date that is set to the sum of the
specified date and interval of days.

operator++

Increment operator; increments this date by a day.

operator+=

Increment operator; adds the specified interval or number of days
to this date.

::operator-

Subtraction operator; allocates a new date that is set to the
specified date minus the specified interval of days.

operator--

Decrement operator; decrements this date by a day.

operator-=

Decrement operator; subtracts the specified interval or number of
days from this date.

operator=

Assignment operator; sets this date to the specified date or
timestamp.

::operator==

Equality operator; returns 1 if every component of one date
matches the corresponding component of the other.

::operator!=

Inequality operator; returns 1 if any component of one date differs
from the corresponding component of the other.

::operator<

Less-than operator; returns 1 if one date is less than another.

::operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one date is less than
or equal to another.
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::operator>

Greater-than operator; returns 1 if one date is greater than
another.

::operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one date is greater
than or equal to another.

::overlaps

Returns 1 if two time periods overlap, where one or both periods
are specified using dates.

previous

Moves this date to the previous occurrence of the specified day of
type Weekday.

Weekday

Enumerated type for the days of the week.

year

Returns this date’s year.

Types
Month
Enumerated type for the months of the year.
enum Month {
January = 1,
February = 2,
March = 3,
April = 4,
May = 5,
June = 6,
July = 7,
August = 8,
September = 9,
October = 10,
November = 11,
December = 12};
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Weekday
Enumerated type for the days of the week.
enum Weekday {
Sunday = 0,
Monday = 1,
Tuesday = 2,
Wednesday = 3,
Thursday = 4,
Friday = 5,
Saturday = 6};

Constructors
d_Date
Default constructor that constructs a new date set to the current date.
d_Date();

d_Date
Constructs a new date from the specified date or timestamp.
1.

d_Date(const d_Date &date);

2.

d_Date(const d_Timestamp &timeStamp);

d_Date
Constructs a new date from the specified information.

Parameters

1.

d_Date(
unsigned short year,
unsigned short dayOfYear);

2.

d_Date(
unsigned short year,
unsigned short month = 1,
unsigned short day = 1);

year

Year component of the new date.
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dayOfYear

Sequence number of a day in a year. The maximum value is 365 (366 in a leap
year). This value is used to calculate the month and day of the new date.
month

Month component of the new date. The maximum value is 12.
day

Day component of the new date. The maximum value is the number of days
in the specified month for the specified year.

Operators
::operator+

global function
Addition operator; allocates a new date that is set to the sum of the specified date
and interval of days.

WARNING

1.

d_Date ::operator+(
const d_Date &left,
const d_Interval &right);

2.

d_Date ::operator+(
const d_Interval &left,
const d_Date &right);

Addition that causes the year component to exceed 65535 results in an invalid
date.

operator++
Increment operator; increments this date by a day.

Parameters

1.

d_Date &operator++();

2.

d_Date operator++(int n);

n

This parameter is not used in calling this operator; its presence in the
function declaration specifies a postfix operator.
Returns
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(Variant 1) This date, incremented by a day.
(Variant 2) A new date whose value is this date, before this date is incremented.
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Discussion

Variant 1 is the prefix increment operator, which increments this date and then
returns it. Variant 2 is the postfix increment operator, which allocates and returns
a new date set to this date, and then increments this date.

Example

d_Date d;
++d;
d++;

// Prefix
// Postfix

operator+=
Increment operator; adds the specified interval or number of days to this date.

WARNING

1.

d_Date &operator+=(const d_Interval &);

2.

d_Date &operator+=(int ndays);

Addition that causes the year component to exceed 65535 results in an invalid
date.

::operator-

global function
Subtraction operator; allocates a new date that is set to the specified date minus
the specified interval of days.
d_Date ::operator-(
const d_Date &left,
const d_Interval &right);

operator-Decrement operator; decrements this date by a day.
1.

d_Date &operator--();

2.

d_Date operator--(int);

Returns

(Variant 1) This date, decremented by a day.
(Variant 2) A new date whose value is this date, before this date is decremented.

Discussion

Variant 1 is the prefix decrement operator, which decrements this date and then
returns it. Variant 2 is the postfix decrement operator, which allocates and returns
a new date set to this date, and then decrements this date.
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operator-=
Decrement operator; subtracts the specified interval or number of days from this
date.
1.

d_Date &operator-=(const d_Interval &);

2.

d_Date &operator-=(int ndays);

operator=
Assignment operator; sets this date to the specified date or timestamp.
1.

d_Date &operator=(const d_Date &date);

2.

d_Date &operator =(const d_Timestamp &timeStamp);

::operator==

global function

Equality operator; returns 1 if every component of one date matches the
corresponding component of the other.
int ::operator==(
const d_Date &left,
const d_Date &right);

::operator!=

global function

Inequality operator; returns 1 if any component of one date differs from the
corresponding component of the other.
int ::operator!= (
const d_Date &left,
const d_Date &right);

::operator<

global function
Less-than operator; returns 1 if one date is less than another.
int ::operator< (
const d_Date &left,
const d_Date &right);
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::operator<=

global function

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one date is less than or equal to
another.
int ::operator<=(
const d_Date &left,
const d_Date &right);

::operator>

global function
Greater-than operator; returns 1 if one date is greater than another.
int ::operator> (
const d_Date &left,
const d_Date &right);

::operator>=

global function

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one date is greater than or equal to
another.
int ::operator>=(
const d_Date &left,
const d_Date &right);

Methods
current
Returns the current date.
static d_Date current();

day
Returns this date’s day of the month.
unsigned short day() const;

day_of_week
Returns this date’s day of the week.
Weekday day_of_week() const;
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day_of_year
Returns this date’s day of the year.
unsigned short day_of_year() const;

days_in_month
Returns the number of days in this date’s month or in the specified month.
1.

unsigned int days_in_month() const;

2.

static unsigned int days_in_month(
unsigned short year,
unsigned short month);

days_in_year
Returns the number of days in this date’s year or in the specified year.
1.

unsigned int days_in_year() const;

2.

static unsigned int days_in_year(unsigned short year);

is_between
Returns 1 if this date is within the specified period.
int is_between(
const d_Date &date,
const d_Date &date) const;

is_leap_year
Returns 1 if this date’s year or the specified year is a leap year.
1.

int is_leap_year() const;

2.

static int is_leap_year(unsigned short year);

is_valid_date
Returns 1 if the specified components make a valid date.
static int is_valid_date(
unsigned short year,
unsigned short month,
unsigned short day);
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month
Returns this date’s month.
Month month() const;

next
Advances this date to the next occurrence of the specified day of type Weekday.
d_Date &next(Weekday day);

previous
Moves this date to the previous occurrence of the specified day of type Weekday.
d_Date &previous(Weekday day);

year
Returns this date’s year.
unsigned short year() const;

Related Global Functions
::overlaps
Returns 1 if two time periods overlap, where one or both periods are specified
using dates.
1.

int ::overlaps(
const d_Date &startLeft,
const d_Date &endLeft,
const d_Date &startRight,
const d_Date &endRight);

2.

int ::overlaps(
const d_Timestamp &startLeft,
const d_Timestamp &endLeft,
const d_Date &startRight,
const d_Date &endRight);
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3.

Discussion
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int ::overlaps(
const d_Date &startLeft,
const d_Date &endLeft,
const d_Timestamp &startRight,
const d_Timestamp &endRight);

Each time period is specified by a start and end time. You can specify the time
periods using dates (variant 1), or using dates and timestamps (variants 2 and 3).
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Inheritance:

d_Interval
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable time class
d_Interval represents an interval, or duration of time, conforming to the
day-time interval defined in the SQL standard.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 292 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 293 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooTime.h header file. No
extra linking is required.
This class is compatible with the ODMG standard.
NOTE

For more efficient storage, you can use the ooInterval class instead of this
class.

About d_Interval
A d_Interval object consists of four time components—days, hours, minutes,
and seconds. The size of these components depends on the total duration to be
represented:
■

For intervals of less than a day, the d_Interval class accepts nonnormalized
input, and then normalizes the time components when they are accessed. For
example, you can construct an interval of 68 minutes; calling the hour
method returns a value of 1, and calling the minute method returns a value
of 8.
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■

For intervals of greater than a day, the d_Interval class requires that you
partially normalize the input time components to specify an integer number
of days, plus some (nonnormalized) number of hours, minutes, and seconds.
For example, instead of specifying 28 hours, you could specify 1 day, 2 hours,
and 120 minutes, which would be normalized on access to 1 day and 4 hours.

The Objectivity/C++ implementation of the d_Interval class stores each time
component as an integer number of milliseconds. Within a d_Interval object:
■

The total number of milliseconds for all time components must not exceed
2,147,483,648.

■

The total number of milliseconds for the hour, day, and seconds time
components must not exceed 86,400,000 (the number of milliseconds in a
day).

For seconds, which are input as floating-point numbers, conversion to
milliseconds may result in a loss of precision. For example, if you specify
25.532962 seconds, only 25532 milliseconds are stored, and the exact value
returned by the seconds method (such as 25.532) is architecture-dependent.

Reference Summary
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Creating an Interval

d_Interval

Setting an Interval

operator=

Getting Information

day
hour
is_zero
minute
second
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Comparing Intervals

::operator==
::operator!=
::operator<
::operator<=
::operator>
::operator>=

Arithmetic Operations on Intervals

::operator+
operator+=
operator::operatoroperator-=
::operator*
operator*=
::operator/
operator/=

Reference Index
day

Returns the normalized day component of this interval.

d_Interval

Constructs a new interval of time from the specified components.

d_Interval

Copy constructor that constructs a new interval from the specified
interval.

hour

Returns the normalized hour component of this interval.

is_zero

Returns 1 if the duration of this interval is zero.

minute

Returns the normalized minute component of this interval.

second

Returns the normalized seconds component of this interval.

::operator+

Addition operator; allocates a new interval that is set to the sum of
the specified intervals.

operator+=

Increment operator; adds the specified interval to this interval.

operator-

Unary minus operator; returns the negative of this interval.

::operator-

Subtraction operator; allocates a new interval that is set to the
difference between the specified intervals.

operator-=

Decrement operator; subtracts the specified interval from this
interval.
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::operator*

Multiplication operator; multiplies the specified interval and an
integer value, and then returns the result in a new interval.

operator*=

Multiplication operator; multiplies this interval by the specified
integer value.

::operator/

Division operator; divides the specified interval by an integer
value.

operator/=

Division operator; divides this interval by the specified integer
value.

operator=

Assignment operator; sets this interval to the specified interval.

::operator==

Equality operator; returns 1 if the specified intervals are of the
same duration.

::operator!=

Inequality operator; returns 1 if the specified intervals are of
different durations.

::operator<

Less-than operator; returns 1 if one interval is less than another.

::operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one interval is less
than or equal to another.

::operator>

Greater-than operator; returns 1 if one interval is greater than
another.

::operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one interval is
greater than or equal to another.

Constructors
d_Interval
Constructs a new interval of time from the specified components.
d_Interval(
int day = 0,
int hour = 0,
int minute = 0,
float second = 0.0);
Parameters

day

Number of whole days in the interval.
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hour

Number of hours in the interval. This number must be less than 24; if the
interval is longer than a day, you must represent the excess hours as a
number of whole days.
minute

Number of minutes in the interval.
second

Number of seconds in the interval.
Discussion

When combined, hour, minute, and second may not exceed 86,400,000 (the
number of milliseconds in a day). For more information about permitted
component values, see “About d_Interval” on page 291.

d_Interval
Copy constructor that constructs a new interval from the specified interval.
d_Interval(const d_Interval &interval);

Operators
::operator+

global function
Addition operator; allocates a new interval that is set to the sum of the specified
intervals.
d_Interval ::operator+(
const d_Interval &left,
const d_Interval &right);

operator+=
Increment operator; adds the specified interval to this interval.
d_Interval &operator+=(const d_Interval &interval);

operatorUnary minus operator; returns the negative of this interval.
d_Interval operator-() const;
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::operator-

global function
Subtraction operator; allocates a new interval that is set to the difference between
the specified intervals.
d_Interval ::operator-(
const d_Interval &left,
const d_Interval &right);

operator-=
Decrement operator; subtracts the specified interval from this interval.
d_Interval &operator-=(const d_Interval &interval);

::operator*

global function
Multiplication operator; multiplies the specified interval and an integer value,
and then returns the result in a new interval.
1.

d_Interval ::operator*(
const d_Interval &left,
int right);

2.

d_Interval ::operator*(
int left,
const d_Interval &right);

operator*=
Multiplication operator; multiplies this interval by the specified integer value.
d_Interval &operator*=(int);

::operator/

global function
Division operator; divides the specified interval by an integer value.
d_Interval ::operator/ (
const d_Interval &left,
int right);

operator/=
Division operator; divides this interval by the specified integer value.
d_Interval &operator/=(int);
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operator=
Assignment operator; sets this interval to the specified interval.
d_Interval &operator=(const d_Interval &interval);

::operator==

global function

Equality operator; returns 1 if the specified intervals are of the same duration.
int ::operator==(
const d_Interval &left,
const d_Interval &right);

::operator!=

global function

Inequality operator; returns 1 if the specified intervals are of different durations.
int ::operator!= (
const d_Interval &left,
const d_Interval &right);

::operator<

global function
Less-than operator; returns 1 if one interval is less than another.
int ::operator< (
const d_Interval &left,
const d_Interval &right);

::operator<=

global function

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one interval is less than or equal to
another.
int ::operator<=(
const d_Interval &left,
const d_Interval &right);

::operator>

global function
Greater-than operator; returns 1 if one interval is greater than another.
int ::operator> (
const d_Interval &left,
const d_Interval &right);
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::operator>=

global function

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one interval is greater than or equal
to another.
int ::operator>=(
const d_Interval &left,
const d_Interval &right);

Methods
day
Returns the normalized day component of this interval.
int day() const;

hour
Returns the normalized hour component of this interval.
int hour() const;

is_zero
Returns 1 if the duration of this interval is zero.
int is_zero() const;

minute
Returns the normalized minute component of this interval.
int minute() const;

second
Returns the normalized seconds component of this interval.
float second() const;
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Inheritance:

d_Iterator<element_type>
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable ODMG class
d_Iterator<element_type> represents a VArray iterator, which supports

iteration over the elements of a VArray of the same element type.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 300 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 300 for a list of methods

About VArray Iterators
A VArray iterator is an instance of a a class created from the class template
d_Iterator<element_type>. The element_type parameter specifies the type
of elements in the VArray. For example, a VArray iterator of the class
d_Iterator<ooInt32> iterates over the elements of a VArray of the class
ooVArrayT<ooInt32>, which are 32-bit signed integers.
NOTE

The ooVArrayT<element_type> class is equivalent to the ODMG standard
class d_Varray<element_type>, but without the base class
d_Collection<element_type>, which is not implemented by
Objectivity/C++.
You create an iterator to find elements of a particular VArray by calling the
create_iterator method on that VArray. The new iterator is initialized to
point to the first element of that VArray. The initialized iterator pins the VArray
in memory.
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An initialized VArray iterator supports two alternative iteration styles for
finding the VArray’s elements:
■

The next method tests for a next element, sets a parameter to the current
element, and then advances the iterator, all as a single operation.
You typically use next to control a while loop that executes the same
statements once for each element in the VArray.

■

The not_done, get_element, and advance methods perform the iteration
actions as separate operations.
You typically use not_done and advance as the expressions that control a
for loop; within the loop, you can use get_element to get the current
element.

For additional information, see “Iterating Through A VArray” in Chapter 3 of
this book.

Reference Summary
Creating a VArray Iterator

d_Iterator

Assigning a VArray Iterator

operator=

Positioning a VArray Iterator

advance
next
operator++
operator-reset

Finding a VArray Element

get_element
next

Testing for the Next Element

next
not_done

Reference Index
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advance

(ODMG) Advances this VArray iterator to the next element in the
VArray.

d_Iterator

(ODMG) Default constructor that constructs a new uninitialized
VArray iterator.
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Constructors

d_Iterator

(ODMG) Copy constructor that constructs a new VArray iterator
initialized with the specified VArray iterator.

get_element

(ODMG) Returns the element at this VArray iterator’s current position
in the VArray.

next

(ODMG) Tests whether to continue iterating and, if so, assigns the
current element to the output parameter and advances this VArray
iterator to the next element.

not_done

(ODMG) Tests whether to continue iterating.

reset

(ODMG) Reinitializes this VArray iterator to the start of iteration for the
same VArray.

operator++

(ODMG) Increment operator; advances this VArray iterator forward to
the next element in the VArray.

operator--

(ODMG) Decrement operator; moves this VArray iterator backward to
the previous element in the VArray.

operator=

(ODMG) Assignment operator; assigns the specified VArray iterator
to this VArray iterator.

Constructors
d_Iterator
(ODMG) Default constructor that constructs a new uninitialized VArray iterator.
d_Iterator();
Discussion

You initialize the new VArray iterator by assigning another (initialized) VArray
iterator to it. (You normally obtain an initialized VArray iterator by calling the
create_iterator method on a VArray of the same element_type.)

d_Iterator
(ODMG) Copy constructor that constructs a new VArray iterator initialized with
the specified VArray iterator.
d_Iterator(const d_Iterator<element_type> &iterator);
Parameters

iterator

VArray iterator of the same element_type as the VArray iterator you are
constructing.
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Operators
operator++
(ODMG) Increment operator; advances this VArray iterator forward to the next
element in the VArray.

Parameters

1.

d_Iterator<element_type> &operator++();

2.

d_Iterator<element_type> operator++(int n);

n

This parameter is not used in calling this operator; its presence in the
function declaration specifies a postfix operator.
Returns

(Variant 1) This VArray iterator, advanced to the next element.
(Variant 2) A new VArray iterator set to this iterator, before this iterator is
advanced.

Discussion

Variant 1 is the prefix increment operator, which advances this VArray iterator and
then returns it.
Variant 2 is the postfix increment operator, which allocates and returns a new
VArray iterator set to this iterator, and then advances this iterator.
An exception is thrown if you attempt to advance the VArray iterator once it has
already reached the end of the VArray.
The increment operator is equivalent to the advance method.

operator-(ODMG) Decrement operator; moves this VArray iterator backward to the
previous element in the VArray.

Parameters

1.

d_Iterator<element_type> &operator--();

2.

d_Iterator<element_type> operator--(int n);

n

This parameter is not used in calling this operator; its presence in the
function declaration specifies a postfix operator.
Returns
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(Variant 1) This VArray iterator, moved to the previous element.
(Variant 2) A new VArray iterator set to this iterator, before this iterator is
decremented.
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Discussion

Methods

Variant 1 is the prefix decrement operator, which moves this VArray iterator and
then returns it.
Variant 2 is the postfix decrement operator, which allocates and returns a new
VArray iterator set to this iterator, and then moves this iterator.
An exception is thrown if you attempt to move the VArray iterator backward
once it has already reached the first element of the VArray.

operator=
(ODMG) Assignment operator; assigns the specified VArray iterator to this
VArray iterator.
d_Iterator<element_type> &operator=(
const d_Iterator<element_type> &iterator);
Parameters

iterator

VArray iterator of the same element_type as this VArray iterator.

Methods
advance
(ODMG) Advances this VArray iterator to the next element in the VArray.
void advance();

get_element
(ODMG) Returns the element at this VArray iterator’s current position in the
VArray.
element_type get_element() const;
Returns

The current element in the VArray.

Discussion

An exception is thrown if there is no current element—for example, if the iteration
is completed or if the VArray has no elements.
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next
(ODMG) Tests whether to continue iterating and, if so, assigns the current element
to the output parameter and advances this VArray iterator to the next element.
int next(element_type &found);
Parameters

found

Output parameter to which to assign the current element in the VArray.
Returns

1, if there is a next element in the VArray; 0, if iteration is complete.

Discussion

This method is implemented using the not_done, get_element, and advance
methods.

not_done
(ODMG) Tests whether to continue iterating.
int not_done() const;
Returns

1, if there is a next element in the VArray; 0, if iteration is complete.

reset
(ODMG) Reinitializes this VArray iterator to the start of iteration for the same
VArray.
void reset();

This method positions the iterator just before the first element of the VArray.
Consequently, after a reset, the advance method positions the iterator at the first
element. However, you do not need to advance the iterator before calling either
get_element or next, because both of these methods treat a reset iterator as if it
started at the first element.
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Inheritance:

d_Ref_Any
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable ODMG class
d_Ref_Any represents an ODMG generic reference to a persistent object of any
type.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 306 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 306 for a list of methods

About ODMG Generic References
An ODMG generic reference allows conversions among object references in the
type hierarchy. An ODMG generic reference can be used as an intermediary
between any two types d_Ref<X> and d_Ref<Y>, where X and Y are different
types. An Objectivity/C++ object reference ooRef(X) can always be converted to
or constructed from a d_Ref_Any; each object-reference class has an appropriate
constructor and a conversion operator.
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Reference Summary
Creating a Generic Reference

d_Ref_Any

Setting a Generic Reference

clear
operator=

Getting Information

is_null

Comparing Generic References

::operator==
::operator!=

Deleting the Referenced Object

delete_object

Reference Index
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clear

(ODMG) Sets this ODMG generic reference to null.

delete_object

(ODMG) Deletes the persistent object referenced by this ODMG
generic reference.

d_Ref_Any

(ODMG) Default constructor that constructs a new null ODMG
generic reference.

d_Ref_Any

(ODMG) Constructs a new ODMG generic reference that refers
to the same persistent object as the specified ODMG generic
reference or pointer.

is_null

(ODMG) Tests whether this ODMG generic reference is null.

operator=

(ODMG) Assignment operator; sets this ODMG generic
reference to refer to the same persistent object as the specified
ODMG generic reference or pointer.

::operator==

(ODMG) Equality operator; tests whether the same persistent
object is referenced by both of the specified items.

::operator!=

(ODMG) Inequality operator; tests whether different persistent
objects are referenced by the two specified items.
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Constructors

Constructors
d_Ref_Any
(ODMG) Default constructor that constructs a new null ODMG generic reference.
d_Ref_Any();

d_Ref_Any
(ODMG) Constructs a new ODMG generic reference that refers to the same
persistent object as the specified ODMG generic reference or pointer.
1.

d_Ref_Any(const d_Ref_Any &);

2.

d_Ref_Any(d_Persistent_Object ∗);

Operators
operator=
(ODMG) Assignment operator; sets this ODMG generic reference to refer to the
same persistent object as the specified ODMG generic reference or pointer.
1.

d_Ref_Any &operator=(const d_Ref_Any &);

2.

d_Ref_Any &operator=(d_Persistent_Object ∗);

::operator==

global function

(ODMG) Equality operator; tests whether the same persistent object is referenced
by both of the specified items.
1.

int ::operator==(
const d_Ref_Any &left,
const d_Ref_Any &right);

2.

int ::operator==(
const d_Ref_Any &left,
const d_Persistent_Object ∗right);

3.

int ::operator==(
const d_Persistent_Object ∗left,
const d_Ref_Any &right);
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4.

int ::operator==(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &left,
const d_Ref_Any &right);

5.

int ::operator==(
const d_Ref_Any &left,
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &right);

Returns

1, if left and right refer to the same persistent object; otherwise 0.

Discussion

You can compare two ODMG generic references (variant 1), an ODMG generic
reference and a pointer to a persistent object (variants 2 and 3), or an ODMG
generic reference and an object reference or handle to a persistent object (variants
4 and 5).

::operator!=

global function

(ODMG) Inequality operator; tests whether different persistent objects are
referenced by the two specified items.
1.

int ::operator!=(
const d_Ref_Any &left,
const d_Ref_Any &right);

2.

int ::operator!=(
const d_Ref_Any &left,
const d_Persistent_Object ∗right);

3.

int ::operator!=(
const d_Persistent_Object ∗left,
const d_Ref_Any &right);

4.

int ::operator!=(
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &left,
const d_Ref_Any &right);

5.

int ::operator!=(
const d_Ref_Any &left,
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &right);

Returns

1, if left and right do not refer to the same persistent object; otherwise 0.

Discussion

You can compare two ODMG generic references (variant 1), an ODMG generic
reference and a pointer to a persistent object (variants 2 and 3), or an ODMG
generic reference and an object reference or handle to a persistent object (variants
4 and 5).
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Methods
clear
(ODMG) Sets this ODMG generic reference to null.
void clear();

delete_object
(ODMG) Deletes the persistent object referenced by this ODMG generic reference.
void delete_object();

is_null
(ODMG) Tests whether this ODMG generic reference is null.
int is_null() const;
Returns

1, if this generic reference is null; 0, if it is not null.
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Inheritance:

d_Time
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable class d_Time
represents a specific time value, which is internally stored in Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT).
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 315 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 316 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooTime.h header file. No
extra linking is required.
This class is compatible with the ODMG standard.
NOTE

For more efficient storage, you can use the ooTime class instead of this class.

About Time Values
A time value represents an instant in time expressed as a number of hours,
minutes, and seconds since midnight. All arithmetic on time values is done on a
modulo 24-hour basis.
An application can create a time value from the current time or from a specified
number of hours, minutes, and seconds. In either case, the number of hours is
expressed locally to the time zone specified by the application. The hours,
minutes, and seconds components are then normalized so that they are expressed
as the number of milliseconds after midnight in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT),
and the time value stores the difference in hours between the specified time zone
and GMT.
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An application can specify a time zone explicitly for each time value it creates.
More typically, however, an application sets a default time zone and then creates
its time values without explicitly specifying their time zones. Initially, the default
time zone is set to GMT; the application uses a static method to change its default
time zone (for example, to the computer’s local time zone). Because the default
time zone is static data, it is compiled into the application, but not stored in the
database.
An application can specify a time zone as a constant of type Time_Zone. Each
time zone is numbered according to the number of hours that must be added or
subtracted from local time to get GMT. For example, GMT6 indicates a time of 6
hours ahead of GMT, so 6 must be subtracted from it to get GMT. Conversely,
GMT_6 means that the time is 6 hours earlier than GMT (read the underscore as a
minus), so 6 hours must be added to get GMT.
It is the application’s responsibility to adjust for daylight savings time, if
necessary; the d_Time class does not provide any mechanisms for doing so.

Examples
The following program is a prototype for simulating a simple roaming
application and a simple billing application for cellular telephone calls. The first
two transactions of the program each simulate the roaming application, which
records the time and duration of a cellular telephone call. The third transaction
simulates the centralized billing application that calculates the cost of each call.
// DDL file
class eventObject : public ooObj {
public:
ooInt32 event_num;
// unique event number
d_Time event_time;
// beginning of a call
ooInt32 duration_in_seconds;
// duration of a call
};
// Application code
int main() {
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbH;
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH;
ooHandle(eventObject) eventH;
ooObjy::startup();
ooConnection *connectionP =
ooObjy::getConnection("Example1");
ooSession *sessionP = connectionP->createSession("Main");
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// The first transaction simulates the roaming application
// at a local receiving station, which records a call made
// by customer1
sessionP->begin(oocUpdate);
ooHandle(ooFDObj) fdH = sessionP->fd();
if(!dbH.exist(fdH,"ROAMING_CALLS") ) {
dbH = new(fdH) ooDBObj("ROAMING_CALLS");
}
dbH.open(fdH,"ROAMING_CALLS",oocUpdate);
if(!contH.exist(dbH,"Customer1")) {
contH = new ("Customer1",0,0,0,dbH) cont ("Customer1");
}
contH.open(dbH,"Customer1",oocUpdate);
// Assume customer1 makes a call from zone GMT_5 (-5 hours),
// starting at 11.30 p.m. and lasting 50 minutes.
// Set the application’s default time zone to GMT_5
d_Time::set_default_Time_Zone(d_Time::Time_Zone::GMT_5);
// Create a time value at the time of call activation
// The new time value is local to GMT_5
d_Time call_N_1;
// Store the time value in an event that represents the call
eventH = new(contH) eventObject();
eventH->event_num = 1;
eventH->event_time = call_N_1;
eventH->duration_in_seconds = 300;
sessionP->commit();
// The second transaction simulates the roaming application at
// a second local receiving station, which records the second
// call made by customer
sessionP->begin(oocUpdate);
// open the ROAMING_CALLS database
// open Customer1 container

…
// Assume customer1 travels for a day and makes a call
// from zone GMT10 (+10 hours), starting at 11.50 a.m. and
// lasting 30 minutes.
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// Set the application’s default time zone to GMT10
d_Time::set_default_Time_Zone(d_Time::Time_Zone::GMT10);
// Create a time value at the time of call activation
// The new time value is local to GMT10
d_Time call_N_2;
// Store the time value in an event that represents the call
eventH = new(contH) eventObject();
eventH->event_num = 2;
eventH->event_time = call_N_2;
eventH->duration_in_seconds = 180;
sessionP->commit();
// The third transaction simulates a central billing
// application, which calculates a statement for customer1
sessionP->begin(oocUpdate);
// open the federated database
// open the ROAMING_CALLS database
// open Customer1 container

…
ooItr(eventObject) eventI;
unsigned short local_hour_of_call, GMT_hour_of_call;
short local_to_GMT_difference;
// Find each call event for customer1 and calculate its
// cost
eventI.scan(contH);
while(eventI.next()) {
// Get the call’s time value expressed in GMT
GMT_hour_of_call = eventI->event_time.hour();
// Get the number of hours between the call’s time
// zone and GMT
local_to_GMT_difference =
eventI->event_time.tz_hour();
// Reconstruct the time of the call in its time zone
local_hour_of_call =
GMT_hour_of_call + local_to_GMT_difference;
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//
//
//
//
//

Use local_hour_of_call, the call’s duration, and
the call’s event_time->minute() value to determine
whether to use a peak-time rate, an off-peak rate,
or a combination of rates. Get the cost of the call
by calculating the number of minutes at each rate.

…
} // End while
// Print a statement showing each call and its cost.

…
sessionP->commit();
ooObjy::shutdown();
return 1;
} // End main

Reference Summary
Creating a Time Value

d_Time

Time Zones

Time_Zone

Setting a Time Value

operator=

Setting a Time Zone

set_default_Time_Zone
set_default_Time_Zone_to_local

Getting Information

current
hour
minute
second
tz_hour
tz_minute

Comparing Time Values

::operator==
::operator!=
::operator<
::operator<=
::operator>
::operator>=

Arithmetic Operations on Time
Values

::operator+
operator+=
::operatoroperator-=
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Determining Whether Time
Periods Overlap

::overlaps

Static Utilities

current
set_default_Time_Zone
set_default_Time_Zone_to_local

Reference Index
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current

Returns the current time in the default time
zone.

d_Time

Default constructor that constructs a new
time value set to the current time in the
default time zone.

d_Time

Constructs a new time value from the
specified time value.

d_Time

Constructs a new time value from the
specified components.

hour

Returns the hours component of this time
value, expressed in GMT.

minute

Returns the minutes component of this time
value.

::operator+

Addition operator; adds the specified time
value and interval and returns the sum in a
newly allocated time value.

operator+=

Increment operator; adds the specified
interval to this time value.

::operator-

Subtraction operator; subtracts a time value
or interval from a time value and returns the
difference in a newly allocated time value.

operator-=

Decrement operator; subtracts the specified
interval from this time value.

operator=

Assignment operator; sets this time value to
the specified time value.
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::operator==

Equality operator; returns 1 if every
component of one time value matches the
corresponding component of the other.

::operator!=

Inequality operator; returns 1 if any
component of one time value differs from the
corresponding component of the other.

::operator<

Less-than operator; return1 if one time value
is less than another.

::operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns1 if
one time value is less than or equal to
another.

::operator>

Greater-than operator; returns1 if one time
value is greater than another.

::operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1
if one time value is greater than or equal to
another.

::overlaps

Returns 1 if two specified time periods
overlap, where one or both periods are
specified using time values.

second

Returns the seconds component of this time
value.

set_default_Time_Zone

Sets the default time zone.

set_default_Time_Zone_to_local Resets the default time zone to your
computer’s local time zone.

Time_Zone

Enumerated type used to denote a specific
time zone.

tz_hour

Returns the number of hours between the
time zone stored in this time value and GMT.

tz_minute

Returns the number of minutes between the
time-zone minutes stored in this time value
and GMT.
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Time_Zone
Enumerated type used to denote a specific time zone.
enum Time_Zone {
GMT = 0,
GMT12 = 12,
GMT_12 = −12,
GMT1 = 1,
GMT_1 = −1,
GMT2 = 2,
GMT_2 = −2,
GMT3 = 3,
GMT_3 = −3,
GMT4 = 4,
GMT_4 = −4,
GMT5 = 5,
GMT_5 = −5,
GMT6 = 6,
GMT_6 = −6,
GMT7 = 7,
GMT_7 = −7,
GMT8 = 8,
GMT_8 = −8,
GMT9 = 9,
GMT_9 = −9,
GMT10 = 10,
GMT_10 = −10,
GMT11 = 11,
GMT_11 = −11,
USeastern = −5,
UScentral = −6,
USmountain = −7,
USpacific = −8};
Discussion
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Time zones are numbered according to the number of hours that must be added or
subtracted from the local time to get the time in Greenwich, England (GMT). For
example, GMT6 indicates a time of 6 hours greater than GMT, so 6 must be
subtracted from it to get GMT. Conversely, GMT_6 means that the time is 6 hours
earlier than GMT (read the underscore as a minus).
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Constructors
d_Time
Default constructor that constructs a new time value set to the current time in the
default time zone.
d_Time();

d_Time
Constructs a new time value from the specified time value.
1.

d_Time(const d_Time &);

2.

d_Time(const d_Timestamp &);

d_Time
Constructs a new time value from the specified components.

Parameters

1.

d_Time(
unsigned short hour,
unsigned short minute,
float second);

2.

d_Time(
unsigned short hour,
unsigned short minute,
float second,
short tzhour,
short tzminute);

hour

Hours component of the new time value; the number of hours past midnight.
minute

Minutes component of the new time value; the number of minutes in any
fractional hour remaining after whole hours are subtracted out.
second

Seconds component of the new time value; the number of seconds in any
fractional minute remaining after whole minutes are subtracted out.
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tzhour

The time zone for the new time value. You can specify the time zone using a
constant of type Time_Zone. Alternatively, you can specify the integer
number of hours to subtract from the hours component of the new time
value to get the hours component of GMT:
■

Specify a positive number if the new time value is later than GMT.

■

Specify a negative number if the new time value is earlier than GMT.

tzminute

Number of minutes to subtract from the minutes component of the new time
value to get the minutes component of GMT; normally 0.
Discussion

Variant 1 constructs a new time value that is local to the default time zone, which
implicitly sets the tzhour and tzminute components.
Variant 2 allows you to construct a time value that is local to a nondefault time
zone.

Operators
::operator+

global function
Addition operator; adds the specified time value and interval and returns the sum
in a newly allocated time value.
1.

d_Time ::operator+(
const d_Time &left,
const d_Interval &right);

2.

d_Time ::operator+(
const d_Interval &left,
const d_Time &right);

operator+=
Increment operator; adds the specified interval to this time value.
d_Time &d_Time::operator+=(const d_Interval &interval);
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::operator-

global function
Subtraction operator; subtracts a time value or interval from a time value and
returns the difference in a newly allocated time value.
1.

d_Interval ::operator-(
const d_Time &left,
const d_Time &right);

2.

d_Time ::operator -(
const d_Time &left,
const d_Interval &right);

operator-=
Decrement operator; subtracts the specified interval from this time value.
d_Time &operator-=(const d_Interval &interval);

operator=
Assignment operator; sets this time value to the specified time value.
1.

d_Time &operator=(const d_Time &time);

2.

d_Time operator=(const d_Timestamp &timeStamp);

::operator==

global function

Equality operator; returns 1 if every component of one time value matches the
corresponding component of the other.
int ::operator==(
const d_Time &left,
const d_Time &right);

::operator!=

global function

Inequality operator; returns 1 if any component of one time value differs from the
corresponding component of the other.
int ::operator!= (
const d_Time &left,
const d_Time &right);
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::operator<

global function
Less-than operator; return1 if one time value is less than another.
int ::operator< (
const d_Time &left,
const d_Time &right);

::operator<=

global function

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns1 if one time value is less than or equal to
another.
int ::operator<=(
const d_Time &left,
const d_Time &right);

::operator>

global function
Greater-than operator; returns1 if one time value is greater than another.
int ::operator> (
const d_Time &left,
const d_Time &right);

::operator>=

global function

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one time value is greater than or
equal to another.
int ::operator>=(
const d_Time &left,
const d_Time &right);

Methods
current
Returns the current time in the default time zone.
static d_Time current();
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hour
Returns the hours component of this time value, expressed in GMT.
unsigned short hour( ) const;
Discussion

This method expresses the hours component of this time value as a number of
hours past midnight in GMT. To get the hours component expressed locally to the
time value’s time zone, you must add the value returned by tz_hour.

minute
Returns the minutes component of this time value.
unsigned short minute( ) const;

second
Returns the seconds component of this time value.
float second( ) const;

set_default_Time_Zone
Sets the default time zone.
static void set_default_Time_Zone(Time_Zone zone);
Discussion

The default time zone value is initially set to GMT. (This behavior differs from the
ODMG standard, in which the default time zone is initially set to your computer’s
local time.) Changing the default time zone affects subsequently created time
values, but does not affect any existing time values.

set_default_Time_Zone_to_local
Resets the default time zone to your computer’s local time zone.
static void set_default_Time_Zone_to_local ();
Discussion

Changing the default time zone affects subsequently created time values, but does
not affect any existing time values.
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tz_hour
Returns the number of hours between the time zone stored in this time value and
GMT.
short tz_hour( ) const;
Returns

The number of hours add to the value returned by hour to get the hours
component in this time value’s time zone. A positive number indicates this time
value is later than GMT; a negative number indicates this time value is earlier than
GMT.

tz_minute
Returns the number of minutes between the time-zone minutes stored in this time
value and GMT.
short tz_minute( ) const;
Returns

The number of minutes to add to the value returned by minute to get the minutes
component in this time value’s time zone; normally 0.

Related Global Functions
::overlaps
Returns 1 if two specified time periods overlap, where one or both periods are
specified using time values.
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1.

int ::overlaps(
const d_Time &startLeft,
const d_Time &endLeft,
const d_Time &startRight,
const d_Time &endRight);

2.

int ::overlaps(
const d_Timestamp &startLeft,
const d_Timestamp &endLeft,
const d_Time &startRight,
const d_Time &endRight);
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Related Global Functions

3.

Discussion

int ::overlaps(
const d_Time &startLeft,
const d_Time &endLeft,
const d_Timestamp &startRight,
const d_Timestamp &endRight);

Each time period is specified by a start and end time. Variant 1 allows you to
specify the time periods using time values. Variants 2 and 3 allow you to specify
time periods using time values and timestamps.
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d_Timestamp Class
Inheritance:

d_Timestamp
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable class d_Timestamp
represents a timestamp, which contains both a date (see d_Date) and a time value
(see d_Time).
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 328 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 328 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooTime.h header file. No
extra linking is required.
This class is compatible with the ODMG standard.
NOTE

For more efficient storage, you can use the ooDateTime class instead of this
class.
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Reference Summary

Reference Summary
Creating a Timestamp

d_Timestamp

Setting a Timestamp

operator=

Getting Information

current
date
day
hour
minute
month
second
time
tz_hour
tz_minute
year

Comparing Timestamps

::operator==
::operator!=
::operator<
::operator<=
::operator>
::operator>=

Arithmetic Operations on Timestamps

::operator+
operator+=
::operatoroperator-=

Determining Whether Time Periods Overlap

::overlaps

Static Utilities

current

Reference Index

328

current

Returns a timestamp containing the current date and time in the
default time zone.

date

Returns the date component of this timestamp.

day

Returns the day component of this timestamp.

d_Timestamp

Default constructor that constructs a new timestamp set to the
current date and time.
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Reference Index

d_Timestamp

Constructs a new timestamp from the specified object(s).

d_Timestamp

Constructs a new timestamp with the specified components.

hour

Returns the hours component of this timestamp, expressed in
GMT.

minute

Returns the minutes component of this timestamp.

month

Returns the month component of this timestamp.

::operator+

Addition operator; allocates a new timestamp that is set to the
sum of the specified timestamp and interval.

operator+=

Increment operator; adds the specified interval to this timestamp.

::operator-

Subtraction operator.

operator-=

Decrement operator; subtracts the specified interval from this
timestamp.

operator=

Assignment operator; assigns the specified timestamp or date to
this timestamp.

::operator==

Equality operator; returns 1 if every component of one timestamp
matches the corresponding component of the other.

::operator!=

Inequality operator; returns 1 if any component of one timestamp
differs from the corresponding component of the other.

::operator<

Less-than operator; returns 1 if one timestamp is less than
another.

::operator<=

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one timestamp is less
than or equal to another.

::operator>

Greater-than operator; returns 1 if one timestamp is greater than
another.

::operator>=

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one timestamp is
greater than or equal to another.

::overlaps

Returns 1 if two time periods overlap, where one or both periods
are specified using timestamps.

second

Returns the seconds component of this timestamp.

time

Returns the time component of this timestamp.

tz_hour

Returns the number of hours between the time zone stored in this
timestamp and GMT.
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tz_minute

Returns the number of minutes between the time-zone minutes
stored in this timestamp and GMT.

year

Returns the year component of this timestamp.

Constructors
d_Timestamp
Default constructor that constructs a new timestamp set to the current date and
time.
d_Timestamp();

d_Timestamp
Constructs a new timestamp from the specified object(s).

Discussion

1.

d_Timestamp(const d_Date &);

2.

d_Timestamp(const d_Date &, const d_Time &);

3.

d_Timestamp(const d_Timestamp &);

You can construct a timestamp from:
■

A date plus the current time (variant 1)

■

A date and a time value (variant 2)

■

Another timestamp (variant 3)

d_Timestamp
Constructs a new timestamp with the specified components.
d_Timestamp(
unsigned short
unsigned short
unsigned short
unsigned short
unsigned short
float second =
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year,
month= 1,
day = 1,
hour = 0,
minute = 0,
0.0);
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Parameters

Operators

year

Corresponds to the year component of a d_Date. Maximum value is 65535.
month

Corresponds to the month component of a d_Date.
day

Corresponds to the day component of a d_Date.
hour

Corresponds to the hours component of a d_Time.
minute

Corresponds to the minutes component of a d_Time.
second

Corresponds to the seconds component of a d_Time.
Discussion

The time value in the new timestamp is local to the application’s default time zone,
which is set by d_Time::set_default_Time_Zone. The timestamp stores the
time zone as the number of hours between the local time and Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT).

Operators
::operator+

global function
Addition operator; allocates a new timestamp that is set to the sum of the
specified timestamp and interval.

WARNING

1.

d_Timestamp ::operator+(
const d_Timestamp &left,
const d_Interval &right);

2.

d_Timestamp ::operator+(
const d_Interval &left,
const d_Timestamp &right);

Addition that causes the year component to exceed 65535 results in an invalid
timestamp.
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operator+=
Increment operator; adds the specified interval to this timestamp.
d_Timestamp &operator+=(const d_Interval &);

WARNING

Addition that causes the year component to exceed 65535 results in an invalid
timestamp.

::operator-

global function
Subtraction operator.

Parameters

1.

d_Timestamp ::operator-(
const d_Timestamp &left,
const d_Interval &right);

2.

d_Interval ::operator-(
const d_Timestamp &left,
const d_Timestamp &right);

left

An existing timestamp.
right

An existing interval or timestamp.
Returns

Newly allocated timestamp or interval.

Discussion

Variant 1 subtracts the specified interval from the specified timestamp and returns
the difference in a newly allocated timestamp.
Variant 2 subtracts the right timestamp from the left timestamp and returns
the difference in a newly allocated interval.

operator-=
Decrement operator; subtracts the specified interval from this timestamp.
d_Timestamp &operator-=(const d_Interval &);
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operator=
Assignment operator; assigns the specified timestamp or date to this timestamp.
1.

d_Timestamp &operator=(const d_Timestamp &);

2.

d_Timestamp &operator=(const d_Date &);

::operator==

global function

Equality operator; returns 1 if every component of one timestamp matches the
corresponding component of the other.
int ::operator==(
const d_Timestamp &left,
const d_Timestamp &right);

::operator!=

global function

Inequality operator; returns 1 if any component of one timestamp differs from the
corresponding component of the other.
int ::operator!= (
const d_Timestamp &left,
const d_Timestamp &right);

::operator<

global function
Less-than operator; returns 1 if one timestamp is less than another.
int ::operator< (
const d_Timestamp &left,
const d_Timestamp &right);

::operator<=

global function

Less-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one timestamp is less than or equal to
another.
int ::operator<=(
const d_Timestamp &left,
const d_Timestamp &right);
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::operator>

global function
Greater-than operator; returns 1 if one timestamp is greater than another.
int ::operator> (
const d_Timestamp &left,
const d_Timestamp &right);

::operator>=

global function

Greater-than-or-equal-to operator; returns 1 if one timestamp is greater than or
equal to another.
int ::operator>=(
const d_Timestamp &left,
const d_Timestamp &right);

Methods
current
Returns a timestamp containing the current date and time in the default time
zone.
static d_Timestamp current();

date
Returns the date component of this timestamp.
const d_Date &date() const;

day
Returns the day component of this timestamp.
unsigned short day() const;
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hour
Returns the hours component of this timestamp, expressed in GMT.
unsigned short hour() const;
Discussion

This method expresses the hours component of this timestamp as a number of
hours past midnight in GMT. To get the hours component expressed locally to the
time value’s time zone, you must add the value returned by tz_hour.

minute
Returns the minutes component of this timestamp.
unsigned short minute() const;

month
Returns the month component of this timestamp.
unsigned short month() const;

second
Returns the seconds component of this timestamp.
float second() const;

time
Returns the time component of this timestamp.
const d_Time

&time() const;

tz_hour
Returns the number of hours between the time zone stored in this timestamp and
GMT.
short tz_hour() const;
Returns

The number of hours to add to the value returned by hour to get the hours
component in this timestamp’s time zone. A positive number indicates this time
value is later than GMT; a negative number indicates this time value is earlier than
GMT.
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tz_minute
Returns the number of minutes between the time-zone minutes stored in this
timestamp and GMT.
short tz_minute() const;
Returns

The number of minutes to add to the value returned by minute to get the minutes
component in this timestamp’s time zone; normally 0.

year
Returns the year component of this timestamp.
unsigned short year() const;

Related Global Functions
::overlaps

global function
Returns 1 if two time periods overlap, where one or both periods are specified
using timestamps.
1.
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int ::overlaps(
const d_Timestamp
const d_Timestamp
const d_Timestamp
const d_Timestamp

&startLeft,
&endLeft,
&startRight,
&endRight);

2.

int ::overlaps(
const d_Timestamp &startLeft,
const d_Timestamp &endLeft,
const d_Date &startRight,
const d_Date &endRight);

3.

int ::overlaps(
const d_Date &startLeft,
const d_Date &endLeft,
const d_Timestamp &startRight,
const d_Timestamp &endRight);
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Discussion

Related Global Functions

4.

int ::overlaps(
const d_Timestamp &startLeft,
const d_Timestamp &endLeft,
const d_Time &startRight,
const d_Time &endRight);

5.

int ::overlaps(
const d_Time &startLeft,
const d_Time &endLeft,
const d_Timestamp &startRight,
const d_Timestamp &endRight);

Each time period is specified by a start and end time. You can specify the time
periods using timestamps (variant 1), using timestamps and dates (variants 2
and 3), or using timestamps and time values (variants 4 and 5).
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ooAdmin Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->ooAdmin
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooAdmin)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooAdmin)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooAdmin is the
abstract base class for all administrator classes.
To use this class, your application must include the ooCollections.h header
file. For UNIX linking information, see Installation and Platform Notes for UNIX.
The ooAdmin class is backward compatible because it is implemented with the
pre-Release 9.3 scalable collection structure.

About Administrators
An administrator is an object of a concrete class derived from ooAdmin. Each
collection derived from ooCollection has an administrator that manages the
containers for the collection’s internal objects. A collection’s administrator is
created when the collection itself is created.
Because the ooAdmin class is abstract, you never create instances of it; instead,
you work with instances of its concrete derived classes:
■

Ordered collections use tree administrators of the ooTreeAdmin class.

■

Unordered collections use hash administrators of the ooHashAdmin class.

You should not create your own subclasses of this class.
Like other persistent objects, administrators are normally manipulated through
handles or object references. You call a collection’s admin method to obtain an
object reference to the collection’s administrator.
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ooBTree Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooBTree
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooBTree)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooBTree)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooBTree is the
abstract base class for classes that represent ordered collections containing
persistent objects.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 342 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 343 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollections.h header
file.
The ooBTree class is backward compatible because it is implemented with the
pre-Release 9.3 scalable collection structure. For information on Release 9.3 (or
later) ordered collections, see the ooTreeBasedCollection chapter in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.

About Ordered Collections
Ordered collections are scalable, that is, they can increase in size with minimal
performance degradation. They are implemented using a B-tree data structure so
that elements can be added, deleted, and retrieved efficiently. Each node in the
B-tree has a corresponding array. The array for a non-leaf node contains
references to the nodes at the leaf level of the B-tree; the array for a leaf node
contains references to elements of the collection whose indexes are within a
particular range. A newly created B-tree consists of a single node (the root of the
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B-tree) and its array. As the collection grows, additional nodes are created as
necessary. When each node is created, its corresponding array is also created.
Concrete classes derived from ooBTree represent more specific kinds of ordered
collections:
■

ooTreeSet represents sorted sets of persistent objects.

■

ooTreeList represents lists of persistent objects.

■

ooTreeMap represents sorted object maps.

Because the ooBTree class is abstract, you never create instances of it; instead,
you work with instances of its concrete derived classes. You should not create
your own subclasses of this class.
Like other persistent objects, ordered collections are normally manipulated
through handles and object references.
For additional information about the various persistence-capable collection
classes, see Chapter 4, “Persistent Collections,”in this book.
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Adding and Removing Elements

clear
remove

Getting Elements

first
get
iterator
last

Getting Indexes

indexOf
lastIndexOf

Getting Information

depth
size

Finding Auxiliary Objects

admin

Testing

contains
isEmpty

Maintaining the B-Tree

compact

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh
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Reference Index
admin

Finds the administrator for this ordered collection.

clear

Sets this ordered collection to an empty collection, removing any
elements it contains.

compact

Minimizes the number of nodes in this ordered collection’s B-tree.

contains

Tests whether this ordered collection contains the specified element
(or key).

depth

Gets the depth of this ordered collection’s B-tree.

first

Finds the first element (or key) in this ordered collection.

get

Finds the specified element of this ordered collection.

indexOf

Searches this ordered collection for the first element (or key) that is
equal to the specified object.

isEmpty

Tests whether this ordered collection is empty.

iterator

Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the elements of this
ordered collection.

last

Finds the last element (or key) in this ordered collection.

lastIndexOf

Searches this ordered collection for the last element (or key) that is
equal to the specified object.

refresh

Refreshes each container used internally by this ordered collection,
except for the container in which the collection itself is stored.

remove

Removes the first occurrence of the specified object from this
ordered collection.

size

Gets the size of this ordered collection.
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Methods
admin
Finds the administrator for this ordered collection.
virtual ooRef(ooAdmin) admin() const = 0;
Returns

Object reference to the administrator for this ordered collection.

clear
Sets this ordered collection to an empty collection, removing any elements it
contains.
virtual void clear();

compact
Minimizes the number of nodes in this ordered collection’s B-tree.
virtual void compact();
Discussion

After you have added all elements that you expect this collection to have, you can
call this method to minimize the number of nodes in its B-tree. Doing so saves
space and improves read performance. Indexes of elements within the collection
remain unchanged.
If you call this method before all elements have been added, insert (add)
performance will not necessarily improve. After the B-tree has been compacted,
adding an element will very likely cause one or more nodes to be added to the
B-tree.
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contains
Tests whether this ordered collection contains the specified element (or key).

Parameters

1.

virtual ooBoolean contains(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;

2.

virtual ooBoolean contains(
const void *lookupVal) const;

objH

Handle to the object to be tested for containment in this ordered collection.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the object to be tested for containment in this
ordered collection.
Returns

oocTrue if this ordered collection contains an element (or key) equal to the
specified object; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

Variant 2 tests whether any element (or key) of this ordered collection is “equal” to
the specified lookup data, as determined by the comparator for this collection. It is
useful if this ordered collection has an application-defined comparator that can
identify an element (or key) based on class-specific data. Because a list has no
comparator, variant 2 is not relevant for lists.

depth
Gets the depth of this ordered collection’s B-tree.
int depth() const;
Returns

The number of nodes between the root and a leaf node in this ordered collection’s
B-tree.

first
Finds the first element (or key) in this ordered collection.
virtual ooRef(ooObj) first() const;
Returns

If this collection is a list or sorted set, an object reference to the first element; if this
collection is a sorted object map, an object reference to the key of the first element.

See also

last
get
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get
Finds the specified element of this ordered collection.

Parameters

1.

ooRef(ooObj) get(const ooInt32 index) const;

2.

virtual ooRef(ooObj) get(const void *lookupVal) const = 0;

index

The zero-based index of the desired element.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the desired element (or key).
Returns

(Variant 1) Finds the element at the specified index.
■

If this collection is a list or sorted set, variant 1 returns an object reference to
the element whose index is index.

■

If this collection is a sorted object map, variant 1 returns an object reference
to the key of the element whose index is index.

(Variant 2) Finds the element (or key) that is equal to the specified lookup data,
as determined by the comparator for this ordered collection.
■

If this collection is a list or sorted set, variant 2 returns an object reference to
the element that is equal to lookupVal, or a null object reference if this
ordered collection does not contain such an element.

■

If this collection is a sorted object map, variant 2 returns an object reference
to the value of the element whose key is equal to lookupVal, or a null object
reference if this ordered collection does not contain such an element.

Discussion

Variant 2 is useful if this ordered collection has an application-defined comparator
that can identify an element (or key) based on class-specific data. Because a list has
no comparator, variant 2 is not relevant for lists.

See also

first
last
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indexOf
Searches this ordered collection for the first element (or key) that is equal to the
specified object.
virtual int indexOf(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH,
const int index = 0) const;
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object whose index is to be found.
index

The zero-based index at which search should start.
Returns

The index of the first element in this ordered collection, at or after the starting
position, that is equal to (or whose key is equal to) the specified object. If no such
element is found, this method returns -1.

Discussion

This method searches forward in the collection, starting the search at the element
whose index is index.
If this collection is a list or sorted set, this method compares each element with
the specified object; if this collection is a sorted object map, this method
compares the key of each element with the specified object.
Search stops when a matching element is found; if more than one element
matches, this method finds the one closest to the beginning of the collection (but
at or after the starting index).

See also

lastIndexOf

isEmpty
Tests whether this ordered collection is empty.
virtual ooBoolean isEmpty() const;
Returns

oocTrue if this ordered collection has no elements; otherwise, oocFalse.
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iterator
Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the elements of this ordered
collection.
virtual ooCollectionIterator *iterator() const;
Returns

A pointer to a scalable-collection iterator for finding the elements of this ordered
collection; the caller is responsible for deleting the iterator when it is no longer
needed.

Discussion

The returned iterator finds the elements as ordered in the collection.
You must delete the iterator when you have finished using it.

last
Finds the last element (or key) in this ordered collection.
ooRef(ooObj) last() const;
Returns

If this collection is a list or sorted set, an object reference to the last element; if this
collection is a sorted object map, an object reference to the key of the last element.

See also

first
get

lastIndexOf
Searches this ordered collection for the last element (or key) that is equal to the
specified object.

Parameters

1.

int lastIndexOf(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;

2.

int lastIndexOf(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH,
const int index) const;

objH

Handle to the object whose index is to be found.
index

The zero-based index at which search should start.
Returns
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The index of the last element in this ordered collection, at or before the starting
position, that is equal to (or whose key is equal to) the specified object. If no such
element is found, this method returns -1.
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Discussion

Methods

This method searches backward in the collection. Variant 1 starts searching at the
last element; variant 2 starts searching at the element whose index is index.
If this collection is a list or sorted set, this method compares each element with
the specified object; if this collection is a sorted object map, this method
compares the key of each element with the specified object.
Search stops when a matching element is found; if more than one element
matches, this method finds the one closest to the end of the collection (but at or
before the starting index).

See also

indexOf

refresh
Refreshes each container used internally by this ordered collection, except for the
container in which the collection itself is stored.
virtual ooStatus refresh(ooMode &openMode) const;
Parameters

openMode

Intended level of access to each refreshed container:
■

Specify oocRead to open the container for read. This implicitly requests
a read lock on the container.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the container for update (read and write).
This implicitly requests an update lock on the container.

Returns

oocSuccess if every container can be refreshed; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

You typically call this method when you need to refresh your view of an ordered
collection that you are reading in an MROW transaction. This method calls
refreshOpen on each container that is used internally by the ordered
collection—that is, on the administrator, node, and array containers maintained by
the ordered collection. This method does not refresh the container in which the
ordered collection itself is stored, nor does it necessarily refresh the containers that
store the collection’s elements.
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remove
Removes the first occurrence of the specified object from this ordered collection.
virtual ooBoolean remove(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be removed.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was removed; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

If this collection is a list or sorted set, this method removes the first element (if any)
that is equal to the specified object. If this collection is a sorted object map, this
method removes the element (if any) whose key is the specified object.

size
Gets the size of this ordered collection.
virtual int size() const;
Returns
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The number of elements in this ordered collection
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ooClusterStrategy Class
Inheritance:

ooClusterStrategy
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable class
ooClusterStrategy represents a clustering strategy for choosing the storage
location for new basic objects, subject to the application’s preferences.
See:

NOTE

■

“Reference Summary” on page 356 for an overview of ooClusterStrategy
methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 357 for a list of ooClusterStrategy methods

This class is in the public programming interface for backward compatibility
with applications that use the explicit placement mechanism. All new
applications should use the managed object-placement system described in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

About Clustering Strategies
When an application calls operator new on a basic-object class, the actual
creation of the new basic object is delegated to a clustering strategy. The clustering
strategy is responsible for choosing the object’s storage location (logical page,
container, and database), subject to preferences specified by the application. If a
suitable location can be chosen, the clustering strategy creates the new basic
object; otherwise, the clustering strategy throws an exception.
Every session has a clustering strategy for clustering basic objects that are created
when that session is in a transaction. By default, the session’s clustering strategy
is used. To use a different clustering strategy, the application can specify that
clustering strategy explicitly as a parameter to operator new.
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NOTE

Clustering Priorities and Clustering Directive

A clustering strategy is invoked only during the creation of new basic objects, not
containers. Containers are assigned to databases as specified by operator new
of the container class.
An instance of ooClusterStrategy is called a standard clustering strategy. If you
need special clustering behavior, you can define your own clustering-strategy
classes; an instance of an application-defined clustering-strategy class is called a
custom clustering strategy.
An application can maintain as many or as few clustering strategies as it needs to
govern the clustering of new basic objects.
For a detailed discussion of clustering strategies, see Chapter 6, “Clustering
Persistent Objects.”

Clustering Priorities and Clustering Directive
Every clustering strategy maintains a set of clustering priorities that specify where
to locate the basic object relative to a clustering directive.
The clustering priorities constitute an ordered set of clustering rules, which
provide page-level control over the location of the new basic object and specify
what to do if the preferred location has insufficient space. Some clustering rules
require the object to be located in existing storage space; other rules cause the
addition of a new logical page, a new container, or even a new database to
accommodate the new basic object.
The clustering directive identifies the starting point in the federated database’s
logical storage hierarchy from which to begin applying the clustering priorities.
The clustering directive is passed as a parameter to the basic-object class’s
operator new. Any existing existing basic object, container, or database can be
used as a clustering directive.
Each clustering rule is represented by a constant of the ooClusterPriorities
enumeration type. By default, the clustering priorities of a standard clustering
strategy includes all clustering rules.
NOTE
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When a clustering strategy causes a new container to be created to accommodate
a new basic object, the kind of container (standard or garbage-collectible) is
specified by a property of the clustering strategy, called its new-container type.
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Container-Fill Policy

Container-Fill Policy
Every clustering strategy maintains a container-fill policy, which regulates the
growth of any container in which the new basic object may be placed. A
clustering strategy’s container-fill policy establishes the maximum number of
logical pages that the strategy will allow in a container. Consequently, the policy
limits the number of new logical pages that can be added to a container to
accommodate new basic objects.
A container-fill policy can be specified either as an integer or as a constant
defined in this class; see Container-Fill Policies. The default container-fill policy
for a standard clustering strategy is reserveSpace, which ensures that a small
number of logical pages are left unused in each container, to accommodate any
future expansion of VArrays, to-many associations, or persistent collections
stored in the container.

Error-Signaling Policy
Every clustering strategy maintains an error-signaling policy, which controls how
the clustering strategy responds if it cannot create the new basic object for any
reason. By default, the policy is set to oocTrue, which causes the clustering
strategy (and therefore operator new) to throw an exception such as
ooObjectPlacementFailedException. Setting the policy to oocFalse
suppresses the exception, in which case the application must test whether
operator new returns a null pointer. (You normally ignore this policy unless
you are implementing a custom clustering strategy.)

Basic Clustering Behavior
Every session is initialized to use a standard clustering strategy with default
settings for its clustering priorities and its container-fill policy. Such a strategy
implements the basic Objectivity/DB clustering behavior and provides the
greatest flexibility for placing new basic objects. It clusters a basic object as
described below, using the clustering directive near specified as a parameter to
operator new.
When the clustering directive near specifies an existing basic object, the basic
clustering behavior is to select the storage location for a new basic object as
follows:
1. Place the new basic object on the same logical page as the existing basic
object.
2. If the page does not have enough space, place the new basic object on another
existing logical page in the same container.
3. If no existing page in the container has enough space, add a new logical page
to the container, and place the new object on that page.
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4. If the container cannot accommodate a new logical page, add a new container
in the same database, and place the new basic object in it.
NOTE: The clustering strategy’s container-fill policy affects whether an
existing container can accommodate a new logical page. By default, a new
page cannot be added if the container has already reached the limit defined
by reserveSpace.
5. If the database cannot accommodate another container, add a new database
and place the new basic object in a new container in it.
6. If a new database cannot be added to the federated database, the operation
fails. Depending on the clustering strategy’s error-signaling policy, an
exception is thrown or operator new returns a null pointer.
When the clustering directive near specifies a container, the basic clustering
behavior is to place the new basic object in that container—on an existing logical
page, if possible, or else on a new logical page. If the container cannot
accommodate a new page, the selection process continues according to steps 4
through 6 above.
When the clustering directive near specifies a database, the basic clustering
behavior is to place the new basic object in the default container of that
database—on an existing logical page, if possible, or else on a new logical page. If
the default container cannot accommodate a new page, the selection process
continues according to steps 4 through 6 above.

Methods That Control Clustering
A clustering strategy begins its work when operator new calls the strategy’s
newObj method, passing the type number of the basic-object class, along with the
clustering directive. The newObj method is responsible for:
■

Trying to create the new basic object in the successive locations indicated by
the clustering directive, the clustering priorities, and the container-fill policy.

■

Either returning a pointer to the newly created basic object, or signaling an
error if a suitable location cannot be found and the new basic object cannot
be created.

The newObj method accomplishes these tasks by calling the clustering strategy’s
tryCreate method. Whenever a container or database must be added to
accommodate a new basic object, the tryCreate method calls additional
clustering-strategy methods:
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■

When responding to the oocNewContainer clustering rule, tryCreate calls
the clustering strategy’s newContainer method to create a new container in
an existing database. tryCreate then creates the new basic object in the new
container.

■

When responding to the oocNewDatabase clustering rule, tryCreate calls
the clustering strategy’s newDB method to create a new database, and then
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calls newContainer to create a new container in the newly created database.
Finally, tryCreate creates the new basic object in the new container.
The newObj, newContainer, and newDB methods are all virtual, so you can
override them in custom clustering-strategy classes. The tryCreate method is
not virtual; you call it in your implementation of newObj to perform the actual
creation of the new basic object during the custom clustering process.

Working With Clustering Strategies
Every session has a clustering strategy that is created automatically. If necessary,
an application can create additional clustering strategies, using a public
constructor of the desired clustering-strategy class. Parameters to the
ooClusterStrategy constructor specify the clustering priorities and
new-container type for the new clustering strategy.
Every clustering strategy must be created in a particular session—that is, the
thread that creates the clustering strategy must have a current session attached to
it. Furthermore, a clustering strategy can be used only with the session in which
it was created. This restriction applies no matter how you plan to use the
clustering strategy, whether as the session’s clustering strategy or as part of an
operation that creates a single basic object.
If a particular session will use multiple clustering strategies, the application must
create all of those clustering strategies when that session is the current session. If
multiple sessions are to share the same clustering behavior, the application can
create multiple instances of the clustering-strategy class, one for each session.
An application can:
■

Call a session’s clusterStrategy method to get its clustering strategy.

■

Call a session’s setClusterStrategy method to set a different clustering
strategy to be the session’s current clustering strategy.

An application can change the properties of an existing clustering strategy by:
■

Calling the strategy’s setPriorityBits method to change the clustering
priorities.

■

Calling the strategy’s setContainerPageLimit method to change the
container-fill policy.

■

Calling the strategy’s setOoGCCont method to change the new-container
type, which specifies whether standard or garbage-collectible containers are
added to accommodate new basic objects.
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Defining a Clustering-Strategy Class
An application can define a custom clustering-strategy class that overrides any of
the inherited virtual methods. The derived class can:
■

Override newContainer to control the creation of containers that are added
to accommodate new basic objects.

■

Override newDB to control the creation of databases that are added to
accommodate new basic objects.

■

Override newObj to customize the overall clustering process.

Reference Summary
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Creating a Clustering Strategy

ooClusterStrategy

Accessing a Clustering Strategy’s Settings

priorityBits
setPriorityBits
getContainerPageLimit
setContainerPageLimit
ooGCCont
setOoGCCont

Clustering a New Basic Object

newContainer
newDB
newObj
tryCreate
setSignalClusteringError
signalClusteringError
isCollectionRoot
isHashBucket
isTreeNode
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Container-Fill Policies

Constants for specifying commonly used policies for
limiting the number of logical pages that can be added to
a container.

getContainerPageLimit

Gets the container-fill policy for this clustering strategy.

isCollectionRoot

Tests whether the new basic object being created by this
clustering strategy is a scalable collection.

isHashBucket

Tests whether the new basic object being created by this
clustering strategy is a hash bucket of an unordered
collection.

isTreeNode

Tests whether the new basic object being created by this
clustering strategy is a B-tree node of an ordered
collection.

newContainer

Default implementation for creating a container
whenever this clustering strategy adds a new container
to accommodate a new basic object.

newDB

Default implementation for creating a new database
whenever this clustering strategy adds a database to
accommodate a new basic object.

newObj

Default implementation for obtaining a clustering
directive, priorities, and container-fill policy, and creating
a new basic object wherever they indicate.

ooClusterStrategy

Constructs a new clustering strategy with the specified
properties.

ooGCCont

Tests this clustering strategy’s new-container type.

priorityBits

Gets this clustering strategy’s clustering priorities.

setContainerPageLimit

Sets the container-fill policy for this clustering strategy.

setOoGCCont

Specifies the kind of container that this clustering
strategy creates when adding containers to
accommodate new basic objects.

setPriorityBits

Sets the clustering priorities for this clustering strategy.

setSignalClusteringError Sets the error-signaling policy for this clustering
strategy, which controls whether the clustering strategy
throws an exception when it is unable to cluster a new
basic object.
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signalClusteringError

Returns the current error-signaling policy for this
clustering strategy.

tryCreate

Called by the newObj method to create a new basic
object of the specified type in the first available location
identified by the specified clustering directive, priorities,
and container-fill policy.

Constants
Container-Fill Policies
Constants for specifying commonly used policies for limiting the number of
logical pages that can be added to a container.
Constants

fastAccess

The clustering strategy calculates the logical-page limit that will keep the
container’s page map small. The calculated number is based on the
storage-page size of the container, and so may be different for different
containers. This constant is stored as the special value 0.
The policy represented by this constant is particularly appropriate if your
performance requirements call for optimizing the runtime speed of
operations that will update the basic objects being clustered.
maximum

The clustering strategy allows the maximum possible number of logical
pages in the container. This constant represents the integer 65534.
The policy represented by this constant is particularly appropriate if your
data requirements call for using a container’s maximum addressing capacity
to store as many basic objects as possible. For more information, see
“Estimating Disk-Space Requirements” in Chapter 4 of Objectivity/DB
Administration.
reserveSpace

The clustering strategy leaves a small number of logical pages unused in
each container, to accommodate any future expansion of VArrays, to-many
associations, or persistent collections stored in the container. This constant
represents the integer 65000.
The policy represented by this constant is set by default when a standard
clustering strategy is created. This policy is recommended for most
applications because it allows basic objects to be clustered on the majority of
a container’s logical pages, while keeping some pages in reserve, in case
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Objectivity/DB needs to grow a VArray or a persistent collection to
accommodate added elements.
Discussion

The container-fill policy is the maximum number of logical pages that a clustering
strategy can allow in a container. The policy enables a clustering strategy to
regulate the growth of existing containers in response to the oocNewPage
clustering rule.

See also

getContainerPageLimit
setContainerPageLimit

Constructors
ooClusterStrategy
Constructs a new clustering strategy with the specified properties.
ooClusterStrategy(
int priorities = oocSamePage | oocOtherPage | oocNewPage |
oocNewContainer | oocNewDatabase,
ooBoolean ooGCCont = oocFalse);
Parameters

priorities

Clustering priorities of the new clustering strategy, specified as an integer
whose binary representation can be interpreted as a combination of
clustering rules. You normally specify clustering rules using one or more
constants of the ooClusterPriorities enumeration type, where multiple
constants are combined with the C++ bitwise OR operator (|).
The priorities set by default produce the basic clustering behavior; see “Basic
Clustering Behavior” on page 353.
ooGCCont

New-container type for the new clustering strategy, which specifies the kind
of containers to create when adding containers to accommodate new basic
objects:

Discussion

■

oocTrue—Create garbage-collectible containers

■

oocFalse—Create standard containers. This is the default value.

You must create a clustering strategy in a particular session—that is, the thread
that creates the clustering strategy must have a current session attached to it.
Furthermore, you must ensure that the current session is the particular session
with which you intend to use the new clustering strategy.
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The new clustering strategy has the default container-fill policy (reserveSpace),
and has the default error-signaling policy (oocTrue).
See also

setSignalClusteringError
ooClusterPriorities global type

Methods
getContainerPageLimit
Gets the container-fill policy for this clustering strategy.
ooUInt16 getContainerPageLimit() const;
Returns

Integer value representing a container-fill policy. This value is either an integer
number of logical pages or the special value 0, which represents the fastAccess
policy.

See also

setContainerPageLimit

isCollectionRoot
Tests whether the new basic object being created by this clustering strategy is a
scalable collection.
ooBoolean isCollectionRoot(ooTypeNumber typeN) const;
Parameters

typeN

Type number of the class of the basic object being created. This value is
passed in as a parameter of newObj.
Returns

oocTrue if the specified type number identifies the root node of a scalable ordered
collection or the root object of a scalable unordered collection; otherwise
oocFalse.

Discussion

You can call this method in a custom implementation of newObj if you want to
implement clustering behavior that is specific to creating an instance of a
scalable-collection class derived from ooCollection.

See also

Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,” in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
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isHashBucket
Tests whether the new basic object being created by this clustering strategy is a
hash bucket of an unordered collection.
ooBoolean isHashBucket(ooTypeNumber typeN) const;
Parameters

typeN

Type number of the class of the basic object being created. This value is
passed in as a parameter of newObj.
Returns

oocTrue if the specified type number identifies a hash bucket; otherwise
oocFalse.

Discussion

You can call this method in a custom implementation of newObj if you want to
implement clustering behavior that is specific to hash buckets. (Hash buckets are
internal objects created automatically when a scalable unordered collection grows
to accommodate added elements.)

See also

Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,” in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide

isTreeNode
Tests whether the new basic object being created by this clustering strategy is a
B-tree node of an ordered collection.
ooBoolean isTreeNode(ooTypeNumber typeN) const;
Returns

oocTrue if the specified type number identifies a B-tree node; otherwise
oocFalse.

Discussion

You can call this method in a custom implementation of newObj if you want to
implement clustering behavior that is specific to B-tree nodes. (B-tree nodes are
internal objects created automatically when a scalable ordered collection grows to
accommodate added elements.)

See also

Chapter 12, “Persistent Collections,” in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
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newContainer
Default implementation for creating a container whenever this clustering strategy
adds a new container to accommodate a new basic object.
virtual ooHandle(ooContObj) newContainer(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &near
const char *name = 0);
Parameters

near

Clustering directive for assigning the new container to a database. This value
is passed by newObj and may be used, changed, or ignored by a custom
implementation of newContainer.
name

String to be used as the system name for the new container.
Returns

Handle to the new container.

Discussion

This method is called automatically by the default implementation of the newObj
method in response to either the oocNewContainer or oocNewDatabase
clustering rule.
The default implementation creates either a standard container (an instance of
ooContObj) or a garbage-collectible container (an instance of ooGCContObj),
depending on the value returned by the ooGCCont method. The new container

has 100 initial pages and a growth factor of 50%. The new container is assigned to
the database indicated by near, which is passed to it by newObj:
■

When newObj is responding to the oocNewContainer rule, near is the
clustering directive specified for creating the new basic object.

■

When newObj is responding to the oocNewDatabase rule, near is the new
database added by the clustering strategy.

The default implementation creates only embedded containers (physically stored
within the indicated database’s file).
(For backward compatibility only) The default implementation creates only
nonhashed containers in pre-Release 9.0 and Release 9.0 (or later) databases.
An application can define nondefault behavior for newContainer in a subclass
of ooClusterStrategy that overrides this method.
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newDB
Default implementation for creating a new database whenever this clustering
strategy adds a database to accommodate a new basic object.
virtual ooHandle(ooDBObj) newDB(
const ooHandle(ooFDObj) &containingFD,
const char *prefix = "autoDb");
Parameters

containingFD

Federated database in which to create the new database. A database can be
created only in the session’s connected federated database.
prefix

String used as a prefix in the system name of any database created by this
method.
Returns

Handle to the new database.

Discussion

This method is called automatically by the default implementation of the newObj
method in response to the oocNewDatabase clustering rule.
The default implementation creates the new database whose system name is
composed of prefix followed by an incremented numerical index. The total
length of the prefix and the numerical index must be fewer than 100 characters.
The other characteristics of the new database are set by default values for the
parameters to the ooDBObj constructor. For example, the new database file is
located on the same host and in the same directory as the federated database’s
system-database file.
An application can define nondefault behavior for newDB in a subclass of
ooClusterStrategy that overrides this method.

newObj
Default implementation for obtaining a clustering directive, priorities, and
container-fill policy, and creating a new basic object wherever they indicate.
1.

virtual void *newObj(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &near);

2.

virtual void *newObj(
ooTypeNumber typeN);
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typeN

Type number of the class of the basic object to be created. This value is
passed by operator new of the basic-object class, and should not be
changed by a custom implementation of newObj.
near

Clustering directive for determining the location of the new basic object. This
value is passed by operator new of the basic-object class, and may be used,
changed, or ignored by a custom implementation of variant 1 of newObj.
Returns

Memory pointer to the new basic object. This pointer is null if a new basic object
cannot be created.

Discussion

This method is called by operator new of the class of the basic object being
created. The type number and clustering directive (if any) are passed by
operator new to the appropriate variant of newObj.
The default implementation of newObj is as follows:
■

(Variant 1) Creates the new basic object in the location determined by the
specified clustering directive and this clustering strategy’s properties.
More specifically, this variant calls the tryCreate method, passing typeN
and near to that method, along with this clustering strategy’s priorities,
container-fill policy, and error-signaling policy.

■

(Variant 2) Throws an exception.

An application can define nondefault behavior for newObj in a subclass of
ooClusterStrategy that overrides either or both variants of this method. Your
implementation of newObj can provide special handling for particular types of
basic objects—for example, by choosing a clustering directive other than the one
passed by operator new, by temporarily overriding this clustering strategy’s
priorities, and so on. Your implementation must call the tryCreate method to
request that the new basic object be created in the first available location
identified by the clustering directive and clustering properties being used.
NOTE

You must override variant 2 of newObj to provide a clustering directive, if you
want to support certain variants of operator new.
See “Customizing the Overall Clustering Process” in Chapter 6.
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ooGCCont
Tests this clustering strategy’s new-container type.
ooBoolean ooGCCont() const;
Returns

oocTrue if this clustering strategy creates garbage-collectible containers (instances
of ooGCContObj); oocFalse if this clustering strategy creates standard containers
(instances of ooContObj).

Discussion

A clustering strategy’s new-container type determines the kind of container to be
created when the strategy adds a container to accommodate new basic objects.

See also

setOoGCCont

priorityBits
Gets this clustering strategy’s clustering priorities.
int priorityBits() const;
Returns

Integer value whose binary representation can be interpreted as a combination of
clustering rules.

Discussion

This method returns a bit mask representing a combination of clustering rules. You
can test whether a given rule is included by using the C++ bitwise AND operator (&)
on the return value and one of the clustering-rule constants.

See also

setPriorityBits
ooClusterPriorities global type

setContainerPageLimit
Sets the container-fill policy for this clustering strategy.
void setContainerPageLimit(ooUInt16 policy = reserveSpace);
Parameters

policy

Integer value representing the container-fill policy. You can specify either an
integer number of logical pages, or one of the constants defined by this class;
see Container-Fill Policies.
Discussion

The container-fill policy is the maximum number of logical pages that a clustering
strategy can allow in a container. The policy enables a clustering strategy to
regulate the growth of existing containers in response to the oocNewPage
clustering rule.
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getContainerPageLimit

setOoGCCont
Specifies the kind of container that this clustering strategy creates when adding
containers to accommodate new basic objects.
void setOoGCCont(ooBoolean flag);
Parameters

flag

The new value for this clustering strategy’s new-container type:

See also

■

oocTrue—Create garbage-collectible containers (instances of
ooGCContObj)

■

oocFalse—Create standard containers (instances of ooContObj).

ooGCCont

setPriorityBits
Sets the clustering priorities for this clustering strategy.
void setPriorityBits(int priorities);
Parameters

priorities

Integer whose binary representation can be interpreted as a combination of
clustering rules.
Discussion

This method specifies a bit mask representing the clustering priorities for this
clustering strategy.
You normally specify clustering rules using one or more constants of the
ooClusterPriorities enumeration type, where multiple constants are
combined with the C++ bitwise OR operator (|).

See also
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setSignalClusteringError
Sets the error-signaling policy for this clustering strategy, which controls whether
the clustering strategy throws an exception when it is unable to cluster a new
basic object.
void setSignalClusteringError(ooBoolean throwException);
Parameters

throwException

Specifies whether newObj is to throw an exception whenever it is unable to
create a new basic object using the applicable clustering directive and
clustering priorities:

Discussion

■

Specify oocTrue (the default) to cause newObj to throw an exception
such as ooObjectPlacementFailedException.

■

Specify oocFalse to cause newObj is to return 0 without throwing an
exception.

Calling this method affects subsequent calls to newObj.
Setting the policy to oocFalse facilitates trying to place an object in various
locations until one is found with enough space, without incurring the overhead
of catching an exception for each location that is full.

See also

signalClusteringError

signalClusteringError
Returns the current error-signaling policy for this clustering strategy.
ooBoolean signalClusteringError();
See also

setSignalClusteringError

tryCreate
Called by the newObj method to create a new basic object of the specified type in
the first available location identified by the specified clustering directive,
priorities, and container-fill policy.
1.

void *tryCreate(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &near);

2.

void *tryCreate(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &near,
int priorities);
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3.

void *tryCreate(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &near,
int priorities,
bool throwException);

4.

void *tryCreate(
ooTypeNumber typeN,
const ooId &near,
int priorities,
bool throwException,
int containerFillPolicy);

typeN

Type number of the class of the basic object to be created. You should specify
the same value that was passed to the newObj method by operator new.
near

Clustering directive for determining the location of the new basic object. You
may, but need not, specify the same value that was passed to the newObj
method by operator new.
Because ooId is the base class for all object-reference classes, you can specify
the desired clustering directive using an object reference to it—that is, by
passing an appropriate instance of class ooRef(className).
priorities

Integer whose binary representation can be interpreted as a combination of
clustering rules. You normally specify clustering rules using one or more
constants of the ooClusterPriorities enumeration type, where multiple
constants are combined with the C++ bitwise OR operator (|).
(Variant 1) Omitting this parameter implicitly specifies this clustering
strategy’s priorities.
throwException

Specifies whether to throw an exception when a new basic object cannot be
created using the applicable clustering directive and clustering priorities:
■

Specify oocTrue to throw an exception.

■

Specify oocFalse to return 0 without throwing an exception.

(Variant 2) Omitting this parameter implicitly specifies this clustering
strategy’s error-signaling policy.
containerFillPolicy

Integer value representing the container-fill policy. You can specify either an
integer number of logical pages, or one of the constants defined by this class;
see Container-Fill Policies.
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The container-fill policy is the maximum number of logical pages that a
clustering strategy can allow in a container. The policy enables a clustering
strategy to regulate the growth of existing containers in response to the
oocNewPage clustering rule.
(Variant 3) Omitting this parameter implicitly specifies this clustering
strategy’s container-fill policy.
Discussion

You call this method in an override of the newObj method in a custom
clustering-strategy class. The default implementation of newObj calls variant 1 of
this method.
This method tries to create a new basic object in one or more successive locations
identified by the specified clustering directive, a particular set of clustering
priorities, and a particular container-fill policy:

NOTE

■

Variant 1 uses this clustering strategy’s priorities and container-fill policy.

■

Variants 2 and 3 uses this clustering strategy’s container-fill policy, and
allows you to explicitly specify the priorities to be used.

■

Variant 4 allows you to explicitly specify both the priorities and the
container-fill policy to be used.

Explicitly specifying the clustering priorities or container-fill policy does not
affect the corresponding property of this clustering strategy; rather, the specified
value is used only for the duration of this method.
This method applies the clustering priorities, examining each clustering rule in
order until a location is successfully chosen (and the new basic object is stored
there) or all the rules have been considered (and no suitable location is found).
If none of the locations can accommodate the new basic object, this method can
throw an exception such as ooObjectPlacementFailedException:
■

Variants 1 and 2 use this clustering strategy’s error-signaling policy to
determine whether to throw an exception.

■

Variants 3 and 4 allow you to explicitly specify the error-signaling policy that
determines whether to throw an exception.

This method responds to certain clustering rules by calling other methods of this
clustering strategy:
■

When responding to the oocNewContainer rule, this method calls the
newContainer method.

■

When responding to the oocNewDatabase rule, this method calls the newDB
and newContainer methods.
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ooContext
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable class ooContext
represents an Objectivity context—the operating context that enables a thread to
execute a series of transactions with an Objectivity/DB federated database.
See:

NOTE

■

“Reference Summary” on page 372 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 372 for a list of methods

This class is in the public programming interface for backward compatibility
with applications that use context-based application control. All new
applications should use session-based application control. Each session (an
instance of the ooSession class) has a corresponding Objectivity context that is
created when the session is created. A session manages its Objectivity context, so
applications that use sessions do not work directly with Objectivity contexts.

About Objectivity Contexts
An Objectivity context is a complete set of Objectivity/DB-managed data and
memory resources, including an Objectivity/DB cache, the current values of
Objectivity/C++ global variables, current error and message handlers, and so on.
Every Objectivity/DB application has at least one Objectivity context, which
belongs to the main thread (the thread that starts implicitly when you start the
application). A multithreaded application typically provides an Objectivity
context for each additional thread that executes Objectivity/DB transactions,
although it is possible for the same Objectivity context to be reused by several
threads in turn. Objectivity contexts are the only kind of transient Objectivity/DB
object that you can pass between threads.
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The ooContext class provides a public constructor and destructor for creating
and destroying Objectivity contexts. Instances of the class are also created and
destroyed implicitly by the ooInitThread and ooTermThread global functions,
respectively.
Every thread that is initialized for Objectivity/DB has a current Objectivity context,
which is the context that Objectivity/DB uses when the thread executes database
operations. The ooInitThread global function sets a thread’s current Objectivity
context for the first time; the ooContext class provides an interface for changing
it. An uninitialized thread has no current Objectivity context associated with it.
Static methods of the ooContext class allow you to get and set a thread’s current
Objectivity context.
Objectivity contexts are typically referenced through pointers. A null ooContext
pointer is called a null Objectivity context. A thread’s current Objectivity context
may be null or nonnull; however, a thread with a null context cannot execute
Objectivity/DB operations other than context operations and destructors.
For more information about Objectivity contexts, see Chapter 1, “Context-Based
Application Control,” in this book.

Reference Summary
Creating and Destroying an Objectivity Context

ooContext
~ooContext

Getting and Setting the Current
Objectivity Context

current
setCurrent
setCurrentShared

Reference Index
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ooContext

Constructs a new Objectivity context whose
Objectivity/DB cache has the specified capacity.

~ooContext

Destructor for the class ooContext.

current

Returns a pointer to the current Objectivity context for the
executing thread; returns 0 if this thread has a null
Objectivity context.
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setCurrent

Sets the current Objectivity context for the executing
thread.

setCurrentShared

For experienced users only. Sets the current Objectivity
context for the executing thread, allowing multiple threads
to share the same Objectivity context.

Constructors and Destructors
ooContext
Constructs a new Objectivity context whose Objectivity/DB cache has the
specified capacity.
ooContext(
uint32 cacheInitialCapacity = 200,
uint32 cacheMaxCapacity = 500);
Parameters

cacheInitialCapacity

Factor for computing the initial sizes of the small- and large-object buffer
pools in the Objectivity/DB cache.
The specified value determines:
■

The initial number of buffer pages allocated in the default small-object
buffer pool.

■

The initial number of buffer entries allocated in the default large-object
buffer pool (equivalently, the initial number of large objects to be
accommodated by the pool).

If the Objectivity/DB cache creates any nondefault small- and large-object
buffer pools, the specified value determines:
■

The initial number of bytes allocated in each nondefault small-object
buffer pool (equal to the specified value multiplied by the federated
database’s default storage-page size).

■

The initial number of buffer entries allocated in each nondefault
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the initial number of large objects
to be accommodated by each pool).

cacheMaxCapacity

Factor for computing the maximum sizes of the small- and large-object buffer
pools in the Objectivity/DB cache.
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The specified value determines:
■

The maximum number of buffer pages allocated in the default
small-object buffer pool.

■

The maximum number of buffer entries allocated in the default
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the maximum number of large
objects to be accommodated by the pool).

If the Objectivity/DB cache creates any nondefault small- and large-object
buffer pools, the specified value determines:
■

The maximum number of bytes allocated in each nondefault small-object
buffer pool (equal to the specified value multiplied by the federated
database’s default storage-page size).

■

The maximum number of buffer entries allocated in each nondefault
large-object buffer pool (equivalently, the maximum number of large
objects to be accommodated by each pool).

The specified value is limited by the amount of available swap space.
Specifying 0 allows the cache to grow as needed, up to the amount of
available swap space.
Discussion

For information about selecting values for the cache-capacity parameters, see
“Optimizing the Cache Size” in Chapter 23 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

~ooContext
Destructor for the class ooContext.
~ooContext();
Discussion
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An error is signaled if you call this destructor for an Objectivity context that is the
current context for any thread.
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current
Returns a pointer to the current Objectivity context for the executing thread;
returns 0 if this thread has a null Objectivity context.
static ooContext *current();

setCurrent
Sets the current Objectivity context for the executing thread.
static void setCurrent(ooContext *context);
Parameters

context

Pointer to the Objectivity context to be set. You can specify 0 to set the
thread’s current Objectivity context to the null context.
Discussion

An error is signaled if the specified Objectivity context is the current context for
another thread.
A thread may not invoke Objectivity/DB operations (other than context
operations and destructors) until a nonnull context is set.

setCurrentShared
For experienced users only. Sets the current Objectivity context for the executing
thread, allowing multiple threads to share the same Objectivity context.
static void setCurrentShared(ooContext *context);
Parameters

context

Pointer to the Objectivity context to be set.
Discussion

WARNING

This method is the same as setCurrent, except that the specified Objectivity
context may be the current context for another thread.
Allowing multiple threads to share the same Objectivity context is a dangerous
operation. To prevent data corruption, you must guarantee that no two threads
execute Objectivity/C++ operations (including constructors and destructors) in
the same Objectivity context at the same time. For example, you can use mutexes
to achieve this.
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooContObj
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooContObj)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooContObj)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooContObj
represents a standard Objectivity/DB container, and serves as the base class for all
container classes. Together, the ooContObj class and its corresponding handle
and object-reference classes define the behavior of containers.
NOTE

This class is in the public programming interface for backward compatibility
with applications that use the explicit placement mechanism. All new
applications should use the managed object-placement system described in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 383 for an overview of ooContObj methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 383 for a list of ooContObj methods

For operations performed through a container handle or object reference, see:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 477
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About Containers
A container is the third highest level in the Objectivity/DB logical storage
hierarchy. Within this hierarchy, each container belongs to exactly one database,
and can contain one or more basic objects.
Containers serve a number of purposes. They are used:
■

To logically subdivide data, usually to limit searches in a large data set.

■

To physically group basic objects. Basic objects within a container are
clustered together in memory and on disk, so access to basic objects in a
single container is very efficient.

■

As the unit of locking. When a basic object is locked, its container and all
other objects in the container are also locked. This enables the lock server to
manage relatively few container-level locks rather than potentially millions
or billions of object-level locks.

■

Optionally, to maintain application-specific data in its own attributes.

Containers function both as storage objects (because basic objects can be stored in
them) and as persistent objects (for example, because they can be referenced in
attributes, elements of a persistent collection, scope-named, and so on).

Kinds of Container
An application normally creates standard containers to control the clustering and
locking of basic objects. Standard containers are created as instances of class
ooContObj.
An application can also derive its own persistence-capable container classes from
ooContObj. Instances of such classes, called application-defined containers, can
have associations and attributes for persistent data. Like any persistence-capable
class, an application-defined container class must be defined in a DDL file and its
definition must be processed by the DDL processor.
An application that interoperates with Objectivity for Java or
Objectivity/Smalltalk applications may choose to create garbage-collectible
containers instead of standard containers; garbage-collectible containers are
created as instances of class ooGCContObj, which is a predefined class derived
from ooContObj.
Exactly one default container is created automatically by Objectivity/DB for each
database; default containers are created as instances of class ooDefaultContObj.
A standard, application-defined, or garbage-collectible container may be either
an embedded container or an external container; see “Physical Storage” on page 379.
External containers are generally used only to accommodate exceptionally large
data sets or to prevent database files from becoming unmanageably large.
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Container Identity
Every container has a unique integer identifier within its database. You may
choose a container’s identifier or allow it to be assigned by Objectivity/DB. A
container’s integer identifier is included in the object identifier of every basic
object in the container. A container’s identifier is set when the container is
created and cannot be changed for the lifetime of the container. The identifier of a
deleted container may be reused.
A container may optionally have a system name in addition to any number of
scope names. A container’s system name can be set at any time, including when
the container is created. You can change a container’s system name at any time.

Physical Storage
By default, a container is physically stored within the file of the containing
database. Each such embedded container consists of a disjoint subset of the storage
pages in a database file, where a storage page is the minimum unit of file growth
and of physical transfer between the file on disk and the application process’s
memory. Each container’s storage pages contain the binary representation of the
basic objects that are clustered in the container.
As an alternative to embedding a container within a database file, you can
arrange for a container to be stored in a separate file. Each such container is
called an external container, because its physical storage is external to that of the
database that logically contains it. The file in which an external container
allocates its storage pages is called a container file. A container file normally
resides in the same directory as the file of the containing database; however, like
database files, container files can also be distributed among different machines.
The location of a container file is listed in the database’s catalog of containers.
All containers embedded in a particular database file have storage pages of the
same size, as determined by the database. The storage pages of a container file
may be the same size as the storage pages of the containing database’s file, or
they may be of a different size.
The size of a container’s storage pages determines whether the container’s basic
objects are classified as small objects or as large objects. Storage pages are usually
sized so that one or more typical objects will fit on a single storage page; each
such small object occupies a portion of the page (called a slot). A large object spans
multiple storage pages linked together by information maintained on the first of
its pages.
See:
■

Chapter 8, “External Containers”
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Logical Structure
Every container has a page map that maintains a logical view of the storage pages
belonging to the container. In this view, a storage page is considered a logical page
if it contains at least one small object or the initial information for a large object.
Each logical page in the container has a unique integer identifier, which is
included in the object identifier of each object on the page.
The page map records the physical device location of each logical page in the
container. This enables Objectivity/DB to use object identifiers to quickly locate
basic objects in the container. The page map also enables a container to maintain
a fixed identity for basic objects even if the storage pages containing them are
physically reorganized in the file for housekeeping purposes.
Objectivity/DB adds new logical pages to the page map as needed, by finding
free storage pages and assigning logical-page identifiers to them. (When more
storage pages are needed, Objectivity/DB extends the container itself by
allocating new storage pages according to the initial number and growth
characteristics specified when the container was created.)
Every container has a container object, which provides persistence behavior and
stores application-specific persistent data (if the container is an instance of an
application-defined container class that defines attributes or associations).
A container also has a collection for storing the scope names of any persistent
objects that are named in the scope of the container or a basic object in it.

Container Identifiers and Object Identifiers
A container can be specified to various Objectivity/DB operations either by its
integer identifier (C) or by an object identifier (in D-C-P-S format). The two
identifiers differ as follows:
■

The integer identifier uniquely identifies the particular set of storage pages
belonging to the container.

■

The object identifier indicates the location of the container object within the
container.

Because different containers may store their container objects in slightly different
locations, the general form of an object identifier for a container is as follows (for
a container C within a database D):
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■

D-C-1-1, if the container is a standard container or an application-defined
container that is a small object.

■

D-C-1-0, if the container is an application-defined container that is also a
large object.

■

D-C-P-1 or D-C-P-0, where the page number P is a low integer, if the
container is in a pre-Release 9.0 database.
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Hashed and Nonhashed Containers
(For backward compatibility only) When a container is created in a pre-Release 9.0
database, the container is either hashed or nonhashed. Hashed containers are the
old mechanism for supporting scope naming; a container must be hashed if you
intend to use it (or any object in it) as a scope for naming objects. A nonhashed
container has less storage overhead than a hashed container, but does not
support scope naming.
NOTE

In databases created by the current release of Objectivity/DB, all containers are
nonhashed. In these containers, scope objects use a different mechanism (an
internal persistent collection) to store scope names.
All variants of operator new create only nonhashed containers in a Release 9.0
(or later) database. When creating containers in a pre-Release 9.0 database, most
variants of operator new create only hashed containers, although several
backward compatible variants allow you to specify either a hashed or nonhashed
container.
When you create a hashed container in a pre-Release 9.0 database, you should
specify a large enough number of initial number of pages to accommodate the
hash table that supports scope naming. Specifically, 70% of the initial number of
pages are reserved for hash buckets in the hash table, with one bucket per
reserved page; the number of buckets is fixed for the lifetime of the container.
The remaining 30% of the initial pages are used for basic objects.

Working With Containers
Standard, application-defined, garbage-collectible, and external containers are
created and deleted from within an application. An application:
■

Creates a container using the constructor and operator new defined by the
appropriate container class—namely, ooContObj, the application-defined
class appClass, or ooGCContObj. An optional parameter of operator new
causes the container to be created as an external container.
The resulting container-class instance represents the container object, which,
in turn, manages the storage pages allocated for the container.

■

Deletes a container by calling the ooDelete global function.

As is the case for any persistent object, you specify whether a container is to be
transient or persistent when you create it. Containers should normally be
persistent; a clustering directive on operator new specifies where the new
persistent container is to be stored in the logical storage hierarchy. A transient
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container is simply the container object without any allocated storage pages; it
can have application-specific persistent data, but basic objects cannot be
clustered in it.
To work with a new container, an application must assign the result of
operator new to a handle. For example, a new standard container is normally
assigned to an instance of ooHandle(ooContObj); a new application-defined
container of class appClass is normally assigned to an instance of the
corresponding handle class ooHandle(appClass).
Similarly, to identify and work with an existing container, the application must
open it through an appropriate container handle or object reference; multiple
handles and object references can be set to reference the same container. Note
that opening a container reads just the container object into memory; pages
managed by the container are fetched only when the basic objects on those pages
are opened.
The application operates on an open container by:
■

Calling various methods on any of the referencing handles or object
references.

■

Passing any of the referencing handles or object references to various global
functions or methods of other classes.

The general handle and object-reference classes for containers
(ooRefHandle(ooContObj)) provide the primary interface for operating on
existing containers, including methods for opening, locking, getting information,
and finding objects from a referenced container. The type-specific handle and
object-reference classes ooRefHandle(appClass) inherit these methods from
ooRefHandle(ooContObj), redefining them wherever type-specific behavior or
parameters are required.
In addition, every application-defined container class appClass has:
■

DDL-generated methods for creating, deleting, and accessing any
associations defined by the class.

■

An operator new defined by ooContObj.

■

The methods defined by ooObj that apply to containers (see “Reference
Summary” on page 383). These include methods for identifying a container’s
type, for obtaining a handle to the container, or for opening the container for
update.

■

Attributes and methods specific to appClass.

You can call these members directly from within a method of appClass or
indirectly through the indirect member-access operator (->) on an appClass
handle or object reference.
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Reference Summary

ooObj also defines methods for moving, copying, and versioning basic objects.

These methods are not available on containers, which cannot be moved, copied,
or versioned.

Reference Summary
In the following table, the methods indicated as (inherited) are defined by ooObj
and are available for containers. They are the only ooObj methods that apply to
containers.

Creating and Deleting a Container

ooContObj
operator new
operator delete (inherited)

Working With the Container

ooGetTypeN (inherited)
ooGetTypeName (inherited)
ooIsKindOf (inherited)
ooThis
ooUpdate (inherited)
ooValidate (inherited)

Reference Index
ooContObj

Default constructor that constructs a new standard container.

ooThis

Sets an object reference or handle to reference this container.

operator new

Creates a new standard container.
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Constructors
ooContObj
Default constructor that constructs a new standard container.
ooContObj();

Operators
operator new
Creates a new standard container.

384

1.

void *operator new(
size_t);

2.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &near,
ooUInt16 initPages = 4,
ooUInt16 percentGrowth = 0,
const char *contSysName = 0,
ooUInt16 contId = 0,
ooBoolean externalContainer = oocFalse,
const char *hostName = 0,
const char *pathName = 0,
const unsigned pageSize = 0);

3.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const ooObj *near,
ooUInt16 initPages = 4,
ooUInt16 percentGrowth = 0,
const char *contSysName = 0,
ooUInt16 contId = 0,
ooBoolean externalContainer = oocFalse,
const char *hostName = 0,
const char *pathName = 0,
const unsigned pageSize = 0);
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(Back Compat)4.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const char *contSysName,
ooUInt32 hash,
ooUInt32 initPages,
ooUInt32 percentGrowth,
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &near);

(Back Compat)5.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const char *contSysName,
ooUInt32 hash,
ooUInt32 initPages,
ooUInt32 percentGrowth,
const ooObj *near);

(ODMG) 6.

void *operator new(
size_t,
ooRefHandle(ooObj) near,
const char *type);

(ODMG) 7.

void *operator new(
size_t,
d_Database *near,
const char *type = 0);

Parameters

size_t

Do not specify; this parameter is automatically initialized by the compiler
with the size of the class type in bytes.
near

Specifies whether the new container is to be persistent or transient. If the new
container is persistent, near is the clustering directive that specifies the
container’s assignment to a database.
To create a transient container, specify 0 or a pointer to a transient object.
To create a persistent container, choose one of the following alternatives as
the clustering directive:
■

Omit near (variant 1)

■

Specify an object reference, handle, or pointer to a database, container, or
persistent basic object (variants 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6). near may not reference
a federated database or an autonomous partition.

■

(ODMG) Specify a pointer to a d_Database object that references the
federated database (variant 7).
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When you create a persistent container:
■

If you omit near, the new container is assigned to the most recently
opened or created database. An exception is thrown if no such database
exists.

■

If near references a database, the new container is assigned to that
database.

■

If near references a container or basic object, the new container is
assigned to the database that contains the referenced container or basic
object.

■

(ODMG) If near specifies a valid d_Database object, the new container
is assigned to the most recently opened or created database in the
federation. If no such database exists, a database called
default_odmg_db is used; if necessary, this database is created.

Note: operator new on a container class does not use a clustering strategy.
initPages

Initial number of storage pages reserved as a block for the container.
(Variant 2 or 3) By default, 4 pages are allocated. The minimum
recommended value is 2. The maximum value is 65534.
■

In a Release 9.0 (or later) database, you should add 2 extra pages if you
plan to use the container or any basic object in it as a scope object.

■

In a pre-Release 9.0 database, the minimum value is 4; any lower value is
ignored.

(Variant 4 or 5) (For backward compatibility only) You can omit this parameter
or specify 0 to obtain a default value that is based on the value of the hash
parameter:
■

If hash is 0, the container is created with 2 pages.

■

If hash is 1 or greater, the container is created with 4 pages.

See “Hashed and Nonhashed Containers” on page 381 for information about
page usage in a hashed container.
percentGrowth

Amount by which the new container may grow when it needs to
accommodate more basic objects, expressed as a percentage of its current
number of storage pages.
If you omit this parameter or specify 0, the container will add 10% of its
current number of storage pages (rounded up to the next whole page) when
it needs to grow.
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contSysName

System name of the new container. This name must be unique within the
database. If you omit this parameter or specify 0, the new container has no
system name.
contId

Application-assigned container identifier, expressed as a single integer. If you
omit this parameter or specify 0, the identifier is assigned by Objectivity/DB.
You may not specify the identifiers 1 or 2, which are reserved by
Objectivity/DB. The maximum container identifier depends on the database
in which the new container is created:
■

In a Release 9.0 (or later) database, the maximum is 65535.

■

In a pre-Release 9.0 database, the maximum is 32766.

externalContainer

Specifies whether to create the new container as an external container:
■

Specify oocFalse (the default) to create a new embedded container
(stored in the file of the database to which it belongs).

■

Specify oocTrue to create an external container in its own file. In this
case, the hostName, pathName, and pageSize parameters are
interpreted.

Note: You should specify oocFalse when creating a container in any
database that you plan to replicate.
An exception is thrown if you specify oocTrue when creating a container in
a pre-Release 9.0 database.
hostName

Data-server host on which to create the new container file. This parameter
applies only if externalContainer is oocTrue.
If hostName is 0, the default host is:
■

The current host, if pathname is a local path.

■

The host implied by pathname, if pathname is an NFS mount name.

■

The host of the parent database’s file, if pathname is also 0.

If pathname is a Windows UNC share name, hostName is automatically set to
the literal string oo_local_host; any value you specify is ignored.
pathName

Pathname of the new container file on the designated host. This parameter
applies only if externalContainer is oocTrue.
The format of the pathname must follow the naming conventions of that
host. pathName must be fully qualified if hostName specifies a remote
system; otherwise, pathName may be either relative or fully qualified.
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pathName may optionally include a filename for the container file. No
specific filename extension is required, although .CONT is commonly used. If
you omit the filename, it is generated from the identifiers of the container
and its parent database; for details, see “Filenames” in Chapter 2 of
Objectivity/DB Administration.
pathName may be 0 only if hostName is also 0; in this case, the default
pathname is the directory of the parent database’s file.
pageSize

Storage-page size in bytes. This parameter applies only if
externalContainer is oocTrue.
Allowable page sizes are integer multiples of 8 between 1024 and 65536
(inclusive). If you omit this parameter or specify 0, the storage-page size of
the containing database is used.
hash

(For backward compatibility only) Specifies whether to create a hashed
container in a pre-Release 9.0 database, as described in “Hashed and
Nonhashed Containers” on page 381:
■

Specify 0 to create a nonhashed container.

■

Specify 1 to create a hashed container.

In a Release 9.0 (or later) database, only nonhashed containers are created,
regardless of the value you specify.
type

(ODMG) This parameter is ignored. By convention it is the name of the class
you are instantiating.
Returns

Memory pointer to the new container. This pointer is null if an error occurs during
the creation of the container.

Discussion

When you create a new persistent container, you must:

WARNING
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■

Use operator new in an update transaction. The new container is made
permanent on disk when the transaction commits or is checkpointed. If the
transaction is aborted, the container is not created.

■

Assign the result of operator new directly to a handle. You can verify the
creation of the container by checking whether the handle is null. (If an object
reference is desired, you can then assign the handle to an object reference.)

Although direct assignment to a pointer or object reference does not raise
compile-time or runtime errors, such assignments can eventually cause the
Objectivity/DB cache to run out of memory.
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An exception is thrown if the container cannot be created in the indicated
database—for example, because the database already contains the maximum
number of containers. (HA) An exception is thrown if you attempt to create an
external container in a replicated database.
Variant 1 creates an unnamed container with an initial size of 4 storage pages, a
growth factor of 10%, and an identifier assigned by Objectivity/DB. The new
container is assigned to the most recently opened or created database; an
exception is thrown if no such database exists. The new container is embedded
within the database’s file.
Variants 2 and 3 each create a named or unnamed container with a specified or
default initial size, growth factor, and identifier. The new container is assigned to
a specified or default database:
■

If the database is a Release 9.0 (or later) database, an embedded or external
container is created, as specified. The container file of an external container
has the specified or default page size and location properties.

■

If the database is a pre-Release 9.0 database, an embedded container must be
created. An exception is thrown if you attempt to create an external
container.

(For backward compatibility only) Variants 4 and 5 each create a named or unnamed
container with a specified or default initial size and growth factor, and an
identifier assigned by Objectivity/DB. The new container is assigned to a
specified or default database, and is embedded within the database’s file.
(For backward compatibility only) In a pre-Release 9.0 database:
■

Variants 1 through 3 create only hashed containers.

■

Variants 4 and 5 create either a hashed or nonhashed containers, as specified.

Variants 6 and 7 conform to the ODMG interface. Each creates an unnamed
container with an initial size of 4 storage pages, a growth factor of 10%, and an
identifier assigned by Objectivity/DB. The new container is assigned to a
specified or default database, and is embedded within the database’s file.
All variants create only nonhashed containers in a Release 9.0 (or later) database.
See also

ooNewConts global macro
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ooThis
Sets an object reference or handle to reference this container.

Parameters

1.

ooHandle(ooContObj) ooThis() const;

2.

ooRef(ooContObj) &ooThis(
ooRef(ooContObj) &object) const;

3.

ooHandle(ooContObj) &ooThis(
ooHandle(ooContObj) &object) const;

object

Object reference or handle to be set to this object.
Returns

Object reference or handle to this object.

Discussion

You normally use ooThis in a method of an application-defined container class;
when such a method is called on a container of the class, ooThis provides the
method with an object reference or handle to the container. The method can then
perform operations on the container that are available only through an object
reference or handle.

WARNING

You should not call ooThis from the constructor of a persistence-capable class;
doing so may cause the application to terminate in an error condition.
When called without a container parameter, ooThis allocates a new handle
and returns it. Otherwise, ooThis returns the object reference or handle that is
passed to it.
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooDBObj
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooDBObj)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooDBObj)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooDBObj
represents an Objectivity/DB database. You use ooDBObj only for database
creation; you work with an existing database through a handle or object
reference.
NOTE

This class is in the public programming interface for backward compatibility
with applications that use the explicit placement mechanism. All new
applications should use the managed object-placement system described in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
(HA) The ooDBObj class also represents a database image, which you can create if
you have bought and installed the separately licensed product Objectivity/DB
High Availability (Objectivity/HA). You use ooDBObj to create an initial
database image; additional images are created through a handle or object
reference to an existing database.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 394 for a list of ooDBObj methods

For operations performed through a database handle or object reference, see:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 509
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About Databases and Database Images
A database is the second highest level in the Objectivity/DB logical storage
hierarchy. Within this hierarchy, each database belongs to exactly one federated
database, and can contain one or more containers.
Databases serve a number of purposes. They are used:
■

To logically subdivide data—for example, to help limit searches within a
large data set.

■

As the primary unit of file storage. Databases can be distributed among
multiple data-server hosts on a network to eliminate processing bottlenecks
and shorten the network path between an application and the data it
accesses.

Database Identity
Every database has a unique integer identifier within its federated database. You
may choose a database’s identifier or allow it to be assigned by Objectivity/DB.
A database’s integer identifier is included in the object identifier of every object
contained in the database.
A database also has a system name, which is its logical name within the
federated database. The system name of each database must be unique among all
database system names in the federated database.
The identifier and system name are set when the database is created and exist for
the lifetime of the database; you can “change” them only by using administration
tools to attach a new copy the database to the federation (see Objectivity/DB
Administration). The identifier or system name of a deleted database may be
reused.

Logical Database Structure
Every database contains a default container that is created automatically. The
default container of a database contains any basic objects clustered with the
database but not explicitly assigned to an application-created container. Default
containers are created as instances of class ooDefaultContObj.
A database may additionally contain application-created containers (instances of
ooContObj or its subclasses). Logical attributes (such as being read-only) apply
to all containers belonging to the database.
A database maintains a database-level catalog that records the physical location of
its containers. The database-level catalog enables the database to locate its
containers quickly.
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Physical Storage
A database is physically maintained in a database file. A database’s file may reside
on a different machine than the system-database file for the federated database to
which the database belongs. The location of the file is listed in the federated
database’s global catalog.
A database file consists of storage pages, which are the minimum units of file
growth and physical transfer between the file on disk and the application
process’s memory. The storage pages in a database file may be the same size as
the federated database’s default storage-page size, or they may be of a
nondefault size.
The storage pages in a database file are divided among the database’s embedded
containers. The storage pages of any external containers are located external to
the database file, in separate container files.

Database Images
(HA) In a partitioned federated database, you can use Objectivity/HA to create
and manage multiple images of a database to replicate its data across multiple
autonomous partitions. Each image of a database is a separate database file that
contains all the data in the database. Location and order of creation do not
distinguish an image in any way. Each image is controlled by a single
autonomous partition; each partition can control at most one image of any given
database. If one image of a particular database becomes inaccessible due to a
network or machine failure, work may continue with a different image.
All images of a database share the same database identifier, and all images share
the same system name; each image is distinguished by the autonomous partition
that controls it. Each image has a weight, which is used to determine whether the
accessible images of the database constitute a quorum. In general, tasks affecting
database images require that a quorum of the database images be accessible. An
individual image is accessible to an application if the application can access not
only the image file, but also the system-database file, lock server, and journal
directory of the partition controlling the image.
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Working With Databases and Database Images
Databases are normally created and deleted from within an application, although
these tasks can also be performed with administration tools. An application:

NOTE

■

Creates a database using the ooDBObj class constructor and operator new.
The new database is represented in memory as an instance of ooDBObj,
which serves as a proxy for the actual database file on disk.

■

Deletes a database using the global function ooDelete; operator delete
is not available on class ooDBObj.

(HA) You use ooDBObj only to create an initial database; you create and work

with additional images through a database handle or object reference.
To work with a new database, an application must assign the result of
operator new to a database handle or object reference (an instance of
ooHandle(ooDBObj) or ooRef(ooDBObj)). Similarly, to identify and work with
an existing database, the application must open it through a database handle or
object reference; multiple handles and object references can be set to reference the
same database. The application then operates on the referenced database by:
■

Calling various methods on any of the referencing handles or object
references.

■

Passing one of the referencing handles or object references to various global
functions or methods of other classes.

Methods for operating on existing databases are defined in the
ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes, not in the ooDBObj class itself. Although
ooDBObj inherits methods from ooObj, these generally do not apply to

databases; in fact, the inherited methods cannot be called, because there is no
indirect member-access operator (->) on the ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes.
You may not derive classes from ooDBObj.

Reference Index
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ooDBObj

Constructs a new database with the specified properties.

operator new

Creates a new database in the session’s connected federated
database.
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ooDBObj
Constructs a new database with the specified properties.
ooDBObj(
const char *dbSysName,
ooUInt32 defContInitPages = 0,
ooUInt32 defContGrowth = 0,
const char *hostName = 0,
const char *pathName = 0,
ooUInt32 weight = 1,
ooUInt16 dbId = 0,
unsigned pageSize = 0);
Parameters

dbSysName

System name of the new database. The system name must:
■

Follow the same naming rules as files of your operating system.

■

Be unique among all the system names of databases in the federated
database.

defContInitPages

Initial number of storage pages reserved as a block for the default container
in the new database. The minimum recommended value is 2. The maximum
value is 65534. If you omit this parameter or specify 0, the system default
value (4) is used.
defContGrowth

Amount by which the default container may grow, expressed as a percentage
of its current number of storage pages. If you omit this parameter or specify
0, the system default value (10%) is used.
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hostName

Data-server host on which to create the new database.
If hostName is 0, the default host is:
■

The current host, if pathname is a local path.

■

The host implied by pathname, if pathname is an NFS mount name.

■

The host of the system-database file, if pathname is also 0.

If pathname is a Windows UNC share name, hostName is automatically set to
the literal string oo_local_host; any value you specify is ignored.
pathName

Pathname of the new database file on the designated host. The format of the
pathname must follow the naming conventions of that host. pathName must
be fully qualified if hostName specifies a remote system; otherwise,
pathName may be either relative or fully qualified.
pathName may optionally include a filename for the database. No specific
filename extension is required, although .DB is commonly used. If you omit
the filename, it is generated from the system names of the database and the
federated database; for details, see “Filenames” in Chapter 2 of
Objectivity/DB Administration.
pathName may be 0 only if hostName is also 0; in this case, the default
pathname is the directory of the system-database file.
weight
(HA) Weight of the first database image. weight must be an integer greater
than zero. If you omit this parameter, the weight is 1.

dbId

Application-assigned database identifier, expressed as a single integer. If you
omit this parameter or specify 0, the identifier is assigned by Objectivity/DB.
You may not specify the identifier 1 or the identifier 65535, both of which are
reserved by Objectivity/DB. The maximum database identifier is 65534.
pageSize

Storage-page size in bytes. Allowable page sizes are integer multiples of 8
between 1024 and 65536 (inclusive). If you omit this parameter or specify 0,
the federated database’s default storage-page size is used.
Warning: You must specify the default storage-page size when creating a
pre-Release 9.0 database that is to be accessed by unrebuilt pre-Release 9.0
applications.
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Operators

If you create a database using the default parameter values:
■

The new database has an assigned identifier, a weight of 1, the default
storage-page size, and a default container with 4 contiguous storage pages
and a growth factor of 10%.

■

The database file has a generated filename and is located in the directory
containing the system-database file of the federated database or autonomous
partition specified by operator new.

The ooDBObj constructor and operator new are sensitive to the internal
database format of a federated database’s system database:

NOTE

■

In a federated database with a Release 9.0 (or later) system database, all new
databases are created with the Release 9.0 (or later) internal format.

■

In a federated database with a pre-Release 9.0 system database, all new
databases are created with the pre-Release 9.0 internal format.

The default container of a pre-Release 9.0 database is hashed, with a hash value
of 1.

Operators
operator new
Creates a new database in the session’s connected federated database.

Parameters

1.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) &containingFD);

2.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) &containingFD,
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &containingAP);

size_t

Do not specify; this parameter is automatically initialized by the compiler
with the size of the class type in bytes.
containingFD

Federated database in which to create the new database. A database can be
created only in the session’s connected federated database. As a
consequence, you can omit this parameter in variant 1. In either variant, the
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specified parameter must be an object reference or handle to the session’s
connected federated database.
containingAP
(HA) Autonomous partition in which to create the new database. You can

specify an object reference or handle to the desired autonomous partition. If
you omit this parameter, the database is created in the boot autonomous
partition.
Returns

Memory pointer to the new database. This pointer is null if an error occurs during
the creation of the database or if a database with the specified system name or
identifier already exists.

Discussion

This operator must be used in an update transaction. When you commit or
checkpoint the transaction, the new database is made permanent on disk. If the
transaction is aborted, the database is not created.
Expressions containing this operator are of the following form:
new(locatingDirectives) ooDBObj(initializers)

where:
■

The locatingDirectives are the containingFD and optional
containingAP parameters.

■

The initializers are a list of values to be passed as parameters to the
ooDBObj constructor.

You normally assign the result of operator new directly to a database handle.
You can verify the creation of the database by checking whether the handle is
null.
The ooDBObj constructor and operator new are sensitive to the internal
database format of a federated database’s system database:
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■

In a federated database with a Release 9.0 (or later) system database, all new
databases are created with the Release 9.0 (or later) internal format.

■

In a federated database with a pre-Release 9.0 system database, all new
databases are created with the pre-Release 9.0 internal format.
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Inheritance:

ooDotNetDateTime
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable class
ooDotNetDateTime represents time values corresponding to instances of the
Microsoft .NET structure System.DateTime.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 400 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 400 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooTime.h header file. No
extra linking is required.
NOTE

This class is in the public programmer interface for backward compatibility with
earlier Objectivity/C++ applications that needed to interoperate with
Objectivity/.NET for C#. The use of this class is no longer necessary, so all new
applications should use the general-purpose date-and-time class ooDateTime,
instead.

About Date and Time Values
The ooDotNetDateTime class allows interoperating C++ and C# applications to
access date and time values stored in an Objectivity/DB federated database.
More specifically, an instance of this class is the C++ representation of a time
value added to an Objectivity/DB federated database as an instance of the
Microsoft .NET structure System.DateTime.
Time values are measured in 100-nanosecond units called ticks; the number of
ticks in a time value is a 64-bit integer. A particular date is the number of ticks
since 12:00 midnight, January 1, 1 A.D. (C.E.) in the Gregorian calendar, and a
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day is represented as an interval of ticks. All date values are derived from time
values and represented in ticks. Descriptions of time values are often expressed
using the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) standard.

Reference Summary
Standards for Expressing Time Values

Kind

Setting Time Values

set_c_time
set_ticks

Getting Time Values

get_c_seconds
get_microseconds
ticks

Getting Information About Time Values

kind

Reference Index
Kind

Enumerated type that corresponds to the .NET type
System.DateTimeKind.

kind

Indicates whether this time value is expressed in the universal
time or local time standard.

get_c_seconds

Gets this time value in the C standard expression as the seconds
since 1970, and returns it in the universal time standard.

get_microseconds Gets the microseconds of this time value that are in addition to the
number of seconds returned by get_c_seconds.
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set_c_time

Sets this time value with the specified number of seconds and
microseconds, and expresses it in the universal time standard.

set_ticks

Sets this time value with the specified number of ticks and with the
specified kind standard.

ticks

Gets the number of ticks in this time value, where a tick is
100-nanoseconds.
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Kind
Enumerated type that corresponds to the .NET type System.DateTimeKind.
Constants

Utc

A time value expressed using the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)
standard.
Local

A time value expressed using the local time standard.
Unspecified

A time value that is unspecified as either Utc or Local.

Methods
kind
Indicates whether this time value is expressed in the universal time or local time
standard.
Kind kind() const;
Returns

Utc or Local.

get_c_seconds
Gets this time value in the C standard expression as the seconds since 1970, and
returns it in the universal time standard.
unsigned long get_c_seconds() const;
Returns

A number of seconds expressed in the universal time standard.

Discussion

If this time value is not already expressed in the universal time standard, it will be
assumed to be expressed in local time and will be converted accordingly.
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get_microseconds
Gets the microseconds of this time value that are in addition to the number of
seconds returned by get_c_seconds.
unsigned get_microseconds() const;
Returns

A number of microseconds.

Discussion

You use this method to get a more precise time.

Example

This example uses the get_microseconds and get_seconds methods to convert
a time value into the expression used by the standard C functions, and place the
corresponding number of seconds and microseconds in a timeval C structure.
ooDotNetDateTime dt = …;
timeval tv;
tv.tv_sec = dt.get_c_seconds();
tv.tv_usec = dt.get_microseconds();

set_c_time
Sets this time value with the specified number of seconds and microseconds, and
expresses it in the universal time standard.
void set_c_time (
unsigned long seconds,
unsigned microseconds =0);
Discussion

You can use this method to store values acquired from, for instance, the C time or
gettimeofday function.

Example

This example uses the gettimeofday function to obtain the timeval information
and uses the set_c_time method to compute and store that information in the
universal time standard:
ooDotNetDateTime dt;
timeval tv;
gettimeofday(&tv, 0);
dt.set_c_time(tv.tv_sec, tv.tv_usec);
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set_ticks
Sets this time value with the specified number of ticks and with the specified kind
standard.
void set_ticks (
ooUInt64 ticks,
Kind kind);
Discussion

This method allows you to specify the data in this time value so that it corresponds
to an instance of the .NET DateTime structure.

ticks
Gets the number of ticks in this time value, where a tick is 100-nanoseconds.
ooUInt64 ticks() const;
Returns

The number of ticks in this time value since 12:00 midnight, January 1, 1 A.D.
(C.E.).
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ooException
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException
Abstract base class for all Objectivity/C++ exception classes.
This chapter describes the items in this class that exist for backward
compatibility with applications that use context-based application control. You
must call the enable method on the ooException class to use exceptions within
such an application. You use the enabled method on the ooException class to
test whether Objectivity/C++ exceptions are enabled in an application.
For more information on the other methods in this class and the remaining
exception classes, see “Exception Classes”of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Reference.
For information about catching and handling Objectivity/C++ exceptions, see
Chapter 28, “Exceptions,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Methods
enable
(For backward compatibility only) Enables Objectivity/C++ exceptions in an
application.
static void enable();
Discussion

In applications that use context-based application control, Objectivity/C++
exceptions are by default disabled for backward compatibility with older
applications that use status-based error-handling. When Objectivity/C++
exceptions are disabled, the Objectivity/C++ functions that signal errors do so by
returning a status code, posting some error information in error context variables,
and printing an error message.
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However, in a multithreaded application, the enable static method allows
Objectivity/C++ exceptions in all Objectivity contexts. Thereafter, the
Objectivity/C++ functions that signal errors do so by throwing exceptions. Once
you have enabled exceptions in an application, you cannot disable them.

enabled
(For backward compatibility only) Tests whether Objectivity/C++ exceptions are
enabled in an application.
static ooBoolean enabled();
Returns
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oocTrue if Objectivity/C++ exceptions are enabled; otherwise, oocFalse.
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooAdmin->ooHashAdmin
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooHashAdmin)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooHashAdmin)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooHashAdmin
represents hash administrators.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 408 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 408 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollections.h header
file. No extra linking is required.
The ooHashAdmin class is backward compatible because it is implemented with
the pre-Release 9.3 scalable collection structure.

About Hash Administrators
Each unordered collection derived from ooHashSet has a hash administrator
that manages the containers used by the collection’s internal objects, namely the
hash buckets of the collection’s extendible hash table. An unordered collection’s
hash administrator is created when the collection itself is created.
A hash administrator has a property that you can set to control when the current
hash-bucket container is considered “full.” The maximum buckets per container
property specifies how many hash buckets can be clustered together in the same
container. It is typical for a hash bucket to be updated frequently. The default
value for this property is 1, which minimizes lock conflicts. If you know that a
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Working With a Hash Administrator

particular collection will be used by a single user, locking is not an issue. In that
case, a larger value may be appropriate for the collection’s hash administrator.
For additional information, see “Hash Administrator” on page 112 in this book.

Working With a Hash Administrator
Like other persistent objects, hash administrators are normally manipulated
through handles or object references.
You call an unordered collection’s admin method to obtain an object reference to
the collection’s hash administrator; you must then cast the returned object
reference to type ooRef(ooHashAdmin) before you access the hash
administrator’s data member.

Reference Summary
Getting Information

maxBucketsPerContainer

Setting Information

setMaxBucketsPerContainer

Finding Internal Containers

bucketContainer

Reference Index
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bucketContainer

Finds this hash administrator’s current
hash-bucket container.

maxBucketsPerContainer

Gets the maximum number of hash buckets per
container for this hash administrator.

setMaxBucketsPerContainer

Sets the maximum number of hash buckets per
container for this hash administrator.
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Methods
bucketContainer
Finds this hash administrator’s current hash-bucket container.
ooRef(ooContObj) bucketContainer();
Returns

Object reference to this hash administrator’s current hash-bucket container.

maxBucketsPerContainer
Gets the maximum number of hash buckets per container for this hash
administrator.
ooInt32 maxBucketsPerContainer();
Returns

The maximum number of hash buckets that can be stored in a single container.

setMaxBucketsPerContainer
Sets the maximum number of hash buckets per container for this hash
administrator.
void setMaxBucketsPerContainer(ooInt32 max);
Parameters

max

The maximum number of hash buckets that can be stored in a single
container.
Discussion

Changing the maximum buckets per container affects only the collection’s current
hash-bucket container and any hash-bucket containers created in the future. If you
increase the number of hash buckets per container from the default, any existing
hash-bucket containers are left containing only one hash bucket each.
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ooHashMap Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooHashSet->ooHashMap
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooHashMap)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooHashMap)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooHashMap
represents unordered object maps. See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 413 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 414 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollections.h header
file. No extra linking is required.
The ooHashMap class is backward compatible because it is implemented with the
pre-Release 9.3 scalable collection structure. For information on Release 9.3 (or
later) unordered object maps, see the ooHashMapX chapter in Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Reference.

About Unordered Object Maps
An object map is a collection of key-value pairs; each key and each value is a
persistent object. No two elements of the object map may have the same key. As
the name implies, each element of an object map is a mapping from its key object
to its value object.
Unordered object maps are scalable collections, that is, they can increase in size
with minimal performance degradation. They are implemented using an
extendible hashing mechanism so that elements can be added, deleted, and
retrieved efficiently. The hash value for each element is computed from its key.
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The hash values for keys of an unordered object map are computed by the object
map’s corresponding comparator. If an unordered object map has a default
comparator, the hash values are computed from the object identifiers (OIDs) of
the keys.
For additional information, see Chapter 4, “Persistent Collections,” of this book.

Working With an Unordered Object Map
As is the case for any basic object, you specify whether an unordered object map
is to be transient or persistent when you create it; unordered object maps must be
persistent. You create an unordered object map with a call to the new operator; the
clustering directive in that call specifies where in the federated database to store
the new unordered object map.
Like other persistent objects, unordered object maps are normally manipulated
through handles or object references. You can store and find an unordered object
map in the federated database just as you would any other persistent object.

Related Classes
Two additional classes represent persistent collections of key-value pairs:
■

ooTreeMap represents a sorted object map. It is implemented using a B-tree
data structure.

■

ooMap represents an unordered name map, that is, a collection of key-value

pairs in which the key is a string and the value is an object reference to a
persistent object. It uses a traditional (non-extendible) hashing mechanism.
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Reference Summary
In the following table:
■

Operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this class with no change
in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class (page 403), along
with the other inherited methods not listed here.

■

Method indicated as (inherited) are inherited from the ooHashSet class
(page 421) or the ooCollection class (page 91) and are documented with
the defining class.

Creating and Deleting

ooHashMap
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Adding, Removing, and Changing
Elements

add
addAll
clear (inherited)
put
remove
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted
retainAll (inherited)

Getting Elements

get
keyIterator
valueIterator

Getting Information

hashOf (inherited)
size (inherited)

Finding Auxiliary Objects

admin (inherited)
comparator (inherited)

Testing

containsKey
containsValue
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty (inherited)

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh (inherited)
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add

Adds the specified object to this unordered object map.

addAll

Adds all elements in the specified collection to this unordered
object map.

containsKey

Tests whether this unordered object map contains an element
with the specified key.

containsValue

Tests whether this unordered object map contains an element
with the specified value.

get

Finds the value paired with the specified key in this unordered
object map.

keyIterator

Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find all the keys of
this unordered object map.

ooHashMap

Constructs a new empty unordered object map.

put

Maps the specified key to the specified value in this unordered
object map.

remove

Removes the element, if any, with the specified key from this
unordered object map.

removeAllDeleted

Removes from this unordered object map all elements in
which either the key or the value has been deleted from the
federated database.

valueIterator

Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find all values in this
unordered object map.
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ooHashMap
Constructs a new empty unordered object map.

Parameters

1.

ooHashMap(
int bucketSize = 30011,
int initialBuckets = 1,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contAdminH = 0,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contBucketH = 0);

2.

ooHashMap(
ooHandle(ooCompare) &compH,
int bucketSize = 30011,
int initialBuckets = 1,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contAdminH = 0,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contBucketH = 0);

bucketSize

The size of a hash bucket in the new unordered object map’s hash table. The
size of a hash bucket is the number of elements that can be hashed into each
bucket. For optimal performance, the bucket size should be a prime number.
If you specify a bucket size that is not a prime number, the next higher prime
number is computed and used as the actual bucket size.
initialBuckets

The minimum number of initial hash buckets to create for the new unordered
object map. The actual number of hash buckets created is the smallest power
of 2 that is greater than initialBuckets. For example, if initialBuckets
is 10, the number of hash buckets is 2**4, or 16.
Preallocating multiple hash buckets increases the speed of adding and
finding map elements. If each hash bucket is stored in a separate container
(the default behavior), preallocating hash buckets also reduces the chance of
lock conflicts. However, an unordered object map with a large number of
initial hash buckets requires more disk space, more memory for the directory,
and more time to create.
By default, each initial hash bucket is stored in its own newly created
container. If you specify a container in the contBucketH parameter,
however, all initial hash buckets are instead created in that container. In that
case, you reduce the storage overhead for the object map, but you also reduce
concurrent access.
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contAdminH

Handle to the container in which to store the hash administrator for the new
unordered object map. The default value (0) creates a container for the hash
administrator in the same database as the unordered object map itself.
contBucketH

Handle to the container in which to store the initial hash bucket(s) for the
new unordered object map. The default value (0) creates a separate container
for each initial hash bucket, all in the same database as the unordered object
map itself.
compH

Handle to the comparator for the new unordered object map; must be an
instance of an application-specific derived class of ooCompare.
Discussion

Variant 1 creates an empty unordered object map with a default comparator and
the specified bucket size.
Variant 2 creates an empty unordered object map with the specified comparator
and the specified bucket size.
For more information about selecting values for the size and number of buckets,
see “Scalable Unordered Collections” in Chapter 4 of this book.

Methods
add
Adds the specified object to this unordered object map.
virtual ooBoolean add(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be added.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was added; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

This method adds a new key-value pair to this unordered object map with the
specified object as its key and a null value. If this unordered object map currently
has an element whose key is the specified object, the value of the existing element
is replaced by null.

See also

addAll
remove
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addAll
Adds all elements in the specified collection to this unordered object map.
virtual ooBoolean addAll(
const ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH);
Parameters

collectionH

Handle to the unordered or sorted object map whose elements are to be
added to this unordered object map.
Returns

oocTrue if any elements were added; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

If the specified collection is an object map, its elements are added to this unordered
object map. If this unordered object map currently has an element with the same
key as an element of the specified collection, the existing element is replaced by the
element of the specified collection.
If the specified collection is a collection of persistent objects, each of its elements
is added as a key to this unordered object map; a null value is paired with each
key. If this unordered object map currently has an element whose key is an
element of the specified collection, the value of the existing element is replaced
by null.

See also

add

containsKey
Tests whether this unordered object map contains an element with the specified
key.

Parameters

1.

ooBoolean containsKey(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH) const;

2.

ooBoolean containsKey(
const void *lookupVal) const;

keyH

Handle to the key to be tested for containment in this unordered object map.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the key to be tested for containment in this
unordered object map.
Returns

oocTrue if this unordered object map contains an element with the specified key;
otherwise, oocFalse.
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Methods

You can call this method to check whether this unordered object map maps the
specified key to some value.
Variant 2 tests whether any key is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this unordered object map. It is useful if this
unordered object map has an application-defined comparator that can identify a
key based on class-specific data.

See also

containsValue

containsValue
Tests whether this unordered object map contains an element with the specified
value.
ooBoolean containsValue(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &valueH) const;
Parameters

valueH

Handle to the value to be tested for containment in this unordered object
map.
Returns

oocTrue if this unordered object map contains an element whose value is the
specified object; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

You can call this method to check whether this unordered object map maps at least
one key to the specified value.

See also

containsKey

get
Finds the value paired with the specified key in this unordered object map.

Parameters

1.

ooRef(ooObj) get(const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH) const;

2.

virtual ooRef(ooObj) get(const void *lookupVal) const;

keyH

Handle to the key to be looked up.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the desired key.
Returns
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Object reference to the value in the element with the specified key, or a null object
reference if this unordered object map contains no mapping for that key.
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Discussion

Methods

A return value of null does not necessarily indicate that no element has the
specified key. It is possible that this unordered object map explicitly maps the key
to null. You can use the containsKey method to distinguish these two cases.
Variant 2 finds the element whose key is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this unordered object map. It is useful if this
unordered object map has an application-defined comparator that can identify a
key based on class-specific data.

See also

put
addAll

keyIterator
Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find all the keys of this unordered object
map.
virtual ooCollectionIterator *keyIterator() const;
Returns

A pointer to a scalable-collection iterator for finding the keys of this unordered
object map; the caller is responsible for deleting the iterator when it is no longer
needed.

Discussion

The returned iterator finds the keys in an undefined order; however, it iterates
through the key-value pairs of this unordered object map in the same order as does
an iterator returned by valueIterator.
You must delete the iterator when you have finished using it.

put
Maps the specified key to the specified value in this unordered object map.
ooStatus put(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &valueH);
Parameters

keyH

Handle to the key.
valueH

Handle to the value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.
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Discussion

If this unordered object map already contains an element with the specified key,
this method replaces the value in that element. Otherwise, this method adds a new
element with the specified key and value.

See also

get
addAll

remove
Removes the element, if any, with the specified key from this unordered object
map.
virtual ooBoolean remove(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH);
Parameters

keyH

Handle to the key of the element to be removed.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was removed; otherwise, oocFalse.

See also

add

removeAllDeleted
Removes from this unordered object map all elements in which either the key or
the value has been deleted from the federated database.
virtual void removeAllDeleted();
Discussion

You can call this method to restore this unordered object map’s referential integrity.

valueIterator
Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find all values in this unordered object
map.
virtual ooCollectionIterator *valueIterator() const;
Returns

A pointer to a scalable-collection iterator for finding all the persistent objects used
as values in elements of this unordered object map.

Discussion

The returned iterator finds the keys in an undefined order; however, it iterates
through the key-value pairs of this unordered object map in the same order as does
an iterator returned by keyIterator.
You must delete the iterator when you have finished using it.
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooHashSet
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooHashSet)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooHashSet)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooHashSet
represents unordered sets of persistent objects with no duplicate elements.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 423 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 424 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollections.h header
file. No extra linking is required.
The ooHashSet class is backward compatible because it is implemented with the
pre-Release 9.3 scalable collection structure. For information on Release 9.3 (or
later) unordered sets, see the ooHashSetX chapter in Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Reference.
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About Unordered Sets
An unordered set is an unordered collection of persistent objects with no
duplicate elements. Unordered sets are scalable collections, that is, they can
increase in size with minimal performance degradation. They are implemented
using an extendible hashing mechanism so that elements can be added, deleted,
and retrieved efficiently. The hash value for each element is computed from the
element itself.
The hash values for elements of an unordered set are computed by the set’s
corresponding comparator. If an unordered set has a default comparator, the
hash values are computed from the OIDs of the elements.
For additional information, see Chapter 4, “Persistent Collections,” of this book.

Working With an Unordered Set
As is the case for any basic object, you specify whether an unordered set is to be
transient or persistent when you create it; unordered sets must be persistent. You
create an unordered set with a call to the new operator; the clustering directive in
that call specifies where in the federated database to store the unordered set.
Like other persistent objects, unordered sets are normally manipulated through
handles or object references. You can store and find an unordered set in the
federated database just as you would any other persistent object.

Related Classes
Two related classes represent ordered collections of persistent objects:
■

ooTreeSet represents a sorted collection of persistent objects with no
duplicate elements.

■

ooTreeList represents a collection of persistent objects that are maintained
in the order specified when they are added to the collection. A list can contain
duplicate elements.

Sorted sets and lists are implemented using a B-tree data structure.
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Reference Summary
In the following table:
■

Operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this class with no change
in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class (page 403), along
with the other inherited methods not listed here.

■

Method indicated as (inherited) are inherited from the ooCollection class
and are documented with that class (page 91).

Creating and Deleting

ooHashSet
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Adding and Removing Elements

add
addAll (inherited)
clear
remove
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted (inherited)
retainAll (inherited)

Getting Elements

get
iterator

Getting Information

hashOf
size

Finding Auxiliary Objects

admin
comparator

Testing

contains
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh
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add

Adds the specified object to this unordered set.

admin

Gets the hash administrator for this unordered collection.

clear

Sets this unordered collection to an empty collection, removing any
elements it contains.

comparator

Finds the comparator for this unordered collection.

contains

Tests whether this unordered set contains the specified object.

get

Finds the specified element of this unordered set.

hashOf

Gets the hash code for the specified object in this unordered
collection.

isEmpty

Tests whether this unordered collection is empty.

iterator

Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the elements of this
unordered set.

ooHashSet

Constructs a new empty unordered set.

refresh

Refreshes each container used internally by this unordered
collection, except for the container in which the unordered collection
itself is stored.

remove

Removes the specified object from this unordered set.

size

Gets the size of this unordered collection.
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Constructors
ooHashSet
Constructs a new empty unordered set.

Parameters

1.

ooHashSet(
int bucketSize = 30011,
int initialBuckets = 1,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contAdminH = 0,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contBucketH = 0);

2.

ooHashSet(
ooHandle(ooCompare) &compH,
int bucketSize = 30011,
int initialBuckets = 1,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contAdminH = 0,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contBucketH = 0);

bucketSize

The size of a hash bucket in the new unordered set’s hash table. The size of a
hash bucket is the number of elements that can be hashed into each bucket.
For optimal performance, the bucket size should be a prime number. If you
specify a bucket size that is not a prime number, the next higher prime
number is computed and used as the actual bucket size.
initialBuckets

The minimum number of initial hash buckets to create for the new unordered
set. The actual number of hash buckets created is the smallest power of 2 that
is greater than initialBuckets. For example, if initialBuckets is 10, the
number of hash buckets is 2**4, or 16.
Preallocating multiple hash buckets increases the speed of adding and
finding elements. If each hash bucket is stored in a separate container (the
default behavior), preallocating hash buckets also reduces the chance of lock
conflicts. However, an unordered set with a large number of initial hash
buckets requires more disk space, more memory for the directory, and more
time to create.
By default, each initial hash bucket is stored in its own newly created
container. If you specify a container in the contBucketH parameter,
however, all initial hash buckets are instead created in that container. In that
case, you reduce the storage overhead for the set, but you also reduce
concurrent access.
All initial hash buckets are created in the container indicated by
contBucketH.
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contAdminH

Handle to the container in which to store the hash administrator for the new
unordered set. The default value (0) creates a container for the hash
administrator in the same database as the unordered set itself.
contBucketH

Handle to the container in which to store the initial hash bucket(s) for the
new unordered set. The default value (0) creates a separate container for each
initial hash bucket, all in the same database as the unordered set itself.
compH

Handle to the comparator for the new unordered set; must be an instance of
an application-specific derived class of ooCompare.
Discussion

Variant 1 creates an empty unordered set with a default comparator and the
specified bucket size.
Variant 2 creates an empty unordered set with the specified comparator and the
specified bucket size.
For more information about selecting values for the size and number of buckets,
see “Scalable Unordered Collections” in Chapter 4 of this book.

Methods
add
Adds the specified object to this unordered set.
virtual ooBoolean add(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be added.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was added; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

This method returns false if the specified object is already an element of this
unordered set.

See also

remove
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admin
Gets the hash administrator for this unordered collection.
virtual ooRef(ooAdmin) admin() const;
Returns

Object reference to the hash administrator for this unordered collection.

Discussion

You typically call this method when you want to change the way that this
unordered collection’s internal objects (hash buckets) are assigned to containers.
Before you do so, you must cast the returned object reference to
ooRef(ooHashAdmin).

clear
Sets this unordered collection to an empty collection, removing any elements it
contains.
virtual void clear();
See also

remove

comparator
Finds the comparator for this unordered collection.
virtual ooRef(ooCompare) comparator() const;
Returns

Object reference to the comparator for this unordered collection, or null if this
unordered collection has a default comparator.

contains
Tests whether this unordered set contains the specified object.

Parameters

1.

virtual ooBoolean contains(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;

2.

virtual ooBoolean contains(
const void *lookupVal) const;

objH

Handle to the element to be tested for containment in this unordered set.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the object to be tested for containment in this
unordered set.
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Returns

oocTrue if this unordered set contains an element equal to the specified object;
otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

Variant 2 tests whether any element is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this unordered set. It is useful if this unordered
set has an application-defined comparator that can identify an element based on
class-specific data.

get
Finds the specified element of this unordered set.
virtual ooRef(ooObj) get(const void *lookupVal) const;
Parameters

lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the desired element.
Returns

Object reference to the element that is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this unordered set, or a null object reference if
this unordered set does not contain such an element.

Discussion

This method is useful if this unordered set has an application-defined comparator
that can identify an element based on class-specific data.

hashOf
Gets the hash code for the specified object in this unordered collection.
int hashOf(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object whose hash value is to be computed.
Returns

The hash code for the specified object.

Discussion

If this unordered collection has a comparator of an application-defined class, that
comparator computes the hash code; otherwise, the hash code is computed from
the object’s OID.

isEmpty
Tests whether this unordered collection is empty.
virtual ooBoolean isEmpty() const;
Returns
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oocTrue if this unordered collection has no elements; otherwise, oocFalse.
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iterator
Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the elements of this unordered set.
virtual ooCollectionIterator *iterator() const;
Returns

A pointer to a scalable-collection iterator for finding the elements of this unordered
set; the caller is responsible for deleting the iterator when it is no longer needed.

Discussion

The returned iterator finds the elements in an undefined order.
You must delete the iterator when you have finished using it.

refresh
Refreshes each container used internally by this unordered collection, except for
the container in which the unordered collection itself is stored.
virtual ooStatus refresh(ooMode &openMode) const;
Parameters

openMode

Intended level of access to each refreshed container:
■

Specify oocRead to open the container for read. This implicitly requests
a read lock on the container.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the container for update (read and write).
This implicitly requests an update lock on the container.

Returns

oocSuccess if every container can be refreshed; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

You typically call this method when you need to refresh your view of an
unordered collection that you are reading in an MROW transaction. This method
calls refreshOpen on each container that is used internally by the unordered
collection—that is, on the administrator and hash-bucket containers maintained by
the unordered collection. This method does not refresh the container in which the
unordered collection itself is stored, nor does it necessarily refresh the containers
that store the collection’s elements.
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remove
Removes the specified object from this unordered set.
virtual ooBoolean remove(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be removed.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was removed; otherwise, oocFalse.

See also

add
clear

size
Gets the size of this unordered collection.
virtual int size() const;
Returns
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The number of elements in this unordered collection.
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Inheritance:

ooObj->...->ooKeyDesc
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooKeyDesc)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooKeyDesc)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooKeyDesc
represents a key description from which one or more indexes can be created.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 432 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 433 for a list of methods

Applications that use indexes must include the ooIndex.h header file.
NOTE

This class is in the public programming interface for backward compatibility
with applications that use the explicit placement mechanism. All new
applications should use the managed object-placement system described in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

About Key Descriptions
A key description is a persistent object from which an index is created. Each key
description identifies the class of objects to be indexed, the key fields on which to
sort, and whether the index is to be unique. The key description is then used to
create an index for a particular storage object, sometimes called the scope of the
index. The storage object you choose for an index limits the objects referenced by
that index—for example, an index created for a container references the objects of
the indexed class that reside in that container. When an index is no longer
needed, you use its key description to remove or drop it from the storage object.
431
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Working With Key Descriptions

You can use a particular key description to create multiple indexes, provided that
each index is in a different storage object. Multiple indexes can exist in the same
storage object only if each was created from a different key description.

Working With Key Descriptions
As is the case for any basic object, you specify whether a key description is to be
transient or persistent when you create it; key descriptions must be persistent. You
create a key description with a call to the new operator; the clustering directive in
that call specifies where in the federated database to store the new key
description.
Like other persistent objects, key descriptions are normally manipulated through
handles or object references. You can store and find a key description in the
federated database just as you would any other persistent object.

Reference Summary
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Creating and Deleting a Key Description

ooKeyDesc
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Working With Key-Field Objects

addField
nField

Creating and Dropping Indexes

createIndex
dropIndex
removeIndexes

Getting Information

getTypeN
getTypeName
isConsistent
isUnique
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Reference Index
addField

Adds the referenced key-field object to this key description.

createIndex

Creates an index for the specified storage object from this key
description.

dropIndex

Drops the index associated with this key description from the
referenced storage object.

getTypeN

Gets the type number of the class that is indexed by this key
description.

getTypeName

Gets the name of the class indexed by this key description.

isConsistent

Checks whether the key-field objects in this key description are
still consistent with the corresponding attributes of the indexed
class.

isUnique

Determines whether a particular index was created to be unique.
When an index is unique, each of its indexed objects must have
unique key field values.

nField

Gets the number of fields in the index.

ooKeyDesc

Constructs a new key description with the specified
characteristics.

removeIndexes

Removes from the federated database all indexes that were
created from this key description.
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Constructors
ooKeyDesc
Constructs a new key description with the specified characteristics.
ooKeyDesc(
const ooTypeNumber typeN,
ooBoolean unique = oocFalse);
Parameters

typeN

Type number of the persistence-capable class whose objects are to be
indexed. This class, and all of its subclasses, will be included in the index.
unique

Specifies whether the indexes created from this key description are to be
unique. If you omit this parameter, this key description will create
nonunique indexes, in which multiple indexed objects may have the same
combination of key field values.

Methods
addField
Adds the referenced key-field object to this key description.
ooStatus addField(const ooHandle(ooKeyField) &fieldH);
Parameters

fieldH

Handle to the key-field object to be added.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

You may add a key-field object to a key description only if both are defined on the
same class (the class to be indexed). The key-field object being added must refer to
an attribute of the indexed class or one of its base classes.
You can add multiple key-field objects to the same description. The order in
which key-field objects are added to a key description determines the sorting
order of the indexed objects.
The same key-field object can be added to multiple key descriptions.
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createIndex
Creates an index for the specified storage object from this key description.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus createIndex(
const ooHandle(ooContObj) &storageObject);

2.

ooStatus createIndex(
const ooHandle(ooDBObj) &storageObject);

3.

ooStatus createIndex(
const ooHandle(ooFDObj) &storageObject);

storageObject

Handle to the container, database, or federated database for which the index
is to be created. The specified storage object limits the objects that are
referenced by the new index—for example, an index created for a container
references only the objects of the indexed class that reside in that container.
storageObject may not specify a container if this key description specifies

a container class.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

You can create indexes for different storage objects from the same key description.
If an index cannot be created, a message is displayed and the transaction is
aborted.
The location of an index’s internal structures is completely managed by
Objectivity/DB. In particular:

NOTE

■

When you create an index for a particular container, the index’s internal
structures are placed in that container.

■

When you create an index for a particular database, the index’s internal
structures are placed in one or more special-purpose containers in that
database. Each such container has a system name of the form
ooSystemIndexContainer-nnnnn, where is nnnnn a number.

An application should not use a special-purpose index container for any
purpose.
■

When you create an index for a federated database, the index’s internal
structures are created in the default container of the system database.
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dropIndex
Drops the index associated with this key description from the referenced storage
object.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus dropIndex(
const ooHandle(ooContObj) &storageObject);

2.

ooStatus dropIndex(
const ooHandle(ooDBObj) &storageObject);

3.

ooStatus dropIndex(
const ooHandle(ooFDObj) &storageObject);

storageObject

Handle to the container, database, or federated database from which the
index is to be dropped.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

getTypeN
Gets the type number of the class that is indexed by this key description.
ooTypeNumber getTypeN() const;
Returns

Type number of the indexed class.

getTypeName
Gets the name of the class indexed by this key description.
const char *getTypeName() const;
Returns

String name of the indexed class. A namespace-qualified name (containing at least
one ::) is returned for an application-defined class defined in a C++ namespace.

Discussion

This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other methods. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.
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isConsistent
Checks whether the key-field objects in this key description are still consistent
with the corresponding attributes of the indexed class.
ooBoolean isConsistent();
Returns

Returns oocTrue if all the key-field objects in this key description are consistent;
returns oocFalse if any key-field object in this key description is inconsistent.

Discussion

If this method returns oocFalse, you can call the isConsistent method on each
key-field object to determine which one is inconsistent.
You should test for consistency after performing a schema-evolution operation
that affects an indexed class or an attribute of an indexed class.

isUnique
Determines whether a particular index was created to be unique. When an index
is unique, each of its indexed objects must have unique key field values.
ooBoolean isUnique();
Returns

oocTrue if the target index is unique and oocFalse if it is not.

nField
Gets the number of fields in the index.
ooUInt32 nField() const;
Returns

Integer giving the number of fields in the index.

removeIndexes
Removes from the federated database all indexes that were created from this key
description.
ooStatus removeIndexes();
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method deletes indexes while preserving the key description itself.
Alternatively, if you no longer need the key description, you can delete it with the
ooDelete method, which automatically deletes all its indexes.
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooKeyField
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooKeyField)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooKeyField)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooKeyField
represents a key field of an index.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 442 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 443 for a list of methods

Applications that use indexes must include the ooIndex.h header file.
NOTE

This class is in the public programming interface for backward compatibility
with applications that use the explicit placement mechanism. All new
applications should use the managed object-placement system described in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

About Key-Field Objects
Key-field objects are added to a key description (an instance of ooKeyDesc) to
define an index’s key fields. Each key-field object in a key description
corresponds to a particular attribute of the indexed class, and designates that
attribute as a key field of the index. The order in which key field objects are
added to a key description determines the order in which the resulting index
considers the corresponding key fields when sorting the indexed objects.
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Working With a Key-Field Object

For example, assume you want to create an index over Person objects, sorted by
key fields name and age. You achieve this by creating key-field objects
corresponding to the name and age attributes of class Person, and then adding
them, in that order, to an appropriate key description. In the resulting index,
objects are first sorted by name; if two or more objects have the same name, the
one with the lowest age comes first in the indexed order. You can create different
sorts over the same objects by defining different key descriptions on the same
indexed class and adding the same key-field objects in different orders.
Each key-field object identifies one of the following:
■

A particular attribute of the indexed class.

■

A particular attribute of a class embedded as an attribute of the indexed
class.

The attribute may be private, protected, or public. Its data type must be a
numeric, character, Boolean, or string type. In particular:
■

A primitive type such as ooUInt16, ooInt16, char, or ooBoolean.
See Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language for a complete list of primitive
types.

■

A string class such as ooVString, or one of the Unicode string classes
(ooUtf8String, ooUtf16String, or ooUtf32String).

■

A fixed-size character array of type char[], ooChar16[], or ooChar32
(treated as a null-terminated string)

■

A VArray of characters (treated as a null-terminated string)

Indexes can optimize tests that compare a key field with a literal numeric or
string value. If you define a key field of type ooBoolean, an optimized predicate
must use an integer literal (1 for oocTrue, 0 for oocFalse).

Working With a Key-Field Object
As is the case for any basic object, you specify whether a key-field object is to be
transient or persistent when you create it; key-field objects must be persistent. You
create a key-field object with a call to the new operator; the clustering directive in
that call specifies where in the federated database to store the new key-field
object.
Like other persistent objects, key-field objects are normally manipulated through
handles or object references. You can store and find a key-field object in the
federated database just as you would any other persistent object.
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Optimizing String Storage and Lookup
When you create a key-field object for a string-typed attribute (for example,
char[], ooStringT<N>, ooVString, or ooUtf8String), you can optimize the
space required to store each string key in the index, as well as the processing time
required to access it during lookup. You adjust these characteristics by setting the
ooKeyField constructor’s fixed and maxstrlen parameters.
Choosing the default values for these parameters (fixed=oocFalse and
maxstrlen =24) causes the index to allocate 24 array elements per indexed
object to store a string key for that object (a copy of the string value of the
relevant key field). Note that a character is typically represented by a single
element in the string array, but it might span multiple elements as in the case of
some Unicode characters; see “Character Encoding” in Chapter 14 of the
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
Shorter string keys are padded with null characters. If a string key is longer, only
the first 24 elements are stored in the index. During lookup, these elements are
compared to the first 24 elements of the comparison value; if they match, the
index obtains the entire string value from the indexed object to complete the
comparison.
You can use the maxstrlen parameter to reduce the size of the index or to
improve performance:
■

If most of the string keys are smaller than 24 array elements, you can set
maxstrlen to a smaller value to reduce the amount of extra space occupied
by null characters.

■

If most of the string keys are larger than 24 array elements, you can set
maxstrlen to a larger value to reduce the number of times the index must
open an indexed object to get a complete string value.

If the string values of the indexed objects are guaranteed to be of a fixed (or
limited) size, you can improve performance by setting the fixed parameter to
oocTrue. This prevents an object from being indexed if its string value is greater
than maxstrlen, so every string key in the index is complete; during lookup,
comparisons are performed without accessing the actual string value in the
indexed object.
WARNING

Do not set fixed to oocTrue if any string value might be longer than
maxstrlen. If the string value of an object’s key field exceeds maxstrlen, that
object is omitted from the index.
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For optimal results, use the following guidelines:

EXAMPLE

■

If the key field is a fixed-size string of length N, you should set fixed to
oocTrue and maxstrlen to N.

■

If the key field is a basic string such as an ooVString or a Unicode string
and you know that most of the string values (for example, 90%) are of length
N or less, you should set fixed to oocFalse and maxstrlen to N.

This example creates a key-field object on an optimized 8-bit character string of
length 8 (ooStringT<8>), a type that was chosen because the length of most
strings in the class is 7 array elements or less. You can save space in the index by
setting the maxstrlen parameter of the ooKeyField constructor to 8. However,
because it is possible for some string values to be longer than 8 array elements,
the fixed parameter is oocFalse.
// DDL file
class Person : public ooObj {
ooStringT<8> name;
// Most strings are < 8 array
}
// elements long
// Application code
ooHandle(ooKeyField) keyFieldH;
ooHandle(ooKeyDesc) keyDescH;
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH;
keyDescH = new(contH) ooKeyDesc(ooTypeN(Person),oocTrue);
keyFieldH = new(keyDescH) ooKeyField (ooTypeN(Person),"name",
oocFalse, 8);
// Allows a variable length
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Creating and Deleting

ooKeyField
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Getting Information

getName
getTypeN
isConsistent
isNamed
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getName

Gets the name of the attribute to which this key-field object
corresponds.

getTypeN

Gets the type number of the indexed class for which the key-field
object was created.

isConsistent

Checks whether this key-field object is still consistent with the
corresponding attribute of the indexed class.

isNamed

Tests whether the attribute corresponding to this key-field object has
the specified name.

ooKeyField

Constructs a new key-field object with the specified characteristics.

Constructors
ooKeyField
Constructs a new key-field object with the specified characteristics.
ooKeyField(
const ooTypeNumber typeN,
const char *name,
ooBoolean fixed = oocFalse,
ooUInt32 maxstrlen = 24);
Parameters

typeN

Type number of the indexed class—that is, persistence-capable class whose
objects are to be indexed.
name

Name of the attribute to be represented by this key-field object. The values of
this attribute will be used to sort the indexed objects.
■

■

To specify an attribute attributeName defined by the indexed class, use
a string of the form:
"attributeName"
If the name of an inherited attribute is ambiguous (for example, the same
name is defined in both the base class and the indexed class) or if the
name is not visible to the indexed class due to access control, use a string
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■

of the following form to indicate the attribute inheritedAttribute,
which the indexed class inherits from the base class baseClassName:
"baseClassName::inheritedAttribute"
If the base class is defined in a C++ namespace, baseClassName can be of
the form:
namespace::className
If the base class is a nested class within a parent class defined in a C++
namespace, baseClassName can be of the following form, where the
namespace delimiter is a single colon, and the class name delimiter is a
double colon:
namespace:parentclass::nestedclass
To specify an attribute fieldName of the embedded object (or struct) in
an embedded-class attribute attributeName of the indexed class, use a
string of the form:
"attributeName.fieldName"

fixed

Specifies whether the values of this key field are to be treated as fixed or
variable in length; applies only if name specifies an attribute whose type is a
string type.
If you specify oocFalse (the default), the index allows string keys of any
length:
■

If a string key is maxstrlen array elements or shorter, it is stored in the
index (padded with null characters if necessary).

■

If a string key is longer than maxstrlen array elements, the first
maxstrlen array elements are stored in the index for preliminary
comparisons during lookup; when the index needs the complete string
value, it accesses the indexed object.

If you specify oocTrue, the index allows only string keys of length
maxstrlen or shorter. If the string key for an object is longer than
maxstrlen, that object is omitted from the index and an exception is thrown.
If you know the maximum length of the string keys for all objects, specifying
oocTrue can optimize the index’s performance during lookup, because it
never has to consult an indexed object to obtain a complete string value.
maxstrlen

Specifies the number of array elements to be allocated by the index for
storing a copy of each value of this key field; applies only if name specifies an
attribute whose type is a string type.
The index allocates maxstrlen array elements for each string key. Shorter
string keys are padded with null characters. Longer string keys are handled
only if fixed is set to oocFalse (see fixed above).
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getName
Gets the name of the attribute to which this key-field object corresponds.
virtual const char *getName() const;
Returns

String name of an attribute of the indexed class. A namespace-qualified name
(containing at least one ::) is returned for an application-defined class defined in
a C++ namespace.
This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other methods. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.

getTypeN
Gets the type number of the indexed class for which the key-field object was
created.
ooTypeNumber getTypeN() const;

isConsistent
Checks whether this key-field object is still consistent with the corresponding
attribute of the indexed class.
ooBoolean isConsistent();
Returns

Discussion

Returns oocTrue if this key-field object is still consistent with the attribute with
which it was initialized. Returns oocFalse if any of the following is true:
■

The type of the attribute has been changed.

■

The attribute has been deleted.

■

The indexed class has been deleted.

You should test for consistency after performing a schema-evolution operation
that affects an indexed class or an attribute of an indexed class.
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isNamed
Tests whether the attribute corresponding to this key-field object has the specified
name.
virtual ooBoolean isNamed(const char *name) const;
Parameters

name

String name to be matched against the attribute name.
Returns
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oocTrue if the attribute has the specified name; otherwise oocFalse
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Inheritance:

ooLookupFieldBase
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable class
ooLookupFieldBase is the abstract base class for classes that represent lookup
fields.
See:
■

“Reference Index” on page 448 for a list of methods

Applications that use indexes must include the ooIndex.h header file.
NOTE

This class is in the public programming interface for backward compatibility
with applications that use the explicit placement mechanism. All new
applications should use the managed object-placement system described in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

About Lookup Fields
A lookup field is part of a lookup key (an instance of the ooLookupKey class that is
used for looking up persistent objects in an index). A lookup key consists of one
or more lookup fields, each representing a condition that a found object must
satisfy. When a lookup key contains multiple lookup fields, every found object
must satisfy all of the conditions.
The concrete classes derived from the ooLookupFieldBase class each represent
a specific condition to be satisfied. These are: ooEqualLookupField,
ooGreaterThanEqualLookupField, ooGreaterThanLookupField,
ooLessThanEqualLookupField, and ooLessThanLookupField.
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Because the ooLookupFieldBase class is abstract, you never instantiate it;
instead, you work with instances of its concrete derived classes. You should not
create your own subclasses of this class.

Reference Index
isNamed

Compares the specified name to the name of the key field
whose values will be tested by this lookup field.

ooLookupFieldBase

Constructs a new lookup field.

Constructors
ooLookupFieldBase
Constructs a new lookup field.
ooLookupFieldBase(
const ooKeyField &field,
const void *valuePtr,
ooRelatOp relatOp = oocEQ);
Parameters

field

Key-field object representing a key field of the indexed class. The values of
the specified key field will be tested by this lookup field.
valuePtr

Data value to which key-field values are to be compared. The type of this
value must match the key-field type (the type of the attribute you specified to
the key-field object). Using data of any other type may have unpredictable
results.
relatOp

Relational operator used by this lookup field. This parameter value is
supplied by the predefined concrete derived classes.
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isNamed
Compares the specified name to the name of the key field whose values will be
tested by this lookup field.
virtual ooBoolean isNamed(const char *name) const;
Returns

oocTrue if the specified name matches the key-field name; otherwise oocFalse.

Parameters

name

Name to be matched by the key-field name.
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Inheritance:

ooLookupKey
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable class ooLookupKey
represents a lookup key used for looking up persistent objects in an index.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 458 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 458 for a list of methods

Applications that use indexes must include the ooIndex.h header file.
NOTE

This class is in the public programming interface for backward compatibility
with applications that use the explicit placement mechanism. All new
applications should use the managed object-placement system described in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

About Lookup Keys
A lookup key is a transient object for looking up persistent objects in an index. A
lookup key consists of one or more lookup fields, each representing a condition
that the found objects must satisfy. When a lookup key contains multiple lookup
fields, every found object must satisfy all of the conditions. Lookup fields are
instances of the concrete classes derived from ooLookupFieldBase.
You create a lookup key and add lookup fields to it in a transaction. You then use
the lookup key to initialize an object iterator to scan a particular storage object.
Because lookup keys are transient, they become invalid after you commit the
transaction in which they were created.
As an alternative to performing a predicate scan, an application can scan a
storage object with a lookup key that represents the condition to be met. Such a
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scan, called an index scan, initializes an object iterator to find objects by searching
a compatible index on the storage object. If no such index exists, no objects are
found. In contrast, an object iterator initialized by a predicate scan can find
objects in the scanned storage object even if no compatible index exists. An index
scan can search an index even if indexes are disabled; disabling indexes affect
only predicate scans, not index scans.

Lookup Fields
Every lookup field in a lookup key specifies a relational operator (such as equal
or greater than) and a comparison value for testing a particular key field of an
index. For example, to search an index of Person objects whose key fields are
age and weight, you could create lookup fields that represent the conditions
age = 40 and weight > 150.
A lookup key can contain two conditions that apply to the same key field—for
example, age > 20 and age < 40. Because the found objects must satisfy all of
the conditions (a conjunction), you may not specify constraints that could only be
satisfied by a disjunction—for example, age < 20 and age > 40.
Lookup fields are instances of classes derived from ooLookupFieldBase. Each
such derived class corresponds to a permitted relational operator, as shown in
the following table:
Relational Operator

Lookup-Field Class

=

ooEqualLookupField

>

ooGreaterThanLookupField

<

ooLessThanLookupField

>=

ooGreaterThanEqualLookupField

<=

ooLessThanEqualLookupField

As the table illustrates, a lookup field cannot perform string matching or test an
application-defined relational operator.
To create a lookup field, instantiate the lookup-field class that corresponds to the
desired relational operator. For example, instantiate ooEqualLookupField to
represent the relational operator =.
When you create a lookup field, parameters to the constructor specify the
indexed class, the attribute to be tested, and the value to be compared with the
attribute value. You can specify both the indexed class and attribute with a
key-field object; alternatively, you can specify the class by its type number and
the attribute by its name.
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Compatible Indexes
A lookup key can search only compatible indexes—that is, indexes created from a
compatible key description. A lookup key and a key description are compatible
only if both of the following are true:
■

The lookup key was created for the same indexed class as the key
description—that is, the type number specified to the lookup key constructor
must match the type number specified to the key description constructor.

■

The lookup key contains at least one lookup field that corresponds to the
primary key field of the index—that is, at least one lookup field specifies the
first key-field object that was added to the key description.

An object iterator initialized with a lookup key finds objects only if they are
referenced by a compatible index within the storage object being scanned. If the
storage object has no compatible index, the object iterator is initialized to null, so
it will find no objects. This is true even if the container, database, or federated
database being scanned actually contains objects that would satisfy the lookup
key’s conditions. You can use the anyIndex method on a lookup key to test
whether a given storage object contains a compatible index.

Lookup Fields Used in an Index Scan
When a compatible index is searched by a lookup key with multiple lookup
fields, the lookup key uses at least one lookup field during the search (the lookup
field corresponding to the index’s primary key field). However, the other lookup
fields may or may not be used, depending on how they correspond to the index’s
key fields. In general, a lookup key uses only the lookup fields that correspond to
the first n consecutive key fields in the index’s key description, where n is an
integer from 1 to the number of key fields in the index. Any other lookup fields
are ignored.
For example, assume an index of Person objects has key fields age, weight, and
height, and you create five lookup keys whose lookup fields correspond to the
combinations of key fields listed in the following table. If you then use each
lookup key to search the index, certain lookup fields would be used or ignored,
as indicated in the table:
Key Fields Referenced by
the Lookup Key

age

Key Fields Tested by the Lookup Key

age; the sole lookup field is used because it
corresponds to the primary key field.

age, weight
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age, weight; both lookup fields are used because they
correspond to the first 2 key fields of the index.
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Key Fields Referenced by
the Lookup Key

Key Fields Tested by the Lookup Key

age, weight, height

age, weight, height; all lookup fields are used
because they correspond to the first 3 key fields of the
index.

age, height

age; the lookup field corresponding to height is
ignored, because height is the index’s third key field,
and the second key field (weight) is not represented in
the lookup key.

weight, height

None; both lookup fields are ignored because the
primary key field (age) is not represented in the lookup
key.

A lookup key ignores a lookup field that does not correspond to any key field of
the index being searched. For example, assume you want to search an index of
Person objects with key fields age, weight, and height. If you search the index
using a lookup key that has fields corresponding to age, weight, and eyecolor,
the lookup field for testing eyecolor is ignored.
WARNING

If lookup fields are ignored by a particular scan operation, the found objects are
not guaranteed to match the entire condition represented by the lookup key.
Instead, they match a conjunction of the conditions represented by the lookup
fields that were tested.
Whenever a lookup field is ignored, the application is responsible for explicitly
testing the appropriate attribute of each found object. To avoid confusion, you
should use a lookup key only if you know that a compatible index exists in
which all lookup fields can be tested.
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Finding Indexed Objects With a Lookup Key
To use a lookup key to find an object in a particular container, database, or
federated database:
1. Create a lookup key by calling the ooLookupKey class constructor within a
transaction.
2. Create a lookup field for each condition to be satisfied by the found objects.
You must create at least one lookup field that tests the primary key field of the
indexed objects. To create a lookup field:
a. Choose the lookup-field class that corresponds to the desired relational
operator. For example, choose ooLessThanLookupField to represent
the relational operator <=.
b. Invoke the constructor of the chosen class, specifying the desired
comparison value and the key field to be tested.
Note: You specify a range of values for testing a single key field by creating
two lookup fields. For example, to find indexed objects whose age key field
is between 15 and 30, you create lookup fields that express the conditions
age >= 15 and age <= 30.
3. Add each lookup field to the lookup key by calling the addField method on
the lookup key. Note: The order in which lookup fields are added determines
the order in which key fields are tested. For optimal performance:
■

Keep the number of lookup fields small.

■

Add lookup fields to the lookup key in the same order in which the
corresponding key fields were added to the key description, starting
with the most major key field.

■

Specify as many equality (=) comparisons as possible. If you are adding
multiple lookup fields, only the last one should represent a relational
operator other than =.

4. Test whether the lookup key is compatible with any indexes in the storage
object you plan to search. To do this, call the anyIndex method on the lookup
key.
5. Use the lookup key to initialize an object iterator of type ooItr(className),
where className is the name of the indexed class. To initialize the object
iterator, call the scan method on it, specifying the lookup key and the
container, database, or federated database to be searched.
If no compatible index exists in the specified storage object, the object iterator is
initialized with a null iteration set. If a compatible index exists, the object iterator
is initialized to find objects satisfying the applicable lookup fields, in ascending
order.
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The lookup key and its lookup fields must exist (remain in scope) while you are
initializing and advancing the object iterator; if they have been destructed, the
iteration will fail.
EXAMPLE

Assume an index is created from a key description whose key-field objects were
added in the following order: plantNumber, deptNumber, groupNumber,
projLeaderId.
A lookup key whose lookup fields represent the following conditions would
produce a fast search, because they match the key-field order and because only
the last condition is not an equality comparison.
plantNumber = 1
deptNumber = 6
groupNumber > 15

The following search key looks for groups with group numbers ranging from 15
to 30:
plantNumber = 1
deptNumber = 6
groupNumber >= 15
groupNumber <= 30

EXAMPLE

This example defines the persistence-capable class Point in a DDL file. The
application code creates an index of Point objects with xCoord and yCoord as
the primary and secondary key fields.
// DDL file
class Point : public ooObj {
public:
char name[32];
ooInt32 xCoord;
ooInt32 yCoord;
};
// Application code
ooHandle(ooKeyField) keyFieldH;
ooHandle(ooKeyDesc) keyDescH;
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH;
…
// Set contH to the desired container.
// Create the key description in the container.
keyDescH = new(contH) ooKeyDesc(ooTypeN(Point), oocTrue);
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// Define the primary key field; add it to the key description.
keyFieldH = new(keyDescH) ooKeyField(ooTypeN(Point), "xCoord");
keyDescH->addField(keyFieldH);
// Define the secondary key field; add it to the key
description.
keyFieldH = new(keyDescH) ooKeyField(ooTypeN(Point), "yCoord");
keyDescH->addField(keyFieldH);
// Create an index in the container.
keyDescH->createIndex(contH);

Another transaction (or a different program) creates a lookup key to search for
indexed Point objects that have an x-coordinate equal to 100 and a y-coordinate
greater than 50. The lookup key is used to initialize an object iterator to find such
points.
// Application code
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH;
ooItr(Point) pointI;
const int xPoint = 100;
// x == 100
const int yMinPoint = 50;
// y > 50
…
// Set contH to the container containing the index.
// Create a lookup key.
ooLookupKey lookupKey(ooTypeN(Point), 2);
// Create the lookup fields and add them to the lookup key.
ooEqualLookupField xLookupField(
ooTypeN(Point), "xCoord", &xPoint);
lookupKey.addField(xLookupField);
ooGreaterThanLookupField yLookupField(
ooTypeN(Point), "yCoord", &yMinPoint);
lookupKey.addField(yLookupField);
// Initialize the object iterator by scanning the container
// with the lookup key.
if (pointI.scan(contH, lookupKey)) {
// Advance the object iterator
while (pointI.next()) {
cout <<
"Found point at (" << pointI->xCoord
<<
", " << pointI->yCoord << ")." << endl;
}
}
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Reference Summary
Creating

ooLookupKey

Modifying

addField

Getting Information

anyIndex
nField

Reference Index
addField

Adds the specified lookup field to this lookup key.

anyIndex

Tests whether this lookup key is compatible with one or more indexes
in the specified storage object.

nField

Gets the number of lookup fields that have been added to this lookup
key.

ooLookupKey

Constructs a new lookup key with the specified characteristics.

Constructors
ooLookupKey
Constructs a new lookup key with the specified characteristics.
ooLookupKey(
const ooTypeNumber typeN,
ooUInt32 number);
Parameters

typeN

Type number of the persistence-capable class of indexed objects. For the
lookup key to be valid and usable, typeN must match exactly the typeN that
was used in creating the key description.
number

Number of lookup fields you intend to add to the lookup key. You cannot
add more fields to the lookup key than specified by number, but you can add
fewer fields. This number cannot be changed after the lookup key is created.
Every lookup field counts separately, even if multiple lookup fields test the
values of the same key field.
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addField
Adds the specified lookup field to this lookup key.
ooStatus addField(const ooLookupFieldBase &field);
Parameters

field

Lookup field to be added.
Returns

oocSuccess, if the lookup field is added successfully; otherwise, oocError if the
lookup key is full.

Discussion

You may add a lookup field to a lookup key only if both are defined on the same
class.
You can add multiple lookup fields to the same lookup key.
The order in which lookup fields are added to a lookup key affects the
performance of the lookup. For optimal performance, you should add lookup
fields to the lookup key in the same order in which the corresponding key fields
were added to the key description, starting with the primary key field.
The same lookup field can be added to multiple lookup keys.

anyIndex
Tests whether this lookup key is compatible with one or more indexes in the
specified storage object.

Parameters

1.

ooBoolean anyIndex(
const ooHandle(ooContObj) &storageObject) const;

2.

ooBoolean anyIndex(
const ooHandle(ooDBObj) &storageObject) const;

3.

ooBoolean anyIndex(
const ooHandle(ooFDObj) &storageObject) const;

storageObject

Handle to the container, database, or federated database you want to test for
a compatible index. An exception is thrown if any other type of handle is
specified.
Returns

oocTrue if there is a compatible index, oocFalse if there is no compatible index.
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If this method returns oocTrue, then you can use scan on an object iterator to look
up objects using an index.
The following table shows the return values for various combinations of indexed
key fields (x, y, and z) and corresponding lookup fields.
Key Fields

Lookup Fields

anyIndex Return Value

x

x

oocTrue

x

y

oocFalse

x, y

x

oocTrue

x, y

x, y

oocTrue

x, y

y

oocFalse

x, y, z

x

oocTrue

x, y, z

x, y

oocTrue

x, y, z

x, y, z

oocTrue

x, y, z

x, z

oocTrue (but only the lookup field for
x will be used; the application must
test z values explicitly)

nField
Gets the number of lookup fields that have been added to this lookup key.
ooUInt32 nField() const;
Returns
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An integer number of lookup fields.
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Inheritance:

ooObj
The persistence-capable class ooObj is the base class for all classes of
Objectivity/DB objects. The ooObj class and its corresponding handle and
object-reference classes together define persistence behavior for various kinds of
Objectivity/DB objects.
This chapter describes the items in this class that exist for backward
compatibility. In particular, these items exist for compatibility with:
■

The ODMG standard

■

The explicit placement mechanism in a non-placement-managed federated
database.

For the standard methods in this class, see the ooObj class in Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Reference.
(ODMG) The ooObj class is equivalent to the ODMG standard class d_Object.
You can use the name d_Object interchangeably with ooObj.

Operators
operator new
Creates a new basic object using the specified clustering information.
1.

void *operator new(
size_t);

2.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &near);
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3.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const ooObj *near);

4.

void *operator new(
size_t,
const ooRefHandle(ooObj) &near,
ooClusterStrategy &strategy);

5.

void *operator new(
size_t,
ooClusterStrategy &strategy);

(ODMG) 6.

void *operator new(
size_t,
ooRefHandle(ooObj) near,
const char *type);

(ODMG) 7.

void *operator new(
size_t,
d_Database *near,
const char *type = 0);

Parameters

size_t

Do not specify; this parameter is automatically initialized by the compiler
with the size of the class type in bytes.
near

Specifies whether the new basic object is to be persistent or transient. If the
new basic object is persistent, near is the clustering directive to be used by
strategy when choosing the location of the object in the federated database.
To create a transient basic object, specify 0 or a pointer to a transient object
(variant 3).
To create a transient basic object in an ODMG application, specify the
d_Database::transient_memory static data member.
To create a persistent basic object, choose one of the following alternative
ways to specify the clustering directive:
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■

Omit near in variant 1 to specify the default container of the most
recently opened or created database. An exception is thrown if no such
database exists.

■

Specify an object reference, handle, or pointer to a database, container, or
persistent basic object (variants 2, 3, 4 and 6). near may not reference a
federated database or an autonomous partition.

■

Omit near in variant 5 to allow the specified clustering strategy to select
the clustering directive.
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■

(ODMG) Specify a pointer to a d_Database object that references the
connected federated database (variant 7). The clustering directive is chosen
as follows:
●

If the application previously created a Objectivity/DB database or
opened an Objectivity/DB database explicitly by calling open or
exist on a database handle, the most recently created or opened
database is the clustering directive.

●

Otherwise, if the environment variable OO_DB_NAME is set, the
clustering directive is the Objectivity/DB database with the specified
system name; that database is created, if necessary.

●

Otherwise, the clustering directive is the Objectivity/DB database
with the system name default_odmg_db; that database is created, if
necessary.

type

(ODMG) This parameter is ignored. By convention it is the name of the class
you are instantiating.
strategy

Clustering strategy for choosing where to locate the new basic object, relative
to near. You can specify any clustering strategy that was created in the
current session.
If you omit strategy, Objectivity/DB may use:
■

The session’s current clustering strategy.

■

A standard clustering strategy with default priorities.

In variant 5, strategy must be an instance of an application-defined custom
clustering-strategy class that is implemented to select its own clustering
directive.
Returns

Memory pointer to the new basic object. This pointer is null if an error occurs
during the creation of the object.
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WARNING

Methods

When you create a new persistent basic object, you must:
■

Use operator new in an update transaction. The new basic object is made
permanent on disk when the transaction commits or is checkpointed. If the
transaction is aborted, the object is not created.

■

Assign the result of operator new directly to a handle. You can verify the
creation of the basic object by checking whether the handle is null. (If an
object reference is desired, you can then assign the handle to an object
reference.)

Although direct assignment to a pointer or object reference does not raise
compile-time or runtime errors, such assignments can eventually cause the
Objectivity/DB cache to run out of memory.

Methods
mark_modified
(ODMG) Opens this persistent object for update.
void mark_modified();
Discussion
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This method is an ODMG-equivalent name for the method ooUpdate.
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Inheritance:

ooQuery
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable class ooQuery
represents a query object, which evaluates whether a persistent object matches a
given predicate string.
This chapter describes the items in this class that exist for backward
compatibility with pre-Release 10 applications that qualify objects. For
information on the Release 10 (or later) technique for qualifying individual
objects, see ObjectQualifier in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.
To use this class, your application must include the oo.h header file.

About Query Objects
You use a query object to qualify arbitrary groups of objects that cannot be
scanned directly with a predicate string. For example, you can use a query object
to perform a predicate query over the group of objects referenced by a VArray of
object references.

Reference Index
evaluate

Evaluates whether the referenced object matches this query object’s
predicate string.

setup

Sets up a query object for evaluating the specified type of objects against
the specified predicate string.
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Methods
evaluate
Evaluates whether the referenced object matches this query object’s predicate
string.
ooBoolean evaluate(ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be evaluated.
Returns

oocTrue if the object is a match for the predicate string specified by setup;
otherwise oocFalse.

setup
Sets up a query object for evaluating the specified type of objects against the
specified predicate string.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus setup(
const char *predicate,
ooTypeNumber typeN,);

2.

ooStatus setup(
const wchar_t *predicate,
ooTypeNumber typeN,);

predicate

Predicate string for the query object.
typeN

Type number of the class whose instances are to be evaluated.
Returns
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oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.
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Inheritance:

ooId->ooRef(ooObj)->ooRef(appClass)
ooRef(ooObj)->ooRef(ooContObj)->ooRef(appClass)

Inheritance:

ooHandle(ooObj)->ooHandle(appClass)
ooHandle(ooObj)->ooHandle(ooContObj)->ooHandle(appClass)
The abbreviation ooRefHandle(appClass) refers to two
non-persistence-capable classes:
■

ooRef(appClass), which represents an object reference to a persistent object
of the application-defined class appClass.

■

ooHandle(appClass), which represents a handle to a persistent object of the
application-defined class appClass.

This chapter describes the items in these classes that exist for backward
compatibility. In particular, these items exist for compatibility with the ODMG
standard.
For the standard methods in these classes, see the ooRefHandle(appClass)
classes in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 468 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 468 for a list of methods

(ODMG) You can use the ODMG standard class name d_Ref<appClass>
interchangeably with ooRef(appClass).
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Reference Summary
Creating a Handle or Object Reference

ooHandle(appClass)
ooRef(appClass)

ODMG Interface

operator d_Ref_Any

Reference Index
ooHandle(appClass)

(ODMG overload) Constructs a handle that references
the same persistent object as the specified ODMG
generic reference.

ooRef(appClass)

(ODMG overload) Constructs an object reference that
references the same persistent object as the ODMG
generic reference.

operator d_Ref_Any

(ODMG) Conversion operator that returns an ODMG
generic reference to the referenced persistent object.

Constructors
ooHandle(appClass)
(ODMG overload) Constructs a handle that references the same persistent object as
the specified ODMG generic reference.
ooHandle(appClass)(const d_Ref_Any &from);
Parameters

from

(ODMG) An ODMG generic reference to an instance of appClass. An
exception is thrown if from references an object that is not an instance of
appClass or a class derived from appClass.
Discussion
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This variant of the constructor allows a new handle to be constructed from an
ODMG generic reference. The new handle is closed.
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ooRef(appClass)
(ODMG overload) Constructs an object reference that references the same
persistent object as the ODMG generic reference.
ooRef(appClass)(const d_Ref_Any &from);
Parameters

from

(ODMG) An ODMG generic reference to an instance of appClass. An
exception is thrown if from references an object that is not an instance of
appClass or a class derived from appClass.
Discussion

This variant of the constructor allows a new object reference to be constructed from
an ODMG generic reference.

Operators
operator d_Ref_Any
(ODMG) Conversion operator that returns an ODMG generic reference to the
referenced persistent object.
operator d_Ref_Any() const;
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Inheritance:

ooId->ooRef(ooObj)->ooRef(ooContObj)

Inheritance:

ooHandle(ooObj)->ooHandle(ooContObj)
(For backward compatibility only) The abbreviation ooRefHandle(ooContObj)
refers to two non-persistence-capable classes:

NOTE

■

ooRef(ooContObj), which represents an object reference to a container.

■

ooHandle(ooContObj), which represents a handle to a container.

These classes are in the public programming interface for backward
compatibility with applications that use the explicit placement mechanism. All
new applications should use the managed object-placement system described in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
These classes also contain backward compatible items for compatibility with the
ODMG standard.
These two classes are documented together because they define almost identical
sets of methods (exceptions are listed in the “Reference Summary”). These
classes, along with the ooContObj class, define the behavior of all containers
(instances of ooContObj and its derived classes).
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 477 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 479 for a list of methods
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About Container Handles and References
An application works with a container indirectly through one or more handles or
object references—that is, through instances of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) that
are set to reference the desired container. A handle or object reference to a
container serves as a type-safe smart pointer that:
■

Identifies the container to the application or to another object.

■

Provides an interface for operating on the container.

■

Manages the memory pointer to the container.

■

Provides an indirect member-access operator (->) for accessing the
container’s public methods.

It is sometimes more appropriate to use a handle rather than an object reference,
and vice versa; the choice is described in “Structure and Behavior” on page 473.
A simple guideline is to use handles in function definitions and object references
as attribute types in persistence-capable class definitions.

Interface
The ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes provide the primary interface for
operating on a referenced container. Part of this interface consists of methods
defined by ooRefHandle(ooContObj) for specialized operations such as
finding the basic objects in a container. The other part of this interface consists of
methods defined by the ooRefHandle(ooObj) base classes for more general
Objectivity/DB operations, such as opening, locking, and so on. These methods
are either inherited by the ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes or redefined
wherever type-specific parameters or behavior are required.
Some of the methods defined by the ooRefHandle(ooObj) base classes are not
available to instances of the ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes. These include
methods for moving, copying, and versioning operations, which apply only to
basic objects. The disallowed methods and operators are redefined as private
members of the ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes.
The ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes themselves serve as base classes for
other handle and object-reference classes. Some of these derived classes, such as
ooRefHandle(ooGCContObj) and ooRefHandle(ooDefaultContObj), are
predefined by Objectivity/C++. The other derived handle and object-reference
classes—namely, the ooRefHandle(appClass) classes—are generated by the
DDL processor for every application-defined container class appClass. All of the
derived handle and object-reference classes provide the same interface as
ooRefHandle(ooContObj), with a few redefined methods for type-specific
behavior or parameters.
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Structure and Behavior
Although both handles and object references provide a way to reference and
operate on a container, they are optimized for different purposes:
■

Handles are optimized for accessing persistent objects in memory—that is,
for performing multiple operations on a referenced object or repeatedly
accessing the object’s members.

■

Object references are optimized for linking persistent objects—that is, for
storing object identifiers persistently in reference attributes, in associations,
or as elements of a collection.

Handles
Handles are optimized for efficient in-memory access because they can
automatically obtain and manipulate pointers to referenced objects. Thus, when a
handle is set to reference a particular container, the handle stores the object
identifier for that container. The first time the container is accessed through the
handle, the handle is automatically opened—that is, the handle obtains a pointer
to the container’s representation in memory. This memory pointer enables the
handle to access the referenced container quickly during subsequent operations
performed through the handle. When the handle is closed, it invalidates the
pointer but keeps the container’s object identifier, so the application can reuse the
handle (without resetting it) to access the same container.
Besides maintaining a pointer to the referenced container, an open handle also
pins the container’s memory representation in the Objectivity/DB cache; that is,
the handle pins the persistent container object itself. (Among other things, the
container object is where an application-defined container stores its persistent
data.) Pinning guarantees that the container object is readily available in memory
for as long as it is needed. Closing the handle removes its particular “pin”; when
the last open handle to the container is closed, the last pin is removed and the
container object is closed. Objectivity/DB is permitted to swap the buffer page
containing the closed container object out of the cache to make room for other
open persistent objects. (This affects only the container object itself, and has no
effect on any open basic objects in the container.)
A handle to a container, like any handle, has cache-related state that is associated
with the session in which it is open. Therefore, a handle:
■

Cannot be stored persistently—for example, as an attribute value. In fact, the
DDL processor does not accept ooHandle(ooContObj) as an attribute type
in a persistence-capable class definition.

■

Cannot be open in more than one session at a time.
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Object References
Object references are optimized for implementing persistent links because they
are essentially wrappers for object identifiers. Thus, when an object reference is
set to reference a particular container, the object reference stores the object
identifier of that container. The object reference never acquires a pointer to the
container in memory; instead, whenever the container is accessed through the
object reference, the operation is delegated to a temporary handle that provides
the necessary pointer.
Because it has no bulky cache-specific state, an object reference to a container:
■

Can be stored persistently—for example, as an attribute value. The DDL
processor accepts ooRef(ooContObj) as an attribute type in a
persistence-capable class definition.

■

Can be passed between sessions.

For convenience, an application can use an object reference (instead of a handle)
to perform an operation on a referenced container or to access one of the
container’s members. However, poor performance results when an object
reference is used for multiple such operations on the same container, because each
operation causes a temporary handle to be created, used, and discarded.
Performance may also be affected by swapping, because the object reference does
not pin the container’s memory representation in the Objectivity/DB cache.

Working With Container Handles
NOTE

For simplicity, this section describes how to work with handles. Except where
noted, the same information applies to object references.
An application normally creates a handle as a local variable on the stack, rather
than allocating it on the heap. A handle should not be declared as const,
because its internal state is changed by any operation that accesses a container
through it. (Object references may be declared as const.) Applications should
not explicitly define subclasses of the ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes; any
necessary subclasses are generated automatically by the DDL processor when an
application defines its own subclasses of ooContObj.
A new handle is normally null—that is, it contains a null object identifier, so it
references no object. The application can then set the handle to reference a
particular container in any of the following ways:
■
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By creating a new container with operator new of the ooContObj class and
assigning the result to the handle.
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■

By finding an existing container with the handle’s exist, lookupObj, or
open method.

■

By passing the handle to a method that sets it, such as the containedIn
method of a basic-object handle, which finds the container where the basic
object is located.

■

By assignment or initialization from another handle or object reference.

An object reference may be set in any of these ways, with the following
exception—the result of operator new may not be assigned to an object
reference.
A handle continues to reference the same container until it is set to another
container or to null. Furthermore, multiple handles and object references can be
set to the same container. A handle of class ooHandle(ooContObj) can be set to
reference any kind of container—that is, an instance of ooContObj or any
predefined or application-defined class derived from ooContObj.
NOTE

Unless otherwise noted, the referenced container may be either an embedded
container or an external container (in its own container file).
An application operates on a container by calling:
■

Methods of a handle that references the container. As indicated in “Reference
Summary” on page 477, such methods allow you to get the properties of the
referenced container, find its basic objects, and so on.
To call a method of a handle, you use the direct member-access operator (.).
For example, contH.name calls the name method of the container handle
contH.

■

Methods of the referenced container itself (including methods inherited from
ooObj).
To call a method of a referenced container, you use the handle’s overloaded
indirect member-access operator (operator->). For example,
contH->ooIsKindOf calls the ooIsKindOf method on the container that is
referenced by the handle contH.

Although most of a container handle’s methods operate on the referenced
container, some functions operate on the handle itself. For example, you use:
■

The assignment operator operator= to set a handle from another handle or
from an object reference.

■

The inherited comparison operators operator== and operator!= to test
whether a handle references the same container as another handle or object
reference.
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■

Specifying a Container Handle to a Function

The inherited method isNull to test whether a handle is null. (Alternatively,
you can use the overloaded operator== to compare a handle to 0.)

A handle preserves its reference to a container across transaction boundaries,
provided that the handle does not go out of scope and is not set to null as the
result of an abort operation. Before reusing the handle in a new transaction,
however, the application should call isValid to test whether the handle is still
valid—that is, whether it still references an existing container. A handle becomes
invalid if it is set to null or if the referenced container has been deleted by another
process between transactions.

Specifying a Container Handle to a Function
Objectivity/C++ functions that require a container as input typically obtain the
container through a parameter of type const ooHandle(ooContObj) &. You
can pass any type of container handle through such a parameter, because
ooHandle(ooContObj) is the base class for all container-handle classes. For
example, you could pass a handle of type ooHandle(ooGCContObj) or
ooHandle(appClass), where appClass is an application-defined container
class.
If a function can accept other types of Objectivity/DB objects in addition to
containers, the function may do so through a parameter of type
const ooHandle(ooObj) &. You can pass a container handle to a parameter of
this type because ooHandle(ooContObj) is derived from ooHandle(ooObj).
Many functions accept a container handle where a more general handle is
requested, including:
■

Functions that operate on any persistent object, such as the
persistent-collection functions for managing elements.

■

Functions that operate on (nearly) any Objectivity/DB object, such as
ooDelete and various functions that scan, cluster, or define a scope name
within the object.

Some functions do not accept a container handle where a more general handle is
requested—for example, functions that manage the versioning of basic objects.

Opening and Closing a Container Handle
NOTE

This subsection applies only to handles, not to object references, which are in
effect always closed.
A handle is automatically opened when a container is opened through it. The
open container is both locked and represented in memory; the open handle
manages a pointer to the container, pinning the container in memory until the
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handle is closed. A closed handle, which has an object identifier instead of a
pointer, can reference either an open or a closed container.
The most common way to open a container through a handle is to do so
implicitly by using the handle’s indirect member-access operator (operator->)
to access a member of the referenced container. Alternatively, a referenced
container can be opened by explicit request—for example, by calling the handle’s
open or update method. Another way to open a container is by finding it with a
function whose openMode parameter is either oocRead or oocUpdate. (Most
functions that set a handle to a found container provide an openMode parameter
for specifying the desired level of access through that handle.) In all cases, if the
found or referenced container is already open (for example, because a basic
object in it was opened earlier in the transaction), the accessing handle gets a
pointer to the container’s existing memory representation and adds a pin.
You obtain a closed handle to a container by finding the container with a
function whose openMode parameter is set to oocNoOpen. Such operations
simply provide the handle with a container’s object identifier without adding a
pin, even if the container is already open through another handle.
Objectivity/DB automatically closes an open container handle when the handle
is destroyed (for example, by going out of scope), when it is set to reference
another container, or when the transaction that opened it commits or aborts. An
application can close a handle explicitly by calling the handle’s close method.

Reference Summary
The following table summarizes all the methods that are available to instances of
ooRefHandle(ooContObj).
The summarized methods are defined on both the object-reference class and the
handle class. Two operators are defined on only the handle class, namely,
operator* and operator ooContObj*.

Creating a Handle or Object Reference

ooHandle(ooContObj)
ooRef(ooContObj)

Setting the Handle or Object Reference

operator=
open
exist
lookupObj

Comparing Handles and Object References

operator== (inherited)
operator!= (inherited)
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Accessing the Container

operator->
operator*
operator ooContObj*
ptr

Opening, Closing, and Locking the Container

open
openMode
lock (inherited)
lockNoProp
refreshOpen
close

Modifying the Container

update (inherited)
change

Getting Information About the Container

name
number
hash
nPage
countLogicalPages
numLogicalPages
maxPagesForSmallPageMap
pageSize
percentGrow
fileName
hostName
pathName
typeN (inherited)
typeName (inherited)
print (inherited)
sprint (inherited)

Testing the Container

exist
isUpdated

Testing the Handle or Object Reference

isNull (inherited)
isValid (inherited)
operator int (inherited)
operator ooContObj*
operator ooObj* (inherited)

Working With Scope Names

nameObj (inherited)
getObjName (inherited)
unnameObj (inherited)
getNameObj (inherited)
getNameScope (inherited)
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Finding Objects

exist
open
lookupObj
contains
containedIn
getNameObj (inherited)
getNameScope (inherited)

Converting Objects

convertObjects

Managing an External Container’s File

change
fileName
hostName
pathName
pageSize

Reference Index
change

(administration) Changes the specified properties of the
referenced container.

close

Explicitly closes this handle.

containedIn

Finds the database that contains the referenced
container.

contains

Initializes an object iterator to find all basic objects stored
in the referenced container.

convertObjects

Performs on-demand object conversion on any affected
objects in the referenced container.

countLogicalPages

Gets the current number of logical pages in the
referenced container.

exist

Tests whether the specified container exists in the
specified database; if successful, sets this object
reference or handle to reference the container.

fileName

Gets the fully qualified filename of the referenced
external container.

hash

(For backward compatibility only) Gets the hash value
for the referenced container.

hostName

Gets the network name of the data-server host of the
referenced external container.
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isUpdated

Tests whether the referenced container has already
been updated and committed by another transaction.

lockNoProp

Explicitly locks the referenced container, without
propagating locks to associated destination objects.

lookupObj

Finds the container with the specified scope name in the
specified scope; if successful, sets this object reference
or handle to reference the found container.

maxPagesForSmallPageMap Gets the maximum number of logical pages that the
referenced container can have and still maintain its page
map as a small object.
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name

Gets the system name of the referenced container.

nPage

Gets the current number of storage pages in the
referenced container.

number

Gets the integer identifier of the referenced container.

numLogicalPages

Gets the largest logical-page identifier currently used in
the referenced container.

ooHandle(ooContObj)

Default constructor that constructs a null handle.

ooHandle(ooContObj)

Constructs a handle that references the same container
as the specified object reference, handle, or pointer.

ooRef(ooContObj)

Default constructor that constructs a null object
reference.

ooRef(ooContObj)

Constructs an object reference that references the same
container as the specified object reference, handle, or
pointer.

open

Explicitly opens the referenced or specified container,
preparing the container for the specified level of access.

openMode

Gets the current level of access to the referenced
container.

operator->

Indirect member-access operator; accesses a member
of the referenced container.

operator*

Handle class only. Dereference operator; returns the
container referenced by this handle.

operator=

Assignment operator; sets this object reference or
handle to reference the same container as the specified
object reference, handle, or pointer.
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operator d_Ref_Any

(ODMG) Conversion operator that returns an ODMG
generic reference to the referenced container.

operator ooContObj*

Handle class only. Conversion operator that returns a
pointer to the referenced container.

pageSize

(administration) Gets the storage-page size of the
referenced container.

pathName

Gets the pathname of the container-file directory for the
referenced external container.

percentGrow

Gets the growth factor for the referenced container.

ptr

Returns a C++ pointer to the referenced container.

refreshOpen

Reopens the referenced container, refreshing the view
of the container in the MROW transaction reading it.

Constructors
ooHandle(ooContObj)
Default constructor that constructs a null handle.
ooHandle(ooContObj)();

ooHandle(ooContObj)
Constructs a handle that references the same container as the specified object
reference, handle, or pointer.
1.

ooHandle(ooContObj)(
const ooRefHandle(ooContObj) &containerRH);

2.

ooHandle(ooContObj)(const ooContObj *containerP);

(ODMG) 3.
Parameters

ooHandle(ooContObj)(const d_Ref_Any &from);

containerRH

Object reference or handle to a container.
containerP

Pointer to a container. The pointer must be the result of operator new on a
container class.
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from

(ODMG) An ODMG generic reference to a container. An exception is thrown
if from references an object that is not an instance of ooContObj or a class
derived from ooContObj.
Discussion

Variant 1 allows a new handle to be constructed from an existing object reference
or handle. If the new handle is constructed from an existing open handle, the new
handle is open; in all other cases, the new handle is closed.
Variant 2, which constructs a handle from the specified pointer, has a narrower
purpose—to obtain an open handle to a newly created container so you can
perform persistence operations on it, and so the container can eventually be
unpinned when it is no longer needed in memory.
Variant 3 allows a new handle to be constructed from an ODMG generic
reference. The new handle is closed.

ooRef(ooContObj)
Default constructor that constructs a null object reference.
ooRef(ooContObj)();

ooRef(ooContObj)
Constructs an object reference that references the same container as the specified
object reference, handle, or pointer.
1.

ooRef(ooContObj)(
const ooRefHandle(ooContObj) &containerRH);

2.

ooRef(ooContObj)(const ooContObj *containerP);

(ODMG) 3.
Parameters

ooRef(ooContObj)(const d_Ref_Any &from);

containerRH

Object reference or handle to a container.
containerP

Pointer to a container. The pointer may not be the result of operator new.
Instead, the pointer must be the result of using either
operator ooContObj* on a handle or ptr on an object reference or handle
earlier in the same transaction. If the specified pointer was originally
extracted from a handle, that handle must still exist and reference the same
container.
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from

(ODMG) An ODMG generic reference to a container. An exception is thrown
if from references an object that is not an instance of ooContObj or a class
derived from ooContObj.
Discussion

Variant 1 allows a new object reference to be constructed from an existing object
reference or handle.
Variant 2 has a narrower purpose, which is to allow you to resume persistence
operations on a container after manipulating it through a pointer. The use of this
variant should be rare, however, because pointers are not normally used to
manipulate containers.
Variant 3 allows a new object reference to be constructed from an ODMG generic
reference. The new handle is closed.

Operators
operator->
Indirect member-access operator; accesses a member of the referenced container.
const ooContObj *operator->();
Returns

Pointer to the referenced container.

Discussion

The accessed container is opened for read, if it is not already open.
You use operator-> in an expression handle->member, where handle is an
instance of ooHandle(ooContObj) and member is the name of a public member
defined on class ooContObj. As for any overloading of the C++ member-access
operator (->), the expression handle->member is interpreted as
(handle.operator->())->member. That is, the overloaded operator->
returns a pointer to the referenced container, and then the ordinary C++
operator-> selects the specified member of that container, returning the value
of that member.
If the referenced object is an instance of ooContObj, operator-> can access any
of the object’s public members. If the referenced object is an instance of a derived
class, operator-> accesses only the members that are defined in ooContObj.
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operator*
Handle class only. Dereference operator; returns the container referenced by this
handle.
ooContObj &operator*();
Returns

C++ reference to the container referenced by this handle.

Discussion

This operator enables you to pass a handle to a function that accepts a container by
reference. This operator is analogous to the C++ operator* for dereferencing a
pointer.
The container referenced by this handle is opened for read, if it is not already
open.
Warning: The returned C++ reference is guaranteed valid only as long as the
handle exists, remains open, and references the same container.

Example

This example uses operator* to pass a container handle to helperFunction,
which accepts a C++ reference to a container.
void helperFunction(ooContObj &aContainer);
void processContainer(ooHandle(ooContObj) &contH) {

…
helperFunction(*contH);
…
}

operator=
Assignment operator; sets this object reference or handle to reference the same
container as the specified object reference, handle, or pointer.

Parameters

1.

ooRefHandle(ooContObj) &operator=(
const ooRefHandle(ooContObj) &containerRH);

2.

ooRefHandle(ooContObj) &operator=(
const ooContObj *containerP);

containerRH

Object reference or handle to a container.
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containerP

0, or a nonnull pointer to a container:
■

If you are assigning to a handle, the specified pointer must be the result
of operator new on ooContObj or an application-defined derived
class.

■

If you are assigning to an object reference, the specified pointer may not
be the result of operator new. Instead, the pointer must be the result of
using either operator ooContObj* on a handle or ptr on an object
reference or handle earlier in the same transaction. If the specified
pointer was originally extracted from a handle, that handle must still
exist, be open, and reference the same object.

Returns

This object reference or handle, after it has been set to reference the specified
container.

Discussion

Variant 1 allows you to use the specified object reference or handle to produce
another object reference or handle to the same container. If you are assigning to a
handle from an open handle, the returned handle is open; in all other cases, the
returned handle is closed.
Variant 2 allows you to set this object reference or handle to null. Otherwise,
assignment-from-pointer has two specific purposes, depending on whether you
are assigning to a handle or to an object reference:
■

Pointer-to-handle assignment enables you to obtain an open handle to a
newly created container, so you can perform persistence operations on it,
and so the container can eventually be unpinned when it is no longer needed
in memory.

■

Pointer-to-object-reference assignment enables you to resume persistence
operations on a container after manipulating it through a pointer. This usage
of variant 2 is rare, because pointers are not normally used to manipulate
containers.

operator d_Ref_Any
(ODMG) Conversion operator that returns an ODMG generic reference to the
referenced container.
operator d_Ref_Any() const;

operator ooContObj*
Handle class only. Conversion operator that returns a pointer to the referenced
container.
operator ooContObj*();
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Returns

Pointer to the container referenced by this handle. Returns a null pointer if this
handle is a null handle.

Discussion

This conversion operator enables you to:
■

Pass a handle to a function that accepts a pointer to a container.

■

Assign a handle to an ooContObj* variable (for example, to pass to the
overloaded operator delete).

■

Use a handle as the conditional expression in an if or while statement to
test whether the handle is null.

The container referenced by this handle is opened for read, if it is not already
open.
WARNING

The returned pointer is guaranteed valid only as long as the handle exists,
remains open, and references the same container.
An application generally relies on handles to provide memory management for
persistent objects, and avoids the explicit use of pointers to such objects. On
occasion, explicit use of pointers is required for performance reasons or for
compatibility with functions that are indifferent to persistence (for example, in
legacy code or a third-party library). However, you should be careful when
manipulating a pointer from a handle because the validity of the pointer depends
on the state of the handle.
For appropriate memory management, you should not assign the returned
pointer to a handle, nor should you use the returned pointer in other persistence
operations—for example, do not pass it to any Objectivity/C++ function other
than the overloaded operator delete.
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Example

The container handle contH is used as a conditional expression which evaluates to
0 if the handle is null.
ooHandle(ooContObj) contH;
… // Set contH to some container
if (contH) {
… //Do something interesting if initialization was successful
}

See also

ptr

Methods
change
(administration) Changes the specified properties of the referenced container.
ooStatus change(
const char *contSysName = 0,
const char *hostName = 0,
const char *pathName = 0,
ooBoolean catalogOnly = oocFalse) const;
Parameters

contSysName

New system name of the referenced container. Specify an empty string (““)
to remove an existing system name. Omit this parameter or specify 0 to leave
the system name unchanged.
Note: If the referenced container is in a pre-Release 9.0 database, this feature
is not implemented; you must always specify 0 for this parameter.
hostName

New data-server host for the container file of the referenced container, which
must be an external container.
If hostName is 0, the default host is:
■

The current host, if pathname is a local path.

■

The host implied by pathname, if pathname is an NFS mount name.

■

The host on which the container file already resides, if pathname is also 0.

If pathname is a Windows UNC share name, hostName is automatically set to
the literal string oo_local_host; any value you specify is ignored.
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pathName

New pathname (including the filename) of the container file on hostName.
The referenced container must be an external container.
The format of the pathname must follow the naming conventions on
hostName. pathName must be fully qualified if hostName specifies a remote
system; otherwise, pathName may be either relative or fully qualified. No
specific filename extension is required, although .CONT is commonly used.
pathName may be 0 only if hostName is also 0; in this case, the file location is
unchanged.
catalogOnly

Specifies whether to change the container file’s host and path only by
updating its location properties in the relevant database-level catalog. This
parameter applies only in combination with the hostName and pathname
parameters.
■

Specify oocFalse (the default) to update properties in the relevant
database-level catalog, and also physically move or rename the container
file in your file system.

■

Specify oocTrue to update properties in the relevant database-level
catalog, without physically affecting the container file.

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

You can use this method with the contSysName parameter to give a system name
to a container that was created without one, or to change or remove a container’s
existing system name. The referenced container may be either an embedded or
external container.
You can use this method to specify a new location for the container file of an
external container. An exception is thrown if the referenced container is not an
external container. Together, the hostName and pathName parameters determine
the new network address of the container file. By default, these parameters
physically relocate the file, in addition to updating the location properties in the
relevant database-level catalog. If you want to update the location properties
without affecting the file, you can pass oocTrue for the catalogOnly parameter.
Doing so assumes the file is to be physically moved by an operating-system
command.
This method requests an exclusive update lock on the referenced container. If it
cannot obtain the lock, the method both throws an exception.
The database containing the referenced container must be read/write before you
can change the container’s properties.
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close
Explicitly closes this handle.
ooStatus close() const;
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method is redundant for object references, which are, in effect, always closed.
Therefore, you should use this method only on handles.
Objectivity/DB automatically closes container handles when they go out of
scope, when they are set to reference other containers, or when the transaction
that opened them commits or aborts.
You can use the close method to close a container handle explicitly. This informs
Objectivity/DB that the application no longer requires access to the referenced
container through this handle. Closing does not, however, affect any open objects
in the container, nor does it release the lock on the container; locks are released
only by committing or aborting a transaction. Furthermore, closing an external
container does not physically close its container file.
When closed explicitly, a container handle retains the object identifier of the
container to which it refers, so you can reopen it without reinitializing. Note,
however, that a retained object identifier can become invalid between
transactions (for example, because a concurrent process has deleted the
corresponding container), and opening a handle with an invalid object identifier
throws an exception.
Closing a container handle invalidates its pointer to the container’s
representation in the Objectivity/DB cache. Closing the last open handle to a
particular container unpins and closes the container object; closing the last open
object on a buffer page permits Objectivity/DB to swap the page out of the cache
as needed. Note that this affects only the persistent data defined for
application-specific containers, and does not affect any open basic objects in the
container.

containedIn
Finds the database that contains the referenced container.
1.

ooHandle(ooDBObj) containedIn() const;

2.

ooRef(ooDBObj) &containedIn(
ooRef(ooDBObj) &database) const;

3.

ooHandle(ooDBObj)&containedIn(
ooHandle(ooDBObj) &database) const;
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database

Object reference or handle to be set to the found database.
Returns

Object reference or handle to the found database.

Discussion

When called without a database parameter, containedIn allocates a new
database handle and returns it. Otherwise, containedIn returns the object
reference or handle that is passed to it.

contains
Initializes an object iterator to find all basic objects stored in the referenced
container.
ooStatus contains(
ooItr(ooObj) &objI,
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen) const;
Parameters

objI

Object iterator for finding the contained basic objects.
openMode

Intended level of access to the basic objects found by the iterator’s next
method:
■

oocNoOpen (the default) causes next to set the iterator to the next basic

■

oocRead causes next to open the next basic object for read.

■

oocUpdate causes next to open the next basic object for update.

object without opening it.

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

convertObjects
Performs on-demand object conversion on any affected objects in the referenced
container.
ooStatus convertObjects();
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the federated database is opened only

for read access.
Discussion
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with class definition changes introduced by schema evolution. Certain schema
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After you perform such operations, existing objects of the changed classes are
rendered out-of-date until they are converted to their new representations.
In general, you can allow each affected object to be converted automatically the
first time it is accessed after schema evolution, potentially distributing the
performance impact of conversion across many transactions. Alternatively, you
can concentrate the performance impact of conversion into fewer transactions by
converting all the affected objects in a container, a database, or a federated
database on demand. You use this method in an update transaction to convert the
affected objects in a container on demand. This method has no effect if the
affected objects in the container have already been converted.
Note: On-demand object conversion cannot be used for schema operations that
require an upgrade application; see ooSession::setSchemaUpgradeMode.
The convertObjects method automatically drops any index that is invalidated
by a schema evolution change. Specifically, if you changed the type or deleted an
attribute that is a key field in a key description, the corresponding indexes are
dropped.
See also

Chapter 29, “Object Conversion,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide

countLogicalPages
Gets the current number of logical pages in the referenced container.
ooUInt32 countLogicalPages();
Returns

Current number of logical pages in the container; returns 0 if this object reference
or handle is null.

Discussion

This method returns the number of storage pages in the container that are
managed as logical pages, where each such page has at least one basic object
clustered on it. An exception is thrown if the container cannot be opened.
You can use this method to monitor when a container will reach its absolute
maximum logical-page limit (65534). For example, you typically call this method
to determine how full the container is before attempting to cluster new basic
objects in it.
This method is especially appropriate for monitoring the capacity of containers
that have logical pages with nonconsecutive identifiers, including:
■

Containers from which logical pages have been deleted (because all the basic
objects on those pages have been deleted).

■

Containers in which basic objects have been explicitly clustered on
nonconsecutive logical pages.
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For example, if a container stores basic objects only on logical pages 1, 2, 5, and 9,
this method returns 4 (the number of logical pages in use).
If, however, all the basic objects in a container are clustered on consecutive
logical pages, it is more efficient to monitor the container’s capacity by calling the
numLogicalPages method, which returns the largest logical-page identifier
currently in use.
For a description of storage pages and logical pages, see “Physical Storage
Model” in Chapter 7 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
See also

nPage
numLogicalPages

exist
Tests whether the specified container exists in the specified database; if successful,
sets this object reference or handle to reference the container.
ooBoolean exist(
const ooHandle(ooDBObj) &database,
const char *contSysName,
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen);
Parameters

database

Handle to the database to search.
contSysName

System name of the desired container.
openMode

Intended level of access to the container, if it exists:
■

Specify oocNoOpen (the default) to set this object reference or handle to
the container without opening it.

■

Specify oocRead to open the container for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the container for update.

Note: If the specified container is in a pre-Release 9.0 database, oocNoOpen
tests for the container’s existence without setting this object reference or
handle to reference it.
Returns

oocTrue if the specified container exists, or oocFalse if the container does not
exist or if it is not accessible.

Discussion

If the specified container exists, this object reference or handle is set to reference it;
otherwise, this object reference or handle is set to null.
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If you specifically want to test for existence, use the openMode parameter’s
default value (oocNoOpen). Otherwise, a return value of oocFalse could mean
either that the container doesn’t exist, or that it does exist, but cannot be opened.
NOTE

This method identifies a container using its system name. To find a container by
its scope name, use lookupObj.

fileName
Gets the fully qualified filename of the referenced external container.
const char *fileName() const;
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the filename; returns 0 if the referenced container is
embedded in a database file.

Discussion

The returned filename includes the directory pathname as well as the simple name
of the container file. Use pathName to obtain just the directory pathname.
You can test for a return value of 0 to determine whether the referenced container
is external or embedded.
This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other methods. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.

hash
(For backward compatibility only) Gets the hash value for the referenced container.
ooInt32 hash() const;
Returns

Discussion

-1 if this object reference or handle is null or if the referenced container cannot be
opened; otherwise, returns the referenced container’s hash value:
■

0 indicates a nonhashed container.

■

1 or greater indicates a hashed container.

When a container is created in a pre-Release 9.0 database, the container’s hash
value is set. A hashed container and the objects in it can be used as scopes for
naming objects.
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See also

Methods

In databases created by the current release of Objectivity/DB, all containers are
nonhashed. Scope objects use a different mechanism (an internal persistent
collection) to store scope names.

ooContObj::operator new.

hostName
Gets the network name of the data-server host of the referenced external
container.
const char *hostName() const;
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the network name of the data-server host; returns 0
if the referenced container is embedded in a database file.

Discussion

You can test for a return value of 0 to determine whether the referenced container
is external or embedded.
This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other methods. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.

isUpdated
Tests whether the referenced container has already been updated and committed
by another transaction.
ooBoolean isUpdated() const;
Returns

oocTrue if the referenced container has been updated and committed by another
transaction since being locked for read by the current MROW transaction;
otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

You can use this method within an MROW transaction to determine whether to call
refreshOpen.
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lockNoProp
Explicitly locks the referenced container, without propagating locks to associated
destination objects.
ooStatus lockNoProp(ooLockMode lockMode) const;
Parameters

lockMode

Type of lock to request:
■

oocLockRead requests a read lock.

■

oocLockUpdate requests an update lock.

Returns

oocSuccess if the requested lock is obtained; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Objectivity/DB operations request and obtain locks implicitly as they are needed.
You use this method to obtain a lock explicitly when you want to reserve access to
an object in advance, but you do not want to lock any associated destination
objects, even along associations that have lock propagation enabled.
Locking a container locks all the basic objects in it.
Whenever a lock is requested on a container, Objectivity/DB applies the
transaction’s concurrent-access policy to determine whether the requested lock is
compatible with other existing locks. An exception is thrown if a requested lock
cannot be obtained.

See also

ooRefHandle(ooObj)::lock
ooLockMode global type

lookupObj
Finds the container with the specified scope name in the specified scope; if
successful, sets this object reference or handle to reference the found container.
ooStatus lookupObj(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &scope,
const char *name,
ooMode openMode = oocRead);
Parameters

scope

Handle to the scope object that defines the name scope to search. scope can
reference the federated database, a database, a persistent container, or a
persistent basic object.
name

Scope name to look up in the scope specified by scope.
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openMode

Intended level of access to the found container:
■

Specify oocRead (the default) to open the object for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the object for update.

■

Specify oocNoOpen to set this object reference or handle to the object
without opening it.

Returns

oocSuccess if a container is found; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Scope-named objects are found only if they are instances of ooContObj or
application-defined classes derived from ooContObj.
If no persistent object has been given the specified scope name in the specified
scope, this method sets this handle or reference to null and returns oocError
without throwing an exception.

maxPagesForSmallPageMap
Gets the maximum number of logical pages that the referenced container can
have and still maintain its page map as a small object.
unsigned maxPagesForSmallPageMap() const;
Returns

Integer number of logical pages that can be managed by a page map that occupies
a single storage page in the referenced container. A different number is returned
for containers that have different storage-page sizes.

Discussion

This method calculates the maximum number of logical-page entries that can be
recorded in the container’s page map before the page map becomes a large object.
When a page map is a large object, it spans multiple storage pages, causing certain
internal housekeeping operations to require more memory than they would if the
page map could fit entirely within a single page. Limiting the container’s size to
the returned number of logical pages avoids this extra memory usage and can
therefore optimize the performance of operations that update basic objects in the
container.
You typically call this method in code that explicitly monitors how full the
container is before attempting to cluster new basic objects in it. (As an alternative
to such code, however, you can set the container-fill policy of the session’s
clustering strategy to ooClusterStrategy::fastAccess, which uses this
calculation in its implementation.)

See also
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name
Gets the system name of the referenced container.
char *name() const;
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the system name. If the container does not have a
system name, the returned pointer is null.

Discussion

This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other methods. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.

nPage
Gets the current number of storage pages in the referenced container.
ooUInt32 nPage();
Returns

The current number of storage pages in the container; returns 0 if this object
reference or handle is null.

Discussion

The returned number is the total of used and free storage pages. You can use this
method to help you calculate the size (in bytes) of a container. (Use the pageSize
method to get the size of a storage page.)

NOTE

The returned number may, but need not, include any storage pages that were
added to the container during the current transaction. If you want to ensure that
added, but uncommitted, pages are included in the returned number, you should
checkpoint the transaction before calling this method.
An exception is thrown if the container cannot be opened.
For a description of storage pages and logical pages, see “Physical Storage
Model” in Chapter 7 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also

countLogicalPages
numLogicalPages
pageSize
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number
Gets the integer identifier of the referenced container.
unsigned number() const;
Returns

Integer representing the container identifier.

Discussion

You can use the print or sprint to obtain the container’s object identifier in
#D-C-P-S format.

numLogicalPages
Gets the largest logical-page identifier currently used in the referenced container.
ooUInt32 numLogicalPages();
Returns

Largest logical-page identifier currently assigned to a storage page in the
container; returns 0 if this object reference or handle is null.

Discussion

This method returns the largest logical-page identifier assigned to a storage page
within the container. (A logical-page identifier is assigned to a storage page only if
at least one basic object is clustered on that page.) An exception is thrown if the
container cannot be opened.
If all the basic objects in the container are stored on consecutive logical pages, the
largest logical-page identifier is the same as the total number of used logical
pages in the container. You can therefore call this method to monitor when such a
container will reach its maximum logical-page limit (65534). For example, you
typically call this method to determine how full the container is before
attempting to cluster new basic objects in it.
This method is not appropriate for monitoring the capacity of a container if any
logical pages have been deleted from it or if any basic objects have been explicitly
clustered on nonconsecutive logical pages throughout the container. For
example, if a container stores basic objects only on logical pages 1, 2, 5, and 9, this
method returns 9 (the highest logical-page identifier), not 4 (the number of
logical pages in use). You should call the countLogicalPages method to
accurately monitor the capacity of a container that stores objects on
nonconsecutive logical pages.
For a description of storage pages and logical pages, see “Physical Storage
Model” in Chapter 7 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

See also
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open
Explicitly opens the referenced or specified container, preparing the container for
the specified level of access.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus open(ooMode openMode = oocRead);

2.

ooStatus open(
const ooHandle(ooDBObj) &database,
const char *contSysName,
ooMode openMode = oocRead);

openMode

Intended level of access to the opened container:
■

Specify oocRead (the default) to open the container for read. This
implicitly locks the container (and the basic objects in it) for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the container for update (read and write).
This implicitly locks the container (and the basic objects in it) for update.

database

Handle to the database in which to find the specified container.
contSysName

System name of the container to open.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Variant 1 assumes that this object reference or handle already references a
container, and opens the referenced container.
Variant 2 finds and explicitly opens the container with the specified system
name, and sets this object reference or handle to reference it. An exception is
thrown if no container exists with the specified system name in the specified
database. This variant is especially useful when you want to use the container as
an entry point into your data. For example, you might find and open a container
so you can iterate over the basic objects in it.
Opening a container makes it available to an application by:
■

Implicitly locking the container for read or update, as specified by
openMode.

■

Obtaining a representation of the container in memory, either by fetching
storage pages from the database or reusing an existing memory
representation that is guaranteed current. This memory representation
includes buffer pages describing the container’s page map and any
application-specific persistent data (if the container is an instance of an
application-defined container class).
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Opening an external container additionally locates and opens the container file,
provided that appropriate access permissions are set on it. An exception is
thrown if the container file cannot be found or accessed.
Opening a container does not open any of the basic objects in it.
The open operation fails if the container cannot be locked—for example, due to a
lock conflict. Objectivity/DB applies the transaction’s concurrent-access policy to
determine whether the requested lock is compatible with other existing locks.
Once a lock is obtained, it is kept until the transaction either commits or aborts.
You must be in an update transaction to open a container for update. If necessary,
you can promote a read transaction to an update transaction by calling the
session’s upgradeOpenMode method.
For most purposes, it is sufficient to rely on operations that open containers
implicitly. You must open a container explicitly when:
■

You need to promote the container’s level of access to update so you can
modify its application-specific data.

■

You want to reserve either read or update access to the container in
advance—for example, before starting a complex operation.

openMode
Gets the current level of access to the referenced container.
ooMode openMode() const;
Returns

One of the following constants:
■

oocNoOpen—the container is not open in this transaction.

■

oocRead—the container is open for read in this transaction.

■

oocUpdate—the container is open for update in this transaction.

pageSize
(administration) Gets the storage-page size of the referenced container.
ooUInt32 pageSize() const;
Returns

Integer representing the size (in bytes) of the storage pages managed by the
container.

Discussion

A container’s storage-page size is set when the container is created.
This method is primarily used for getting the storage-page size of an external
container. If the referenced container is embedded in a database file, the
database’s storage-page size is returned.
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For information about storage pages, see “Physical Storage Model” in Chapter 7
of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
See also

nPage

pathName
Gets the pathname of the container-file directory for the referenced external
container.
const char *pathName() const;
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the pathname of the directory; returns 0 if the
referenced container is embedded in a database file.

Discussion

The returned pathname does not include the simple name of the container file; use
fileName to obtain a path name that includes the filename.
You can test for a return value of 0 to determine whether the referenced container
is external or embedded.
This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other methods. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.

percentGrow
Gets the growth factor for the referenced container.
ooUInt32 percentGrow() const;
Returns

The growth factor for the container; returns 0 if this object reference or handle is
null.

Discussion

A container’s growth factor is set when the container is created. The growth factor
is the amount by which the container may grow when it needs to accommodate
more basic objects, expressed as a percentage of its current size.
An exception is thrown if the container cannot be opened.

See also

ooContObj::operator new.
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ptr
Returns a C++ pointer to the referenced container.
ooContObj *ptr();
Discussion

You use this method to obtain a pointer to a container—for example, to pass to a
function that accepts a pointer instead of a handle or object reference.
If ptr is called on an object reference, the referenced container is opened for
update. If ptr is called on a handle, the referenced container is opened for read.
Warning: The returned pointer is guaranteed valid for only a limited time:
■

If ptr is called on an object reference, the returned pointer is valid and the
container is pinned in memory until the end of the transaction.

■

If ptr is called on a handle, the returned pointer is valid only as long as the
handle exists, remains open, and references the same container (equivalent to
operator ooContObj*).

An application generally relies on handles to provide memory management for
persistent objects, and avoids the explicit use of pointers to such objects. On
occasion, explicit use of pointers is required for performance reasons or for
compatibility with functions that are indifferent to persistence (for example, in
legacy code or a third-party library). However, you should be careful when
manipulating persistent objects through pointers:
■

Pointers extracted from handles become invalid if the handles change or go
out of scope.

■

Pointers extracted from object references can cause the Objectivity/DB cache
to run out of memory if too many objects are pinned until the end of the
transaction.

For appropriate memory management, you should not assign the returned
pointer to a handle, nor should you use the returned pointer in other persistence
operations—for example, do not pass it to any Objectivity/C++ function other
than the overloaded operator delete.

refreshOpen
Reopens the referenced container, refreshing the view of the container in the
MROW transaction reading it.
ooStatus refreshOpen(
ooMode openMode,
ooBoolean *pIsUpdated,
ooBoolean closeHandles = oocFalse);
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openMode

Intended level of access to the reopened container:
■

Specify oocRead to open the container for read. This implicitly requests
a read lock on the container.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the container for update (read and write).
This implicitly requests an update lock on the container.

pIsUpdated

Pointer to a value that, on return, indicates whether the referenced container
has been updated and committed by another transaction since being locked
for read by the current MROW transaction. The returned value corresponds
to the result of the isUpdated method.
closeHandles

Action to take if the transaction has any open handles to objects in the
container:
■

Specify oocTrue to close the all open handles.

■

Specify oocFalse (the default) to throw an exception and take no other
action.

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

When you use an MROW transaction to read a container, one other transaction is
allowed to concurrently update that container. If the updating transaction
commits, your view is rendered out-of-date. You use the refreshOpen method to
open the most recently committed version of an updated container within an
MROW transaction. If closeHandles is oocTrue, each open object in the
container is implicitly closed and then reopened the next time you access it.
Handles are closed even if your view of the container is already the current one.
This method throws an exception if the container being refreshed no longer
exists.

NOTE

Do not call refreshOpen from a method of a persistent object residing in the
container being refreshed. If the method is invoked through an open handle to
the persistent object, refreshOpen either throws an exception (if the
closeHandles parameter is false) or closes the handle (if closeHandles is
true), leaving the method with an invalid this pointer. If the method is invoked
through an object reference to the persistent object, refreshOpen throws an
exception, regardless of the value of closeHandles.
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Inheritance:

ooId->ooRef(ooObj)->ooRef(ooDBObj)

Inheritance:

ooHandle(ooObj)->ooHandle(ooDBObj)
(For backward compatibility only) The abbreviation ooRefHandle(ooDBObj)
refers to two non-persistence-capable classes:

NOTE

■

ooRef(ooDBObj), which represents an object reference to a database.

■

ooHandle(ooDBObj), which represents a handle to a database.

These classes are in the public programming interface for backward
compatibility with applications that use the explicit placement mechanism. All
new applications should use the managed object-placement system described in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
The two classes ooRef(ooDBObj) and ooHandle(ooDBObj) are documented
together because they define the same set of methods. These methods provide
the primary interface for operating on Objectivity/DB databases (instances of
ooDBObj).
(HA) The ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes also provide the primary interface for
managing database images (also instances of ooDBObj), which you can create if
you have bought and installed the separately licensed product Objectivity/DB
High Availability (Objectivity/HA).

See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 509 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 511 for a list of methods
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About Database Handles and References
An application works with a database indirectly through one or more handles or
object references—that is, through instances of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) that are
set to reference the desired database. A handle or object reference to a database
both identifies the database and provides the complete public interface for
operating on it.
Handles and object references to databases do not support indirect member
access: the ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes provide no indirect member-access
operator (->), and the ooDBObj class defines no public methods other than a
constructor and operator new.
You can work with a database through either a handle or an object reference—the
choice is arbitrary, except as described in “Structure and Behavior” on page 506.
Most applications use handles rather than object references.

Interface
The ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes provide the primary interface for operating
on a referenced database. Part of this interface consists of methods defined by
ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) for specialized operations such as getting the number
of containers in a database. The other part of this interface consists of methods
defined by the ooRefHandle(ooObj) base classes for more general
Objectivity/DB operations, such as opening, locking, and so on. These methods
are either inherited by the ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes or redefined
wherever type-specific parameters or behavior are required.
Some of the methods defined by the ooRefHandle(ooObj) base classes are not
available to instances of the ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes. These include
methods for moving, copying, versioning, scope-naming, and member-access
operations, which apply only to basic objects or persistent objects. The
disallowed methods and operators are redefined as private members of the
ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes.

Structure and Behavior
Handles and object references to databases are essentially wrappers for database
identifiers. For example, when you set a handle to reference a particular
database, the handle stores the identifier of that database. If the database is then
opened through the handle, Objectivity/DB uses the identifier to locate the
database file on disk. Subsequent method calls on the handle operate on the
instance of ooDBObj that represents the identified database in memory.
In general, object references are optimized for implementing links among related
persistent objects, while handles are optimized for memory management and
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member-access. When a database is referenced, however, these optimizations are
largely irrelevant, because databases (unlike persistent objects):
■

Cannot be linked (for example, through associations).

■

Are not subject to memory management (they have no attributes for
persistent data and are therefore not manipulated through pointers).

■

Have no accessible members.

Working With Database Handles
NOTE

For simplicity, this section describes how to work with handles. Except where
noted, the same information applies to object references.
An application normally creates a handle as a local variable on the stack, rather
than allocating it on the heap. A handle should not be declared as const,
because its internal state may be changed when a database is accessed through it.
(Object references may be declared as const). Applications should not create
subclasses of the ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes.
A new handle is normally null—that is, it contains a null identifier, so it
references no object. The application can then set the handle to reference a
particular database in any of the following ways:
■

By creating a new database with operator new of the ooDBObj class and
assigning the result to the handle.

■

By finding an existing database with the handle’s exist or open method.

■

By passing the handle to a method that sets it, such as the containedIn
method of a container handle, which finds the database where a container is
located.

■

By assignment or initialization from another handle or object reference.

■

By assignment or initialization from an integer identifier.

A handle continues to reference the same database until it is set to another
database or to null. Furthermore, multiple handles and object references can be
set to the same database.
An application operates on a database by calling methods on a handle that
references it. To call a method of a handle, you use the direct member-access
operator (.). For example, dbH.name calls the name method of the handle dbH.
As indicated in “Reference Summary” on page 509, an application can use the
handle’s methods to get and change a referenced database’s properties, find its
containers, tidy its disk space, and so on. (Unless otherwise noted, operations
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affecting a database’s containers apply not only to embedded containers, but to
any external containers as well.) If Objectivity/HA is installed, the application
can also create and manage multiple images of a database.
Although most of a database handle’s methods operate on the referenced
database, some methods operate on the handle itself. For example, you use:
■

The assignment operator operator= to set a handle from another handle or
from an object reference.

■

The inherited comparison operators operator== and operator!= to test
whether a handle references the same database as another handle or object
reference.

■

The inherited method isNull to test whether a handle is null. (Alternatively,
you can use the overloaded operator== to compare a handle to 0.)

A handle preserves its reference to a database across transaction boundaries,
provided that the handle does not go out of scope and is not set to null as the
result of an abort operation. Before reusing the handle in a new transaction,
however, the application should call isValid to test whether the handle is still
valid—that is, whether it still references an existing database. A handle becomes
invalid if it is set to null or if the referenced database has been deleted by another
process between transactions.
Objectivity/C++ functions that require a database as input normally obtain the
database through a parameter of type const ooHandle(ooDBObj) &. If a
function manipulates other types of Objectivity/DB objects as well, the
parameter type may be specified as const ooHandle(ooObj) &. You can pass a
database handle to a parameter of this type, because ooHandle(ooDBObj) is
derived from ooHandle(ooObj). In practice, however, relatively few functions
accept a database handle where a more general handle is requested; these include
ooDelete and various functions that require a storage object for scanning,
clustering, or as a scope object. In most cases, a function that requests a
general-purpose handle operates only on basic objects or persistent objects, and
throws an exception if you specify a database handle.
Any operation that affects a database opens it implicitly if it is not already open;
an application does not need to open a database explicitly unless it is used as the
entry point into the data or unless access must be guaranteed in advance. A
handle is automatically closed when it is destroyed (for example, when it goes
out of scope). However, closing one or more handles to a particular database has
no effect on that database, which stays open until the transaction commits or
aborts.
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Reference Summary
The following table summarizes all the methods that are available to instances of
ooRefHandle(ooDBObj).

Creating a Handle or Object Reference

ooHandle(ooDBObj)
ooRef(ooDBObj)

Setting the Handle or Object Reference

operator=
open
exist

Comparing Handles and Object
References

operator== (inherited)
operator!= (inherited)

Opening, Closing, and Locking the
Database

open
update
openMode
isReadOnly
setReadOnly
lock
close

Modifying and Deleting the Database

update
setReadOnly
change
deleteDb
tidy
changePartition (HA)
setTieBreaker (HA)

Getting Information About the Database

name
number
fileName
pathName
hostName
numContObjs
numberOfContainerFiles
pageSize
typeN
typeName
isR9catalog
print (inherited)
sprint (inherited)
numImages (HA)
getTieBreaker (HA)
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Testing the Database

exist
isReadOnly
hasContainer
isReplicated (HA)
hasImageIn (HA)
availability (HA)
getAllowNonQuorumRead (HA)
isNonQuorumRead (HA)

Testing the Handle or Object Reference

isNull (inherited)
isValid
operator int (inherited)
operator ooObj * (inherited)

Finding Objects

exist
open
contains
getDefaultContObj
containedIn
hasContainer
containingPartition (HA)
partitionsContainingImage (HA)
getReadImage (HA)
getTieBreaker (HA)

Converting Objects

convertObjects

Working With Containers

contains
getDefaultContObj
numContObjs
numberOfContainerFiles
hasContainer

Working With Autonomous Partitions
(HA)

changePartition
containingPartition
partitionsContainingImage

Creating and Deleting Database Images
(HA)

replicate
isReplicated
deleteImage
setTieBreaker

Getting Information About an Image of
the Database (HA)

getImageWeight
getImageFileName
getImageHostName
getImagePathName

Testing an Image of the Database (HA)

isImageAccessible
isImageAvailable
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Modifying an Image of the Database (HA)

setImageWeight

Working With Quorum and Nonquorum
Reads (HA)

setReadImage
getReadImage
setAllowNonQuorumRead
getAllowNonQuorumRead
isNonQuorumRead

Resynchronizing Images (HA)

negotiateQuorum
ensureImageInQuorum
availability

Reference Index
availability

(HA) Returns the last known availability status of
the referenced database.

change

(administration) Changes the specified properties
of the referenced database.

changePartition

(HA) Changes the autonomous partition that
controls the referenced database.

close

Internal use only. Objectivity/DB closes a database
automatically when the transaction that opened it
commits or aborts.

containedIn

Finds the federated database that contains the
referenced database.

containingPartition

(HA) Finds the autonomous partition that controls
the referenced database.

contains

Initializes an object iterator to find all containers in
the referenced database.

convertObjects

Performs on-demand object conversion on any
affected objects in the referenced database.

deleteDb

Deletes the referenced database.

deleteImage

Deletes the referenced database.

exist

Tests whether the specified database exists in the
federated database; if successful, sets this object
reference or handle to reference the database.
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ensureImageInQuorum

(HA) Ensures the specified image of the referenced
database is in the quorum for the database.

fileName

Gets the fully qualified filename of the referenced
database.

getAllowNonQuorumRead

(HA) Tests whether this application is allowed to
read the referenced database even when the
accessible images of the database do not
constitute a quorum.

getDefaultContObj

Finds the default container of the referenced
database.

getImageFileName

(HA) Gets the fully qualified filename of the
specified image of the referenced database.

getImageHostName

(HA) Gets the name of the data-server host that
contains the specified image of the referenced
database.

getImagePathName

(HA) Gets the pathname of the directory that
contains the specified image of the referenced
database.

getImageWeight

(HA) Gets the weight of the specified image of the
referenced database.

getReadImage

(HA) Finds the current session’s read image for the
referenced database.

getTieBreaker

(HA) Finds the tie-breaker partition for the
referenced database.

hasContainer

(Handle class only) Tests whether a container with
the specified identifier exists in the referenced
database; if successful, returns a handle to the
container.

hasImageIn

(HA) Tests whether the specified autonomous
partition controls an image of the referenced
database.

hostName

Gets the network name of the data-server host that
contains the referenced database.

isImageAccessible

(HA) Tests whether the specified image of the
referenced database is currently accessible to the
application.
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isImageAvailable

(HA) Tests whether the specified image of the
referenced database is currently available for
various uses.

isNonQuorumRead

(HA) Tests whether the application is currently
performing nonquorum reading in the referenced
database.

isR9catalog

Tests whether the referenced database uses a
Release 9.0 (or later) internal database format.

isReadOnly

Tests whether the referenced database is a
read-only database.

isReplicated

(HA) Tests whether the referenced database has
more than one image.

isValid

Tests whether this object reference or handle is
valid—that is, whether it references an existing
database.

lock

Explicitly locks the referenced database.

name

Gets the system name of the referenced database.

negotiateQuorum

(HA) Forces calculation of the quorum for the
referenced database.

number

Gets the integer identifier of the referenced
database.

numberOfContainerFiles

Gets the number of external containers belonging
to the referenced database.

numContObjs

Gets the total number of containers belonging to
the referenced database.

numImages

(HA) Gets the number of images of the referenced
database.

ooHandle(ooDBObj)

Default constructor that constructs a null handle.

ooHandle(ooDBObj)

Constructs an initialized handle that references the
specified database.

ooRef(ooDBObj)

Default constructor that constructs a null object
reference.

ooRef(ooDBObj)

Constructs an initialized object reference that
references the specified database.
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open

Explicitly opens the referenced or specified
database, preparing the database for the specified
level of access.

openMode

Gets the current level of access to the referenced
database.

operator=

Assignment operator; sets this object reference or
handle to reference the specified database.

pageSize

(administration) Gets the storage-page size of the
referenced database.

partitionsContainingImage

(HA) Initializes an object iterator to find all the
autonomous partitions that control an image of the
referenced database.

pathName

Gets the pathname of the directory that contains
the referenced database.

replicate

(HA) Creates an image of the referenced database.

setAllowNonQuorumRead

(HA) Specifies whether the application can read the
referenced database even if the accessible images
of the database do not constitute a quorum.

setImageWeight

(HA) Sets the weight of the specified image of the
referenced database.

setReadImage

(HA) Sets the specified image to be the read image
for the referenced database.

setReadOnly

Sets the access status of the referenced database
so that it is either read-only or read/write.

setTieBreaker

(HA) Sets the tie-breaker autonomous partition for
the referenced database.

tidy

(administration) Consolidates fragmented storage
space in the referenced database; used only in
custom administration tools.

typeN

Gets the type number of the database class
ooDBObj.

typeName

Gets the name of the database class ooDBObj.

update

Opens the referenced database for update access.
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ooHandle(ooDBObj)
Default constructor that constructs a null handle.
ooHandle(ooDBObj)();

ooHandle(ooDBObj)
Constructs an initialized handle that references the specified database.

Parameters

1.

ooHandle(ooDBObj)(
const ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) &existing);

2.

ooHandle(ooDBObj)(
unsigned dbId);

existing

Object reference or handle to an existing database.
dbId

Integer identifier of a database.
Discussion

Variant 1 initializes the new handle to reference the same database as the specified
object reference or handle. Variant 2 initializes the new handle to reference the
database with the specified integer identifier.

ooRef(ooDBObj)
Default constructor that constructs a null object reference.
ooRef(ooDBObj)();
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ooRef(ooDBObj)
Constructs an initialized object reference that references the specified database.

Parameters

1.

ooRef(ooDBObj)(
const ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) &existing);

2.

ooRef(ooDBObj)(
unsigned dbId);

existing

Object reference or handle to an existing database.
dbId

Integer identifier of a database.
Discussion

Variant 1 initializes the new object reference to reference the same database as the
specified object reference or handle. Variant 2 initializes the new object reference to
reference the database with the specified integer identifier.

Operators
operator=
Assignment operator; sets this object reference or handle to reference the specified
database.

Parameters

1.

ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) &operator=(
const ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) &existing);

2.

ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) &operator=(
unsigned dbId);

existing

Object reference or handle to an existing database.
dbId

Integer identifier of a database.
Returns

This object reference or handle.

Discussion

Variant 1 sets this object reference or handle to reference the same database as the
specified object reference or handle. Variant 2 sets this object reference or handle to
reference the database with the specified integer identifier.
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availability
(HA) Returns the last known availability status of the referenced database.

ooAvailability availability() const;
Returns

An ooAvailability constant (from most to least available): oocAllAvailable,
oocQuorumAvailable, oocNonQuorumReadAvailable, oocUnavailable, or
oocUnknownAvailability.

Discussion

If the referenced database is not replicated, this method returns either
oocUnknownAvailability, oocUnavailable, or oocAllAvailable.
The availability method is normally called after the referenced database has
been opened in the current session. If you call availability before the
database is opened, this method tests the availability of the database as if it were
opened (but does not actually open it).
If this object reference or handle is not valid, this method throws an exception
and returns oocUnknownAvailability.

See also

isImageAccessible
isImageAvailable

change
(administration) Changes the specified properties of the referenced database.
ooStatus change(
const char *dbSysName,
const char *dbHostName,
const char *dbPathName,
FILE* outputFile = stdout,
ooBoolean catalogOnly = oocFalse) const;
Parameters

dbSysName

New system name of the database. Specify 0 to retain the original system
name. (You must always specify 0 if the database uses the pre-Release 9.0
internal database format.)
Note: This feature is not fully implemented. In particular, the changed system
name is not rolled back if the transaction is aborted. See the discussion below.
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dbHostName

New data-server host for the database file. You can specify 0 to leave the
database file on the same host. (If the database uses the pre-Release 9.0
internal database format, you must always specify the host name explicitly;
0 is not accepteddbPathName
New pathname (including the filename) for the database file on
dbHostName. The format of the pathname must follow the naming
conventions of that host. No specific filename extension is required, although
.DB is commonly used.
outputFile

Pointer to a transcript file in which to report the original and changed
database properties. The default is standard output.
catalogOnly

Specifies whether to change the database file’s host and pathname only by
updating its location properties in the global catalog.
■

Specify oocFalse (the default) to update properties in the global catalog
and also physically move or rename the database file in your file system.

■

Specify oocTrue to update properties in the global catalog, without
physically moving or renaming the database file.

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Together, dbHostName and dbPathName determine the network address of the
database file. By default, these parameters physically relocate the file, in addition
to updating its location properties in the global catalog. If you want to update the
location properties without affecting the file, you can pass oocTrue for the
catalogOnly parameter. Doing so assumes the file is to be physically moved by
an operating-system command.
Changing the location of a database file has no effect on the files of any external
containers belonging to the database.
The dbSysName parameter is not fully implemented and does not support the
Objectivity/DB ACID guarantee (see “Transactions” on page 30 of the
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide for more information). Specifically, if you
provide a new system name, this change is permanent during the transaction and
cannot be rolled back with a call to the session’s abort method. To revert the
change, you can call the change method in a subsequent transaction and pass in
the original system name.
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An exception is thrown in the following cases:
■

If an exclusive update lock cannot be obtained on the referenced database. If
it cannot obtain the lock, the method throws an exception.

■

If the referenced database is read-only. You must use the setReadOnly
method to change it back to read/write before you can change its properties.

■

If you attempt to change the system name of a database that uses the
pre-Release 9.0 internal database format.

■

(HA) If the referenced database is replicated (has more than one image).

Delete replicated databases before calling the change method.
Example

This code sets the database’s host name to myHost and pathname to
/mnt/john/design/adder.ecad.DB, and moves the file accordingly.
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbH;
…
// Set dbH to reference a database
dbH.change(0, "myHost", "/mnt/john/design/adder.ecad.DB");

changePartition
(HA) Changes the autonomous partition that controls the referenced database.

ooStatus changePartition(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &newPartition) const;
Parameters

newPartition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition that is to control the
database.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method assigns the referenced database to the specified autonomous
partition, removing the database from the current controlling partition.
This method updates information in the federated database’s global catalog. If
you also want to change the physical location of a database file, you must do so
using the oochangedb tool.
You may not combine this operation with other updates on the database in the
same transaction. You should consider executing changePartition in a
separate transaction.
An exception is thrown in the following cases:
■

If the referenced database is read-only. You must use the setReadOnly
method to change it back to read/write before you can change its partition.

■

If the referenced database is replicated (has more than one image).
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close
Internal use only. Objectivity/DB closes a database automatically when the
transaction that opened it commits or aborts.
ooStatus close() const;

containedIn
Finds the federated database that contains the referenced database.

Parameters

1.

ooHandle(ooFDObj) containedIn() const;

2.

ooRef(ooFDObj) &containedIn(
ooRef(ooFDObj) &returnedFD) const;

3.

ooHandle(ooFDObj) &containedIn(
ooHandle(ooFDObj) &returnedFD) const;

returnedFD

Object reference or handle to be set to the federated database.
Returns

Object reference or handle to the federated database.

Discussion

When called without a returnedFD parameter, containedIn allocates a new
federated-database handle and returns it. Otherwise, containedIn returns the
object reference or handle that was passed to it.

containingPartition
(HA) Finds the autonomous partition that controls the referenced database.

Parameters

1.

ooHandle(ooAPObj) containingPartition() const;

2.

ooRef(ooAPObj) &containingPartition(
ooRef(ooAPObj) &returnedAP) const;

3.

ooHandle(ooAPObj) &containingPartition(
ooHandle(ooAPObj) &returnedAP) const;

returnedAP

Object reference or handle to be set to the controlling autonomous partition.
Returns

An object reference or handle to the autonomous partition that controls the
referenced database.
(HA) An exception is thrown and a null handle is returned, if multiple images of
the database exist.
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When called without a parameter, containingPartition allocates a new
autonomous-partition handle and returns it. Otherwise, containingPartition
returns the object reference or handle that was passed to it.

contains
Initializes an object iterator to find all containers in the referenced database.
ooStatus contains(
ooItr(ooContObj) &returnedConts,
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen);
Parameters

returnedConts

Object iterator for finding the database’s containers.
openMode

Intended level of access to the containers found by the iterator’s next
method:
■

oocNoOpen (the default) causes next to set the iterator to the next

■

oocRead causes next to open the next container for read.

■

oocUpdate causes next to open the next container for update.

container without opening it.

Note: When finding containers in a pre-Release 9.0 database, oocNoOpen is
equivalent to oocRead.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

convertObjects
Performs on-demand object conversion on any affected objects in the referenced
database.
ooStatus convertObjects();
Returns

oocSuccess if successful, or oocError if the federated database is opened only

for read.
Discussion

Object conversion is the process of making existing persistent objects consistent
with class definition changes introduced by schema evolution. Certain schema
evolution operations affect how instances of a class should be laid out in storage.
After you perform such operations, existing objects of the changed classes are
rendered out-of-date until they are converted to their new representations.
In general, you can allow each affected object to be converted automatically the
first time it is accessed after schema evolution, potentially distributing the
performance impact of conversion across many transactions. Alternatively, you
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can concentrate the performance impact of conversion into fewer transactions by
converting all the affected objects in a container, a database, or a federated
database on demand. You use this method in an update transaction to convert the
affected objects in a database on demand. This method has no effect if the
affected objects in the database have already been converted.
Note: On-demand object conversion cannot be used for schema operations that
require an upgrade application; see ooSession::setSchemaUpgradeMode.
The convertObjects method automatically drops any index that is invalidated
by a schema evolution change. Specifically, if you changed the type or deleted an
attribute that is a key field in a key description, the corresponding indexes are
dropped.
If the referenced database is read-only, you must use the setReadOnly method
to change it back to read/write before you can convert objects in it.
See also

Chapter 29, “Object Conversion,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide

deleteDb
Deletes the referenced database.
ooStatus deleteDb(
ooBoolean catalogOnly = oocFalse) const;
Parameters

catalogOnly

Specifies whether to delete the database from the federated database’s global
catalog, without deleting the database file:
■

Specify oocTrue to delete the database’s entry from the global catalog,
without deleting the database’s file.

■

Specify oocFalse (the default) to delete the database’s file and to delete
the database’s entry from the global catalog.

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Calling this method with catalogOnly set to oocFalse is equivalent to using the
ooDelete global function to delete the database. In particular, the delete
operation:
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■

Removes the database’s file from the file system, along with the files of any
external containers that belong to the database. (Aborting the transaction
restores the deleted file or files.)

■

Deletes all of the persistent objects in the database.

■

Checks for associations from the deleted objects to destination objects in
other databases. If any of these associations have delete propagation enabled,
the destination objects are deleted as well.
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■

Does not call the destructors of the contained objects for performance
reasons. To ensure that destructors are called, you must iterate through the
contained objects and explicitly delete them before deleting the database.

■

Automatically maintains referential integrity by removing any bidirectional
associations between objects in the deleted database and objects in other
databases. (It is your responsibility to adjust any unidirectional associations
to destination objects in the deleted database.)

You can call this method with catalogOnly set to oocTrue if you want to
preserve the database file, or if you want to delete a database whose file is no
longer accessible.
NOTE

When you delete a database with catalogOnly set to oocTrue, it is the
application’s responsibility to propagate the deletion to associated destination
objects as appropriate, and to maintain the referential integrity of bidirectional
associations and federated-database-wide indexes.
If the referenced database is read-only; you must use the setReadOnly method
to change it back to read/write before you can delete it.
(HA) To delete just a single image of a replicated database; you must use the

deleteImage method.

deleteImage
(HA) Deletes the specified autonomous partition’s image of the referenced

database.
ooStatus deleteImage(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition,
ooBoolean deleteDBifLast = oocFalse) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition controlling the
database image.
deleteDBifLast

Specifies whether to delete the database image even if no other images
remain:

Returns

■

Specify oocTrue to delete the last image and the database itself.

■

Specify oocFalse (the default) to preserve the last image and throw an
exception.

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.
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An exception is thrown if the specified autonomous partition does not control an
image of the referenced database.
If you are deleting the last image of the referenced database (that is, if the
deleteDBifLast option is oocTrue), then this method is equivalent to using
the ooDelete global function to delete the database. In particular, the delete
operation automatically maintains referential integrity by removing any
bidirectional associations between objects in the deleted database and objects in
other databases. (It is your responsibility to adjust any unidirectional associations
to destination objects in the deleted database.)

ensureImageInQuorum
(HA) Ensures the specified image of the referenced database is in the quorum for
the database.
ooStatus ensureImageInQuorum(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition);
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition that controls the
desired database image.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

If the referenced database has a nonquorum image that has recently become
accessible, you can use this method to restore the image into service—that is, to
add the image back into the quorum for the database and synchronize its contents
with the other quorum images.
This method provides a fast way to restore a particular image into an existing
quorum, but may overlook other nonquorum images of the database that have
recently become accessible. In particular, this method checks whether the
currently recorded quorum for the referenced database is still valid, and, if so,
simply adds the specified image to the existing quorum list without testing for
other accessible nonquorum images that could also be added to the quorum. (A
full quorum calculation is performed only if the existing quorum list no longer
contains enough accessible images to constitute a quorum.)
This method returns oocSuccess and performs no other action if the specified
image is already in the quorum or if the referenced database is not replicated.
An exception is thrown in the following cases:
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■

If the specified autonomous partition does not control an image of the
referenced database.

■

If the specified image is not accessible.
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■

If the application cannot access a quorum of images for the referenced
database.

■

If the application is currently performing nonquorum reading in the
referenced database—that is, if isNonQuorumRead returns oocTrue.
(Nonquorum reading prevents the quorum from being retested or updated
for the rest of the transaction. You can disable nonquorum reading by ending
the current transaction; then proceed in a new transaction.)

To ensure that the quorum is as inclusive as possible, you can call
negotiateQuorum, which always tests the accessibility of all images. However, a

complete quorum calculation can momentarily reduce the runtime performance
of every application accessing the database.
See also

negotiateQuorum
ooRefHandle(ooAPObj)::ensureAllImagesInQuorums

exist
Tests whether the specified database exists in the federated database; if successful,
sets this object reference or handle to reference the database.
ooBoolean exist(
const ooHandle(ooFDObj) &fdH,
const char *dbSysName,
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen);
Parameters

fdH

Handle to the connected federated database.
dbSysName

System name of the database to be found.
openMode

Intended level of access to the database, if it exists:

Returns

■

Specify oocNoOpen (the default) to set this object reference or handle to
the database without opening it.

■

Specify oocRead to open the database for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the database for update.

oocTrue if the specified database exists, or oocFalse if the database does not exist
or if it is not accessible.
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If the specified database exists, this object reference or handle is set to reference it;
otherwise, this object reference or handle is set to null.
If you specifically want to test for existence, you use the openMode parameter’s
default value (oocNoOpen). Otherwise, a return value of oocFalse could mean
either that the database doesn’t exist, or that it does exist, but cannot be opened.

fileName
Gets the fully qualified filename of the referenced database.
char *fileName() const;
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the filename.

Discussion

The returned filename includes the directory pathname as well as the simple name
of the database file. Use pathName to obtain just the directory pathname.
This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.
(HA) An exception is thrown if multiple images of the database exist. Use

getImageFileName instead.
Example

This example prints the filename of the database referenced by dbH. On UNIX, the
output of this example might be: /mnt/john/design/testDb.testFd.DB.
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbH;
ooConnection *connectionP = ooObjy::getConnection("testFd");
ooSession *sessionP = connectionP->createSession("Main");
sessionP->begin(oocRead);
dbH.open(sessionP->fd(), "testDb", oocRead);
printf("filename: %s\n", dbH.fileName());

getAllowNonQuorumRead
(HA) Tests whether this application is allowed to read the referenced database

even when the accessible images of the database do not constitute a quorum.
ooBoolean getAllowNonQuorumRead() const;
Returns

oocTrue if nonquorum reads are allowed; otherwise oocFalse.

Discussion

This method returns oocTrue for any database in a transaction for which
nonquorum reading is enabled by a call the session’s setAllowNonQuorumRead
method.
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isNonQuorumRead
setAllowNonQuorumRead

getDefaultContObj
Finds the default container of the referenced database.

Parameters

1.

ooHandle(ooContObj) getDefaultContObj(
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen) const;

2.

ooRef(ooContObj) &getDefaultContObj(
ooRef(ooContObj) &returnedCont,
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen) const;

3.

ooHandle(ooContObj) &getDefaultContObj(
ooHandle(ooContObj) &returnedCont,
ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen) const;

returnedCont

Object reference or handle to be set to the default container.
openMode

Intended level of access to the default container:
■

Specify oocRead to open the default container for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the default container for update.

■

Specify oocNoOpen (the default) to set the object reference or handle
reference to the default container without opening it.

Note: When finding the default container of a pre-Release 9.0 database,
oocNoOpen is equivalent to oocRead.
Returns

Object reference or handle to the default container of the database.

Discussion

When called without a returnedCont parameter, this method allocates a new
container handle and returns it. Otherwise, this method returns the object
reference or handle that was passed to it.
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getImageFileName
(HA) Gets the fully qualified filename of the specified image of the referenced
database.

const char *getImageFileName(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition that controls the
desired database image.
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the database image’s filename.

Discussion

The returned filename includes the directory pathname as well as the simple name
of the database-image file. Use getImagePathName to obtain just the directory
pathname.
This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.
An exception is thrown if the specified autonomous partition does not control an
image of the referenced database.

getImageHostName
(HA) Gets the name of the data-server host that contains the specified image of the

referenced database.
const char *getImageHostName(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition that controls the
desired database image.
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the network name of the data-server host where the
database-image file is located.

Discussion

This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.
An exception is thrown if the specified autonomous partition does not control an
image of the referenced database.
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getImagePathName
(HA) Gets the pathname of the directory that contains the specified image of the

referenced database.
const char *getImagePathName(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition that controls the
desired database image.
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the directory pathname.

Discussion

The returned pathname does not include the simple name of the database-image
file; use getImageFileName to obtain a path name that includes the filename.
This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.
An exception is thrown if the specified autonomous partition does not control an
image of the referenced database.

getImageWeight
(HA) Gets the weight of the specified image of the referenced database.

ooUInt32 getImageWeight(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition that controls the
desired database image.
Returns

The weight of the database image; returns 0 if the referenced database is not
replicated in the specified autonomous partition.
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getReadImage
(HA) Finds the current session’s read image for the referenced database.

ooStatus getReadImage(ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to be set to the autonomous partition controlling
the read image. partition is set to 0 if the referenced database has no read
image in the current session.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method finds the image for reading the referenced database in the current
session, regardless of whether the read image was set automatically when the
database was first opened, or by an explicit call to setReadImage. This method is
normally called after the referenced database has been opened in the current
session.
partition is set to 0 if the session does not have a read image for the
database—for example, because neither Objectivity/DB or the application has
chosen a read image since the session began or since the session aborted a
transaction.

See also

setReadImage

getTieBreaker
(HA) Finds the tie-breaker partition for the referenced database.

ooHandle(ooAPObj) getTieBreaker() const;
Returns

Handle to the tie-breaker partition if one exists; otherwise, a null handle.

Discussion

This method allocates an autonomous-partition handle and returns it.
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hasContainer
(Handle class only) Tests whether a container with the specified identifier exists in
the referenced database; if successful, returns a handle to the container.
ooHandle(ooContObj) hasContainer(
unsigned contId,
ooMode openMode = oocRead);
Parameters

contId

Container identifier to be tested.
openMode

Intended level of access to the container, if it exists:
■

Specify oocNoOpen to set the returned handle to the container without
opening it.

■

Specify oocRead (the default) to open the container for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the container for update.

Note: If the referenced database is a pre-Release 9.0 database, oocNoOpen is
equivalent to oocRead.
Returns

Handle to the identified container, if it exists; otherwise, a null container handle.

Discussion

This method can be used to test the validity of a container identifier before using
that identifier as part of an object identifier for a new basic object.

See also

ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::hasDb
“Clustering in an Exact Storage Location” in Chapter 6

hasImageIn
(HA) Tests whether the specified autonomous partition controls an image of the
referenced database.

ooBoolean hasImageIn(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition to be searched.
Returns

oocTrue if the partition contains an image of the referenced database; otherwise
oocFalse.
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hostName
Gets the network name of the data-server host that contains the referenced
database.
char *hostName() const;
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the network name of the data-server host.

Discussion

This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.
(HA) An exception is thrown if multiple images of the database exist. Use

getImageHostName instead.
Example

This example prints the host name for the database referenced by dbH. The output
of this example might be: myMachine.
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbH;
ooConnection *connectionP = ooObjy::getConnection("testFd");
ooSession *sessionP = connectionP->createSession("Main");
sessionP->begin(oocRead);
dbH.open(sessionP->fd(), "testDb", oocRead);
printf("hostname: %s\n", dbH.hostName());

isImageAccessible
(HA) Tests whether the specified image of the referenced database is currently
accessible to the application.

ooBoolean isImageAccessible(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition controlling the
desired image.
Returns

oocTrue if the image in the specified autonomous partition is accessible;
otherwise oocFalse.

Discussion

The specified image is considered accessible if the application can successfully
open the database-image file using AMS, contact the lock server of the controlling
partition, and write to the controlling partition’s journal directory. If any of these
actions cannot be completed before the session’s network timeout period elapses,
this method concludes that the image is inaccessible.
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Consequently, the accuracy of the result is affected by the network timeout
period. If the period is too short, attempts to access the image may time out
prematurely, and the image may be incorrectly reported as inaccessible. (On the
other hand, if the period is very long, the test for accessibility may cause a
noticeable delay.)
An exception is thrown if the specified autonomous partition does not control an
image of the referenced database.
See also

availability
ooSession::setServerTimeout

isImageAvailable
(HA) Tests whether the specified image of the referenced database is currently
available for various uses.

ooBoolean isImageAvailable(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition controlling the image
to be tested.
Returns

oocTrue if the image in the specified autonomous partition is available; otherwise
oocFalse.

Discussion

The specified image is considered available as follows:
■

Available for both reading and updating if the application can access a quorum
of images for the referenced database, and the specified image is one of the
quorum images.

■

Available for nonquorum reading if the application cannot access a quorum of
images for the referenced database, but the image is accessible and in the
most recently recorded quorum for the database. (This ensures consistency
with any pages cached before access to the quorum was lost.)

The isImageAvailable method is normally called after the referenced database
has been opened in the current session. If you call isImageAvailable before the
database is opened, this method tests the availability of the specified image as if
the database were opened (but does not actually open it).
See also

availability
setReadImage
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isNonQuorumRead
(HA) Tests whether the application is currently performing nonquorum reading in

the referenced database.
ooBoolean isNonQuorumRead() const;
Returns

oocTrue if the application is currently reading the referenced database without
accessing a quorum of images; otherwise oocFalse.

Discussion

Nonquorum reading of a database is possible only if the application has called the
setAllowNonQuorumRead method during the current transaction.

WARNING

If this method returns oocTrue, your application may be reading stale data from
the database.
Once nonquorum reading has started (that is, this method returns oocTrue and
at least one container in the database is open), further quorum activity for the
database is prohibited for the rest of the transaction.

See also

getAllowNonQuorumRead
setAllowNonQuorumRead

isR9catalog
Tests whether the referenced database uses a Release 9.0 (or later) internal
database format.
ooBoolean isR9catalog() const;
Returns

oocTrue if the referenced database uses a Release 9.0 (or later) internal database
format; otherwise oocFalse.

See also

“Accessing Earlier Databases” on page 627

isReadOnly
Tests whether the referenced database is a read-only database.
ooBoolean isReadOnly() const;
Returns
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oocTrue if this object reference or handle references a read-only database;
otherwise oocFalse.
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Discussion

A read-only database can be opened only for read; any attempt to implicitly or
explicitly open the database for update will fail as if there were a lock conflict.

See also

setReadOnly

isReplicated
(HA) Tests whether the referenced database has more than one image.

ooBoolean isReplicated() const;
oocTrue if the referenced database is replicated; otherwise oocFalse.

Returns

isValid
Tests whether this object reference or handle is valid—that is, whether it
references an existing database.
ooBoolean isValid() const;
oocTrue if this object reference or handle references an existing database;
oocFalse if this object reference or handle is null or has a stale identifier, or if the

Returns

application cannot obtain a read lock on the database to be checked.
Discussion

NOTE

You can use isValid to determine whether it is safe to use an object reference or
handle that was set in a previous transaction. Such an object reference or handle
still retains its reference to a database; however, between transactions, that
reference may have become invalid (for example, because another process has
deleted the database).
isValid checks only for the existence of a database with a particular identifier,

but has no way of knowing whether it is the same database. It is possible,
although very unlikely, for another process to have deleted the original database
and created a new one with the same identifier.
If your purpose is simply to test whether an object reference or handle has been
initialized, it is more efficient to use isNull, which performs its test entirely in
memory without having to access files on disk.
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lock
Explicitly locks the referenced database.
ooStatus lock(ooLockMode lockMode) const;
Parameters

lockMode

Type of lock to request:
■

Specify oocLockRead to request a read lock.

■

Specify oocLockUpdate to request an update lock.

Returns

oocSuccess if the requested lock is obtained; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Objectivity/DB operations request and obtain locks implicitly as they are needed.
You use this method to obtain a lock explicitly when you want to reserve access to
a database in advance.
Explicitly locking a database essentially limits the level of concurrent access to its
containers, allowing them to be read, but guaranteeing they will not change
while the lock is held. That is, explicitly locking a database for either read or
update:
■

Prevents any other transaction from concurrently opening the database or a
container in it for update.

■

Allows any other transaction to concurrently open the database or a
container in it for read.

A database cannot be locked if it, or any container in it, is already opened for
update.
NOTE

Holding an update lock on a database does not guarantee update access to the
database’s individual containers. For example, if transaction T1 locks a database
for update, and then a standard (non-MROW) transaction T2 opens a container
in the database for read, T1 cannot concurrently get an update lock on the
container being read.
When a database is locked for read, other transactions can concurrently lock it for
read. When a database is locked for update, MROW transactions can
concurrently lock it for read, but standard transactions cannot. Two transactions
cannot lock the same database for update.
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name
Gets the system name of the referenced database.
char *name() const;
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the system name.

Discussion

This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.

negotiateQuorum
(HA) Forces calculation of the quorum for the referenced database.

ooStatus negotiateQuorum(ooMode openMode);
Parameters

openMode

Intended level of access to this database:
■

Specify oocRead to open and implicitly lock the database for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open and implicitly lock the database for update
(read and write).

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method ensures that the quorum for the referenced database is as inclusive as
possible. If the database has any nonquorum images that have recently become
accessible, those images are restored into service—that is, they are added back into
the quorum for the database and resynchronized (updated to be consistent) with
the other quorum images.
If the referenced database is not replicated, this method returns oocSuccess and
performs no other action.
An exception is thrown in the following cases:
■

If the application cannot access a quorum of images for the referenced
database.

■

If the application is currently performing nonquorum reading in the
referenced database—that is, if isNonQuorumRead returns oocTrue and at
least one container in the database is open. (Nonquorum reading prevents
the quorum from being retested or updated for the rest of the transaction.
You can disable nonquorum reading by ending the current transaction; then
proceed in a new transaction.)

Recalculating a quorum for a database can momentarily reduce the runtime
performance of every application accessing the database, whether or not
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recalculation actually changes the quorum. Consequently, before calling this
method, you should test whether the database has any newly accessible images
to add to the quorum.
As an alternative to a complete quorum recalculation for a database, you can call
ensureImageInQuorum to selectively add a single newly accessible image back
into the quorum.
See also

availability
ensureImageInQuorum
isImageAccessible
isImageAvailable

number
Gets the integer identifier of the referenced database.
unsigned number() const;
Returns

Integer representing the database identifier.

numberOfContainerFiles
Gets the number of external containers belonging to the referenced database.
unsigned numberOfContainerFiles() const;
Returns

Number of containers stored in separate container files; returns 0 if the database
has no external containers.

numContObjs
Gets the total number of containers belonging to the referenced database.
unsigned long numContObjs() const;
Returns

Number of embedded and external containers.

numImages
(HA) Gets the number of images of the referenced database.

unsigned numImages() const;
Returns

Number of images.

Discussion

For any existing database, there is always at least one image.
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open
Explicitly opens the referenced or specified database, preparing the database for
the specified level of access.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus open(
ooMode openMode = oocRead);

2.

ooStatus open(
const ooHandle(ooFDObj) &fdH,
const char *dbSysName,
ooMode openMode = oocRead);

openMode

Intended level of access to the opened database:
■

Specify oocRead (the default) to open and implicitly lock the database
for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open and implicitly lock the database for update
(read and write).

fdH

Handle to the current session’s connected federated database.
dbSysName

System name of the database to open.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Variant 1 assumes that this object reference or handle already references a
database, and opens the referenced database.
Variant 2 finds and explicitly opens the database with the specified system name,
and then set this object reference or handle to reference the opened database. An
exception is thrown if no database exists with the specified system name, or if the
database file cannot be found or accessed. This variant is especially useful when
you want to use the database as an entry point into your data. For example, you
might find and open a database so you can iterate over the containers in it.
Opening a database locates and opens the database file, provided that
appropriate access permissions are set on it. (Opening a database does not,
however, open the container files of any external containers.)
It is normally not necessary to open databases explicitly because they are usually
opened automatically by operations that access them or their contents. For
example, once you have a reference to a database, creating a container in the
database automatically opens it for update. In general, you open a referenced
database explicitly only when you want to guarantee access to the database in
advance—for example, before starting a complex operation.
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Any number of transactions can concurrently open the same database in for any
level of access. However, a database cannot be opened for update if another
transaction already has a read or update lock on it.
You must be in an update transaction to open a database for update. If necessary,
you can promote a read transaction to an update transaction by calling the
session’s upgradeOpenMode method.
See also

update

openMode
Gets the current level of access to the referenced database.
ooMode openMode() const;
Returns

One of the following constants:
■

oocNoOpen—the database is not open in this transaction.

■

oocRead—the database is open for read in this transaction.

■

oocUpdate—the database is open for update in this transaction.

pageSize
(administration) Gets the storage-page size of the referenced database.
ooUInt32 pageSize() const;
Returns

Integer representing the size (in bytes) of the storage pages in the database file.
If the referenced database uses the pre-Release 9.0 internal database format, this
method returns the federated database’s default storage-page size, which may,
but need not, be the same as the database’s actual storage-page size.

Discussion

A database’s storage-page size is set when the database is created. This size is used
for the storage pages in the database file and for the storage pages of any external
container created without an explicit storage-page size.
For information about storage pages, see “Physical Storage Model” in Chapter 7
of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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partitionsContainingImage
(HA) Initializes an object iterator to find all the autonomous partitions that control

an image of the referenced database.
ooStatus partitionsContainingImage(
ooItr(ooAPObj) &apI) const;
Parameters

apI

Object iterator for finding the controlling autonomous partitions.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

If the referenced database is not replicated in any other autonomous partition, the
iterator finds the partition in which the database resides. The iterator’s next
method finds each autonomous partition without opening or locking it.

pathName
Gets the pathname of the directory that contains the referenced database.
char *pathName() const;
Returns

Pointer to a string containing the pathname of the directory.

Discussion

The returned pathname does not include the simple name of the database file; use
fileName to obtain a path name that includes the filename.
This method returns temporary storage that may be overwritten during
subsequent calls to it or to other functions. You should make a local copy of the
returned string if you intend to use it later in the application.
(HA) An exception is thrown if multiple images of the database exist. Use

getImagePathName instead.
Example

This example prints the directory pathname of the database referenced by dbH. On
UNIX, the output of this example might be: /mnt/john/design.
ooHandle(ooDBObj) dbH;
ooConnection *connectionP = ooObjy::getConnection("testFd");
ooSession *sessionP = connectionP->createSession("Main");
sessionP->begin(oocRead);
dbH.open(sessionP->fd(), "testDb", oocRead);
printf("pathname: %s\n", dbH.pathName());
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replicate
(HA) Creates an image of the referenced database.

ooStatus replicate(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition,
const char *hostName = 0,
const char *pathName = 0,
ooUInt32 weight = 1) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition in which to create the
new database image. This partition may not already control an image of this
database.
hostName

Data-server host on which to create the new database image. The specified
host machine must be running AMS.
If hostName is 0, the default host is:
■

The current host, if pathname is a local path.

■

The host implied by pathname, if pathname is an NFS mount name.

■

The host of the system-database file, if pathname is also 0.

pathName

Pathname of the new database-image file on the designated host. The format
of the pathname must follow the naming conventions of that host. Because
the host must be running AMS, pathname must be understood locally by the
host’s file system; you may not specify a Windows UNC share name. If
pathName is an NFS mount name, it is automatically converted to the
corresponding local pathname on the implied host.
pathName must be fully qualified if hostName specifies a remote system;
otherwise, pathName may be either relative or fully qualified.
pathName may optionally include a filename for the database image. No
specific filename extension is required, although .DB is commonly used. If
you omit the filename, it is generated from the database’s system name and
the controlling partition’s identifier; for details, see “Filenames” in Chapter 2
of Objectivity/DB Administration.
pathName may be 0 only if hostName is also 0; in this case, the default
pathname is the directory of the controlling partition’s system-database file.
weight

Weight of the new database image. weight must be 1 or greater.
Returns
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oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.
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If neither hostName or pathName is specified, the database image is created in the
same directory as the autonomous partition’s system-database file, and the
image’s filename is generated automatically.
An exception is thrown in the following cases:
■

If specified autonomous partition already controls an image of the referenced
database.

■

If AMS is not running on the data-server hosts where the original and the
new database images reside. For information about AMS, see Objectivity/DB
Administration.

■

If the referenced database has one or more external containers. Call the
numberOfContainerFiles method to test for external containers.

setAllowNonQuorumRead
(HA) Specifies whether the application can read the referenced database even if the

accessible images of the database do not constitute a quorum.
ooStatus setAllowNonQuorumRead(
ooBoolean value = oocTrue) const;
Parameters

value

Specify oocTrue (the default) to allow this application to read the referenced
database even if a quorum cannot be accessed; specify oocFalse to prevent
this application from reading the database when a quorum cannot be
accessed.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

By default, nonquorum reading is disabled for all application-created databases.
You must call this method explicitly to permit nonquorum reading for a particular
database during a particular transaction.

WARNING

If you enable nonquorum reading, your application may read stale data from the
database.
If this method is not called in an active transaction, nonquorum reading is
enabled for the database in the next transaction. Nonquorum reading is
automatically disabled at the end of the transaction to which it applies.
When an application enables nonquorum reading for a database, the application
reads the database using a quorum of images, if a quorum is accessible;
otherwise, if a quorum cannot be established or is lost, reading may proceed
without the quorum. Nonquorum reading is possible only if least one of the
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database’s images is available for use as a read image. The application can
explicitly set a read image for the database (see setReadImage).
This method has no effect (or its effect is cancelled) for the rest of a transaction if
nonquorum reading is enabled for the entire transaction by a call to the session’s
setAllowNonQuorumRead method.
See also

getAllowNonQuorumRead
isNonQuorumRead

setImageWeight
(HA) Sets the weight of the specified image of the referenced database.

ooStatus setImageWeight(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition,
ooUInt32 weight) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition controlling the
desired image.
weight

Weight to be set for the database image. weight must be 1 or greater.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

An exception is thrown in the following cases:
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■

If the specified autonomous partition does not control an image of the
referenced database.

■

If the referenced database is read-only. You must use the setReadOnly
method to change the database back to read/write before you can set an
image’s weight.
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setReadImage
(HA) Sets the specified image to be the read image for the referenced database.

ooStatus setReadImage(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition);
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the autonomous partition controlling the
desired image.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method specifies the particular database image from which storage pages will
be read during the current session. The specified image is used as the read image
until a transaction aborts or the image becomes inaccessible.
An application usually sets a read image to exercise control over load balancing
or network usage. If you do not call this method, the read image is chosen by
Objectivity/DB. If you call this method after a read image has been chosen, the
specified image replaces it.
You can call this method before or after the database has been opened, or after
reading with a quorum has begun. However, you cannot change the read image
once nonquorum reading is in progress—that is, between the time the first
container is opened and end of transaction.
An exception is thrown in the following cases:

See also

■

If the specified autonomous partition does not control an image of the
referenced database.

■

If the image in the specified autonomous partition is inaccessible.

■

If the image in the specified autonomous partition is not available for either
quorum or nonquorum reading—that is, if isImageAvailable returns false
for this image.

■

If the read image cannot be changed because the application is currently
performing nonquorum reading in the referenced database—that is, if
isNonQuorumRead returns oocTrue.

getReadImage
isImageAvailable
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setReadOnly
Sets the access status of the referenced database so that it is either read-only or
read/write.
ooStatus setReadOnly(ooBoolean value,
ooBoolean forceLockOverride = oocFalse) const;
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Parameters

value

Specify oocTrue to mark the database as read-only; specify oocFalse to
change the database back to read/write.
forceLockOverride

Specify whether or not to allow the access status for a read-only database to
be changed back to read/write while other read-only databases in the
federated database are open. Set forceLockOverride to oocTrue to allow
value to be oocFalse even though other databases in the federated
database are opened in read-only mode.
This parameter is ignored if value is set to oocTrue.
Discussion

A read-only database can be opened only for read. Any attempt to implicitly or
explicitly open the database for update will fail as if there were a lock conflict.
Using a read-only database can improve performance by allowing the application
to grant read locks and deny update locks without consulting the lock server.
By default, you can change a read-only database back to read/write only if no
application or tool is currently reading that database or any other read-only
database in the same federated database. In rare cases, an application might
choose to override this behavior by setting forceLockOverride to oocTrue to
change the read-only database back to read/write regardless of whether other
databases in the federated database are opened in read-only mode. This override
should be used only if the application verifies that there are no current readers of
the database in question.
(HA) If one image of a database is made read-only, all images are automatically

made read-only. Similarly, if one image is changed back to read/write, all images
are changed back to read/write.
See also
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isReadOnly
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setTieBreaker
(HA) Sets the tie-breaker autonomous partition for the referenced database.

ooStatus setTieBreaker(
const ooRefHandle(ooAPObj) &partition) const;
Parameters

partition

Object reference or handle to the tie-breaker autonomous partition. This
partition may not already control an image of this database. If partition is
0, any existing tie-breaker is eliminated.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

tidy
(administration) Consolidates fragmented storage space in the referenced
database; used only in custom administration tools.
ooStatus tidy(
FILE* outputFile = stdout,
const char *hostName = 0,
const char *pathName = 0) const;
Parameters

outputFile

Pointer to the transcript file in which to write the generated report. The
default is standard output.
hostName

Name of the data-server host on which to create the temporary file.
pathName

Pathname of the directory in which to create the temporary file.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method creates a temporary database file during execution and therefore
requires free disk space equal to the size of the database file being tidied. The
temporary file is created in the directory that contains the database file unless you
specify hostName and pathName.
If either hostName or pathName is zero or empty (""), the temporary file is
created in the default directory.
You should call tidy in a single-purpose update transaction. That is, you must
not manipulate any database, container, or basic object before calling tidy in the
same transaction, and you must commit the transaction immediately after tidy
completes. This is because compacting and relocating physical storage renders
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the database inconsistent with any system data that was cached during the
transaction, and committing the transaction discards the obsolete cached data.
You must not abort the transaction after calling this method.
This method performs the same operation as the ootidy tool (see Objectivity/DB
Administration).

typeN
Gets the type number of the database class ooDBObj.
ooTypeNumber typeN() const;
Returns

Type number of the database class ooDBObj.

Discussion

This method returns the same value whether or not this object reference or handle
is valid.

typeName
Gets the name of the database class ooDBObj.
const char *typeName() const;
Returns

The string "ooDBObj".

update
Opens the referenced database for update access.
ooStatus update();
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method is equivalent to calling open(oocUpdate).

See also

open
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ooRef(ooObj)->ooRef(ooFDObj)

Inheritance:

ooHandle(ooObj)->ooHandle(ooFDObj)
The abbreviation ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) refers to two non-persistence-capable
classes:
■

ooRef(ooFDObj), which represents an object reference to the federated

database.
■

ooHandle(ooFDObj), which represents a handle to the federated database.

This chapter describes the items in these classes that exist for backward
compatibility. In particular, these items exist for compatibility with the ODMG
standard.
For the standard methods in these classes, see the ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)
classes in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 550 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 550 for a list of methods

Working With Federated-Database Handles
For simplicity, this section describes how to work with handles; the same
information applies to object references.

Setting a Handle
(For backward compatibility only) An application that uses context-based
application control sets a federated-database handle by calling its open method.
The open method explicitly opens the federated database. Only one federated
database can be open in a given Objectivity context. Different Objectivity
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Using a Handle Under Context-Based Application Control

contexts in the same application can open different federated databases only if all
federations have exactly the same schema. The terms “the connected federated
database” and “the federated database” refer to the federated database opened in
the current Objectivity context.

Using a Handle Under Context-Based Application Control
(For backward compatibility only) An application that uses context-based
application control must call the open method on a federated-database handle to
explicitly open the federated database at the beginning of every transaction;
doing so verifies the connection and designates the transaction as either a read or
update transaction. The handle is automatically closed when it is destroyed (for
example, by going out of scope). However, closing one or more handles to the
federated database has no particular effect on the federated database, which
remains open until the transaction commits or aborts.

Reference Summary
Opening the Federated Database

exist
open
update

Reference Index
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exist

(For backward compatibility only) Optionally opens the
specified federated database after testing for its existence.

open

(For backward compatibility only) Opens the specified
federated database for the specified level of access and
sets this object reference or handle to reference the
opened federated database.

update

(For backward compatibility only) Opens the referenced
federated database for update access.
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exist
(For backward compatibility only) Optionally opens the specified federated database
after testing for its existence.
ooBoolean exist(
const char *bootFilePath
const ooMode openMode = oocNoOpen);
Parameters

bootFilePath

Path to the boot file of the federated database or an autonomous partition.
(HA) If the specified file is the boot file of an autonomous partition, that

partition is the boot autonomous partition for the application.
openMode

(For backward compatibility only) Level of access indicating how to open the
federated database, if it exists:
■

Specify oocNoOpen (the default) to set this object reference or handle to
the federated database without opening it.

■

Specify oocRead to open the federated database for read.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the federated database for update.

Note: This parameter is included for backward compatibility with
applications that use context-based application control. All new applications
should use session-based application control; such applications should not
open a federated database directly. They can call this method to test whether
a federated database exists before trying to make a logical connection to that
federated database.
Returns

oocTrue if the specified federated database exists, or oocFalse if the federated
database does not exist or if it is not accessible.
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If the specified federated database exists, this object reference or handle is set to the
federated database; otherwise, this object reference or handle is set to null.
If this method sets this object reference or handle to a particular federated
database, and you do not subsequently make a logical connection to that
federated database, be careful how you use the object reference or handle to the
unconnected federated database. Most methods assume that the application is
connected to the referenced federated database.
(For backward compatibility only) If you specifically want to test for existence, you
use the openMode parameter’s default value (oocNoOpen). Otherwise, a return
value of oocFalse could mean either that the federation doesn’t exist, or that it
does exist, but cannot be opened.

See also

open

open
(For backward compatibility only) Opens the specified federated database for the
specified level of access and sets this object reference or handle to reference the
opened federated database.
ooStatus open(
const char *bootFilePath,
ooMode openMode = oocRead,
ooBoolean recover = oocFalse);
Parameters

bootFilePath

Path to the boot file of the federated database or autonomous partition to be
opened. You can specify this path with or without a hostname. If you specify
it as a host path, use the format host::path.
(HA) If the specified file is the boot file of an autonomous partition, that

partition is the boot autonomous partition for the application.
If you specify a null pointer or an empty string (""), the value of the
OO_FD_BOOT environment variable is used; however, using OO_FD_BOOT is
not recommended because doing so can lead to unexpected results.
openMode

Intended level of access to the federated database:
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■

Specify oocRead (the default) to open the federated database for read
and to designate the transaction as a read transaction.

■

Specify oocUpdate to open the federated database for update (read and
write) and to designate the transaction as an update transaction.
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recover

Specifies whether to perform automatic recovery when opening the
federated database.
If you specify oocTrue, Objectivity/DB rolls back incomplete transactions
started by other applications that are no longer active, provided the inactive
status of these applications can be verified. In general, Objectivity/DB can
directly verify the status of other applications running on the local host;
however, the status of a remote application cannot be verified if the remote
host or its network link has failed.
This parameter does not affect recovery from lock-server failures. The lock
server automatically recovers from lock-server failures when it needs to do
so.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

An application that uses context-based application control must call open at the
beginning of each transaction. In the first transaction, opening the federated
database initializes Objectivity/DB with global information, including the
federated database’s schema. In subsequent transactions, this operation has
minimal performance impact because it simply verifies that the same federated
database is being accessed.

NOTE

This method exists for backward compatibility with applications that use
context-based application control. All new applications should use session-based
application control; such applications should not open a federated database
directly. Every call to the begin method of a session automatically opens the
session’s connected federated database. You can obtain a handle to a session’s
connected federated database by calling the session’s fd method.
Only one federated database can be open in a given Objectivity context. Different
Objectivity contexts in the same application can open different federated
databases only if all federations have exactly the same schema.
Any number of transactions may concurrently open the same federated database
for read or update access, subject to existing locks:
■

A federated database can be opened for read but not update if another
transaction has already locked it for read.

■

A federated database cannot be opened for any level of access if another
transaction has already locked it for update.

If you intend to modify any object in a federated database, you must open the
federated database for update, or the changes you make will be lost. Within a
transaction, you can promote the open mode from read to update by calling open
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again with openMode set to oocUpdate. You do not need to close the federated
database first. However, you may not demote the open mode from update to
read; if you try, oocSuccess is returned, but the open mode remains unchanged.
You use the recover parameter to enable automatic recovery for the application.
For performance reasons, you should arrange for this parameter to be set to
oocTrue only once in an application (during the first transaction). For more
information about automatic recovery, see Objectivity/DB Administration.

update
(For backward compatibility only) Opens the referenced federated database for
update access.
ooStatus update();
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method is equivalent to calling open(oocUpdate).

NOTE
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This method exists for backward compatibility with applications that use
context-based application control. All new applications should use session-based
application control; such applications should not open a federated database
directly. Every call to the begin method of a session automatically opens the
session’s connected federated database. Within a transaction, you can promote
the open mode from read to update by calling the session’s upgradeOpenMode
method.
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Inheritance:

ooHandle(ooObj)
The abbreviation ooRefHandle(ooObj) refers to two non-persistence-capable
classes:
■

ooRef(ooObj), which represents an object reference to an Objectivity/DB

object.
■

ooHandle(ooObj), which represents a handle to an Objectivity/DB object.

This chapter describes the items in these classes that exist for backward
compatibility. In particular, these items exist for compatibility with the ODMG
standard.
For the standard methods of these classes, see the ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes
in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 556 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 556 for a list of methods

(ODMG) You can use either of the ODMG standard class names d_Ref<ooObj>
or d_Ref<d_Object> interchangeably with ooRef(ooObj).
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Reference Summary

Reference Summary
Creating a Handle or Object Reference

ooRef(ooObj)
ooHandle(ooObj)

Modifying the Persistent Object

delete_object

Testing the Handle or Object Reference

is_null

ODMG Interface

operator d_Ref_Any
delete_object
is_null

Reference Index
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delete_object

(ODMG) Deletes the referenced persistent object.

is_null

(ODMG) Tests whether this object reference or handle is
null.

ooHandle(ooObj)

(ODMG overload) Constructs a handle that references the
same Objectivity/DB object as the specified ODMG generic
reference.

ooRef(ooObj)

(ODMG overload) Constructs an object reference that
references the same Objectivity/DB object as the specified
ODMG generic reference.

operator d_Ref_Any

(ODMG)Conversion operator that returns an ODMG
generic reference to the referenced object.
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ooHandle(ooObj)
(ODMG overload) Constructs a handle that references the same Objectivity/DB
object as the specified ODMG generic reference.
ooHandle(ooObj)(const d_Ref_Any &from);
Parameters

from

(ODMG) An ODMG generic reference to a basic object or container.
Discussion

This constructor allows a new handle to be constructed from an ODMG generic
reference. The new handle is closed.

ooRef(ooObj)
(ODMG overload) Constructs an object reference that references the same
Objectivity/DB object as the specified ODMG generic reference.
ooRef(ooObj)(const d_Ref_Any &from);
Parameters

from

(ODMG) An ODMG generic reference to a persistent object (basic object or
container).
Discussion

This constructor allows a new object reference to be constructed from an ODMG
generic reference.

Operators
operator d_Ref_Any
(ODMG)Conversion operator that returns an ODMG generic reference to the
referenced object.
operator d_Ref_Any() const;
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delete_object
(ODMG) Deletes the referenced persistent object.
void delete_object();
Discussion

This method is equivalent to ooObj::operator delete.

is_null
(ODMG) Tests whether this object reference or handle is null.
int is_null();
Returns
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Non-zero integer (true) if this object reference or handle is null; otherwise 0 (false).
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Inheritance:

ooSession
The class ooSession represents an extended interaction between an application
and a connected federated database.
This chapter describes the items in this class that exist for backward
compatibility with the explicit placement mechanism in a
non-placement-managed federated database.
For the standard methods in this class, see the ooSession class in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.

Methods
clusterStrategy
Gets the currently installed clustering strategy for this session.
ooClusterStrategy *clusterStrategy() const;
Returns

Pointer to this session’s clustering strategy.

See also

setClusterStrategy
ooClusterStrategy class
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defaultUseIndex
Gets the default index-usage policy for sessions.
static ooBoolean defaultUseIndex();
Returns

Discussion

The default approach to using indexes during predicate scans:
■

oocTrue—By default, newly created sessions are initialized to use indexes to
optimize certain predicate scans.

■

oocFalse—By default, newly created sessions are initialized not to use
indexes during predicate scans.

The ooSession class maintains a default value for index-usage policy; this default
value is initially set to oocFalse, disabling index use during predicate scans by
default. The registered performance tuner, if any, can override that initial setting.
The default value can be changed by calling the
ooSession::setDefaultUseIndex static method.
The default value is used for all sessions. Whenever a session is created, its
index-usage policy is initialized to the default value. A session’s index-usage
policy can be changed by calling the session’s setUseIndex method.

setClusterStrategy
Sets this session’s clustering strategy for controlling the allocation of new basic
objects.
ooClusterStrategy *setClusterStrategy(
ooClusterStrategy *strategy);
Parameters

strategy

Clustering strategy to set as current strategy for this session, or 0 if you want
this session to have no current strategy.
Returns

Clustering strategy that was previously set as this session’s clustering strategy.

Discussion

When a session is created, the session creates and uses a standard clustering
strategy with default clustering priorities. You can call this method to use a
different clustering strategy instead. You can specify any clustering strategy that
was created with this session as the current session; an exception is thrown if you
specify a clustering strategy that was created in a different session. You should
specify a clustering strategy that was allocated using operator new, so it can be
deleted automatically when session is deleted; otherwise, you will need to remove
the clustering strategy from the session before this session is deleted
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When you create a new persistent basic object, its storage location is determined
by a clustering strategy. The clustering strategy can be specified on a per-object
basis (as a parameter to operator new); otherwise, the session’s clustering
strategy is used. For detailed information about how a clustering strategy
chooses a storage location for a new basic objects, see Chapter 6, “Clustering
Persistent Objects.”.
See also

clusterStrategy
ooClusterStrategy class

setDefaultUseIndex
Sets the default index-usage policy for sessions.
static void setDefaultUseIndex(ooBoolean defaultUseIndex);
Parameters

defaultUseIndex

The default property value for index-usage policy:
■

oocTrue—By default, initialize newly created sessions to use indexes to

optimize certain predicate scans.
■

Discussion

oocFalse—By default, initialize newly created sessions not to use
indexes during predicate scans.

The ooSession class maintains a default value for index-usage policy; this default
value is initially set to oocFalse, disabling index use during predicate scans by
default. The registered performance tuner, if any, can override that initial setting.
The default value can be changed by calling this static method. The new default is
used to initialize sessions created after the change is made; existing sessions are not
affected. See “Enabling and Disabling Indexes” in Chapter 7 for guidelines on
setting this property.
The default value is used for all sessions. Whenever a session is created, its
index-usage policy is initialized to the default value. A session’s index-usage
policy can be changed by calling the session’s setUseIndex method.

See also

defaultUseIndex
setUseIndex

setUseIndex
Enables or disables this session’s use of indexes during predicate scans.
void setUseIndex(ooBoolean useIndex);
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useIndex

Property value for this session’s index-usage policy:
■

oocTrue—Use indexes to optimize certain predicate scans.

■

oocFalse—Do not use indexes during predicate scans.

Discussion

When a session is created, its index-usage policy is set to the default index-usage
policy (which is maintained by the ooSession class). You can call this method to
change this session’s index-usage policy. See “Enabling and Disabling Indexes” in
Chapter 7 for guidelines on setting this property.

See also

defaultUseIndex
setDefaultUseIndex
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Inheritance:

ooStatistics
The class ooStatistics represents a statistics counter for a session or an
Objectivity context.
This chapter describes the ooStatistics constructor that exists for backward
compatibility with applications that use context-based application control. For
more information on the other constructors and methods in this class, see
ooStatistics in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.
To use this class, your context-based application must include the
ooStatistics.h header file.

An application that uses context-based application control can use a statistics
counter to obtain statistical measurements for operations performed in the
current Objectivity context.

Constructor
ooStatistics
(For backward compatibility only) Default constructor that constructs a statistics
counter for an Objectivity context.
ooStatistics();
Discussion

If your application uses context-based application control, you can use this
constructor to create a statistics counter for operations performed in an Objectivity
context. This statistics counter is not tied to a particular Objectivity context; when
you call its update method, its two statistical-value objects are updated with the
current statistical measurements for the current Objectivity context.
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If you are interested in incremental statistics for an Objectivity context, you need
to call update twice consecutively in that Objectivity context before you call
methods of the statistical-value object returned by the delta method.
NOTE
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This constructor exists for backward compatibility with applications that use
context-based application control. All new applications should use session-based
application control; such applications should use the constructor that creates a
statistics counter for a particular session.
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ooTrans Class
Inheritance:

ooTrans
(For backward compatibility only) The non-persistence-capable class ooTrans
represents a transaction object, which you can use to start and terminate a series of
transactions against an Objectivity/DB federated database.
See:

NOTE

■

“Reference Summary” on page 566 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 567 for a list of methods

This class is for use only by applications using context-based application control.
In an application that uses session-based application control, each session
(instance of the ooSession class) has a corresponding internal transaction object
(instance of the ooTrans class). Methods of a session call the relevant methods of
its transaction object, so applications that use sessions do not work directly with
transaction objects.
(ODMG) The ooTrans class is equivalent to the ODMG standard class
d_Transaction. You can use the name d_Transaction interchangeably with
ooTrans.

About Transaction Objects
An application uses one or more transaction objects to start and stop its
transactions. A single-threaded application normally creates a single transaction
object; a multithreaded application normally creates one transaction object in
each Objectivity context that is to execute transactions. A particular transaction
object can be used to start and stop any number of transactions.
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Reference Summary

You may create additional transaction objects for programming convenience—for
example, in each of several local scopes. However, in a given Objectivity context,
only one transaction object may be active (used to start a transaction) at a time. If
you have defined several transaction objects in the same Objectivity context, and
you have started a transaction from one of them, you must commit or abort that
transaction before starting another transaction, whether from the same or a
different transaction object. Committing or aborting a transaction changes the
transaction object’s state to inactive.
Every transaction has an integer identifier that uniquely identifies it to the lock
server. A transaction’s identifier is assigned when the federated database is
opened in that transaction. Administration tools such as oolockmon and
oolistwait refer to a transaction using its identifier. Recovery functions use
parameters of this type to identify a transaction of interest.
The way you start a transaction determines its concurrent-access policy—that is,
whether it is a standard transaction or a multiple readers, one writer (MROW)
transaction. The concurrent-access policy determines whether a requested read
lock is considered compatible with an existing update lock on a container.
However, a separate operation (namely, opening the federated database)
determines whether the transaction is a read transaction or an update transaction;
see ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::open. For more information about
concurrent-access policies, see Chapter 6, “Locking and Concurrency,” of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Reference Summary
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Creating and Destroying a Transaction
Object

ooTrans
~ooTrans

Controlling Transactions

start
commitAndHold
commit
abort

Getting Information

getID

Testing the Transaction Object

isActive

Object Conversion

upgrade

ODMG Interface

begin
checkpoint
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Reference Index
abort

Aborts the currently active transaction on this transaction object.

begin

(ODMG) Begins a new transaction on this transaction object.

checkpoint

(ODMG) Checkpoints the currently active transaction on this
transaction object.

commit

Commits the currently active transaction on this transaction
object.

commitAndHold

Checkpoints the currently active transaction on this transaction
object.

getID

Gets the identifier of the currently active transaction on this
transaction object.

isActive

Tests whether a transaction has been started on this transaction
object.

ooTrans

Default constructor that constructs a new transaction object.

~ooTrans

Destructor for the class ooTrans.

start

Starts a new transaction on this transaction object.

upgrade

Identifies the application containing this transaction object as a
special-purpose upgrade application for converting objects after
schema evolution.
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Constructors and Destructors
ooTrans
Default constructor that constructs a new transaction object.
ooTrans();

~ooTrans
Destructor for the class ooTrans.
~ooTrans();
Discussion

If a transaction object is destroyed while it has a currently active transaction, that
transaction is aborted.

Methods
abort
Aborts the currently active transaction on this transaction object.
ooStatus abort(ooHandleMode mode = oocHandleToNull);
Parameters

mode

Determines what happens to the transaction’s open handles after the
transaction is aborted:

Returns
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■

Omit this parameter (or specify oocHandleToNull) to set all open
handles to null.

■

Specify oocHandleToOID to close all open handles, which invalidates
their pointers, but preserves the object identifiers they contain. However,
you should test each such closed handle for validity before reusing it in
another transaction to ensure that the referenced object has not been
deleted or moved by another process between your process’s
transactions.

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.
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Methods

Aborting a transaction terminates the transaction, ending the current indivisible
unit of work unsuccessfully and rolling back any changes made during that unit of
work.
A call to this method must follow a successful call to start on the same
transaction object, with no intervening successful calls to commit or abort. An
error is signaled if you attempt to abort a transaction that was never actually
started—for example, because the start method failed or because a program
logic error prevented start from being called after the last call to commit or
abort.
An error is signaled if an abort operation cannot be completed—for example,
because the failure of a data-server host prevents access to a database file in
which updates must be rolled back. In this case, the transaction’s locks and
journal files are left as is, and the transaction must be recovered later.
Whether successful or not, aborting a transaction makes it inactive, so the
application is free to start a new transaction.
You can call abort to handle an error that was produced by an operation in a
transaction, even if the error aborted the transaction automatically. Thus,
aborting an inactive transaction is permitted, but only if the transaction was
implicitly aborted by internal errors, and not explicitly aborted by a previous call
to abort.

begin
(ODMG) Begins a new transaction on this transaction object.
void begin();
Discussion

This method calls start with default parameter values.

checkpoint
(ODMG) Checkpoints the currently active transaction on this transaction object.
void checkpoint();
Discussion

Checkpointing a transaction:
■

Successfully ends the current indivisible unit of work, causing any changes
made during that unit of work to be saved to the federated database.

■

Immediately begins a new indivisible unit of work.

This method calls commitAndHold with the default parameter value.
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commit
Commits the currently active transaction on this transaction object.
ooStatus commit();
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

Committing a transaction terminates it successfully and applies all changes to the
federated database.
If the federated database is open, this method closes it.
A call to this method must follow a successful call to start on the same
transaction object, with no intervening successful calls to commit or abort. An
error is signaled if you attempt to commit a transaction that was never actually
started—for example, because the start method failed or because a program
logic error prevented start from being called after the last call to commit or
abort.
An error is signaled if a commit operation cannot be completed—for example,
because the failure of a data-server host prevents access to a database file in
which updates must be written. Depending on the cause of the failure, the
transaction may also be aborted automatically. When handling an error resulting
from a transaction’s failure to commit, you should call the isActive method to
test whether the transaction remains active. If the transaction is active, you can
either retry the commit operation or call abort.

commitAndHold
Checkpoints the currently active transaction on this transaction object.
ooStatus commitAndHold(
ooDowngradeMode mode = oocNoDowngrade);
Parameters

mode

Downgrade mode, which controls how update locks are to be treated:

Returns
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■

Omit this parameter (or specify oocNoDowngrade) to preserve all locks
held by the transaction as is.

■

Specify oocDowngradeAll to change all locks to read locks (MROW
read if the transaction is an MROW transaction, and normal read locks
otherwise).

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.
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Methods

Checkpointing a transaction:
■

Successfully ends the current indivisible unit of work, causing any changes
made during that unit of work to be saved to the federated database.

■

Immediately begins a new indivisible unit of work.

By default, all locks acquired during the transaction are preserved as is.
See also

ooDowngradeMode

getID
Gets the identifier of the currently active transaction on this transaction object.
ooTransID getID() const;
Returns

Identifier of the current transaction, if the identifier has been assigned; otherwise 0.

Discussion

Every transaction has an integer identifier that uniquely identifies it to the lock
server. A transaction’s identifier is assigned when the federated database is opened
in that transaction. Consequently, you should call getID after you call open on a
handle to the federated database. If getID is called before a the transaction’s
identifier is assigned or after the transaction ends, the value 0 is returned.
Administration tools such as oolockmon and oolistwait refer to a transaction
using its identifier. Recovery functions use parameters of this type to identify a
transaction of interest.

isActive
Tests whether a transaction has been started on this transaction object.
ooBoolean isActive();
Returns

oocTrue if this transaction object is active; otherwise oocFalse.
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start
Starts a new transaction on this transaction object.
ooStatus start(
ooMode mrowMode = oocNoMROW,
int32 lockWait = oocTransNoWait,
ooIndexMode indexMode = oocInsensitive);
Parameters

mrowMode

Concurrent-access policy for the newly started transaction. Objectivity/DB
uses this policy to determine whether the locks requested or held by this
transaction are compatible with those of other transactions:
■

Specify oocNoMROW (the default) to use the standard concurrent-access
policy. This policy allows multiple transactions to lock the same
container for read, but prevents concurrent read and update locks on a
container.

■

Specify oocMROW to use the MROW concurrent-access policy. This policy
allows multiple transactions to lock the same container for read while
one transaction locks it for update.

lockWait

The lock-waiting parameter sets whether and how long a transaction object
waits for locks when starting a transaction:
■

Specify oocTransNoWait (the default) to use the default lock-waiting
policy currently in effect for the Objectivity context (see the
ooSetLockWait global function).

■

Specify oocNoWait or 0 to turn off lock waiting for the transaction.

■

Specify oocWait to cause the transaction to wait indefinitely for locks.

■

Specify a timeout period of n seconds for the transaction, where n is an
integer in the range 1 <= n <= 14400. If n is less than 0 or greater than
14400, it is treated as oocWait.

Lock waiting does not apply to MROW read transactions. Therefore, any
lockWait value you specify is ignored when you set the openMode
parameter to oocMROW.
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indexMode

Specifies whether and when the indexes are updated after objects of an
indexed class are created or key-field values are modified:
■

Specify oocInsensitive (the default) to update all applicable indexes
automatically when the transaction commits.

■

Specify oocSensitive to update all applicable indexes automatically
when the next predicate scan is performed in the transaction or, if no
scans are performed, when the transaction commits. This allows you to
change indexed objects and then scan them in the same transaction using
any applicable index. (Note, however, that the transaction must commit
before the updates are available to other transactions.)

■

Specify oocExplicitUpdate to suppress automatic index updates; the
application must update indexes explicitly by calling the
ooUpdateIndexes global function after every relevant change.

Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise oocError.

Discussion

This method starts a transaction and begins the first indivisible unit of work in that
transaction.
After you call this method, the first Objectivity/DB operation of the transaction
must be to open the federated database by calling the open method on a
federated-database handle.
You should not call start while this transaction object is active because doing so
would attempt to begin a nested transaction.
If the start method fails for any reason, an error is signaled and the transaction
object remains inactive. You can retry the start operation, but a call to abort or
commit will fail.

See also

ooMode
ooIndexMode

upgrade
Identifies the application containing this transaction object as a special-purpose
upgrade application for converting objects after schema evolution.
ooStatus upgrade();
Discussion

You must call this method before starting the first (and only) transaction in an
upgrade application. This transaction must be an update transaction (that is, the
transaction must open the federated database for update) and it must also call the
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj)::upgradeObjects method to initiate the upgrade
process.
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Object conversion is the process of making existing persistent objects consistent
with class definition changes introduced by schema evolution. Certain schema
evolution operations affect how instances of a class should be laid out in storage.
After you perform such operations, existing objects of the changed classes are
rendered out-of-date until they are converted to their new representations.
In general, affected objects are converted automatically when they are accessed
after schema evolution. However, some schema changes require that you convert
objects explicitly using an upgrade application to ensure referential integrity.
See also
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Chapter 29, “Object Conversion,” of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooBTree->ooTreeSet
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooTreeSet)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooTreeSet)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooTreeSet
represents sorted sets of persistent objects with no duplicate elements.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 576 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 577 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollections.h header
file.
The ooTreeSet class is backward compatible because it is implemented with the
pre-Release 9.3 scalable collection structure. For information on Release 9.3 (or
later) sorted sets, see the ooTreeSetX chapter in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Reference.

About Sorted Sets
The elements of a sorted set are sorted according to the ordering implemented by
the set’s corresponding comparator. If a sorted set has a default comparator, its
elements are sorted by their object identifiers (OIDs).
Like all collections implemented with B-trees, sorted sets are scalable collections,
that is, they can increase in size with minimal performance degradation.
For additional information, see Chapter 4, “Persistent Collections,” of this book.
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Working With a Sorted Set
As is the case for any basic object, you specify whether a sorted set is to be
transient or persistent when you create it; sorted sets must be persistent. You create
a sorted set with a call to the new operator; the clustering directive in that call
specifies where in the federated database to store the new sorted set.
Like other persistent objects, sorted sets are normally manipulated through
handles or object references. You can store and find a sorted set in the federated
database just as you would any other persistent object.

Related Classes
Two additional classes represent persistent collections of persistent objects:
■

ooHashSet represents an unordered collection of persistent objects with no

duplicate elements. It uses an extendible hashing mechanism.
■

ooTreeList represents a collection of persistent objects that are maintained
in the order specified when they are added to the collection. A list can contain
duplicate elements. Like this class, ooTreeList is implemented using a B-tree
data structure.

Reference Summary
In the following table:
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■

Operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this class with no change
in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class (page 403), along
with the other inherited methods not listed here.

■

Method indicated as (inherited) are inherited from the ooBTree class
(page 421) or the ooCollection class (page 91) and are documented with
the defining class.
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Creating and Deleting

ooTreeSet
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Adding and Removing Elements

add
addAll (inherited)
clear (inherited)
remove
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted (inherited)
retainAll (inherited)

Getting Elements

first (inherited)
get
iterator (inherited)
last (inherited)

Getting Indexes

indexOf (inherited)
lastIndexOf (inherited)

Getting Information

depth (inherited)
size (inherited)

Finding Auxiliary Objects

admin
comparator

Testing

contains
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty (inherited)

Maintaining the B-Tree

compact (inherited)

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh (inherited)

Reference Index
add

Adds the specified object to this sorted set.

admin

Finds the tree administrator for this sorted collection.

comparator

Finds the comparator for this sorted collection.

contains

Tests whether this sorted set contains the specified object.

get

Gets the specified element of this sorted set.
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ooTreeSet

Constructs a new sorted set.

remove

Removes the specified object from this sorted set.

Constructors
ooTreeSet
Constructs a new sorted set.

Parameters

1.

ooTreeSet(
int maxNodeSize = (oomGetPageSize() - 92) / 8,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contAdminH = 0,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contVarrayH = 0);

2.

ooTreeSet(
ooHandle(ooCompare) &compH,
int maxNodeSize = (oomGetPageSize() - 92) / 8,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contAdminH = 0,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contVarrayH = 0);

maxNodeSize

The node size for the new sorted set’s B-tree.
contAdminH

Handle to the container in which to store the tree administrator for the new
sorted set.
contVarrayH

Handle to the initial array container for the new sorted set.
compH

Handle to the comparator for the new sorted set; must be an instance of an
application-specific derived class of ooCompare.
Discussion

Variant 1 creates an empty sorted set with a default comparator; Variant 2 creates
an empty sorted set with the specified comparator. The optional parameters to
both constructors allow the caller to:
■

Override the default node size.

■

Prevent creation of a container for the sorted set’s tree administrator.

■

Prevent creation of the sorted set’s initial array container.

For information about selecting the node size, see “Scalable Ordered Collections”
in Chapter 4 of this book.
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add
Adds the specified object to this sorted set.
virtual ooBoolean add(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be added.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was added; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

This method returns false if the specified object is already an element of this sorted
set.

See also

remove

admin
Finds the tree administrator for this sorted collection.
virtual ooRef(ooAdmin) admin() const;
Returns

Object reference to the tree administrator for this sorted collection.

Discussion

You typically call this method when you want to change the way that this sorted
collection’s internal objects (B-tree nodes and the arrays they reference) are
assigned to containers. Before you do so, you must cast the returned object
reference to ooRef(ooTreeAdmin).

comparator
Finds the comparator for this sorted collection.
virtual ooRef(ooCompare) comparator() const;
Returns

Object reference to the comparator for this sorted collection, or null if this sorted
collection has a default comparator.
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contains
Tests whether this sorted set contains the specified object.

Parameters

1.

virtual ooBoolean contains(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;

2.

virtual ooBoolean contains(
const void *lookupVal) const;

objH

Handle to the element to be tested for containment in this sorted set.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the object to be tested for containment in this
sorted set.
Returns

oocTrue if this sorted set contains an element equal to the specified object;
otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

Variant 2 tests whether any element is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this sorted set. It is useful if this sorted set has
an application-defined comparator that can identify an element based on
class-specific data.

get
Gets the specified element of this sorted set.

Parameters

1.

ooRef(ooObj) get(const ooInt32 index) const;

2.

virtual ooRef(ooObj) get(const void *lookupVal) const;

index

The zero-based index of the desired element.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the desired element.
Returns

(Variant 1) Finds the element at the specified index; it returns an object reference
to that element, or a null object reference if index is out of bounds.
(Variant 2) Finds the element that is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this sorted set; it returns an object reference to
that element, or a null object reference if this sorted set does not contain such an
element.
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Variant 2 is useful if this sorted set has an application-defined comparator that can
identify an element based on class-specific data.

remove
Removes the specified object from this sorted set.

Parameters

1.

virtual ooBoolean remove(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);

2.

virtual ooBoolean remove(
const void *lookupVal);

objH

Handle to the object to be removed.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the element to be removed.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was removed; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

Variant 2 is useful if this sorted set has an application-defined comparator that can
identify an element based on class-specific data.

See also

add
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooAdmin->ooTreeAdmin
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooTreeAdmin)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooTreeAdmin)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooTreeAdmin
represents tree administrators.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 585 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 585 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollections.h header
file.
The ooTreeAdmin class is backward compatible because it is implemented with
the pre-Release 9.3 scalable collection structure.

About Tree Administrators
Each ordered collection has a tree administrator that manages the containers
used by the collection’s internal objects, namely the nodes of the collection’s
B-tree and the array of references for each node. An ordered collection’s tree
administrator is created when the collection itself is created.
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A tree administrator has two properties that you can set to control when the
ordered collection’s current node container and the current array container are
considered “full.”
■

The maximum nodes per container property specifies how many B-tree nodes
can be clustered together in the same container. The default value for this
property depends on the storage-page size of the database containing the
collection; it is calculated as:
pageSize / 47
Because B-tree nodes are small objects, many of them can fit on a single
storage page. Because nodes are not updated frequently, many can be
clustered in the same container without causing locking problems.

■

The maximum arrays per container property specifies how many arrays can be
clustered together in the same container.
One array fills up an entire storage page. It is typical for a node’s array to be
updated frequently; the default value of 1 for this property minimizes lock
conflicts. If you know that a particular collection will be used by a single
user, locking is not an issue. In that case, a larger value, such as 5000, may be
appropriate for the collection’s tree administrator.

For additional information, see “Tree Administrator” in Chapter 4 of this book.

Working With a Tree Administrator
Like other persistent objects, tree administrators are normally manipulated
through handles or object references.
You call an ordered collection’s admin method to obtain an object reference to the
collection’s tree administrator; you must then cast the returned object reference to
type ooRef(ooTreeAdmin) before you access the tree administrator’s data
members.
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Reference Summary
Getting Information

maxNodesPerContainer
maxVArraysPerContainer

Setting Information

setMaxNodesPerContainer
setMaxVArraysPerContainer

Finding Internal Containers

nodeContainer
vArrayContainer

Reference Index
maxNodesPerContainer

Gets the maximum number of B-tree nodes per
container for this tree administrator.

maxVArraysPerContainer

Gets the maximum number of arrays per
container for this tree administrator.

nodeContainer

Finds this tree administrator’s current node
container.

setMaxNodesPerContainer

Sets the maximum number of B-tree nodes per
container for this tree administrator.

setMaxVArraysPerContainer

Sets the maximum number of arrays per
container for this tree administrator.

vArrayContainer

Finds this tree administrator’s current array
container.
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maxNodesPerContainer
Gets the maximum number of B-tree nodes per container for this tree
administrator.
ooInt32 maxNodesPerContainer();
Returns

The maximum number of B-tree nodes that can be stored in a single container.

See also

setMaxNodesPerContainer

maxVArraysPerContainer
Gets the maximum number of arrays per container for this tree administrator.
ooInt32 maxVArraysPerContainer();
Returns

The maximum number of arrays that can be stored in a single container.

See also

setMaxVArraysPerContainer

nodeContainer
Finds this tree administrator’s current node container.
ooRef(ooContObj) nodeContainer();
Returns

Object reference to this tree administrator’s current node container.

setMaxNodesPerContainer
Sets the maximum number of B-tree nodes per container for this tree
administrator.
void setMaxNodesPerContainer(ooInt32 max);
Parameters

max

The maximum number of B-tree nodes that can be stored in a single
container.
Discussion
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Changing the maximum nodes per container affects only the collection’s current
node container and any node containers created in the future. If you reduce the
number of nodes per container, existing node containers are left with more nodes
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than the new maximum; if you increase the number, existing node containers are
left with fewer nodes than the new maximum.
See also

maxNodesPerContainer

setMaxVArraysPerContainer
Sets the maximum number of arrays per container for this tree administrator.
void setMaxVArraysPerContainer(ooInt32 max);
Parameters

max

The maximum number of arrays that can be stored in a single container.
Discussion

One array fills up an entire storage page. It is typical for a node’s array to be
updated frequently; the default value of 1 for this property minimizes lock
conflicts. If you know that a particular collection will be used by a single user,
locking is not an issue. In that case, a larger value, such as 5000, may be appropriate
for the collection’s tree administrator.
Changing the maximum arrays per container affects only the collection’s current
array container and any array containers created in the future.

See also

setMaxVArraysPerContainer

vArrayContainer
Finds this tree administrator’s current array container.
ooRef(ooContObj) vArrayContainer();
Returns

Object reference to this tree administrator’s current array container.
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ooTreeList Class
Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooBTree->ooTreeList
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooTreeList)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooTreeList)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooTreeList
represents lists of persistent objects.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 590 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 592 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollections.h header
file.
The ooTreeList class is backward compatible because it is implemented with
the pre-Release 9.3 scalable collection structure. For information on Release 9.3
(or later) lists, see the ooTreeListX chapter in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s
Reference.

About Lists
A list is an ordered collection; unlike a set, a list can contain duplicate elements
and null elements. An element of a list can be located by position, given as a
zero-based index. Like all collections implemented with B-trees, lists are scalable
collections, that is, they can increase in size with minimal performance
degradation.
The ooTreeList class overrides the inherited add and addAll methods to add
elements to the end of the list. Methods defined in this class add elements to the
list, or insert elements into it, at an indicated position. The elements of a list are
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kept in the order in which they were added or inserted. Note, however, that an
element’s position may change as elements are inserted in front of it in the list.
For example, the element that was at index 2 will be at index 4 after two elements
are added to the front of the list.
For additional information, see Chapter 4, “Persistent Collections,” of this book.

Working With a List
As is the case for any basic object, you specify whether a list is to be transient or
persistent when you create it; lists must be persistent. You create a list with a call to
the new operator; the clustering directive in that call specifies where in the
federated database to store the new list.
Like other persistent objects, lists are normally manipulated through handles or
object references. You can store and find a list in the federated database just as
you would any other persistent object.

Related Classes
Two additional classes represent persistent collections of persistent objects:
■

ooHashSet represents an unordered collection of persistent objects with no

duplicate elements. It uses an extendible hashing mechanism.
■

ooTreeSet represents a sorted collection of persistent objects with no
duplicate elements; elements are sorted by the corresponding comparator (or by
increasing OID if the sorted set uses the default comparator). Like this class,
ooTreeSet is implemented using a B-tree data structure.

Reference Summary
In the following table:
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■

Operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this class with no change
in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class (page 403), along
with the other inherited methods not listed here.

■

Methods indicated as (inherited) are inherited from the ooBTree class
(page 421) or the ooCollection class (page 91) and are documented with
the defining class.
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Reference Summary

Creating and Deleting

ooTreeList
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Adding, Removing, and Changing
Elements

add
addAll
addFirst
addLast
clear (inherited)
remove
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted
removeRange
retainAll (inherited)
set

Getting Elements

first
get
iterator
last (inherited)

Getting Indexes

indexOf (inherited)
lastIndexOf (inherited)

Getting Information

depth (inherited)
size (inherited)

Finding Auxiliary Objects

admin
comparator

Testing

contains
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty (inherited)

Maintaining the B-Tree

compact (inherited)

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh (inherited)
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add

Adds the specified object to this list.

addAll

Adds all elements (or keys) in the specified collection to this
list.

addFirst

Adds the specified object to the beginning of this list.

addLast

Adds the specified object to the end of this list.

admin

Finds the tree administrator for this list.

comparator

Overrides the inherited method; disallows finding the
comparator for lists.

contains

Tests whether this list contains the specified object.

first

Finds the first element in this list.

get

Finds the specified element of this list.

iterator

Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the elements of
this list.

ooTreeList

Constructs a new list.

remove

Removes the first occurrence of the specified object from this
list.

removeAllDeleted

Removes from this list all persistent objects that have been
deleted from the federated database.

removeRange

Removes from this list all elements with indexes in the
specified range.

set

Replaces the element at the specified index with the
specified object.
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Constructors
ooTreeList
Constructs a new list.
ooTreeList(
int maxNodeSize = (oomGetPageSize() - 92) / 8,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contAdminH = 0,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contVarrayH = 0);
Parameters

maxNodeSize

The node size for the new list’s B-tree.
contAdminH

Handle to the container in which to store the tree administrator for the new
lists.
contVarrayH

Handle to the initial array container for the new lists.
Discussion

The constructor creates an empty list. The optional parameters allow the caller to:
■

Override the default node size.

■

Prevent creation of a container for the list’s tree administrator.

■

Prevent creation of the list’s initial array container.

For information about selecting the node size, see “Scalable Ordered Collections”
in Chapter 4 of this book.

Methods
add
Adds the specified object to this list.
1.

virtual ooBoolean add(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);

2.

ooStatus add(
const ooInt32 index,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
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objH

Handle to the object to be added.
index

The index where the new element is to be inserted.
Returns

(Variant 1) oocTrue if an element was added; otherwise, oocFalse.
(Variant 2) oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

Variant 1 overrides the inherited method to add the specified object at the end of
this list.
Variant 2 inserts the specified object into this list at the specified index, increasing
the size of the list by one and effectively incrementing the index of all subsequent
elements. For example, if index is 2, this method inserts the new element before
the third existing element. The new element now has index 2 and what used to
be the third element is now the fourth element (and has index 3).

See also

addAll
addFirst
addLast
remove
set

addAll
Adds all elements (or keys) in the specified collection to this list.

Parameters

1.

ooStatus addAll(
int index,
const ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH);

2.

ooBoolean addAll(
const ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH);

index

The index where the first of the new elements is to be inserted.
collectionH

Handle to the collection whose elements are to be added to this list. If that
collection is an object map, its keys are added to this list.
Note: collectionH may done be a handle to this list. That is, this method
cannot be used to add another copy of this list’s elements to this list.
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Methods

(Variant 1) oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.
(Variant 2) oocTrue if any elements were added; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

Variant 1 inserts elements (or keys) of the specified collection into this list at the
indicated index. It fails if index is not a valid index for this list.
Variant 2 overrides the inherited method to add the new elements to the end of
this list.

See also

add
addFirst
addLast

addFirst
Adds the specified object to the beginning of this list.
ooStatus addFirst(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be added.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

The new element becomes the first element of the list, effectively incrementing the
index of all existing elements.

See also

add
addAll
addLast

addLast
Adds the specified object to the end of this list.
ooStatus addLast(const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be added.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

See also

add
addAll
addFirst
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admin
Finds the tree administrator for this list.
virtual ooRef(ooAdmin) admin() const;
Returns

Object reference to the tree administrator for this list.

Discussion

You typically call this method when you want to change the way that this list’s
internal objects (B-tree nodes and the arrays they reference) are assigned to
containers. Before you do so, you must cast the returned object reference to
ooRef(ooTreeAdmin).

comparator
Overrides the inherited method; disallows finding the comparator for lists.
virtual ooRef(ooCompare) comparator() const;
Returns

A null object reference.

Discussion

Lists do not use comparators, so this method always returns null.

contains
Tests whether this list contains the specified object.

Parameters

1.

virtual ooBoolean contains(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH) const;

2.

virtual ooBoolean contains(
const void *lookupVal) const;

objH

Handle to the element to be tested for containment in this list.
Returns

oocTrue if this list contains an element equal to the specified object; otherwise,
oocFalse.

Returns

(Variant 1) Tests for the specified element; it returns oocTrue if this list contains
an element equal to the specified object; otherwise, oocFalse.
(Variant 2) Overrides the inherited method to disallow testing for an element
with identifying data that identifies the element. It always returns oocFalse.
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first
Finds the first element in this list.
virtual ooRef(ooObj) first() const;
Returns

Object reference to the first element of this list.

See also

get

get
Finds the specified element of this list.

Parameters

1.

ooRef(ooObj) get(const ooInt32 index) const;

2.

virtual ooRef(ooObj) get(const void *lookupVal) const;

index

The zero-based index of the desired element.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the desired element.
Returns

(Variant 1) Finds the element at the specified index; it returns an object reference
to the element whose index is index.
(Variant 2) Overrides the inherited method to disallow looking up a list element
by data that identifies the element. It always returns a null object reference.

Discussion

Variant 2 requires the collection to use an application-defined comparator that can
identify an element based on class-specific data. Because a list has no comparator,
variant 2 is not relevant for lists.

See also

first

iterator
Initializes a scalable-collection iterator to find the elements of this list.
virtual ooCollectionIterator *iterator() const;
Returns

A pointer to a scalable-collection iterator for finding the elements of this list; the
caller is responsible for deleting the iterator when it is no longer needed.

Discussion

The returned iterator finds the elements as ordered in this list. You must delete the
iterator when you have finished using it.
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remove
Removes the first occurrence of the specified object from this list.
virtual ooBoolean remove(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be removed.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was removed; otherwise, oocFalse.

See also

add
removeAllDeleted
removeRange

removeAllDeleted
Removes from this list all persistent objects that have been deleted from the
federated database.
virtual void removeAllDeleted();
Discussion

You can call this method to restore this list’s referential integrity.

removeRange
Removes from this list all elements with indexes in the specified range.
ooStatus removeRange(
int fromIndex,
int toIndex);
Parameters

fromIndex

The index of the first element to be removed.
toIndex

The index of the last element to be removed.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

See also

remove
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set
Replaces the element at the specified index with the specified object.
ooStatus set(
const int index,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

index

The index of the element to be replaced.
objH

Handle to the object that is to replace the existing element at the specified
index.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

See also

add
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Inheritance:

ooObj->ooCollection->ooBTree->ooTreeSet->ooTreeMap
Handle Class:

ooHandle(ooTreeMap)

Object-Reference Class: ooRef(ooTreeMap)

(For backward compatibility only) The persistence-capable class ooTreeMap
represents sorted object maps.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 603 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 604 for a list of methods

To use this class, your application must include the ooCollections.h header
file.
The ooTreeMap class is backward compatible because it is implemented with the
pre-Release 9.3 scalable collection structure. For information on Release 9.3 (or
later) sorted object maps, see the ooTreeMapX chapter in Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Reference.

About Sorted Object Maps
An object map is a collection of key-value pairs; each key and each value is a
persistent object. No two elements of the object map may have the same key. As
the name implies, each element of an object map is a mapping from its key object
to its value object.
Like all collections implemented with B-trees, sorted object maps are scalable
collections, that is, they can increase in size with minimal performance
degradation.
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Working With a Sorted Object Map

The elements of a sorted object map are sorted by their keys according to the
ordering implemented by the object map’s corresponding comparator. If a sorted
object map has a default comparator, its elements are sorted by the object
identifiers (OIDs) of their keys.
For additional information, see Chapter 4, “Persistent Collections,” of this book.

Working With a Sorted Object Map
As is the case for any basic object, you specify whether a sorted object map is to
be transient or persistent when you create it; sorted object maps must be persistent.
You create a sorted object map with a call to the new operator; the clustering
directive in that call specifies where in the federated database to store the new
sorted object map.
Like other persistent objects, sorted object maps are normally manipulated
through handles or object references. You can store and find a sorted object map
in the federated database just as you would any other persistent object.

Related Classes
Two additional classes represent persistent collections of key-value pairs:
■

ooHashMap represents an unordered object map. It uses an extendible hashing
mechanism.

■

ooMap represents an unordered name map, that is, a collection of key-value

pairs in which the key is a string and the value is an object reference to a
persistent object. It uses a traditional (non-extendible) hashing mechanism.
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Reference Summary
In the following table:
■

Operators indicated as (inherited) are overloaded in this class with no change
in behavior; they are documented with the ooObj class (page 403), along
with the other inherited methods not listed here.

■

Methods indicated as (inherited) are inherited from the ooTreeSet class
(page 421), the ooBTree class (page 421), or the ooCollection class
(page 91) and are documented with the defining class.

Creating and Deleting

ooTreeMap
operator new (inherited)
operator delete (inherited)

Adding, Removing, and Changing Elements

add
addAll
clear (inherited)
put
remove
removeAll (inherited)
removeAllDeleted
retainAll (inherited)

Getting Elements

first (inherited)
get
keyIterator (inherited)
valueIterator
last (inherited)

Getting Indexes

indexOf (inherited)
lastIndexOf (inherited)

Getting Information

depth (inherited)
size (inherited)

Finding Auxiliary Objects

admin (inherited)
comparator (inherited)

Testing

containsKey
containsValue
containsAll (inherited)
isEmpty (inherited)

Maintaining the B-Tree

compact

Viewing in an MROW Transaction

refresh (inherited)
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add

Adds the specified object to this sorted object map.

addAll

Adds all elements in the specified object map to this sorted
object map.

compact

Minimizes the number of nodes in this sorted object map’s
B-tree.

containsKey

Tests whether this sorted object map contains an element with
the specified key.

containsValue

Tests whether this sorted object map contains an element with
the specified value.

get

Finds the value paired with the specified key in this sorted
object map.

ooTreeMap

Constructs a new sorted object map.

put

Maps the specified key to the specified value in this sorted
object map.

remove

Removes the element, if any, with the specified key from this
sorted object map.

removeAllDeleted

Removes from this sorted object map all elements in which
either the key or the value has been deleted from the
federated database.

valueIterator

Initializes a scalable collection iterator to find all values in this
sorted object map.
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Constructors
ooTreeMap
Constructs a new sorted object map.

Parameters

1.

ooTreeMap(
int maxNodeSize = (oomGetPageSize() - 92) / 8,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contAdminH = 0,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contVarrayH = 0);

2.

ooTreeMap(
ooHandle(ooCompare) &compH,
int maxNodeSize = (oomGetPageSize() - 92) / 8,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contAdminH = 0,
ooHandle(ooContObj) contVarrayH = 0);

maxNodeSize

The node size for the new sorted object map’s B-tree.
contAdminH

Handle to the container in which to store the tree administrator for the new
sorted object map.
contVarrayH

Handle to the initial array container for the new sorted object map.
compH

Handle to the comparator for the new sorted object map; must be an instance
of an application-specific derived class of ooCompare.
Discussion

Variant 1 creates an empty sorted object map with a default comparator;
Variant 2 creates an empty sorted object map with the specified comparator. The
optional parameters to both constructors allow the caller to:
■

Override the default node size.

■

Prevent creation of a container for the sorted object map’s tree administrator.

■

Prevent creation of the sorted object map’s initial array container.

For information about selecting the node size, see “Scalable Ordered Collections”
in Chapter 4 of this book.
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Methods
add
Adds the specified object to this sorted object map.
virtual ooBoolean add(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &objH);
Parameters

objH

Handle to the object to be added.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was added; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

This method adds a new key-value pair to this sorted object map with the specified
object as its key and a null value. If this sorted object map currently has an element
whose key is the specified object, the value of the existing element is replaced by
null.

See also

addAll
remove

addAll
Adds all elements in the specified object map to this sorted object map.
virtual ooBoolean addAll(
const ooHandle(ooCollection) &collectionH);
Parameters

collectionH

Handle to the sorted or unordered object map whose elements are to be
added to this sorted object map.
Returns
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oocTrue if any elements were added; otherwise, oocFalse.
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Discussion

Methods

If the specified collection is an object map, its elements are added to this sorted
object map. If this sorted object map currently has an element with the same key as
an element of the specified collection, the existing element is replaced by the
element of the specified collection.
If the specified collection is a collection of persistent objects, each of its elements
is added as a key to this sorted object map; a null value is paired with each key. If
this sorted object map currently has an element whose key is an element of the
specified collection, the value of the existing element is replaced by null.

See also

add
get

compact
Minimizes the number of nodes in this sorted object map’s B-tree.
virtual void compact();
Discussion

After you have added all elements that you expect this sorted object map to have,
you can call this method to minimize the number of nodes in its B-tree. Doing so
saves space and improves read performance. Indexes of elements within the sorted
object map remain unchanged.
If you call this method before all elements have been added, insert (add)
performance will not necessarily improve. After the B-tree has been compacted,
adding an element will very likely cause one or more nodes to be added to the
B-tree.

containsKey
Tests whether this sorted object map contains an element with the specified key.

Parameters

1.

ooBoolean containsKey(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH);

2.

ooBoolean containsKey(
const void *lookupVal);

keyH

Handle to the key to be tested for containment in this sorted object map.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the key to be tested for containment in this
sorted object map.
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Returns

oocTrue if this sorted object map contains an element with the specified key;
otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

You can call this method to check whether this sorted object map maps the
specified key to some value.
Variant 2 tests whether any key is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this sorted object map. It is useful if this sorted
object map has an application-defined comparator that can identify a key based
on class-specific data.

See also

containsValue

containsValue
Tests whether this sorted object map contains an element with the specified value.
ooBoolean containsValue(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &valueH) const;
Parameters

valueH

Handle to the value to be tested for containment in this sorted object map.
Returns

oocTrue if this sorted object map contains an element whose value is the specified
object; otherwise, oocFalse.

Discussion

You can call this method to check whether this sorted object map maps at least one
key to the specified value.

See also

containsKey

get
Finds the value paired with the specified key in this sorted object map.

Parameters

1.

ooRef(ooObj) get(const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH) const;

2.

virtual ooRef(ooObj) get(const void *lookupVal) const;

keyH

Handle to the key to be looked up.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the desired key.
Returns
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Object reference to the value in the element with the specified key, or a null object
reference if this sorted object map contains no mapping for that key.
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Discussion

Methods

A return value of null does not necessarily indicate that no element has the
specified key. It is possible that this sorted object map explicitly maps the key to
null. You can use the containsKey method to distinguish these two cases.
Variant 2 finds the element whose key is “equal” to the specified lookup data, as
determined by the comparator for this sorted object map. It is useful if this sorted
object map has an application-defined comparator that can identify a key based
on class-specific data.

See also

put
addAll

put
Maps the specified key to the specified value in this sorted object map.
ooStatus put(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH,
const ooHandle(ooObj) &valueH);
Parameters

keyH

Handle to the key.
valueH

Handle to the value.
Returns

oocSuccess if successful; otherwise, oocError.

Discussion

If this sorted object map already contains an element with the specified key, this
method replaces the value in that element. Otherwise, this method adds a new
element with the specified key and value.

See also

get
addAll

remove
Removes the element, if any, with the specified key from this sorted object map.
1.

virtual ooBoolean remove(
const ooHandle(ooObj) &keyH);

2.

virtual ooBoolean remove(
const void *lookupVal);
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Methods

keyH

Handle to the key of the element to be removed.
lookupVal

Pointer to data that identifies the key of the element to be removed.
Returns

oocTrue if an element was removed; otherwise, oocFalse.

Variant 2 removes the element whose key is “equal” to the specified lookup data,
as determined by the comparator for this sorted object map. It is useful if this
sorted object map has an application-defined comparator that can identify a key
based on class-specific data.
See also

add

removeAllDeleted
Removes from this sorted object map all elements in which either the key or the
value has been deleted from the federated database.
virtual void removeAllDeleted();
Discussion

You can call this method to restore this sorted object map’s referential integrity.

See also

remove

valueIterator
Initializes a scalable collection iterator to find all values in this sorted object map.
virtual ooCollectionIterator *valueIterator() const;
Returns

A pointer to a scalable collection iterator for finding all the persistent objects used
as values in elements of this sorted object map. The iterator finds the values in an
unspecified order.

Discussion

The returned iterator finds the values in the order in which the elements are sorted;
that is, it finds the values in the sorted order of their keys.
You must delete the iterator when you have finished using it.
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Inheritance:

ooVArrayT<element_type>
The non-persistence-capable template class ooVArrayT<element_type>
represents a standard variable-size array (VArray) whose elements are of type
element_type.
This chapter describes the items in this classes that exist for backward
compatibility. In particular, these items exist for compatibility with the ODMG
standard.
For the standard methods in these classes, see the ooVArrayT<element_type>
classes in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Reference.
See:
■

“Reference Summary” on page 611 for an overview of methods

■

“Reference Index” on page 612 for a list of methods

(ODMG) The ooVArrayT<element_type> class is equivalent to the ODMG
standard class d_Varray<element_type>, but without the base class
d_Collection<element_type>, which is not implemented by
Objectivity/C++.

Reference Summary
ODMG Interface

cardinality
create_iterator
insert_element
is_empty
remove_all
replace_element_at
retrieve_element_at
upper_bound
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Reference Index
cardinality

(ODMG) Gets the current number of elements in this
VArray; equivalent to the size method.

create_iterator

(ODMG) Creates an iterator for finding the elements
of this VArray.

insert_element

(ODMG) Allocates a new element at the end of this
VArray, and sets it to the specified value; equivalent
to the extend method.

is_empty

(ODMG) Checks whether the size of this VArray is 0.

remove_all

(ODMG) Removes all the elements from this
VArray, changing its size to 0.

replace_element_at

(ODMG) Replaces the specified element of this
VArray with the indicated value.

retrieve_element_at

(ODMG) Gets the specified element of this VArray.

upper_bound

(ODMG) Gets the current number of elements in this
VArray; equivalent to the size method.

Methods
cardinality
(ODMG) Gets the current number of elements in this VArray; equivalent to the
size method.
uint32 cardinality() const;
Returns

Number of elements in this VArray.

See also

upper_bound

create_iterator
(ODMG) Creates an iterator for finding the elements of this VArray.
d_Iterator<element_type> create_iterator() const;
Returns
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Iterator of the same type as the VArray elements.
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Discussion

Methods

The created iterator is initialized to point to the first element of this VArray.

insert_element
(ODMG) Allocates a new element at the end of this VArray, and sets it to the
specified value; equivalent to the extend method.
void insert_element(const element_type &element);
Parameters

element

Value to be assigned to the new element, passed by reference.
Discussion

If this VArray is persistent, it is implicitly opened for update, and the lock on the
container is upgraded, if necessary. Extending a persistent VArray causes the entire
VArray to be written to disk when the transaction commits.
Extending a VArray implicitly resizes it, which is an expensive operation. You
should therefore use this operation as a convenient way to add a single element
to a VArray. If you need to add a large number of elements in a single
transaction, you should consider using resize to allocate all the elements in one
operation.

See also

resize

is_empty
(ODMG) Checks whether the size of this VArray is 0.
int is_empty() const;
Returns

True (a nonzero integer) if this VArray has no elements; otherwise, false (the
integer 0).

remove_all
(ODMG) Removes all the elements from this VArray, changing its size to 0.
void remove_all();
Discussion

If this VArray is persistent, it is implicitly opened for update, and the lock on the
container is upgraded, if necessary. This method is equivalent to calling resize
with a value of 0.

See also

resize
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replace_element_at
(ODMG) Replaces the specified element of this VArray with the indicated value.

Parameters

1.

void replace_element_at(
const element_type &newValue,
uint32 index);

2.

void replace_element_at(
const element_type &newValue,
const Iterator<element_type> &iterator);

newValue

Value to be assigned to the specified element, passed by reference.
index

Index of the VArray element to replace. Specify 0 to access the first element.
iterator

Iterator indicating the element to replace.
Discussion

If this VArray is persistent, it is implicitly opened for update, and the lock on the
container is upgraded, if necessary.

retrieve_element_at
(ODMG) Gets the specified element of this VArray.
const element_type &retrieve_element_at(uint32 index) const;
Parameters

index

Index of the VArray element to access. Specify 0 to access the first element.
Returns

index’th element of this VArray.

Discussion

If this VArray is persistent, it is implicitly opened for read.

upper_bound
(ODMG) Gets the current number of elements in this VArray; equivalent to the
size method.
uint32 upper_bound() const;
Returns

Number of elements in this VArray.

See also

size
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Part 3

Active Schema Guide and Reference
This part describes the superseded Active Schema classes, and contains their
reference descriptions.
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Active Schema Status-Based Error-Handling
For backward compatibility, Objectivity/DB Active Schema for C++ supports
status-based error-handling. By default, Active Schema responds to error
conditions by throwing exceptions; however, you can disable Active Schema
exceptions so that status-based error-handling can be used instead. You should
read this chapter only if you need to continue to use this style of error-handling
because you are adding Active Schema code to an Objectivity/C++ application
that uses status-based error-handling.
This chapter describes:
■

Disabling Active Schema exceptions

■

Reenabling Active Schema exceptions

For the reference descriptions of the backward compatible Active Schema
error-handling classes, see “Active Schema Error and Exception Classes” on
page 619.

Disabling Active Schema Exceptions
The following sections describe how to disable Active Schema exceptions either
globally or on a class-by-class basis.
NOTE

It is recommended that you disable Active Schema exceptions globally.
However, you can choose to use a combination of exceptions and status-based
errors, in which case, you are responsible for using catch blocks and checking for
error return codes where appropriate.
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Global Controls
You can globally disable Active Schema exceptions, so that Active Schema will
signal an error with an Objectivity/C++ ooError structure containing the error
code of the corresponding exception class and the error message.
■

To globally disable Active Schema exceptions, call the static method
asException::disable_exceptions. After doing so, Active Schema will
signal status-based Objectivity/C++ errors.

■

To test whether Active Schema exceptions are enabled, call the static method
asException::exceptions_are_enabled.

Class-Specific Controls
By default, all concrete Active Schema exception classes are enabled. Most
concrete exception class have three static methods (disable, enable, and
enabled) that control whether exceptions of that class are enabled; for more
information, see “Active Schema Error and Exception Classes” in this book.
■

To disable exceptions of a particular class, call its disable static method. For
example, call ArrayBoundsError::disable to request Active Schema to
signal a status-based error if an array-bounds error occurs.

■

To test whether exceptions of a particular class are enabled, call the enabled
static method of the class. For example, call ArrayBoundsError::enabled
to check whether exceptions of the ArrayBoundsError class will be thrown.

The enabled status of an exception class is relevant only when Active Schema
exceptions are enabled globally (as they are by default). If you have disabled
Active Schema exceptions by calling the asException::disable_exceptions
static method, no exceptions are thrown of any class.

Reenabling Active Schema Exceptions
You can reenable Active Schema exceptions both globally and on a class-by-class
basis.
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■

To globally enable exceptions after they have been disabled, call the static
method asException::enable_exceptions. After doing so, Active
Schema will once again throw exceptions.

■

To enable exceptions of a particular class after they have been disabled, call
the enable static method of the class. For example, call
ArrayBoundsError::enable to request Active Schema to throw an
exception if an array-bounds error occurs.
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Active Schema Error and Exception Classes
This chapter describes the asError class and the asException class, both of
which exist for backward compatibility with applications that use status-based
error-handling.
For a guide to using these classes, see Chapter 9, “Active Schema Status-Based
Error-Handling.”

asError Class
Inheritance:

asError
(For backward compatibility only) Abstract base class for all Active Schema error
classes and Active Schema exception classes.
The following operator and methods provide details about the error.

is_system_error
Tests whether this error is a system-level error.
virtual bool is_system_error();
Returns

true if this error is a system-level error and false if it is a user-level error.

Discussion

The default implementation returns true; any derived class that represents a
user-level error overrides this method.
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what
Gets this error’s message string.
const char *what() const throw();
Returns

This error’s message string.

Returns

This method cannot itself throw any exceptions.

asException Class
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->asException,
asError->asException
Abstract base class for all Active Schema exception classes, which represent
user-level errors.
Nonstatic methods provide details about the exception; static methods control
whether Active Schema exceptions are enabled.

code
(For backward compatibility only) Gets this error’s identifying code number.
uint32 code() const;
Returns

The Objectivity/DB error code corresponding to this error.

disable_exceptions
(For backward compatibility only) Disables Active Schema exceptions.
static void disable_exceptions();
Discussion
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After this method is called, when a user-level error condition occurs, Active
Schema globally signals a status-based Objectivity/DB error instead of throwing
an exception.
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You typically either enable both Active Schema exceptions and Objectivity/C++
exceptions, or disable both kinds of exceptions. If you choose to use a
combination of exceptions and status-based errors, you are responsible for using
catch blocks where appropriate and checking for error return codes where
appropriate.
See also

enable_exceptions,
exceptions_are_enabled

enable_exceptions
(For backward compatibility only) Enables Active Schema exceptions.
static void enable_exceptions();
Discussion

After this method is called on this class, when a user-level error condition occurs,
Active Schema throws an exception. Active Schema exceptions are enabled by
default.
When both Active Schema exceptions and Objectivity/C++ exceptions are
enabled, if a particular internal error state can result in either an Objectivity/C++
exception or an Active Schema exceptions, only the Objectivity/C++ exception is
thrown.

See also

disable_exceptions
exceptions_are_enabled

enabled
(For backward compatibility only) Tests whether exceptions of this exception’s class
are enabled.
bool enabled();
Returns

true if exceptions of this exception’s class are enabled; otherwise, false.

Discussion

The class’s enabled status is relevant only when Active Schema exceptions are
enabled (as they are by default). If you have disabled Active Schema exceptions
by calling the asException::disable_exceptions static method, exceptions
of this exception’s class are not thrown; instead, status-based errors are signaled.
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exceptions_are_enabled
(For backward compatibility only) Test whether Active Schema exceptions are
enabled.
static bool exceptions_are_enabled();
Returns

true if exceptions are enabled; otherwise, false.

See also

disable_exceptions,
enable_exceptions

what
(For backward compatibility only) Gets this exception’s message string.
const char *what() const throw();
Returns

This error’s message string.

Discussion

This method cannot itself throw any exceptions.

asException Subclasses
Inheritance:

std::exception->ooException->asException->Subclasses,
asError->asException->Subclasses
Most class derived from asException has static methods which control whether
Active Schema exceptions of that class are enabled. The only classes without
these methods are the:
■

AccessDenied class

■

asError class

■

CantFindRelInverse class

■

IllegalCategoryOfClassObject class

■

LostNameofEvolvedClass class

For a complete listing of all Active Schema exception classes, see the “Exception
Classes” chapter of Objectivity/DB Active Schema for C++.
The following methods control whether Active Schema exceptions are enabled in
a particular subclass of asException class.
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disable
(For backward compatibility only) Disables throwing exceptions of this class.
static void disable();
Discussion

You call this static method to instruct Active Schema to signal a status-based
error instead of throwing an exception of this class.
The class’s disabled status is relevant only when Active Schema exceptions are
enabled (as they are by default). If you have disabled Active Schema exceptions
by calling the asException::disable_exceptions static method, no Active
Schema exceptions are thrown.

enable
(For backward compatibility only) Enables throwing exceptions of this class.
static void enable();
Discussion

You call this static method to reenable exceptions of this class after you have
disabled them. Exceptions of this and all other Active Schema exception classes
are enabled by default.
The class’s enabled status is relevant only when Active Schema exceptions are
enabled (as they are by default). If you have disabled Active Schema exceptions
by calling the asException::disable_exceptions static method, exceptions
of this class are not thrown; instead, status-based errors are signaled.

enabled
(For backward compatibility only) Tests whether exceptions of this class are enabled.
static bool enabled();
Returns

true if exceptions of this class are enabled; otherwise, false.

The class’s enabled status is relevant only when Active Schema exceptions are
enabled (as they are by default). If you have disabled Active Schema exceptions
by calling the asException::disable_exceptions static method, exceptions
of this class are not thrown; instead, status-based errors are signaled.
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Accessing Earlier Databases
NOTE

This chapter applies only to Objectivity/C++ applications built with one of the
following Objectivity/DB releases: Release 9.x, Release 10.x, Release 11.0, Release
11.1, or Release 11.2.
For backward compatibility, Objectivity/C++ applications can access federated
databases that were created with pre-Release 9.0 Objectivity/DB releases.
Such earlier federated databases use a different internal database format than
federated databases created with Objectivity/DB Release 9.0 (or later). In general,
the internal database format is transparent to applications. However, the
behavior of some operations in a new or rebuilt application differs depending on
the internal database format of the federated database being accessed.
This appendix describes:
■

General information about internal database formats

■

Behavior of a new or rebuilt application when accessing system databases
with the earlier, pre-Release 9.0 internal format.

■

Behavior of a new or rebuilt application when accessing application-created
databases with the earlier, pre-Release 9.0 internal format.

■

Guidelines for enabling new or rebuilt applications to interoperate with
pre-Release 9.0 applications in a pre-Release 9.0 federated database.
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Understanding Database Formats
Objectivity/DB Release 9.0 changed the internal format of system databases and
application-created databases, streamlining the implementation of global
catalogs (in system databases) and catalogs of containers (in application-created
databases). These changes to the internal database format give applications
advantages such as the following:
■

Lookup operations are faster for finding databases, containers, scope-named
objects, and (HA) database images.

■

Twice the number of containers can be created in a database.

■

Containers are easier to create and scope-naming is more flexible.

■

(HA) Access requirements are relaxed for many operations on replicated
databases.

The chapters of this guide assume your application is accessing a federated
database in which the system database and all application-created databases use
the current, optimized internal database format.
For backward compatibility, new and rebuilt applications can access system
databases and application-created databases that use the pre-Release 9.0 internal
database format. Such applications may encounter this older format in any of the
following cases:
■

A non-upgraded federated database that is created and populated entirely
with pre-Release 9.0 tools and applications. In this case, the pre-Release 9.0
format is used by the system database and by all application-created
databases.

■

A federated database that is created with pre-Release 9.0 tools and
applications, and then partly upgraded. In this case, the current format is
used by the system database and any upgraded databases; the
pre-Release 9.0 format is used by the databases that have not yet been
upgraded.

■

A federated database that is created with Release 9.0 (or later) tools and
applications, to which databases from a pre-Release 9.0 federated database
have been attached. In this case, the pre-Release 9.0 format is used by the
attached databases; the current format is used by the system database and
the remaining databases.

The following sections describe how a new or rebuilt application interacts with a
system database or a database that uses the pre-Release 9.0 internal database
format.
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Operations Sensitive to System-Database Format
When a system database uses the pre-Release 9.0 internal database format:

NOTE

■

All databases created in the same federated database use the pre-Release 9.0
internal format; see “Creating a Database” below.

■

The maximum federated-database identifier is smaller than is allowed by a
Release 9.0 (or later) system database; see “Changing a Federated-Database
Identifier” below.

■

(HA) More restrictive conditions generally apply to operations affecting
autonomous partitions and replicated databases; see “Autonomous Partition
Operations” on page 630.

You can test whether a federated database’s system database uses the
pre-Release 9.0 internal database format by calling the isR9catalog method on
a federated-database handle.

Multiple Connections and Internal Database Format
Objectivity/DB supports connecting to multiple federated databases only if all
have the same internal database format—that is, the federated databases must all
use either the pre-Release 9.0 format or the Release 9.0 (or later) format.

Creating a Database
When the system database of a federated database uses the pre-Release 9.0
format, all new databases created in the federated database use the
pre-Release 9.0 format. For information about using databases with
pre-Release 9.0 format, see “Operations Sensitive to Database Format” on
page 633.
WARNING

You must use the federated database’s default storage-page size for any
pre-Release 9.0 database that is to be accessed by an unrebuilt pre-Release 9.0
application.
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(HA) When the system database of a partitioned federated database uses the
pre-Release 9.0 format:
■

Each application-assigned database system name must be unique among the
set of system names of all databases and autonomous partitions in the
federated database.

■

Each application-assigned database identifier must be unique among the set
of identifiers of all databases and autonomous partitions in the federated
database.

Changing a Federated-Database Identifier
When the system database of a federated database uses the pre-Release 9.0
format, the maximum federated-database identifier is 32767. You change the
federated database’s identifier by calling the change method on a
federated-database handle.
NOTE

Although it is possible to specify an integer up to a maximum of 65533, you
should avoid doing so, because the federated database cannot be accessed by an
unrebuilt pre-Release 9.0 application.

Autonomous Partition Operations
Assignment of Partition System Names and Identifiers
When the system database of a partitioned federated database uses the
pre-Release 9.0 format:
■

Each application-assigned autonomous-partition system name must be
unique among the system names of all autonomous partitions and databases
in the federated database.

■

The Objectivity/DB-assigned identifier of each autonomous partition is
unique among the identifiers of all autonomous partitions and databases in
the federated database.

■

The identifier of the implicit initial partition is the reserved identifier 65535,
and subsequently added partitions are given sequential identifiers starting
with 1.

Accessing Partitions and Database Images
When the system database of a partitioned federated database uses the
pre-Release 9.0 format, the access requirements for applications performing
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partition-related or image-related operations are more restrictive, as indicated in
the following table.
Table A-1:

Access Requirements in a pre-Release 9.0 Federated Database

Application Performing This Operation

Must Have Access To

Checking whether an autonomous partition exists

Boot autonomous partition for the application and
the autonomous partition of interest

Creating an autonomous partition

Quorum of autonomous partitions, including the
boot autonomous partition for the application

Looking up a partition by system name

Boot autonomous partition for the application and
the autonomous partition of interest

Finding an autonomous partition

Boot autonomous partition for the application

Getting properties of an autonomous partition

Boot autonomous partition for the application

Changing host or path properties

Quorum of autonomous partitions, including the
boot autonomous partition for the application and
the partition of interest

Changing offline status

Quorum of autonomous partitions, including the
boot partition for the application

Changing the weight

Quorum of autonomous partitions (both before and
after the change), including the boot partition for the
application

Creating a database in a partition

Quorum of autonomous partitions, including the
boot partition for the application, and the partition of
interest

Moving a database to a different partition

Quorum of autonomous partitions, including the
boot partition for the application, and the source
and destination partitions

Finding databases in a partition

Boot autonomous partition for the application and
the autonomous partition of interest

Deleting a partition

Quorum of autonomous partitions, including the
boot partition for the application

Purging autonomous partitions

Quorum autonomous partitions that are not being
purged; quorum must include the boot partition for
the application

Creating a database image

Quorum of autonomous partitions, including the
boot partition for the application and the partition
that will control the new image; plus a quorum of
the database’s images
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Table A-1:

Autonomous Partition Operations

Access Requirements in a pre-Release 9.0 Federated Database (Continued)

Application Performing This Operation

Must Have Access To

Getting the properties of an image

Boot autonomous partition for the application, and
the autonomous partition controlling the image of
interest

Changing the weight of an image

Quorum of autonomous partitions, including the
boot autonomous partition for the application

Checking replication

Boot autonomous partition for the application

Setting the tie-breaker partition

Quorum of autonomous partitions, including the
boot autonomous partition for the application

Removing the tie-breaker partition

Quorum of autonomous partitions, including the
boot autonomous partition for the application

Finding the tie-breaker partition

Boot autonomous partition for the application

Finding the partitions controlling a database’s
images

Boot autonomous partition for the application

Deleting a database image

Quorum of autonomous partitions, including the
boot partition for the application, and the partition
controlling the image to be deleted

Transferring Containers Between Partitions
When the system database of a partitioned federated database uses the
pre-Release 9.0 format, an unrebuilt pre-Release 9.0 application can transfer the
control of containers between autonomous partitions and can continue to access
such transferred containers.
However, such operations are incompatible with Release 9.0 (or later) federated
databases, and are not supported by new or rebuilt applications. You must:
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■

Modify any pre-Release 9.0 applications you plan to rebuild, to remove all
code that manages transferred containers; see Objectivity/DB Release Notes,
Release 9.0, for a list of the obsolete methods.

■

Clear the partitions of transferred containers in all existing pre-Release 9.0
federated databases. To do so, you run the ooclearap tool on every
partition to which containers have been transferred. For information about
the ooclearap tool, see Objectivity/DB High Availability.
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Operations Sensitive to Database Format
When a database uses the pre-Release 9.0 internal format:

NOTE

■

Containers in the database must be embedded in the database file; you
cannot create external containers; see “Creating Containers” on page 633.

■

Containers in the database are created either has hashed or nonhashed, and
the number of databases are limited; see “Creating Containers” on page 633.

■

Containers in the database cannot be deleted while another transaction has
an MROW read lock on it; see “Container Deletion Under MROW” on
page 637.

■

The lookup mechanism for scope naming requires hashed containers; see
“Scope Objects” on page 638.

■

The use of hashed containers has implications for performance monitoring
and tuning; see “Monitoring the Use of Scope Names” on page 638 and
“Performance Tuning” on page 640.

You can test whether a database uses the pre-Release 9.0 internal database format
by calling the isR9catalog method on a handle to the database.

Creating Containers
Objectivity/DB uses containers to organize persistent objects in a database.
A database with pre-Release 9.0 format:
■

Can have about half the number of containers as a database with Release 9.0
(or later) format; see “Estimating Disk-Space Requirements” in Chapter 4 of
Objectivity/DB Administration.

■

Cannot have any external containers. All containers must be embedded
within the database’s file.

Hashed and Nonhashed Containers
In a database with pre-Release 9.0 format, containers are either hashed or
nonhashed. A hashed container provides the lookup mechanism for finding
objects in name scopes. A nonhashed container occupies less storage than a
hashed container, but does not support name scopes. If you plan to use a
container as the scope object for a name scope, it must be hashed. If you plan to
use a basic object as a scope object, it must be stored in a hashed container. See
“Scope Objects” on page 638.
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When you create a container, you specify a hash value that determines whether
the container is to be hashed. A nonhashed container has a hash value of 0; a
hashed container has a hash value of 1.
A hashed container maintains a hash table to facilitate the lookup of objects that
are named in the scope of the container or its contents. The default container of a
database uses its hash table for objects that are named in the scope of the
database itself. The size of the hash table is determined when the container is
created. Specifically, 70% of the container’s initial number of storage pages are
reserved for hash buckets in the hash table, with one bucket per reserved page;
the number of buckets is fixed for the lifetime of the container. Thus, the initial
number of pages of a hashed container can affect disk-space usage or runtime
speed:
■

If the initial number of pages is large, but only a few scope names are
defined, the reserved pages remain unused.

■

If the initial number of pages is small, but many scope names are defined, the
hash buckets will fill up. Overflow pages are added to extend each full
bucket and the search for scope names eventually becomes more linear. See
“Maximizing Runtime Speed by Minimizing Container Growth” on
page 640.

Creating a Default Container in a Database
When a database uses the pre-Release 9.0 internal format, its default container is
automatically hashed, with a hash value of 1. The default container stores a hash
table for scope names of any persistent objects that are named in the scope of the
database. If the database is to be used as a scope object, you must specify
sufficient initial pages to the ooDBObj constructor to enable the default container
to accommodate the container’s hash table.

Creating a Single Standard Container
When a database uses the pre-Release 9.0 internal format, you can use either
current or backward-compatible variants of operator new in class ooContObj
to create new containers. These variants are described in Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Reference.
In a pre-Release 9.0 database, the current variants of operator new create only
hashed containers with a minimum of 4 initial pages. You can specify an
application-assigned identifier, although the maximum container identifier in a
pre-Release 9.0 database is 32766. The parameter for creating an external
container must be set to oocFalse, or an exception is thrown.
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In a pre-Release 9.0 database, the backward-compatible variants of
operator new allow you to specify:
■

Whether to create a hashed or nonhashed container. By default, nonhashed
containers are created. A hashed container provides the lookup mechanism
for scope-named objects, but occupies more storage than a nonhashed
container. If you intend to use the container or any object it contains as a
scope object, the container must be hashed; otherwise, the container should
not be hashed. See “Scope Objects” on page 638.

■

A minimum of 2 or 4 initial pages. When you create a hashed container, its
initial size must accommodate its hash table, as well as the basic objects you
plan to store in it. By default, the initial size is 2 storage pages for a
nonhashed container and 4 storage pages for a hashed container.

Creating a Container of an Application-Defined Class
If your application has defined its own container classes, all variants of
operator new (current and backward-compatible) are available in each such
class. To create a container from an application-defined container class
contClass, the new operator is generally used as follows:
ooHandle(contClass) contH =
new(parameters) contClass(initializers);

The parameters are the same as those for creating a standard container; the
initializers are any values you want to pass to a contClass constructor.
A source file that creates or finds instances of an application-defined container
class must include the primary header file that contains the generated definition
of that class. For example, assume you define a container class Cell in a DDL file
myClasses.ddl. A source file that creates and finds instances of Cell must
include the primary header file myClasses.h, which is generated from the DDL
file by the DDL processor. See Objectivity/C++ Data Definition Language for a
description of the DDL processor and the files that it generates.
EXAMPLE

This example defines a persistence-capable container class Cell and creates an
instance of this class.
// DDL file myClasses.ddl
class Cell : public ooContObj {
public:
Cell(char *cellName) { strcpy(name, cellName); }
char name[32];
};
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "myClasses.h"

…
ooHandle(ooDBObj)dbH; // Database handle
ooHandle(Cell) cellH; // Handle to container of class Cell
… // Begin an update transaction
… // Set dbH to reference a database
// Create a new container with the following characteristics
// and set cellH to reference it
//
System name: adder
//
Hashed (hash value = 1)
//
10 initial storage pages
//
Grow by 20%
//
Assign to database referenced by dbH
cellH = new("adder", 1, 10, 20, dbH) Cell("adder");

Creating Multiple Containers
In a pre-Release 9.0 database, you can create multiple containers in a single
operation by using the ooNewConts macro, where:

EXAMPLE

■

The maximum number of containers is 32764.

■

Every container is hashed or nonhashed depending on the value of the hash
parameter.

■

Every container has a minimum of 2 or 4 initial pages. By default, the initial
size is 2 storage pages for a nonhashed container and 4 storage pages for a
hashed container.

This example creates 10 closed instances of the application-defined container
class Computer. Handles to the new containers are placed in the array compH.
// DDL file computer.ddl
class Computer : public ooContObj {
public:
Computer();
Computer(char *name);
char name[32];
ooUInt32 id;
};
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// Application code file
#include <ooObjy.h>
#include "computer.h"
ooHandle(ooDBObj)dbH;
ooHandle(Computer)compH[10];
… // Begin an update transaction
… // Set dbH to reference a database
// Create 10 unhashed
ooNewConts(Computer,
10,
dbH,
0,
0,
0,
oocFalse,
compH);

Computer containers
// Create containers of class Computer
// Create 10 containers
// Assign containers to the database
// referenced by dbH
// Nonhashed
// 2 initial storage pages (the default)
// Grow by 10% (the default)
// Do not open the new containers
// Array of handles to be set

Container Creation While Clustering Persistent Objects
Objectivity/DB uses clustering strategies to cluster persistent objects in a
federated database; see Chapter 6, “Clustering Persistent Objects.”
In a pre-Release 9.0 database, the default implementation of the newContainer
method of a standard clustering strategy creates nonhashed containers. That is,
when it adds the new container to the database of the clustering directive, it
creates a nonhashed container with no system name, 100 initial pages, and a
growth factor of 50 percent.
You can override newContainer in an application-defined clustering-strategy
class derived from ooClusterStrategy. If you want newContainer to add
hashed containers to pre-Release 9.0 databases, you should choose a
backward-compatible variant of operator new in class ooContObj, setting the
hash parameter to 1.
For more information about how clustering strategies add containers, see
“Creating New Containers” on page 154 and “Customizing Container Creation”
on page 161.

Container Deletion Under MROW
An update transaction cannot delete a container in a pre-Release 9.0 database
while a concurrent MROW transaction is reading it. The attempted deletion
causes an exception to be thrown in the updating transaction. (Such deletion is
allowed in Release 9.0 (or later) databases.)
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Scope Objects
Objectivity/DB allows you to name a persistent object in the scope of a scope
object; see “Individual Lookup in Name Scopes” in Chapter 17 of Objectivity/C++
Programmer’s Guide.
In a pre-Release 9.0 database, a scope object uses the hashing mechanism of a
hashed container to pair each scope name with the appropriate object. Therefore,
a container used as a scope object must be a hashed container, and a basic object
used as a scope object must be stored in a hashed container. See “Hashed and
Nonhashed Containers” on page 633. Table A-2 identifies the hashed container
used by each kind of scope object.
Table A-2:

Hashed Container Used for Scope Objects

Scope Object

Uses Hashing Mechanism of

Basic object

That basic object’s container

Container

That container

Database

The default container of that database

Federated database

The default container of the system database of the
federated database

Autonomous partition

The default container of that partition’s system database

When setting or removing scope names, the application must be able to obtain an
update lock on the hashed container used by the scope object. When looking up a
scope name, the application must be able to obtain a read lock on this container.

Monitoring the Use of Scope Names
Objectivity/DB collects various statistics about scope naming and prints them in
log files through the session logging mechanism; see “Objectivity/C++ Logging
Mechanism” in Chapter 22 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.

Statistics About Scope Name Usage
In a pre-Release 9.0 database, statistics about the use of scope names are based on
the hashing mechanism of hashed containers. Objectivity/DB collects the
following statistics about the use of scope names during a session’s transactions:
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■

Number of times a persistent object was given a scope name

■

Number of times a persistent object was looked up by its scope name

■

Number of times a hash overflow occurred in a hash table for scope names
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Figure 9-1 shows how these statistical measurements are displayed in a session
log file.
# of objects named: 0

…
# of openHash calls:5
# of hash overflows:0
Figure 9-1

Logged Statistics About Scope Names

Interpretation
To interpret these statistics in a log file, be aware that:
■

The number of “objects named” measures the number of times a persistent
object was given a scope name—not the number of different objects that were
named.

■

Internally, each lookup operation is an “openHash call.” So the number of
“openHash calls” measures the number of times a persistent object was
looked up by its scope name.

■

If a container or any basic object in that container will be used as a scope
object, the container must be hashed. A hashed container has a hash table
that is used for looking up scope names. A hash overflow occurs when this
hash table has to be expanded to accommodate more scope names.

Hints
If the number of hash overflows is greater than zero, the initial size of a hashed
container may have been smaller than required to accommodate the scope
names. You should try to identify the relevant container by inspecting the code,
browsing the federated database, adding log items to annotate log files, and
experimenting. Once you have identified the container, you may want to recreate
the container with a more appropriate initial size. See “Maximizing Runtime
Speed by Minimizing Container Growth” on page 640.
NOTE

You should minimize the use of scope names, and rely on other mechanisms for
identifying objects for individual lookup. See “Maximizing Available Space by
Minimizing Name Scopes” on page 641.

Functions That Return Scope-Name Measurements
Objectivity/DB enables you to get individual statistical measurements as
numbers; see “Getting Statistical Measurements for a Session” in Chapter 22 of
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
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In a pre-Release 9.0 database, you can get statistics about the use of scope names
implemented with hashed containers. To do so, you use the following methods
of the ooInternalStatistics class.
Method

Measurement

numberOfObjectsNamed

Number of times a persistent object was given a
scope name

numberOfOpenHashCalls

Number of times a persistent object was looked up
by its scope name

numberOfHashOverflows

Number of times a hash overflow occurred in a
hash table for scope names

See “Statistics About Scope Name Usage” on page 638 for additional information
about these measurements.

Performance Tuning
In a pre-Release 9.0 database, the use of hashed containers must be taken to
consideration for performance tuning, as described in the following subsections.

Maximizing Runtime Speed by Minimizing Container Growth
When you create a container, try to make it large enough to hold the objects you
intend to store in it. Try to estimate the required container size based on your
plan for clustering objects in it and the expected size of those objects.
If you add more basic objects to a given container than fit, Objectivity/DB extends
the size of the container to accommodate the new objects. Extending a container at
runtime is a fairly time-consuming operation. Also, extending the container may
make it noncontiguous on disk, leading to higher disk latency.
To evaluate the chosen container size, create a test container of this size and run
test applications that populate and access the container to simulate its expected
use. Examine statistical measurements about a session’s storage use to determine
whether you need to adjust the initial size of the container. Chapter 22,
“Monitoring Performance,” in Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide, explains how
to log statistical measurements or obtain them as numerical values that your
application can test and manipulate.
If you find more than a few container extensions, consider making the container
larger when you create it. The number of pages added can help you decide how
much bigger to make the container.
An additional factor comes into play for a hashed container. You must create a
hashed container if the container or any basic object in it will be used as a scope
640
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object. See “Hashed and Nonhashed Containers” on page 633 and “Scope
Objects” on page 638.
A hashed container must accommodate not only the basic objects stored in it, but
also the hash table used for looking up scope names. 70 percent of the container’s
initial number of storage pages are reserved for hash buckets in the hash table,
with one bucket per reserved page. The number of buckets is fixed for the
lifetime of the container. If the allocated number of hash pages is insufficient for
the hashing required, a hash overflow occurs, in which Objectivity/DB extends
(adds pages to) each full bucket in the hash table, possibly adding pages to the
container. After a hash overflow, scope-name lookup becomes more linear and
therefore less efficient.
To evaluate the chosen size of a hashed container, create a test container of this
size and run test applications that simulate the expected use of scope names.
Examine statistical measurements about a session’s use of scope names to
determine whether you need to adjust the initial size of the hashed container. If
you find one or more hash overflows, consider making your hashed container
larger.

Maximizing Available Space by Minimizing Name Scopes
Name scopes can provide fast random lookup of individual persistent objects.
However, they are best used only when a few objects need to be looked up. You
should minimize both the number of name scopes and the size of each name
scope in your application. For example, use name scopes to name and lookup a
small number of name maps; use those name maps to name and lookup other
persistent objects. Chapter 17, “Individual Lookup of Persistent Objects,” in
Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide, describes name scopes, name maps, and
other mechanisms for assigning unique keys to persistent objects to facilitate
lookup.
A name scope is storage intensive because it requires a hashed container and
because it uses more than 61 bytes for each scope name. The storage (in bytes)
required for a scope name that is nameLength bytes long is calculated as:
61 + (2 x nameLength)

The hash table in a hashed container is initially 70 percent of the initial size of the
container, measured in the number of pages. If the hash table grows beyond this
size in order to accommodate more scope names, hash overflow occurs,
degrading performance for looking up scope-named objects in the hash table.
Because hashed containers occupy more storage than nonhashed containers, you
should create as few of them as possible. When you use a database, federated
database, or autonomous partition as the scope object, the name scope uses the
hashing mechanism of a (hashed) default container, which already exists. On the
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other hand, when you use a container or a basic object as the scope object, you
must explicitly create a hashed container.

Interoperating With Earlier Applications
NOTE

Unrebuilt pre-Release 9.0 applications cannot access a Release 9.0 (or later)
federated database. If pre-Release 9.0 applications are to interoperate with new
applications, they must do so in a pre-Release 9.0 federated database.
Various operations are compatible with the pre-Release 9.0 internal database
format, but not with an unrebuilt pre-Release 9.0 application. For example, a new
or rebuilt application can change the identifier of a pre-Release 9.0 federated
database to 65533, but an unrebuilt application cannot recognize a
federated-database identifier greater than 32767, and will therefore not be able to
access the federated database.
Use the following guidelines in a new or rebuilt application that is to
interoperate with a pre-Release 9.0 application in a pre-Release 9.0 federated
database:
■

Don’t increase the federated database identifier to more than 32767.

■

If your application will be compiled for a client-host architecture that is
supported only in Release 9.0 (or later), you must set the disk-format
property of the application’s connection object to an architecture that can be
recognized by a pre-Release 9.0 application; see “Specifying the Disk Format
of New Pages” in Chapter 24 of Objectivity/C++ Programmer’s Guide.
For example, if your new application is to both run on a 64-bit architecture
and interoperate with pre-Release 9.0 applications, you must set the new
application’s disk-format property to an appropriate 32-bit architecture. This
enables the older applications to access data on any new storage pages
created by the new application.

■
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All databases must have the same page size as the federated database’s
default page size.
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(HA) The following limitations are enforced when a new or upgraded application
accesses a pre-Release 9.0 federated database:
■

The identifier of a new database must be unique among all existing
identifiers of autonomous partitions and databases in the federated database.

■

The system name of a new database must be unique among the system
names of all existing autonomous partitions and databases in the federated
database.

■

The system name of a new autonomous partition must be unique among the
system names of all existing autonomous partitions and databases in the
federated database.
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Topic Index
This index lists topics that are discussed in this book. For a list of classes, see “Classes
Index” on page 671. For a list of functions and macros, including methods, see “Methods,
Functions, and Macros Index” on page 677. For a list of non-class types, constants, global
variables, and data members, see “Types, Constants, and Variables Index” on page 687.

Symbols

A

-!=
*
*=
+
++
+=
/
/=
<
<=
-=
=
==
>
>=

abort C function 71
abort mode for handles 26
setting 568
aborting transaction 25, 568
before Objectivity/DB shutdown 45, 237
adding
date 284, 285
element
to list 593, 594, 595
to sorted object map 606, 609
to sorted set 579
to unordered object map 416, 417, 419
to unordered set 426
to VArray 613
interval 295, 320, 331
key field to key description 434
lookup field to lookup key 455, 459
time value 320
timestamp 331
addition operator (+)
date 284
interval 295
time 320
timestamp 331
administration, programming interface 129

(see subtraction operator)
(see unary minus operator)
(see decrement operator)
(see inequality operator)
(see multiplication operator)
(see multiplication operator)
(see addition operator)
(see increment operator)
(see increment operator)
(see division operator)
(see division operator)
(see less-than operator)
(see less-than-or-equal-to operator)
(see decrement operator)
(see assignment operator)
(see equality operator)
(see greater-than operator)
(see greater-than-or-equal-to operator)

Numerics
32-bit vs. 64-bit architecture
pre-Release 9.0 applications and 642
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administrator 339
(see also ooAdmin in the Classes Index)
hash administrator 112, 407
tree administrator 105, 583
AMS 48
connect errors 51, 256
setting usage policy 48, 254
timeout errors 243, 261
application
controlling automatic recovery 31
creating child process 22
enabling and disabling automatic recovery
553
interaction with Objectivity/DB
initializing
in main thread 20
in nonmain thread 36
terminating
in main thread 45
in nonmain thread 41
interactions with Objectivity/DB
initializing
in main thread 243
in nonmain thread 246
terminating
in main thread 236
in nonmain thread 266
multithreaded
exception handling 47
initializing nonmain thread 246
Objectivity contexts and 371
Objectivity/C+ variables 225
terminating thread 266
using Objectivity contexts 33
multiple contexts in thread 39
one context per thread 42
sharing context among threads 44
ODMG 85
performance monitoring
getting statistical measurements 54
printing current status 52
recovery application 140
stand-alone
with context-based control 50
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A

standalone 248
upgrade, identifying as 573
application control
backward compatibility 17
context based 17
context-based 215
session-based 215
application objects
internal 18
application-defined class
clustering strategy 161
comparator 114
persistence capable
handle for 467
object reference for 467
application-defined functions
error handler 235
defining 72
error-handler 71, 72
registering 74
message handler 75
calling 76
registering
for Objectivity context 75
signal handler 21
two-machine handler function
registering
for Objectivity context 52
application-defined signal handler 21
architecture
32-bit vs. 64-bit 642
of new storage pages
getting 241
setting 260
array
for B-tree nodes 101
containers for 104
array, variable-size (see VArray)
assignment operator (=)
date 286
handle
for container 484
for database 516
interval 297
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object reference
for container 484
for database 516
ODMG generic reference 307
time 321
timestamp 333
VArray
iterator 303
automatic recovery 31, 553
autonomous partition
enforcing offline status of 260
finding
all that control an image of database
541
from database 520
tie-breaker for database 530
offline status
enforcing 260
testing whether enforced 241
setting
tie-breaker partition for database 547
testing
for database image in 531
whether offline status is enforced 241

B
backward compatibility
context-based application control 17, 215
date and time classes 216
internal database format 627
status-based error-handling 59
basic object
(see also ooObj in the Classes Index)
(see also persistent object)
clustering 146, 462
with specified OIDs 175
creating 461
in ODMG application 88
transient 461
finding
all in container 490
handle for 555
object reference for 555
beginning transaction 23, 569, 572
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boot file of federated database
moving 131
B-tree 101
B-tree (see scalable ordered collection)

C
C functions
abort 71
exec 22
exit 45
fork 22
setlocale 183
strcoll 183
catalog
global catalog
listing files in 130
checkpointing transaction 27, 569, 570
downgrading locks 28
child processes, initializing 22
classes, Objectivity/C++
(see also persistence-capable classes)
type name, getting from
database 548
type number
getting from
database 548
clearing
error flags 252
closing
database (ODMG) 274
handle to persistent object 489
clustering 145
basic object 392, 462
basic objects 146
container 385
containers 146
nodes or buckets of persistent collections
166, 173
clustering directive 146
for specifying exact location 175
use with clustering rules 149
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clustering strategy 146, 351
(see also ooClusterStrategy in the Classes
Index)
adding containers 362
adding databases 363
basic behavior 353
clustering directive 352
clustering priorities 147, 149, 233, 352
applying 149, 369
clustering rules 149, 175, 233, 352
combining 152
default 151, 352, 353
getting 365
getting and setting 158
setting 366
container-fill policy 147, 153, 353
constants for 153, 358
default 154
getting 360
getting and setting 158
setting 365
creating 156, 359
creating basic objects 164, 363, 367
with specified OIDs 175
current
getting 239
setting 256
custom 147, 352, 355, 364
adding containers 161
adding databases 163
defining class 161
overall behavior 164
testing for collection nodes or buckets
166, 173
default behavior 353
error-signaling policy 148, 353
getting 367
setting 367
getting
current 239
new-container type 148, 352
default 154
getting 365
getting and setting 158
setting 366
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of a session 146, 351
getting 156, 559
setting 157, 560
regulating container growth 153, 353
setting
current 256
standard 147, 148, 352
adding containers 154, 637
adding databases 155
testing
B-tree node 361
hash bucket 361
scalable collection 360
throwing exceptions 353, 367
collection (see persistent collection)
committing transaction 25, 570
and holding locks 27, 569, 570
compacting B-tree 344, 607
comparator 107, 113
application-defined classes 114
assigning to a collection 127
creating 126
of scalable sorted collection 107, 115
of scalable unordered collection 113, 120
supporting content-based lookup 117, 124
comparing
date 286
interval 297, 298
key field objects for consistency 437, 445
ODMG generic reference 307, 308
predicate string 466
time 321, 324
timestamp 333, 334
concurrent-access policy
MROW
container deletion and 637
selecting 572
connect retries, number of 51
setting 256
const 296
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container 377
(see also appClass in the Classes Index)
(see also ooContObj in the Classes Index)
(see also application-defined class)
(see also persistent object)
accessing a member of 483
application-defined 378
closing 489
clustering 146, 385
container object 380
converting objects after schema evolution
490
creating 384
external 206, 387
multiple 247, 636
transient 385
default 378, 392
setting characteristics 395
deleting
under MROW 637
embedded 203, 379
external (see external container)
file (see container file)
finding
all basic objects in 490
all in a database 521
by scope name 495
by system name 492, 499
database from 489
default in database 527
garbage-collectible 378
getting
growth factor 501
hash value 493
identifier 498
number of logical pages 491, 498
maximum for fast access 496
number of storage pages 497
open mode 500
pointer to 502
storage-page size 500
system name 497
getting count of in database
external containers only 209
handle for 471
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hashed 381, 633, 638
creating 388
hash overflow 638, 641
hash value 634
statistics about 638
identifier 379, 380
getting 137
kinds of 378
limit on 491, 498
locking 495
looking up 495
nonhashed 381, 633
object reference for 471
opening 492, 499
to refresh view 502
pages in
getting number of logical 491, 498
getting number of storage 497
initial number 386
logical 380
page map 380
storage 379
properties
getting 137
referencing this container 390
refreshing view of 502
regulating growth when clustering basic
objects 153
setting
file location for external container 387
growth factor 386
hashed 388
identifier 387
initial number of pages 386
location in storage hierarchy 385
system name 387
size
getting number of bytes allocated 138
standard 378
storage pages
getting number of 138
getting size of 138
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system name 379, 387
changing or removing 138
getting 137
setting 138
system-created container for indexes 192,
435
testing
for existence 492, 531
whether external 208, 493
whether updated 494
transient 381
creating 385
updating 503
container file 203, 379
(see also external container)
changing location 487
getting location properties 139
moving or renaming 139
setting location 387
content-based lookup
comparator to support 117, 124
context (see Objectivity context)
context variables 225
context-based application control 17, 215
conversion operator
handle
to d_Ref_Any type 469, 485, 557
to pointer type 485
object reference
to d_Ref_Any type 469, 485, 557
conversion, object (see object conversion)
copying
persistent collection 97
creating
basic object 461
comparator 126
in ODMG application 88
key description 187
key field 188
persistent collection 97
clustering strategy 359
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container 384
external 206, 387
hashed 388
multiple 247, 636
database 251, 395, 397
database image 542
handle
for basic object 557
for container 481
for database 515
for Objectivity/DB object 557
for persistent object 557
index 186, 191, 435
object reference
for basic object 557
for container 482
for database 515
for Objectivity/DB object 557
for persistent object 557
Objectivity context 373
ODMG generic reference 307
transaction object 565, 568
transient object 461
transient object (ODMG) 274
VArray
iterator 301
current Objectivity context
getting 375
setting 375
custom clustering strategy 147, 352, 355, 364
adding containers 161
adding databases 163
defining class 161
overall behavior 164
testing for collection nodes or buckets 166,
173
Customer Support 13

D
d_Database class 271
(see also database (ODMG))
d_Date class 279
(see also date)
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d_Interval class 291
(see also interval)
d_Iterator<element_type> classes 299
(see also VArray iterator)
d_Object class 461
(see also Objectivity/DB object)
d_Ref<appClass> classes 467
(see also object reference)
d_Ref<d_Object> class 555
(see also object reference)
d_Ref_Any class 305
(see also ODMG generic reference)
d_Time class 311
(see also time)
d_Timestamp class 327
(see also timestamp)
d_Transaction class 85, 565
(see also transaction)
d_Varray<element_type> classes 299, 611
data file
(see also container file)
(see also database file)
database 391
(see also ooDBObj in the Classes Index)
(see also database image)
(see also Objectivity/DB object)
changing controlling partition 519
converting objects after schema evolution
521
creating 251, 395, 397
default container 392
setting characteristics of 395
default database (ODMG) 80
deleting 209, 522
enabling nonquorum reading 543
external containers and 209
finding
all containers in 521
all partitions controlling an image of
541
by system name or identifier 525, 539
controlling partition from 520
default container in 527
federated database from 520
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from container 489
read image for 530
getting
class name 548
filename 526
host name 532
identifier 538
number of containers in 538
number of external containers in 538
number of images 538
open mode 540
pathname 541
storage-page size 540
system name 537
type name 548
type number 548
getting number of containers in
external containers only 209
handle for 505, 509
identifier 392
getting 134
image (see database image)
internal format 627
locking 536
moving 517
negotiating quorum 537
object reference for 505, 509
ODMG database 80
opening 539
properties
changing 135
getting 134
read-only 546
replacing 251
replicating 542
requesting quorum calculation 537
setting
characteristics of default container 395
file location 396
identifier 396
read image for 545
read-only 546
storage-page size 396
system name 395
weight 396
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storage pages in 393
storage-page size
getting 134
system name 392, 395
getting 134
testing
for existence 525
for external containers 209
for internal database format 534
for replication 535
for specified container in 531
whether available 517
whether nonquorum reading is
allowed 526
whether reading without a quorum
534
whether read-only 534
tidying 136, 547
updating 548
database (ODMG) 271
(see also d_Database in the Classes Index)
closing 274
creating transient object 274
finding persistent object 275
Objectivity/DB database and 272
open mode 273
opening 275
scope name in
changing 276
getting 274
looking up 275
setting 277
database file 393
changing location 517
getting location properties 134
moving or renaming 135
setting location 396
database image 393
counting 538
creating 542
deleting 523
ensuring in quorum 524
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finding
all controlling partitions 541
read image 530
tie-breaker partition for 530
getting
filename 528
host name 528
pathname 529
weight 529
identifier 393
quorum 393
allowing reading without 543
ensuring image in 524
requesting calculation of 537
restoring into service 524, 537
setting read image 545
setting weight 544
of first 396
testing
whether accessible 532
whether available 533
whether controlled by partition 531
tie-breaker partition
finding 530
setting 547
weight 393
date
adding 284, 285
assigning 286
creating 283
decrementing 285, 286, 289
getting
current 287
day of the month 287
day of the week 287
day of the year 288
month 289
number of days in a month 288
number of days in a year 288
year 289
incrementing 284, 289
months, type for 282
subtracting 285
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testing
equality 286
for leap year 288
for overlap 288, 289
for validity 288
valid 288
weekdays, type for 283
date and time classes 216
d_Date 279
d_Interval 291
d_Time 311
d_Timestamp 327
ooDotNetDateTime 399
DDL processor
-DOO_ODMG option 84
decrement operator (--, -=)
date 285, 286
interval 296
time 321
timestamp 332
VArray iterator 302
default container
finding from database 527
in pre-Release 9.0 database 634
default database (ODMG) 80
default_odmg_db system name 272
deinitializing Objectivity/DB DLL 45, 237
deleting
database 522
with external containers 209
database image 523
element
from list 598
from scalable ordered collection 344,
350
from sorted object map 609, 610
from sorted set 581
from unordered object map 420
from unordered set 427, 430
from VArray 613
error flags 252
index 196, 437
persistent object (ODMG) 309, 558
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dereference operator (*)
handle
for container 484
destroying
Objectivity context 374
transaction object 568
dictionary
(see name map)
(see object map)
disk format
compatibility with pre-Release 9.0
applications 642
of new storage pages
getting 241
setting 260
dividing interval 296
division operator (/=, /)
interval 296
DLL
Objectivity/C++ persistent collections 96
downgrade mode for checkpoint 28
setting 570
dropping index 436, 437
dropping indexes 196
when invalidated by schema evolution 201

E
embedded container 203, 379
(see also container)
environment variables
OO_CONNECT_RETRIES 51, 257
OO_DB_NAME 84, 88, 272, 463
OO_FD_BOOT 275, 552
OO_RPC_TIMEOUT 51, 261
equality operator (==)
date 286
interval 297, 298
ODMG generic reference 307
time 321
error
flags 269
clearing 252
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handler
application-defined 235
getting pointer to 239
registering 249
identifier 235
message output file 257
signal, raising 262
error-handling
(see also exception handling)
backward compatibility 59
checking for an error 67
error condition 60
defining 62
responding to 64
error context variables 61
checking 68
clearing 66
non-error values 66
setting 65
error identifier structure 62
defining 62
error number 63
message string 63
error level 64
error-handler function 60, 71
application-defined 72
getting registered handler 71
predefined 71
registering 74
usage guidelines 72
error-message header file 62
error-message output file
setting
for Objectivity context 75
signaling an error 64
status based 59
event listener
registering with context 257
exception 405
(see also ooException in the Classes Index)
enabling 405
testing whether enabled 406
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exception classes
asException 620
ooAlreadyExistException 163
ooException 405
exception handling
and multithreaded applications 47
and Objectivity contexts 47
and transactions 28
getting exception information
from Objectivity context 47
Objectivity/C++ exceptions
enabling
explicitly 19
exec C function 22
exit C function 45
exiting process 45, 236, 237
external container 203, 378, 379
(see also ooContObj in the Classes Index)
(see also container)
creating 206, 387
getting
count of in database 538
filename 493
host name 494
pathname 501
storage-page size 500
moving 487
opening 208, 500
properties 205
changing 139
getting 137, 139
setting 207
setting location 387
storage-page size
getting 138
setting 207
testing 493
whether database has 209
whether external 208
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F
federated database
(see also database (ODMG))
changing properties 131
finding
from database 520
global catalog
listing files in 130
handle for 549
identifier
getting 130
lock server
getting lock-server host name 130
locking
disabling locks 248
object reference for 549
opening 551, 552, 573
explicitly 23, 30
promoting open mode 32
properties
getting 130
recovery
creating recovery application 140
from application failures
automatic 31
storage-page size
getting 130
system name
getting 130
testing for existence 30, 551
tidying 133
updating 554
file
container 379, 493
database 393, 526
file descriptors
setting limit
for each Objectivity context 48, 243
finding
basic objects in a container 490
containers in a database 521
persistent object
by scope name (ODMG) 275
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persistent objects
by scope name
in ODMG application 85
fork C function 22
function-pointer types
ooErrorHandlerPtr 71, 235

G
getting
element
VArray 612
handle
for container 390
object reference
for container 390
global functions 215
global macros 215
greater-than operator (>)
timestamp 334
greater-than-or-equal-to operator (>=)
timestamp 334

H
HA abbreviation 12
handle 467, 549, 555
(see also the Classes Index for:
ooRefHandle(appClass) 467
ooRefHandle(ooContObj) 471
ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) 505
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) 549
ooRefHandle(ooObj)) 555
accessing a member
of referenced container 483
assigning to
container 484
database 516
closing 489
container, for 471
creating
for basic object 557
for container 481
for database 515
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for Objectivity/DB object 557
for persistent object 557
database, for 505
dereferencing 484
extracting a pointer from 502
open and closed states 473
setting
by assignment 484, 516
by looking up a container 495
by opening a container 492, 499
by opening the federated database 551,
552
to null 485
testing
for validity 535
whether null (ODMG) 558
type conversion
to d_Ref_Any type 469, 485, 557
to ooContObj pointer type 485
handler
error-handler 60
message handler 60
hash administrator 112, 407
(see also ooHashAdmin in the Classes
Index)
finding current hash-bucket container 409
getting maximum buckets per container
409
property 407
setting maximum buckets per container
409
hash table
extendible 107
hash buckets 107, 407
containers for 110, 407, 409
size of 109
hash function 120
hashed container 381, 633
creating 388
hash overflow 638, 641
statistics about 638
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header files
error-message header file 62
oo.h 18, 140
ooCollections.h 95, 339, 341, 407, 411, 421,
575, 583, 589, 601
ooIndex.h 186
ooObjy.h 18
ooObjy.h, required for
ooEventListener 465
ooRecover.h 140
ooRecover.h, required for
getting information about active
transactions 239
getting information about resource
owner 243
locked resource type 253
transaction information type 268
transaction recovery 233
transaction state type 268
ooStatistics.h 54, 563
ooTime.h 279, 291, 311, 327, 399
hot mode
setting 49
hot mode, setting 258

I
identifier
container 137, 379, 380
database 134, 392
federated database 130
transaction 141, 566
getting 571
image (see database image)
include files, see header files
increment operator (++, +=)
date 284, 285
interval 295
time 320
timestamp 332
VArray iterator 302
index 179
adding key field 190
adding lookup field 455
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creating 186, 191, 431, 435
key description 187
key field 188
lookup field 455
dropping 196, 436, 437
when invalidated by schema evolution
201
enabling and disabling use 50, 193, 268,
561
finding objects with a lookup key 455
index mode 23, 194
index scan 200
indexed class 182
indexed objects 179
initializing iterator for 455
international string collation 183
key description 182, 431
key field 180, 182
strings 198
key field, strings 441
location of internal structures 192, 435
looking up 459
lookup key 200, 451
nonunique 183
number of fields 437
optimized condition 184
reconstructing after schema evolution 201
scope 431
searching 200
sorting order 182
unique 183, 187
uniqueness 437
updating 194
index mode of a session 194
index-usage policy 50, 193
index-usage policy of a session
getting default 560
setting 561
setting default 561
indirect member-access operator (->)
handle
for container 483
object reference
for container 483
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individual lookup of persistent objects
in ODMG application 82
inequality operator (!=)
date 286
interval 297
ODMG generic reference 308
time 321, 324
timestamp 333
initializing
interactions with Objectivity/DB 243
thread 246
initializing interaction with Objectivity/DB
in main thread 20
in nonmain thread 36
in-process lock server
starting 263
stopping 265
testing for running lock servers 229
internal database format
backward compatibility 627
testing a database 633
testing a federated database 629
testing database for 534
interval 291
(see also d_Interval in the Classes Index)
adding 295
assigning 297
creating 294
dividing 296
getting
day component 298
hour component 298
minute component 298
seconds component 298
multiplying 296
returning negative 295
subtracting 296
testing
equality 297, 298
for zero duration 298
IPLS abbreviation
(see also in-process lock server)
iteration set
VArray iterator 86
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iterator
(see VArray iterator)

K
key description 182, 431
(see also ooKeyDesc in the Classes Index)
adding key field 190, 434
creating 187, 434
creating index 435
deleting index 437
dropping index 436
getting
name of indexed class 436
number of fields 437
type number of indexed class 436
getting type number of indexed class 201
testing
for consistency 437
index for uniqueness 437
testing for consistency 201
key field 180, 182, 439
(see also ooKeyField in the Classes Index)
adding 190
adding to key description 434
creating 188, 443
getting
attribute name 445
type number 445
getting attribute name 202
key-field object 182
testing
attribute name 202, 446
for consistency 202, 445
keyed object
hash clustering factor 493

L
large objects 379
limiting memory for 49, 258
less-than operator (<)
timestamp 333
less-than-or-equal-to operator (<=)
timestamp 333
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library
Objectivity/C++ persistent collections 96
linking Objectivity/C++ application
with persistent collections 96
list 94, 589
(see also ooTreeList in the Classes Index)
(see also persistent collection)
adding and removing elements 99
adding elements 593, 594, 595
creating 593
finding object
first element 597
looking up data 597
looking up index 597
tree administrator 596
getting
iterator for elements 597
implementation 101
removing elements 598
replacing element 599
testing for contained elements 596
lock
recovery lock 142
update lock
downgrading 28
lock server
connect errors 51, 256
disabling use of 248
in-process
with context-based control 50
in-process (see in-process lock server)
testing whether running 229
timeout errors 243, 261
locking
container 495
database 536
lock mode
downgrading at checkpoint 28, 570
lock wait
getting 240
setting 259
lock wait, setting 50
lock-waiting policy 23, 50
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lookup field 447
base class 447
creating 448
lookup key 200, 451
(see also ooLookupKey in the Classes
Index)
adding lookup field 459
creating 455, 458
getting number of added fields 460
testing for compatible index 459
lookup-field base class 447
(see also ooLookupFieldBase in the Classes
Index)
comparing name 449
creating lookup field 448

M
macro-style names for template classes 214
map
(see name map)
(see object map)
message handler 60, 75
application-defined 75
calling 76
changing error-message output file
for Objectivity context 75
getting pointer to 240
getting registered handler 75
predefined 75
registering
for Objectivity context 75, 250
mode
open (see open mode)
moving
container file 139
database file 135
MROW
transaction
container deletion and 637
MROW mode 23
multiplication operator (*=, *)
interval 296
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multithreaded application
exception handling 47
initializing nonmain thread 36, 246
Objectivity contexts and 371
Objectivity/C+ variables and 225
terminating 45
terminating nonmain thread 41, 266
using Objectivity contexts 33
multiple contexts in thread 39
one context per thread 42
sharing context among threads 44

N
name scope
finding named object
in ODMG application 85
performance considerations 641
naming conventions
for filename
container file 387
database image 542
unreplicated database 396
for system name
of database 395
naming persistent object
with scope name
in ODMG application 85
.NET time 399
(see also ooDotNetDateTime in the Classes
Index)
getting
kind 401
microseconds 402
seconds 401
ticks 403
setting
seconds and microseconds 402
ticks and kind 403
type for expressing kind 401
network timeout period 51
setting 243, 261
new catalog format 628
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new operator
basic object 461
container 384
database 397
nonhashed container 381
nonquorum reading
enabling 543
testing for 526, 534
nonunique index 183
null Objectivity context
defined 372
setting 375

O
object
Objectivity/DB object 461
transient object 461
object conversion
in container 490
in database 521
Object Database Management Group (see
ODMG)
object identifier
container 380
object map 94, 411
(see also persistent collection)
adding and removing elements 100
sorted 95
implementation 101
sorted object map 601
unordered 95
implementation 107
unordered object map 411
object qualification
predicate scan
optimizing 184
object reference 467, 549, 555
(see also the Classes Index for:
ooRefHandle(appClass) 467
ooRefHandle(ooContObj)
ooRefHandle(ooDBObj)
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) 549
ooRefHandle(ooObj)) 555
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accessing a member
of referenced container 483
assigning to
container 484
assigning to database 516
creating
for basic object 557
for container 482
for database 515
for Objectivity/DB object 557
for persistent object 557
extracting a pointer from 502
setting
by assignment
container 484
database 516
by looking up a container 495
by opening a container 492, 499
by opening database 525, 539
by opening the federated database 551,
552
to null 485
testing
for validity
database 535
whether null (ODMG) 558
type conversion
to d_Ref_Any type 469, 485, 557
Objectivity context 19, 371
(see also ooContext in the Classes Index)
clustering strategy, setting 51
creating 373
automatically
for main thread 35
for nonmain thread 36
explicitly 38
current 33, 372
changing 39
null 39
destroying 42, 374
getting current 375
hot mode, setting 49
index-usage policy, setting 50
lock-waiting policy, setting 50
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managing settings
global functions for 224
variables for 225
message handler
error-message output file, setting 75
registering 75
multiple, in application 33
network timeout period, setting 51
null 372, 375
number of connect retries, setting 51
passing data between contexts 33
preserving for reuse 43
setting
current 375
to null 375
thread use 33
multiple contexts in thread 39
one context per thread 42
sharing context among threads 44
Objectivity server
(see AMS)
(see lock server)
Objectivity/C++
exceptions (see exception)
persistent collections library 96
Objectivity/DB
interaction with application
initializing
in main thread 20
in nonmain thread 36
terminating
in main thread 45
in nonmain thread 41
interactions with application
initializing
in main thread 243
in nonmain thread 246
terminating
in main thread 236
in nonmain thread 266
internal statistics 253
preparing for shutdown 45, 236
final Objectivity/DB operation before
237
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multithreaded application 237
platform-specific considerations 237
single-threaded application 237
startup properties
AMS usage 48
number of file descriptors 48
signal handler 48
terminating DLL 45, 237
Objectivity/DB cache 19
controlling allocation of individual buffer
pools 254
setting cache capacity 244, 373
setting large-object memory limit 258
setting size 48
Objectivity/DB object 461
(see also ooObj in the Classes Index)
container 377
database 391
handle for 555
object reference for 555
Objectivity/HA 391
(see also database image)
two-machine handler function
registering
for Objectivity context 52
ODMG 79
applications
development 84
example 85
interface 81
classes 81
enabling 84
types 82
ODMG database 80
default Objectivity/DB database 80
storage hierarchy 80
ODMG abbreviation 12
ODMG classes
d_Database 271
d_Date 279
d_Interval 291
d_Iterator<element_type> 299
d_Object 461
d_Ref<appClass> 467
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d_Ref<d_Object> 555
d_Ref_Any 305
d_Time 311
d_Timestamp 327
d_Transaction 565
d_Varray<element_type> 299, 611
ODMG generic reference 305
(see also d_Ref_Any in the Classes Index)
assigning 307
creating 307
deleting persistent object 309
setting to null 309
testing
for equality 307, 308
for null 309
offline mode (see offline-partition access
policy)
offline-partition access policy
getting 241
response type 249
setting 260
for Objectivity context 52
old catalog format 628
oo.h header file 18, 140
OO_CONNECT_RETRIES environment
variable 51, 257
OO_DB_NAME environment variable 84, 88,
272, 463
OO_FD_BOOT environment variable 275,
552
OO_RPC_TIMEOUT environment variable
51, 261
ooAdmin class 339
(see also administrator)
ooBTree class 341
(see also scalable ordered collection)
oochange tool 130, 131
oochangedb tool 134, 135, 139, 519
ooClusterStrategy class 351
(see also clustering strategy)
ooClusterStrategy class, subclassing 161
ooco.lib 95
oocod.lib 95
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ooCollections.h header file 95, 339, 341, 407,
411, 421, 575, 583, 589, 601
ooCompare class, subclassing 114
ooContext class 371
(see also Objectivity context)
ooContObj class 377
(see also container)
subclassing 378
ooDBObj class 391
(see also database)
oodebug tool 52
ooDotNetDateTime class
(see also .NET time)
oodumpcatalog tool 130
ooError struct 235
ooHandle(appClass) classes 467
(see also handle)
ooHandle(ooContObj) class 471
(see also handle)
ooHandle(ooDBObj) class 505
(see also handle)
ooHandle(ooFDObj) class 549
(see also handle)
ooHandle(ooObj) class 555
(see also handle)
ooHashAdmin class 407
(see also hash administrator)
ooHashMap class 411
(see also unordered object map)
ooHashSet class 421
(see also unordered set)
ooIndex.h header file 186
ooKeyDesc class 431
(see also key description)
ooKeyField class 439
(see also key field)
ooLookupFieldBase class 447
(see also lookup-field base class)
ooLookupKey class 451
(see also lookup key)
oonewdb tool 272
ooObj class 461
(see also object)
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ooObjy.h header file 18
ooQuery class 465
(see also query object)
ooRecover.h header file 140
ooRecover.h header file, see header files,
ooRecover.h
ooRef(appClass) classes 467
(see also object reference)
ooRef(ooContObj) class 471
(see also object reference)
ooRef(ooDBObj) class 505
(see also object reference)
ooRef(ooFDObj) class 549
(see also object reference)
ooRef(ooObj) class 555
(see also object reference)
ooResource struct 253
ooSession class 559
(see also session)
ooStatistics class 563
(see also statistics counter)
ooStatistics.h header file 54, 563
ooSystemIndexContainer-nnnnn container
192, 435
ootidy tool 133, 136, 548
ooTime.h header file 279, 291, 311, 327, 399
ooTrans class 565
(see also transaction object)
ooTransInfo struct 267
see also transaction-information structure
ooTreeAdmin class 583
(see also tree administrator)
ooTreeList class 589
(see also list)
ooTreeMap class 601
(see also sorted object map)
ooTreeSet class 575
(see also sorted set)
ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 611
(see also VArray)
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open mode
data type
for ODMG 273
for container, getting 500
for database, getting 540
for federated database 30
promoting 32
opening
container 492, 499
database 525, 539
database (ODMG) 275
federated database 551, 552, 573
explicitly 23, 30
operator new (see new operator)
optimized condition 184
ordered collection (see persistent collection)
ordered collection (see scalable ordered
collection)
overriding the read-only status of a database
546

P
page map 380
pages
logical 380
storage 379, 393
getting disk format of new 241
getting size 500, 540
setting disk format of new 260
setting size 396
performance
monitoring
getting statistical measurements 54
printing current status 52
persistence-capable classes
ooAdmin 339
ooBTree 341
ooContObj 377
ooHashAdmin 407
ooHashMap 411
ooHashSet 421
ooKeyDesc 431
ooKeyField 439
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ooObj 461
ooTreeAdmin 583
ooTreeList 589
ooTreeMap 601
ooTreeSet 575
persistent collection 93
adding and removing elements 97
classes 95
classification
ordered collection 94
scalable collection 94
sorted collection 94
unordered collection 94
copying 97
creating 97
linking Objectivity/C++ applications to
use 96
scalable
list 589
ordered 341
sorted object map 601
sorted set 575
unordered object map 411
unordered set 421
scalable ordered collection
array containers 104
current 104
initial 104
maximum number of arrays in 106
B-tree 101
node size 102
clustering and 166, 173
node containers 103
current 103
initial 103
maximum number of nodes in 106
sorted collection 94
comparator 107, 127
tree administrator 105
scalable unordered collection
bucket size 109
comparator 113, 120, 127
hash administrator 112
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hash-bucket containers 110
maximum buckets in 113
structure of 217
persistent object
(see also ooObj in the Classes Index)
(see also basic object)
(see also container)
(see also Objectivity/DB object)
clustering 146
creating 461
deleting (ODMG) 309, 558
finding
by scope name
in ODMG application 85
handle for 555
large 379
limiting memory for 49, 258
modifying
object in persistent collection 128
naming
with scope name
in ODMG application 85
naming (ODMG) 277
object reference for 555
organizing
for individual lookup
in ODMG application 82
small 379
updating 464
virtual-function table 230
persistent-collection classes
ooBTree 341
ooHashMap 411
ooHashSet 421
ooTreeList 589
ooTreeMap 601
ooTreeSet 575
predicate query
enabling use of index in scans 268, 561
predicate scan
enabling use of index in scans 50
optimizing 184
predicate string
optimized condition 184
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pre-Release 9.0 internal database format 628
testing a database for 633
testing a federated database for 629
process termination 45, 236
programmer-defined functions (see
application-defined functions)

Q
query object 465
(see also ooQuery in the Classes Index)
comparing predicate string 466
setting up 466
quorum of database images 393

R
read image
finding 530
setting 545
read-only database 546
opening in read/write mode 546
recovering transaction 231, 238, 242
recovery
creating recovery application 140
from application failures
automatic 31
recovery lock 142
recovery, automatic 553
referential integrity 96
of list, restoring 598
of scalable collection 96
of sorted object map, restoring 610
of unordered object map, restoring 420
registering
error handler 249
error-handler 74
message handler
for Objectivity context 75, 250
predefined signal handler 245
signal handler
predefined 20
two-machine handler
for Objectivity context 251
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two-machine handler function
for Objectivity context 52
registration code, virtual-function table 231
Release 9.0 (or later) internal database format
628
testing a database for 633
testing a federated database for 629
replacing
database 251
element
list 599
VArray 614
value
sorted object map 609
unordered object map 419
resizing
VArray 613
return type, general 265
RPC timeout period
getting 243
setting 261

S
scalable collection (see persistent collection)
scalable-collection iterator
initializing
for elements 348, 429, 597
for keys 419
for values 420, 610
scalable ordered collection 341
(see also ooBTree in the Classes Index)
(see also scalable collection)
administrator
finding 344
array containers 584
B-tree 341
compacting 344
getting depth 345
finding object
administrator 344
first element 345
last element 348
looking up data 346
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searching backward 348
searching forward 347
getting
iterator for elements 348
number of elements 350
making empty 344
node containers 584
refreshing internal containers 349
removing element 350
testing
for contained element 345
for empty collection 347
scan
predicate scan
optimizing 184
schema evolution
effect on indexes 201
scope name
finding named object
in ODMG application 85
getting (ODMG) 274
hashed container and 381
setting (ODMG) 277
statistics about 638, 640
storage requirement 641
valid (ODMG) 276, 277
scope object
hashed container for 638
server
(see AMS)
(see lock server)
session
properties
index mode 194
index-usage policy 193
index-usage policy for predicate scans
getting default 560
setting 561
setting default 561
related objects
clustering strategy 146, 351
getting 156, 559
setting 157, 560
session-based application control 215
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set 94
(see also persistent collection)
(see also scalable collection)
adding and removing elements 98
sorted 95
implementation 101
sorted set 575
unordered 95
implementation 107
unordered set 421
setlocale C function 183
setting
current Objectivity context 36, 38, 39, 375
error-message output file 257
shut down 236
signal handler, predefined
registering 245
suppressing 245
signal handling
signal handler
application-defined 21
predefined
registering 20
suppressing 21
signaling an error 64
slot, on logical page 379
small objects 379
sorted collection (see persistent collection)
sorted object map 601
(see also ooTreeMap in the Classes Index)
(see also scalable ordered collection)
adding elements 606, 609
compacting the B-tree 607
creating 605
finding object
looking up data 608
looking up key 608
getting
iterator for values 610
removing elements 609, 610
replacing value 609
testing
for contained keys 607
for contained values 608
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sorted object map (see object map)
sorted set 575
(see also ooTreeSet in the Classes Index)
(see also scalable ordered collection)
adding elements 579
creating 578
finding object
comparator 579
looking up data 580
looking up index 580
tree administrator 579
removing elements 581
testing for contained elements 580
sorted set (see set)
stand-alone application
with context-based control 50
standalone application 248
standard clustering strategy 147, 148, 352
adding containers 154, 637
adding databases 155
creating 156
new-container type 154
standard container 378
standard VArray (see VArray)
starting
in-process lock server 263
transaction 23, 569, 572
statistics
about containers
hashed 638
about scope names 638, 640
internal 253
statistics counter 563
(see also ooStatistics in the Classes Index)
status code 61
checking 68
status, return type 265
status-based error- handling 59
storage hierarchy
ODMG 80
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storage page
size
federated database
getting 130
in database
getting 134
in external container
getting 138
setting 207
strcoll C function 183
subclassing
ooClusterStrategy 161
ooCompare 114
ooContObj 378
subtraction operator (-)
date 285
interval 296
time 321
timestamp 332
suppressing predefined signal handler 245
system name
container
changing or removing 138
getting 137
setting 138
database
getting 134
default_odmg_db 272
federated database
getting 130
of container 379, 497
of database 392
getting 537
naming conventions for 395
system-defined class (see the Classes Index)

T
template classes, macro-style names for 214
terminating
application 45
in-process lock server 265
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interaction with Objectivity/DB
in main thread 45
in nonmain thread 41
interactions with Objectivity/DB 236
Objectivity/DB DLL 45, 237
thread 41, 266
destroying Objectivity context 42
preserving Objectivity context 43
transaction
aborting 25, 568
committing 25, 570
thread
creating 35
initializing 246
Objectivity/DB interaction
initializing 35, 36
terminating 41
Objectivity-context use 33
multiple contexts in thread 39
one context per thread 42
sharing context among threads 44
setting Objectivity context 375
terminating 266
tidying
database 136
tie-breaker partition
finding 530
setting 547
time 311
(see also d_Time in the Classes Index)
adding 320
assigning 321
creating 319
decrementing 321
getting
current 322
hours 323
minutes 323
seconds 323
time zone hour 324
time zone minute 324
incrementing 320
setting default time zone 323
subtracting 321
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testing
equality 321, 324
for overlap 324
time zone type 318
timeout period
lock waiting
setting 240, 259
network 51, 243, 261
timestamp 327
(see also d_Timestamp in the Classes
Index)
adding 331
assigning 333
creating 330
decrementing 332
getting
current 334
date 334
day 334
hour 335
minute 335
month 335
seconds 335
time value 335
time zone hour 335
time zone minute 336
year 336
incrementing 332
subtracting 332
testing
equality 333
for overlap 336
greater-than-or-equal-to 334
less-than-or-equal-to 333
tools
DDL processor (ooddlx)
-DOO_ODMG option 84
oochange 130, 131
oochangedb 134, 135, 139, 519
oodebug 52
oodumpcatalog 130
oonewdb 272
ootidy 133, 136, 548
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transaction
aborting 25, 568
before Objectivity/DB shutdown 45
active 23, 566
beginning 23, 569, 572
checkpointing 27, 569, 570
downgrading locks 28
committing 25, 570
and holding locks 27, 569, 570
exception handling 28
getting information about 141
holding resources 242, 253
identifier 141, 566
getting 571
information about 267
listing active 238
lock wait policy 240, 259
MROW
container deletion and 637
object 565
creating 565, 568
destroying 568
testing whether active 571
recovering 142, 231, 238, 242
state 268
terminating 568, 570
transaction object 18, 22, 565
(see also ooTrans in the Classes Index)
active 22, 24
creating 22, 565, 568
destroying 568
specifying upgrade application 573
testing whether active 571
transaction-information structure 141, 267
transient object, creating 461
tree administrator 105, 583
(see also ooTreeAdmin in the Classes
Index)
finding current array container 587
finding current node container 586
getting maximum arrays per container 586
getting maximum nodes per container 586
properties 584
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setting maximum arrays per container 587
setting maximum nodes per container 586
two-machine handler
registering
for Objectivity context 251
two-machine handler function
registering
for Objectivity context 52
types, Objectivity/C++
permitted for index 440
type name, getting from
database 548
type number
getting from
database 548
typographical conventions 12

U
unary minus operator (-)
interval 295
unique index 183
unordered collection (see persistent
collection)
unordered object map 411
(see also ooHashMap in the Classes Index)
(see also scalable collection)
adding elements 416, 417, 419
creating 415
finding object
looking up data 418
looking up key 418
getting
iterator for keys 419
iterator for values 420
removing elements 420
replacing a value 419
testing
for contained keys 417
for contained values 418
unordered object map (see object map)
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unordered set 421
(see also ooHashSet in the Classes Index)
(see also short unordered set)
(see also scalable collection)
adding elements 426
creating 425
finding object
comparator 427
hash administrator 427
looking up data 428
getting
iterator for elements 429
number of elements 430
object hash value 428
making empty 427
refreshing internal containers 429
removing elements 430
testing
for contained elements 427
for empty set 428
unordered set (see set)
update lock
downgrading 28
updating
persistent object 464
upgrade application, identifying as 573
usage guidelines
error-handlers 72

V

V

specified element 614
iterator for elements 86
removing element 613
replacing element 614
resizing 613
standard 611
testing for empty 613
VArray iterator 86, 299
(see also d_Iterator<element_type> in the
Classes Index)
advancing 87, 302, 303, 304
assigning 303
creating 301
finding element 303
initializing 86
iteration set 86
moving backward 302
moving forward 302
reinitializing 304
testing for completion 304
virtual-function table
controlling warning messages about 230
registration code for 231
Visual C++
exit function 237

W
weight of database image 393
setting 544

variables
oovLastError 269
oovLastErrorLevel 269
oovNError 269
variable-size array (see VArray)
VArray 611
(see also ooVArrayT<element_type> in the
Classes Index)
(see also temporary VArray)
adding element 613
getting
current number of elements 612, 614
iterator for elements 612
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This index contains an alphabetical list of classes, with methods and data members listed
under each class. For a list of topics that are discussed in this book, see “Topic Index” on
page 645. For an alphabetical list of all functions and macros, including methods, see
“Methods, Functions, and Macros Index” on page 677. For a list of non-class types,
constants, global variables, and data members, see “Types, Constants, and Variables
Index” on page 687.

A
AccessDeletedAttribute exception class
disable 623
enable 623
enabled 623
appClass (application-defined
persistence-capable classes)
operator new 88, 92, 146
asError error class
code 620
is_system_error 619
what 620
asException exception class 620
disable_exceptions 618, 620
enable_exceptions 618, 621
enabled 621
exceptions_are_enabled 618, 622
what 622

D
d_Database class 80, 85, 271
access_status 273
close 85, 274
exclusive 273

get_object_name 86, 274
lookup_object 85, 275
not_open 273
open 85, 275
read_only 273
read_write 273
rename_object 86, 276
set_object_name 85, 277
transient_memory 88, 274, 462
d_Date class 81, 279
constructor 283
current 287
day 287
day_of_week 287
day_of_year 288
days_in_month 288
days_in_year 288
is_between 288
is_leap_year 288
is_valid_date 288
month 289
next 289
operator++ 284
operator+= 285
operator-- 285
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operator-= 286
operator= 286
previous 289
related global operators 284, 285, 286, 287
year 289
d_Interval class 81, 291
constructor 294
day 298
hour 298
is_zero 298
minute 298
operator+= 295
operator- 295
operator-= 296
operator*= 296
operator/= 296
operator= 297
related global operators 295, 296, 297, 298
second 298
d_Iterator<element_type> classes 81, 299
constructor 301
advance 87, 303
get_element 87, 303
next 87, 304
not_done 87, 304
operator++ 302
operator-- 302
operator= 303
reset 304
d_Object class 80, 81, 461
d_Ref_Any class 81, 305
constructor 307
clear 309
delete_object 309
is_null 309
operator= 307
related global operators 307, 308
d_Ref<appClass> classes 81, 467
d_Ref<d_Object> class 81, 555
d_String class 81
d_Time class 81, 311
constructor 319
current 322
hour 323
672

minute 323
operator+= 320
operator-= 321
operator= 321
related global functions 322
related global operators 320, 321, 322
second 323
set_default_Time_Zone 323
set_default_Time_Zone_to_local 323
tz_hour 324
tz_minute 324
d_Timestamp class 81, 327
constructor 330
current 334
date 334
day 334
hour 335
minute 335
month 335
operator+= 332
operator-= 332
operator= 333
related global operators 331, 332, 333, 334
second 335
time 335
tz_hour 335
tz_minute 336
year 336
d_Transaction class 81, 565
d_Varray<element_type> classes 81, 299, 611

O
ooAdmin class 339
ooBTree class 95, 341
admin 344
clear 344
compact 344
contains 345
depth 345
first 345
get 346
indexOf 347
isEmpty 98, 100, 101, 347
iterator 348
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last 348
lastIndexOf 348
refresh 349
remove 350
size 98, 100, 101, 350
ooClusterStrategy class 351
constructor 156, 359
fastAccess 153, 358
getContainerPageLimit 159, 360
isCollectionRoot 173
isHashBucket 173, 360, 361
isTreeNode 173, 361
maximum 153, 358
newContainer 154, 155, 161, 362, 637
newDB 155, 163, 363
newObj 164, 363
ooGCCont 159, 161, 365
priorityBits 158, 365
reserveSpace 153, 358
setContainerPageLimit 159, 365
setOoGCCont 159, 366
setPriorityBits 159, 366
setSignalClusteringError 367
signalClusteringError 367
tryCreate 165, 367
ooCollection class 95
addAll 98
clear 98, 99, 100
isEmpty 101
removeAll 98, 99, 100
removeAllDeleted 97
retainAll 98, 99, 100
size 101
ooCompare class
compare 115, 121, 124
hash 120, 124
ooConnection class
noLock 131
ooContext class 371
constructor 373
destructor 374
constructor 38
current 375
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setCurrent 375
setCurrentShared 375
ooContObj class 377
constructor 384
ooThis 390
operator new 146, 384, 634, 637
ooDBObj class 391
constructor 395
operator new 397
ooDotNetDateTime class 399
get_c_seconds 401
get_microseconds 402
Kind 401
kind 401
set_c_time 402
set_ticks 403
ticks 403
ooError struct 235
ooException class 405
enable 19, 405
enabled 406
ooHandle(className) classes
(see ooRefHandle(appClass) classes)
(see ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes)
(see ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes)
(see ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes)
(see ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes)
ooHashAdmin class 112, 407
bucketContainer 409
maxBucketsPerContainer 409
setMaxBucketsPerContainer 113, 409
ooHashMap class 95, 100, 411
constructor 415
add 100, 416
addAll 100, 417
containsKey 101, 417
containsValue 101, 418
get 418
keyIterator 419
put 100, 419
remove 100, 420
removeAllDeleted 420
valueIterator 420
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ooHashSet class 95, 98, 421
constructor 425
add 98, 426
admin 427
clear 427
comparator 427
contains 98, 427
get 428
hashOf 428
isEmpty 98, 428
iterator 429
refresh 429
remove 98, 430
size 98, 430
ooHashSetShortRef class
add 98
contains 98
isEmpty 98
remove 98
size 98
ooInternalStatistics class 54
numberOfHashOverflows 640
numberOfObjectsNamed 640
numberOfOpenHashCalls 640
ooKeyDesc class 187, 431
constructor 187, 434
addField 190, 434
createIndex 191, 435
dropIndex 196, 436
getTypeN 436
getTypeName 201, 436
isConsistent 201, 437
isUnique 183, 437
nField 437
removeIndexes 197, 437
ooKeyField class 188, 439
constructor 188, 198, 443
getName 202, 445
getTypeN 445
isConsistent 202, 445
isNamed 202, 446
ooLookupFieldBase class 447
constructor 448
isNamed 449
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ooLookupKey class 200, 451
constructor 458
addField 459
anyIndex 459
nField 460
ooObj class 461
mark_modified 464
operator new 88, 92, 146, 461
ooQuery class 465
evaluate 466
setup 466
ooRefHandle(appClass) classes 467
operator d_Ref_Any 469
ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 471
constructor, handle 481
constructor, object reference 482
change 138, 139, 487
close 489
containedIn 489
contains 490
convertObjects 490
countLogicalPages 491
exist 492
fileName 139, 208, 493
hash 493
hostName 139, 494
isUpdated 494
lockNoProp 495
lookupObj 495
maxPagesForSmallPageMap 496
name 137, 497
nPage 497
nPages 138
number 137, 498
numLogicalPages 498
open 499
openMode 500
operator d_Ref_Any 485
operator ooContObj* (handle only) 485
operator-> 483
operator* (handle only) 484
operator= 484
pageSize 138, 500
pathName 139
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percentGrow 501
ptr 502
refreshOpen 502
ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 505
constructor, handle 515
constructor, object reference 515, 516
change 135, 517
changePartition 519
close 520
containedIn 520
containingPartition 520
contains 521
convertObjects 521
deleteDb 522
deleteImage 523
ensureImageInQuorum 524
exist 525
fileName 134, 526
getAllowNonQuorumRead 526
getDefaultContObj 527
getImageFileName 528
getImageHostName 528
getImagePathName 529
getImageWeight 529
getReadImage 530
getTieBreaker 530
hasContainer 531
hasImageIn 531
hostName 134, 532
isImageAccessible 532
isImageAvailable 533
isNonQuorumRead 534
isR9catalog 534
isReadOnly 534
isReplicated 535
isValid 535
lock 536
name 134, 537
negotiateQuorum 537
number 134, 538
numberOfContainerFiles 209, 538
numContObjs 538
numImages 538
open 539
openMode 540
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operator= 516
pageSize 134, 540
partitionsContainingImage 541
pathName 134, 501, 541
replicate 542
setAllowNonQuorumRead 543
setImageWeight 544
setReadImage 545
setReadOnly 546
setTieBreaker 547
tidy 136, 547
typeN 548
typeName 548
update 548
ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 549
change 131
close 32
dumpCatalog 130
exist 30, 551
lockServerName 130
name 130
number 130
open 23, 30, 552
openMode 32
pageSize 130
tidy 133
update 554
upgradeObjects 573
ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 555
delete_object 558
is_null 558
operator d_Ref_Any 557
ooRef(className) classes
(see ooRefHandle(appClass) classes)
(see ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes)
(see ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes)
(see ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes)
(see ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes)
ooResource global type 253
ooSession class 559
clusterStrategy 156, 559
defaultUseIndex 560
setClusterStrategy 157, 560
setDefaultIndexMode 195
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setDefaultUseIndex 193, 561
setUseIndex 193, 561
ooStatistics class 54, 563
constructor 563, 54
cumulative 54
delta 56
ooTrans class 22, 565
constructor 568
destructor 568
abort 25, 568
begin 569
checkpoint 569
commit 25, 570
commitAndHold 27, 570
getID 571
isActive 24, 571
start 23, 572
upgrade 29, 573
ooTransInfo global type 267
ooTreeAdmin class 105, 583
maxNodesPerContainer 586
maxVArraysPerContainer 586, 587
nodeContainer 586
setMaxNodesPerContainer 106, 586
setMaxVArraysPerContainer 106
vArrayContainer 587
ooTreeList class 95, 99, 589
constructor 593
add 99, 593
addAll 99, 594
addFirst 99, 595
addLast 99, 595
admin 596
comparator 596
contains 100, 596
first 597
get 597
iterator 597
remove 99, 598
removeAllDeleted 598
removeRange 99, 598
set 99, 599
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ooTreeMap class 95, 100, 601
constructor 605
add 100, 606
addAll 100, 606
compact 607
containsKey 101, 607
containsValue 101, 608
get 608
put 100, 609
remove 100, 609
removeAllDeleted 610
valueIterator 610
ooTreeSet class 95, 98, 575
constructor 578
add 98, 579
admin 579
comparator 579
contains 98, 580
get 580
remove 98, 581
ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 611
cardinality 612
create_iterator 86, 612
insert_element 613
is_empty 613
remove_all 613
replace_element_at 614
retrieve_element_at 614
upper_bound 614
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This index contains an alphabetical list of all methods and global macros. For a list of
topics that are discussed in this book, see “Topic Index” on page 645. For an alphabetical
list of classes, with members listed under each class, see “Classes Index” on page 671. For
a list of non-class types, constants, and variables, see “Types, Constants, and Variables
Index” on page 687.

Symbols
+
++
+=
--=
*
*=
/
/=
=
==
!=
<
<=
>
>=

(see operator+)
(see operator++)
(see operator+=)
(see operator-)
(see operator--)
(see operator-=)
(see operator*)
(see operator*=)
(see operator/)
(see operator/=)
(see operator=)
(see operator==)
(see operator!=)
(see operator<)
(see operator<=)
(see operator>)
(see operator>=)

A
abort member function
of ooTrans class 25, 568

add method
of ooHashMap class 100, 416
of ooHashSet class 98, 426
of ooHashSetShortRef class 98
of ooTreeList class 99, 593
of ooTreeMap class 100, 606
of ooTreeSet class 98, 579
addAll method
of ooCollection class 98
of ooHashMap class 100, 417
of ooTreeList class 99, 594
of ooTreeMap class 100, 606
addField method
of ooKeyDesc class 190, 434
of ooLookupKey class 459
addFirst method
of ooTreeList class 99, 595
addLast method
of ooTreeList class 99, 595
admin method
of ooBTree class 344
of ooHashSet class 427
of ooTreeList class 596
of ooTreeSet class 579
advance member function
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 303
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advance method
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 87
anyIndex method
of ooLookupKey class 459
availability method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 517

B
begin member function
of ooTrans class 569
bucketContainer method
of ooHashAdmin class 409

C
cardinality member function
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 612
change method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 138,
139, 487
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 135, 517
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 131
changePartition method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 519
checkpoint member function
of ooTrans class 569
clear member function
of d_Ref_Any class 309
clear method
of ooBTree class 344
of ooCollection class 98, 99, 100
of ooHashSet class 427
close member function
of d_Database class 85, 274
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 32
close method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 489
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 520
clusterStrategy method
of ooSession class 156, 559
code member function
of asException class 620
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commit member function
of ooTrans class 25, 570
commitAndHold member function
of ooTrans class 27, 570
compact method
of ooBTree class 344
of ooTreeMap class 607
comparator method
of ooHashSet class 427
of ooTreeList class 596
of ooTreeSet class 579
compare method
of ooCompare class 115, 121, 124
containedIn method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 489
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 520
containingPartition method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 520
contains method
of ooBTree class 345
of ooHashSet class 98, 427
of ooHashSetShortRef class 98
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 490
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 521
of ooTreeList class 100, 596
of ooTreeSet class 98, 580
containsKey method
of ooHashMap class 101, 417
of ooTreeMap class 101, 607
containsValue method
of ooHashMap class 101, 418
of ooTreeMap class 101, 608
convertObjects method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 490
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 521
countLogicalPages method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 491
create_iterator member function
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 612
create_iterator method
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 86
createIndex method
of ooKeyDesc class 191, 435
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cumulative member function
of ooStatistics class 54
current static member function
of ooContext class 375
current static method
of d_Date class 287
of d_Time class 322
of d_Timestamp class 334

D
d_Date constructor 283
d_Interval constructor 294
d_Iterator<element_type> constructor 301
d_Ref_Any constructor 307
d_Time constructor 319
d_Timestamp constructor 330
date method
of d_Timestamp class 334
day method
of d_Date class 287
of d_Interval class 298
of d_Timestamp class 334
day_of_week method
of d_Date class 287
day_of_year method
of d_Date class 288
days_in_month method
of d_Date class 288
days_in_month static method
of d_Date class 288
days_in_year method
of d_Date class 288
days_in_year static method
of d_Date class 288
defaultUseIndex static method
of ooSession class 560
delete_object member function
of d_Ref_Any class 309
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 558
deleteDb method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 522
deleteImage method
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of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 523
delta member function
of ooStatistics class 56
depth method
of ooBTree class 345
disable static member function
of AccessDeletedAttribute class 623
disable_exceptions static member function
of asException class 618, 620
dropIndex method
of ooKeyDesc class 196, 436
dumpCatalog method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 130

E
enable static member function
of AccessDeletedAttribute class 623
of ooException class 19, 405
enable_exceptions static member function
of asException class 621
of casException class 618
enabled member function
of asException class 621
enabled static member function
of AccessDeletedAttribute class 623
enabled static method
of ooException class 406
ensureImageInQuorum method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 524
evaluate method
of ooQuery class 466
exceptions_are_enabled static member
function
of asException class 618, 622
exist member function
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 30, 551
exist method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 492
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 525

F
fileName method
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of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 139,
208, 493
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 134, 526
first method
of ooBTree class 345
of ooTreeList class 597

G
get method
of ooBTree class 346
of ooHashMap class 418
of ooHashSet class 428
of ooTreeList class 597
of ooTreeMap class 608
of ooTreeSet class 580
get_c_seconds method
of ooDotNetDateTime class 401
get_element member function
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 303
get_element method
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 87
get_microseconds method
of ooDotNetDateTime class 402
get_object_name member function
of d_Database class 86, 274
getAllowNonQuorumRead method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 526
getContainerPageLimit method
of ooClusterStrategy class 159, 360
getDefaultContObj method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 527
getID member function
of ooTrans class 571
getImageFileName method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 528
getImageHostName method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 528
getImagePathName method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 529
getImageWeight method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 529
getName method
of ooKeyField class 202, 445
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getReadImage method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 530
getTieBreaker method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 530
getTypeN method
of ooKeyDesc class 436
of ooKeyField class 445
getTypeName method
of ooKeyDesc class 201, 436

H
hasContainer method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 531
hash method
of ooCompare class 120, 124
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 493
hashOf method
of ooHashSet class 428
hasImageIn method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 531
hostName method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 139,
494
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 134, 532
hour method
of d_Interval class 298
of d_Time class 323
of d_Timestamp class 335

I
indexOf method
of ooBTree class 347
insert_element member function
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 613
is_between method
of d_Date class 288
is_empty member function
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 613
is_leap_year method
of d_Date class 288
is_leap_year static method
of d_Date class 288
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is_null member function
of d_Ref_Any class 309
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 558
is_system_error member function
of asError class 619
is_valid_date static method
of d_Date class 288
is_zero method
of d_Interval class 298
isActive member function
of ooTrans class 24, 571
isCollectionRoot method
of ooClusterStrategy class 173, 360
isConsistent method
of ooKeyDesc class 201, 437
of ooKeyField class 202, 445
isEmpty method
of ooBTree class 98, 100, 101, 347
of ooCollection class 101
of ooHashSet class 98, 428
of ooHashSetShortRef class 98
isHashBucket method
of ooClusterStrategy class 173, 361
isImageAccessible method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 532
isImageAvailable method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 533
isNamed method
of ooKeyField class 202, 446
of ooLookupFieldBase class 449
isNonQuorumRead method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 534
isR9catalog method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 534
isReadOnly method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 534
isReplicated method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 535
isTreeNode method
of ooClusterStrategy class 173, 361
isUnique method
of KeyDesc class 437
of ooKeyDesc class 183
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isUpdated method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 494
isValid method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 535
iterator method
of ooBTree class 348
of ooHashSet class 429
of ooTreeList class 597

K
keyIterator method
of ooHashMap class 419
kind method
of ooDotNetDateTime class 401

L
last method
of ooBTree class 348
lastIndexOf method
of ooBTree class 348
lock method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 536
lockNoProp method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 495
lockServerName method
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 130
lookup_object member function
of d_Database class 85, 275
lookupObj method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 495

M
mark_modified member function
of ooObj class 464
maxBucketsPerContainer method
of ooHashAdmin class 409
maxNodesPerContainer method
of ooTreeAdmin class 586
maxPagesForSmallPageMap method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 496
maxVArraysPerContainer method
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of ooTreeAdmin class 586
minute method
of d_Interval class 298
of d_Time class 323
of d_Timestamp class 335
month method
of d_Date class 289
of d_Timestamp class 335

N
name method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 137,
497
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 134, 537
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 130
negotiateQuorum method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 537
new operator (see operator new)
newContainer method
of ooClusterStrategy class 154, 155, 161,
362, 637
newDB method
of ooClusterStrategy class 155, 163, 363
newObj method
of ooClusterStrategy class 164, 363
next member function
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 304
next method
of d_Date class 289
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 87
nField method
of ooKeyDesc class 437
of ooLookupKey class 460
nodeContainer method
of ooTreeAdmin class 586
noLock method
of ooConnection class 131
not_done member function
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 304
not_done method
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 87
nPage method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 497
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nPages method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 138
number method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 137,
498
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 134, 538
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 130
numberOfContainerFiles method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 209
numberofContainerFiles method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 538
numberOfHashOverflows method
of ooInternalStatistics class 640
numberOfObjectsNamed method
of ooInternalStatistics class 640
numberOfOpenHashCalls method
of ooInternalStatistics class 640
numContObjs method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 538
numImages method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 538
numLogicalPages method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 498

O
ooCheckLS function 50, 229
ooCheckVTablePointer function 230
ooCleanup function 140, 142, 231
ooClusterStrategy constructor 156, 359
ooContext constructor 38, 373
ooContext destructor 374
ooContObj constructor 384
ooDBObj constructor 395
ooDelete function 381, 394
ooExitCleanup function 22, 45, 236
ooGCCont method
of ooClusterStrategy class 159, 161, 365
ooGetActiveTrans function 140, 141, 238
ooGetClusterStrategy function 239
ooGetErrorHandler function 71, 239
ooGetLockWait function 240
ooGetMsgHandler function 75, 240
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ooGetObjectCreationDiskFormat function

241

ooGetOfflineMode function 241
ooGetResourceOwners function 140, 141,

242

ooGetRpcTimeout function 243
ooHandle(ooContObj) constructor 481
ooHandle(ooDBObj) constructor 515
ooHashMap constructor 415
ooHashSet constructor 425
ooInit function 20, 243
ooInitThread function 36, 246
ooKeyDesc constructor 187, 434
ooKeyField constructor 188, 198, 443
ooLookupFieldBase constructor 448
ooLookupKey constructor 458
ooNewConts macro 247, 636
ooNoLock function 50, 248
ooRef(ooContObj) constructor 482
ooRef(ooDBObj) constructor 515, 516
ooRegErrorHandler function 74, 249
ooRegMsgHandler function 75, 250
ooRegTwoMachineHandler function 52, 251
ooReplace macro 251
ooResetError function 66, 252
ooRunStatus function 52, 253
ooSetAMSUsage function 48, 254
ooSetBufferSpace function 254
ooSetClusterStrategy function 51, 256
ooSetConnectRetries function 51, 256
ooSetErrorFile function 75, 257
ooSetEventListener function 257
ooSetHotMode function 49, 258
ooSetLargeObjectMemoryLimit function 49,

258

ooSetLockWait function 23, 50, 259
ooSetObjectCreationDiskFormat function 49,

260

ooSetOfflineMode function 52, 260
ooSetRpcTimeout function 51, 261
ooSignal function 64, 262
ooStartInternalLS function 50, 263
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ooStatistics constructor 563
ooStopInternalLS function 50, 265
ooTermThread function 41, 266
ooThis method
of ooContObj class 390
ooTrans constructor 568
ooTrans destructor 568
ooTreeList constructor 593
ooTreeMap constructor 605
ooTreeSet constructor 578
ooUpdateIndexes function 195
ooUseIndex function 50, 268
open member function
of d_Database class 85, 275
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 23, 30,
552
open method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 499
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 539
openMode member function
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 32
openMode method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 500
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 540
operator d_Ref_Any
of ooRefHandle(appClass) classes 469
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 485
of ooRefHandle(ooObj) classes 557
operator new
of ooContObj class 146, 384, 634, 637
of ooDBObj class 397
of ooObj class 88, 92, 146, 461
operator ooContObj*
of ooHandle(ooContObj) class 485
operator+
global, for d_Date objects 284
global, for d_Interval objects 295
global, for d_Time objects 320
global, for d_Timestamp objects 331
operator++
of d_Date class 284
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 302
operator+=
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of d_Date class 285
of d_Interval class 295
of d_Time class 320
of d_Timestamp class 332
operatorglobal, for d_Date objects 285
global, for d_Interval objects 296
global, for d_Time objects 321
global, for d_Timestamp objects 332
of d_Interval class 295
operator-of d_Date class 285
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 302
operator-=
of d_Date class 286
of d_Interval class 296
of d_Time class 321
of d_Timestamp class 332
operator->
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 483
operator*
global, for d_Interval objects 296
of ooHandle(ooContObj) class 484
operator*=
of d_Interval class 296
operator/
global, for d_Interval objects 296
operator/=
of d_Interval class 296
operator=
of d_Date class 286
of d_Interval class 297
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 303
of d_Ref_Any class 307
of d_Time class 321
of d_Timestamp class 333
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 484
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 516
operator==
global, for d_Date objects 286
global, for d_Interval objects 297
global, for d_Ref_Any objects 307
global, for d_Time objects 321
global, for d_Timestamp objects 333
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operator!=
global, for d_Date objects 286
global, for d_Interval objects 297
global, for d_Ref_Any objects 308
global, for d_Time objects 321
global, for d_Timestamp objects 333
operator<
global, for d_Date objects 286
global, for d_Interval objects 297
global, for d_Time objects 322
global, for d_Timestamp objects 333
operator<=
global, for d_Date objects 287
global, for d_Interval objects 297
global, for d_Time objects 322
global, for d_Timestamp objects 333
operator>
global, for d_Date objects 287
global, for d_Interval objects 297
global, for d_Time objects 322
global, for d_Timestamp objects 334
operator>=
global, for d_Date objects 287
global, for d_Interval objects 298
global, for d_Time objects 322
global, for d_Timestamp objects 334
overlaps function
global, for d_Date objects 289, 289
global, for d_Time objects 324, 324
global, for d_Timestamp objects 336, 336

P
pageSize method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 138,
500
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 134, 540
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 130
partitionsContainingImage method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 541
pathName method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 139
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 134, 501,
541
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percentGrow method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 501
previous method
of d_Date class 289
priorityBits method
of ooClusterStrategy class 158, 365
ptr method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 502
put method
of ooHashMap class 100, 419
of ooTreeMap class 100, 609

R
refresh method
of ooBTree class 349
of ooHashSet class 429
refreshOpen method
of ooRefHandle(ooContObj) classes 502
remove method
of ooBTree class 350
of ooHashMap class 100, 420
of ooHashSet class 98, 430
of ooHashSetShortRef class 98
of ooTreeList class 99, 598
of ooTreeMap class 100, 609
of ooTreeSet class 98, 581
remove_all member function
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 613
removeAll method
of ooCollection class 98, 99, 100
removeAllDeleted method
of ooCollection class 97
of ooHashMap class 420
of ooTreeList class 598
of ooTreeMap class 610
removeIndexes method
of ooKeyDesc class 197, 437
removeRange method
of ooTreeList class 99, 598
rename_object member function
of d_Database class 86, 276
replace_element_at member function
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 614
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replicate method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 542
reset member function
of d_Iterator<element_type> classes 304
retainAll method
of ooCollection class 98, 99, 100
retrieve_element_at member function
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 614

S
second method
of d_Interval class 298
of d_Time class 323
of d_Timestamp class 335
set method
of ooTreeList class 99, 599
set_c_time method
of ooDotNetDateTime class 402
set_default_Time_Zone static method
of d_Time class 323
set_default_Time_Zone_to_local static
method
of d_Time class 323
set_object_name member function
of d_Database class 85, 277
set_ticks method
of ooDotNetDateTime 403
setAllowNonQuorumRead method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 543
setClusterStrategy method
of ooSession class 157, 560
setContainerPageLimit method
of ooClusterStrategy class 159, 365
setCurrent static member function
of ooContext class 375
setCurrentShared static member function
of ooContext class 375
setDefaultIndexMode static method
of ooSession class 195
setDefaultUseIndex static method
of ooSession class 193, 561
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setImageWeight method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 544
setMaxBucketsPerContainer method
of ooHashAdmin class 113, 409
setMaxNodesPerContainer method
of ooTreeAdmin class 106, 586
setMaxVArraysPerContainer method
of ooTreeAdmin class 106, 587
setOoGCCont method
of ooClusterStrategy class 159, 366
setPriorityBits method
of ooClusterStrategy class 159, 366
setReadImage method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 545
setReadOnly method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 546
setSignalClusteringError method
of ooClusterStrategy class 367
setTieBreaker method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 547
setup method
of ooQuery class 466
setUseIndex method
of ooSession class 193, 561
signalClusteringError method
of ooClusterStrategy class 367
size method
of ooBTree class 98, 100, 101, 350
of ooCollection class 101
of ooHashSet class 98, 430
of ooHashSetShortRef class 98
start member function
of ooTrans class 23, 572

T
ticks method
of ooDotNetDateTime class 403
tidy method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 136, 547
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 133
time method
of d_Timestamp class 335
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tryCreate method
of ooClusterStrategy class 165, 367
typeN method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 548
typeName method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 548
tz_hour method
of d_Time class 324
of d_Timestamp class 335
tz_minute method
of d_Time class 324
of d_Timestamp class 336

U
update member function
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 554
update method
of ooRefHandle(ooDBObj) classes 548
upgrade member function
of ooTrans class 29, 573
upgradeObjects member function
of ooRefHandle(ooFDObj) classes 573
upper_bound member function
of ooVArrayT<element_type> classes 614

V
valueIterator method
of ooHashMap class 420
of ooTreeMap class 610
vArrayContainer method
of ooTreeAdmin class 587

W
what
of asError class 620
of asException class 622

Y
year method
of d_Date class 289
of d_Timestamp class 336
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of topics that are discussed in this book, see “Topic Index” on page 645. For an
alphabetical list of classes, see “Classes Index” on page 671. For a list of methods, see
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A

K

access_status type
of d_Database class 273

Kind type
of ooDotNetDateTime class 401

D

M

d_Boolean type 82
d_Char type 82
d_Double type 82
d_Float type 82
d_Long type 82
d_Octet type 82
d_Short type 82
d_ULong type 82
d_UShort type 82

maximum constant
of ooClusterStrategy class 153, 358
Month type
of d_Date class 282

E
exclusive constant
of d_Database class 273

F
fastAccess constant
of ooClusterStrategy class 153, 358

N
not_open constant
of d_Database class 273

O
of ooClusterStrategy class 358
oocCommittedTrans constant 268
oocEnforce constant 249
oocError constant 265
oocExplicitUpdate constant 194, 195
oocFatalError constant 71
oocHandleToOID constant 26
oocIgnore constant 249
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oocInsensitive constant 194
oocInValidTransId constant 141
ooClusterPriorities 149
ooClusterPriorities type 233
oocNewContainer constant 150, 154, 233
oocNewDatabase constant 150, 155, 233
oocNewPage constant 150, 153, 233
oocNoError constant 66
oocOtherPage constant 150, 233
oocReadOnlyTrans constant 268
oocSameId constant 175, 233
oocSamePage constant 150, 233
oocSensitive constant 194
oocSuccess constant 265
oocSystemError constant 71
oocUpdateTrans constant 268
oocUserError constant 71
oocWarning constant 71
ooError type 62, 235
ooErrorHandlerPtr function-pointer type 71,

T
Time_Zone type
of d_Time class 318
transient_memory static data member
of d_Database class 88, 274, 462

W
Weekday type
of d_Date class 283

235

ooErrorLevel type 64
ooIndexMode type 194
ooMsgHandlerPtr function-pointer type 75
ooOfflineMode type 249
ooResource type 141, 253
ooStatus type 265
ooTransId type 141
ooTransInfo type 141, 267
ooTransState type 268
oovLastError context variable 65, 269
oovLastErrorLevel context variable 65, 269
oovNError context variable 269

R
read_only constant
of d_Database class 273
read_write constant
of d_Database class 273
reserveSpace constant 358
of ooClusterStrategy class 153
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